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THE CMS CONCEPT 

SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 

CMS (Computer Management System) software is a powerful set of s6ftware items designed to operate on 
a number of different hardware products. 

To the user of an individual hardware product running CMS software, there is a well-defined operator inter-
. face and set of programming languages. The importance of CMS· is that the same user may use a different hard
ware product running CMS software, and with the same languages. This portability eliminates major operator 
retraining between different CMS products. It also allows freedom of interchange of programs between hardware 
products, limited only by availability of hardware features. For example, a program may be developed and com
piled on one system, and run on another. Also, because the compilers are also programs, there is portability 
of compilers between hardware systems as well. Data files are similarly transferable from one system to another. 
This portability is achieved by building on the "soft machine" concept. Refer to figure 1-1. 

SOURCE 
PROGRAM 

i 
COMPILER 

i 
OBJ.ECT 

COOE 
PROGRAM 
(S-CODEI 

L.. ~ INTERPRETER INTERP.RETER ' 
,,,. 

A B 

I l 1 1 
HARDWARE HARDWARE 

A B 

SOFT MACHINE A SOFT MACHINE B 

Figure 1-1. CMS Portability 
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The programmer writes a program in a high-level language. The CMS programming languages are: 

COBOL 

RPG (including RPGII) 

MPL (CMS Message Processing Language) 

NDL (Network Definition Language). 

This program is writen in 'source code'. This is then input to one of the CMS compilers which converts it 
to "object code" or "S-code". This is the executable program. The "S-code" is similar in design to the "machine 
code" of earlier generations of computer. 

In earlier generations of computer this ' 'S-code" would be executed by hard-wired instructions. With the ad
vent of fast micro-processor computers, however, it is possible to build a set of micro-instructions which inter
prets each "S-code" and executes it. The set of micro-instructions is therefore called an "interpreter". The com
bination of interpreter and micro-processor hardware is sometimes termed a "soft machine". 

Now as the "S-code" is independent of any particular hardware, it is possible (and has been achieved in CMS) 
to build several soft machines which will execute a "object program" in a similar manner. Hence the CMS ob
ject programs are portable across the different CMS machines. 

These machines include: 

B90 
B 1800 
B 1900 

There are different CMS interpreters on each system. For example, on the B 90 the interpreters are: 

BILINTERPX 
COBOLINTX 
NDL.INTERPX 

BILINTERPX is used to execute programs written in MPL and in BIL (an implementation language used 
for compiler-writing which is so similar to MPL that they share the same S-code format). COBOLINTX is 
used to execute programs written in COBOL and RPG (these two languages share the same S-code format). 
NDL.INTERPX is used to interpret data communication controller programs written in NDL. 

Certain common features needed in all programs (such as the handling of peripheral devices) have been collected 
together into. a Master Control Program (MCP). The MCP is a micro-code program and is therefore specifically 
written for each hardware product. Thus there is a B 90 MCP, a B 1800 MCP and a B 1900 MCP. The MCP also 
controls the operator interface (which is standard across the CMS range) and mainhains overall control of the system, 
providing complete resource management including multi-programming, 1/0 device handling and memory manage
ment. 

CMS software also provides a number of utility programs. As these are written in MPL, they also are portable 
across the CMS range, limited only by hardware feature availability. 

To cover the complete features of each CMS product line, certain aspects of the software are written for a 
specific product. These additional features include important operational characteristics, and are described in 
sections 8 through 10. Sections 2 through 7 of this manual cover items which are applicable to any CMS product. 
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SOFTWARE RELEASE LEVELS 

Each item on a CMS software release is identified by a three-part number, as follows: 

X.XX.XX 

I ~ potoh oumbN 
level number 
mark number 

The mark and level numbers constitute the release number. For example, the COBOL compiler 3.01.08 is 
the COBOL compiler included in the 3.01 release of system software, with patch number 08. 

Software items from different releases should not be used together. For example, an interpreter from release 
3.01 should not be used with an MCP from release 3.00. 

This book describes system software relative to the 3.02 release. 

Software Patches 

Within a particular release, patches to individual items may be issued. For example, an MCP identified by 
3.01.12 contains certain improvements over an MCP identified by 3.01.11. A patch always increases the patch 
number. It is always advisable to use the highest patch versions within any one release. All system software 
items within a given release (mark and level numbers) may be used together, regardless of the patch number, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise at the time of release of the item. 

Certain items may be patched by the user. The details are machine-dependent and are described in the rele
vent section (8 through 10). 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT 

Throughout this book, suggestions are made for corrective action where possible, following a particular output 
message or symptom of failure. Sometimes the phrase "request technical assistance" has been used. This should 
be interpreted as a recommendation to contact your immediately higher support level if you are not sure of 
what to do or do not feel justified in attempting further action without competent advice. 

All problems with the system should be recorded. This is for two purposes: to report the problem; and to 
avoid similar problems in the future. The report should contain the date and time and list the systems. As a 
minimum it is recommended that the SPO hard-copy printout or SPO log is kept for future reference. 

TO THE READER 

This book is written as reference material. It is a guide to be consulted during operation of any CMS machine. 

This book explains how to start and to stop the system software. As this is normally hardware-dependent, 
the relevant section (8 through 10) should be consulted. 

Once the system software has started (that is, the system is under MCP control), the operator may interface 
with the MCP via the SPO (Supervisory Printout) device in order to execute programs. The type of device may 
vary with the hardware product, but input and output messages are standardized. 

Section 2 of this book explains some general terms which should be understood in order to make full use 
of the CMS features. It explains how to cause programs to be executed. This section also explains how to read 
the diagrams used throughout the book to describe the format of input messages and other details. 

Details of input messages are given, in alphabetical order, in sections 3 and 4. The items in section 4 are 
utility programs which are executed in the same manner as other programs. The items in section 3 are embedded 
features in the MCP. Refer to section 2 for a fuller explanation. 
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Sections 5 and 6 describe the sort/merge feature and the compilation feature respectively, and will be of spe
cial interest to programmers. Section 5 includes a functional description of the sort/merge feature. 

Section 7 lists the messages which may be output to the SPO by the system software during execution of 
the system. As each message is identified on the SPO by a number, reference to this book can be made by 
this number. 

For other items such as hardware and system software failures, refer to the particular hardware section (8 
through 10) for details. 
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SECTION 2 
BASIC CMS OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

All CMS operation has two basic principles: it is disk-based; and operator communication is with the MCP 
by a SPO device. Other peripherals may be present, depending on the configuration. This section introduces 
some basic principles which should be understood by all CMS operators. The material in this section is common 
to all CMS products. Other details that are machine-dependent are given in the relevant section. 

PERIPHERALS 

Each peripheral is referenced by a three-character abbreviation, where the first two characters give the type 
of peripheral and the third character refers to the particular peripheral by the letter A, B, and so on. For exam
ple, LP is the abbreviation for a line printer, so the first line printer is referred to as LP A, and the second 
is LPB. 

The peripheral types are listed below: 

2015228 

AC - console with any output device 

AM - any multi-function card unit 

AP - any (serial or line) printer 

AR - any card reader 

AT - any magnetic tape 

CP - any card punch 

CT - cassette tape 

DC - data communications controller 

DF - fixed disk 

DI - industry-compatible mini-disk (ICMD) 

DK - disk cartridge (any type of speed) 

DM - Burroughs super mini disk (BSMD and BSMDII) 

DP - disk pack 

KB - Keyboard 

LP - line printer 

MT - magnetic tape (reel) 

M8 - 80-column multi-function card unit 

M9 - 96-column multi-function card unit 

PC - console with serial printer 

P8 - 80-column card punch 

P9 - 96-column card punch 

R8 - 80-column card reader 

R9 - 96-column card reader 
RS - Reader Sorter 

RT - Real Time Clock 
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SC - console with SELF-SCAN ® device 

SD - Screen Display 

SP - serial printer (on console) 

SS - SELF-SCAN ® device 
If the configuration contains more than one device of the same type, the designation (A, B, and so on) de

pends on the location of the peripheral controller in the hardware. If there is only one dual-drive cartridge con
troller, the upper drive is DKA and the lower drive is DKB. If there is only one dual-drive Burroughs super
mini-disk controller (for example, on a small B 80 with in-built mini disk), the upper drive is DMA and the 
lower drive is DMB. 

The three-character references are used in all operator communication with the MCP (refer to section 3). 

SYSTEM AND USER DISKS 

The MCP resides on a disk unit. At warmstart time (when the system is started up and the MCP begins to 
function) the MCP notes the disk containing the executing MCP code. This is called the "system disk". 

During operation there is only one system disk. Other disks may contain a copy of the MCP code, but only 
the disk from which the MCP is running is the system disk. 

All other disks on the system during machine operation are called "user disks". 

There is one restriction on the portability of system disks between different CMS products. A system disk 
may not be taken to a different CMS product and used there as a system disk. It may, however, be used on 
the second system as a user disk. It may also be used on the first system as a user disk. User disks may always 
be interchanged between different systems. 

DISK FORMAT 

A disk consists of one or more platters, one or both surfaces of which may be used to record data. The re
cording area of disks is divided into the following physical items: 

Track: 
An area of one surface of a disk which is at the same distance from the center of the disk. The entire track 
can be accessed without moving the position of the read/write head. 

Sector: 
The basic unit of disk address, size 180 bytes on all Burroughs disks, and 128 bytes on ICMD. A physical 
read or write uses a complete sector. There are several additional bytes in each sector, used only by the hard
ware and not accessible to user programs. The sector is also called a "segment". 

Cylinder: 
If there is more than one surface, each track at the same distance from the center makes a cylinder. The 
entire cylinder may be accessed without altering the position of the read/write heads. 

Figure 2-1 illustrates these terms. 

Disk Initialization 

Each disk must be initialized before use on a -CMS machine. Initialization creates correct sector addresses 
throughout the disk recording surface, then writes certain data in the low-address part of the disk. The first 
sector is numbered sector zero, and the first track is numbered track zero. A disk with a bad track cannot be 
initialized. The method of initializing the disk is machine-dependent refer to the appropriate section. 

Sector zero contains the disk label. This includes the name of the disk, or "disk-id". Every disk has a disk
name. This disk-name can be from one to seven characters, using the set A to Z, 0 to 9, and the dot (". ") 
and hyphen ("-"). 

SELF-SCAN ® is a registered trademark of Burroughs Corporation. 
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TOP VIEW: 

~-+---+---- ANOTHER TRAGK..MADE OF THE 
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t ~ 
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i ~ 

Figure 2-1. Physical Disk Structure 

Disk files 

Information is stored on a disk in a "disk file". There may be many files on one disk. Each file is referenced 
by a "file name". A file name can be from one to twelve characters, using the set A to Z, 0 to 9, and the 
dot and hyphen. Each disk contains a directory of the files on that disk. This directory is accessed by utilities 
such as KA and PD (see section 4). 

Information can be of different types: normal data, accessed by programs; special data, accessed by the MCP; 
and programs themselves. The MCP is itself a program, and so are other "system files" such as the interpreters. 
System files have special restrictions in that a control is placed on their removal (see RM section 4). 

Disk File Names 

On any system, every disk file (whether data or a program) is accessed by a two part reference, as follows: 

disk-name/file-name 

For example, the disk file Ml01A/REP200 is a file with a file-name REP200 to be found on the disk with 
a disk-name MlOlA. 

It is not necessary to give the name of the system disk when referring to files residing on the system disk. 
Alternatively, a disk-name of 0000000 by convention refers to the system disk. For example, the disk file 
REP200 or 0000000/REP200 is a file with a file-name REP200 to be found on the system disk. 

It is not allowed to have two disks of the same disk-name in use at the same time. It is not allowed to have 
two files of the same file-name on the same disk. However, it is quite permissible for two different disks to 
contain a file with the same file-name. For example, the files M100A/REP200 and Ml01A/REP200 refer to two 
different disk files (although one may be a copy or update of the other). 
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Disk File Group Names 

In many utilities (see section 4) it is convenient to refer to groups of files, depending on common starting 
characters of their file-names. 

All files on a disk may be referenced by the equals symbol ("="). For example, the reference MlOlA/= 
refers to all files on the disk with disk-name MlOlA. 

All files beginning with, say, the characters REP may be referenced by REP=. For example, the reference 
MlOlA/REP= refers to all files on disk MlOlA with file-names of REP200, REPA, REP678P, and so on. 

In general, a group-name consists of an equals symbol ("=") optionally preceded by up to ten symbols which 
are the first part of the file-names of each of the files in the group. 

Example: 

Consider a disk MlOlA containing files with file-names: 

PR200,REP100,REP200,REP250,RQ510,CRCOPY 

Then the following group-names refer to the files indicated: 

MlOlA/= 

PR200, REPlOO, REP200, REP250, RQ510, CRCOPY 

MlOlA/REP= 

REPlOO, REP200, REP250 

MlOlA/R= 

REPlOO, REP200, REP250, RQ510 

Disk Directory 

The disk directory is a table on every CMS-initialized disk whicl)..enables the MCP to locate any disk file by name. Full 
details of the directory layout are given in the CMS MCP manual. 

The directory is a fixed size determined at disk initialization time, based on the maximum number of files 
to be placed on the disk. An attempt to create more files than there are entries in the directory will give 
an appropriate MCP run-time error message. 

The directory consists of three parts: 

the name-list 

the disk file headers for each file 

the available table 

The relationship between these parts are given in figure 2-2. The name-list is a list, by file-name, of each 
file existing on that disk. A search through this name-list will reveal if a file is present or not: if present, the 
name-list entry points to the disk file header for the file. This is a table giving the location of each part of 
actual data in the file (the file may be divided into up to sixteen separate physical areas on the disk). In the 
figure only one area is indicated. The available table is a list of the disk areas not in use by a file. When a 
new disk file is created, an available· space is found from this table and an entry made in the name-list, then
the space is used to write the file information. When a disk file is removed its entry is deleted from the name
list and the areas specified in the disk file header are entered in the available table. 

If there is insufficient space on a disk to allocate new disk file areas, a "NO USER DISK" message is given 
by the MCP. The operator may remove a file (see RM) to make more space available. The KA utility (see 
section 4) and KX function provide information on the available space on a disk. 
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Figure 2-2. Disk Directory Structure 

As a simplification, it may be stated that when a disk is initialized the directory is rebuilt with no entries, 
indicating that the entire disk space is available apart from the directory itself. In fact, any bad areas on the 
disk are marked in the directory so that they cannot be allocated to files (see also the XD utility); also, there 
is a special entry called "SYSMEM" which enables certain programs such as PD and RM (which access the 
directory) to operate successfully. 

Indexed Files 

Indexed files are in fact a pair of files, the"' key file" and the "data file". They may reside on the same or 
separate disks. Each file in the pair has a separate entry in the disk directory of the disk on which it resides. 
A special table at the beginning of the key file (the"'key file parameter block") gives, among other information, 
the disk-name and file-name of the associated data file. See figure 2-3 for a diagram of the relationships between 
the two files. 

The purpose of indexed files is to simplify access to data in the data file by using a set of keys (such as ac
count number) in each record of the data file. These keys are placed in the key file. A key file may be created 
by the SORT utility and intrinsic (see section 5, where examples are given). 

Special consideration must be given to copying indexed files, due to the link between the key file and data 
file. This is especially true when copying from one disk to another. Details are given in each relevent section 
(see COPY utility, section 4; also the machine-dependent copy facilities). 

Dual Pack Files 

As mentioned before, a disk file may be divided into up to sixteen separate areas. If these areas are located 
on two separate disks the file is known as a"dual pack file". Such files may be created by the AD intrinsic 
in response to a"NO USER DISK" message (see section 3). 

There is an entry in the directories of both disks for a dual pack file, together with the disk-name of the 
other disk. Each disk directory has a copy of the disk file header for this file, but the table of locations for 
each file area also indicates if the area is located on"this" disk or the"other" disk. This is shown diagrammatical
ly for a file with four areas in figure 2-4. In most applications it is necessary for both disks of a dual-pack file 
to be on-line at the same time. · 
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....... 
-;;? DISK LABEL OF DISK 

WITH DATA FILE 
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FOR KEY FILE / 
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Figure 2-3. Indexed Files 
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Figure 2-4. Dual-Pack Files 
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MAGNETIC TAPE FILE NAMES 

Note: this includes tape cassette. 

A tape may be used to store data either on one file (a "single-file tape") or as a "multifile tape". Each file 
is separated by a tape mark. Additionally, each file normally has a beginning and an ending label. A multifile 
tape has also a special beginning ("volume") label. 

On loading a tape, the MCP reads the first label to determine the tape name. Tape file names are in two 
parts: 

multifile-name/file-name 

For a single-file tape, the multifile-name will be "0000000". The format of the multifile-name is the same 
as for the disk-name of a disk file. 

The COPY utility (section 4) produces a single-file tape when copying to tape. The LD utility (section 4) 
always produces multifile tapes called "library tapes". Library tapes are referenced by the multifile-name: there 
is a standard convention for labelling all the files on a library tape. For full details of tape formats, refer to 
the CMS MCP manual. 

Tapes (multi-file or single-file) may be unlabelled. Such tapes must always be accessed via the AD intrinsic 
(section 3) because there is no label that the MCP can recognize when the tape is loaded. Tapes containing 
labels that are non-standard are also treated as multifile unlabelled tapes. 

PRINTER FILES 

There are two types of printer: a wide line printer and a console printer, depending on available hardware. 
The console printer is also known as a "serial printer". These hardware devices are also referred to as "files" 
and are given file-names of up to seven characters. When the file is opened and closed, an identifying print 
line is given to indicate the name of the file. This file-name is also used in MCP messages. Refer to the CMS 
MCP manual for full details. 

It is possible to designate a file type of "any printer". Such a file will be written to a wide line printer if 
this peripheral is available. If not available, this file will be written to the console printer if available. If there 
is no console printer either, the MCP will display a "NO FILE" or "DEVICE REQUIRED" message. 

OTHER PERIPHERALS 

All peripherals are treated as files for input, output or a combination of input/output, depending on the hard
ware type. The use of any periphral device is governed by the file-name of up to seven characters, which will 
appear in any related MCP messages. Refer to the OL intrinsic (section 3) for other details. 

PROGRAMS 

An executable program is information stored on disk as a disk file. It is referenced in the same way as any 
data file: that is, th~ough the disk-name and file-name (or just the file-name if the program resides on the system 
disk). The rules for the program name are the same as for any disk file name. 

A "utility" is a program provided for general use by all CMS operators, for house-keeping and other general 
purposes. For example, the LD utility enables operators to load and dump disk files from disk to magnetic tape 
for backup purposes. 

Executing Programs 

In order to execute a program, part or all of the information in the disk file must be brought into memory 
and placed under control of the MCP. This is called "program load', and takes a certain interval of time. 
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Programs may be loaded and executed by merely providing the name of program file to the MCP. If so de
sired, the keyword "EX" may be place before the program name. For example, suppose one wishes to execute 
a program that resides on a disk PR200A in a file called DCS. Either the input 

EX PR200A/DCS 

or just 

PR200A/DCS 

will cause the program to be loaded and executed. 

Depending on the system, a BOJ (beginning-of-job) message may be displayed by the MCP after the program 
has been loaded, and a EOJ (end-of-job) message may be displayed by the MCP at the end of the program. 
The display of these messages may be turned on or off for individual programs by the MODIFY utility (see 
section 4). 

Failures may occur when attempting to load a program. For example, the requested program may not be on 
disk. A list of load failure messages is given in section 7. 

Many programs enable the operator to enter further information after the program name. This is known as 
an "initiating message" and the contents are entirely dependent on the program. Nearly all the utilities in section 
4 allow further information, the format of which is given in the description of each utility program. For example, 
the input 

COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

consists of the command to load and execute the program called "COPY" (found on the system disk in this 
example), followed by the information "REP202 TO RPTAPE" which is passed to the program. There are two 
types of error which can be made: either there is a load failure (because, for example, the COPY program 
is not on the system disk), when the MCP would issue an appropriate message; or the following information 
is an incorrect format for the program, when the program itself would issue a message. In the former case, 
the MCP message is described in section 7. In the latter case, the output message is described under each utility. 

Note that if the utility resides on, say, the disk PR2, the input message would be 

PR2/COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

or 

EX PR2/COPY REP202 TO RPTAPE 

In section 4 this additional information is omitted in the interest of clarity. It is, however, common for utilities 
to reside on a disk other than the system disk, in which case the disk-name must be provided. 

It is also possible for programs to be automatically executed by another program. In this case, the first pro
gram is said to "zip" the second program. No operator input is used in this case, but the BOJ message may 
be displayed for the zipped program. 

INTRINSICS 

There is an important type of operator input that does not involve a command to execute programs or 
utilities. These messages are calls on "fotrinsics" which are part of the MCP. Those intrinsics which are common 
to all CMS machines are described in section 3. Other intrinsics are given in the relevent machine-dependent 
section. 

Because an intrinsic is part of the MCP, there is no separate program corresponding to the name of the intrin
sic. Therefore the keyword "EX" is not allowed in a call on an intrinsic, neither can a user disk-name be 
specified. There is no program load time because the MCP is already executing. For example, the input 

RY DMA 

is a request to the MCP to ready (RY)" the disk peripheral designated by DMA. This input message to the 
MCP must not be preceded by the keyword "EX". · 
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MIX NUMBERS 

As a program is loaded, the MCP assigns it a number from its table of executing tasks. This is the "mix
number" and is used in any messages output by MCP relating to this task. The mix-number is also used in 
all messages input by the operator for this task. Some input messages also require the corresponding program 
name as well as the mix-number. The MX intrinsic (see section 3) may be used to determine the current mix 
of tasks. 

The allocation of mix-numbers is dependent on the CMS product. Refer to the corresponding section for more 
details. 

OUTPUT MESSAGES 

As mentioned earlier, messages may be output on the SPO either by the. MCP and other system software 
or by the p~ogram. It is important to distinguish between the two types of output messages in order to look 
up the message in the appropriate place. 

Messages output by the MCP are of two kinds: short responses to intrinsics, and longer descriptions of any 
event to be brought to the attention of the operator. The short descriptions are self-explanatory: for example, 
the input message 

OL LPA 

(an intrinsic to inquire of the status of line printer LPA) may result in the response 

LPA READY 

Similarly, the short message 

LPA NOT READY 

will be displayed if LP A is stopped by the operator or through any fault. The longer descriptions are always 
referenced by an "event number" enclosed in brackets. The format of these messages is given in section 7, and 
operators should be generally able to recognize that such a message has been output by the MCP. 

For example, the message 

10/LIST <17> WAITING UNLAB LISTPRT AP NO FILE 

indicates an MCP message with event number 17, and reference should be made to section 7 for information 
on possible causes and suggested actions to take. 

Messages with event numbers may also be output by other parts of the system software such as interpreters 
and the sort-intrinsic, although the overall format is similar. After recognizing the event number, reference 
should be made to section 7 (or section 5 for sort-related messages). 

Messages output by all other programs are known as "displays" and may be preceded by the keyword 
"DISP". Note, however, that utility programs may display messages without this preceding keyword. 

All messages output by the utility programs described· in this manual are listed under the respective utility. 
For example, messages displayed by COPY utility are listed under the COPY utility. Messages may additionally 
be displayed by the MCP for events related to the execution of the COPY utility (for example, if the COPY 
utility needs space on a particular disk, a "NO USER DISK" message will be output) but these MCP messages 
will always be distinguished by. the event number. 

Messages displayed by other programs are not discussed in this manual. Reference must be made to the ap
propriate manual or operating instructions for that program. 

Figure 2-5 illustrates a sample SPO list giving a mixture of messages described in this section. Note· in this 
example that the utility programs LIST and LR do not give rise to BOJ and EOJ or DISP messages. The user 
program PROGA shows all three messages. These messages may be turned on for utilities by using the 
MODIFY utility (section 4). 
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inPl.lt commanc to run LIST--> 
jMCP '"output message E'1ent 10-> 
input co1mand to run PFOGA ·> 
~CP message for PROGA BOJ ·-> 
;nput commanc to run LR ----> 
next line is PROGA display -> 
actual display information-> 
input request Ol intrinsic -> 
MCP response to Ol message ·> 
input request MX intrinsic-> 
HCP response to MX message -> 

-> 
-> 
-> 

HCP ~essage for PROGA EOJ ••> 
input request ST intrinsic -> 
MCP response to ST ressage -> 

LIST COLLETTE 
01/LIST <1C> WAITING COLLETTE DK NO FILE 

PROGA 
02/PROGA BOJ PR IS A 

LR = 
02/PROGA OISP: 

PROGRA~ A ~ERSION ~-c1.os 
OL LFA 

MX 
LPA LRPRINT IN USE B'f C3/lR 

01/LIST SUSPENDED WAITING ON ~O FILE 
••• CONO IT ION 
02/PROGA A EXECUTING 
03/LR 8 EXECUTING 

02/PROGA ECJ 
ST 3 

03/LR STOPFEO 

Figure 2-5. Sample SPO List 

FORMAT DIAGRAMS 

Most of the descriptions of input messages in this book are given as simple format diagrams with correspond
ing descriptive text and examples. An example will illustrate how to read such format diagrams. 

Example: 

EX disk-name I 
{ 

TST200} 
TST201 

number 

In this format, items in lower-case ("disk-name" and "number" in this example) are to be replaced by actual 
values (such as "PR2" and ''27"). Other items are included in the input message as they are found. Spaces 
are required whenever necessary to avoid ambiguity. In the example, it is not strictly necessary to separate the 
disk-name and the slash ~/") with a space because the slash cannot be part of the disk-name according to the 
rules for disk-names. Extra spaces may however, be added for legibility. If an arrow in the left-to-right direction 
is encountered, the items under the arrow may be omitted. Curly brackets are used to denote alternatives. The 
alternatives are placed in a list underneath each other. (Each alternative item may be more complex than ·the 
example quoted: it may contain optional parts and further alternatives). If an arrow in the right-to-left direction 
is encountered, one may return to the point underneath the arrow and continue building up a valid input mes
sage In the example quoted, after adding a valid number (say "27") one may return to add a second number 
(say "52"). In fact, the format diagram does not specify how many times one may continue to do this, but 
details are given in the text. 

Here are several valid input messages which can be generated from the example. (Note that a disk-name can 
consist of up to seven characters, see earlier);: 
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EX TST200 57 

EX TST201 259 

EX PR2/TST200 36 

EX PR2/TST200 2 52 574 361 

EX Ml01A/TST201 1 2 



Here are several .invalid input messages according to the example: 

EX PR2/TST200 

EX PR2 TST200 36 

EX TST202 36 

TST201 259 

EX PR2/Ml01A/TST201 1 2 

Here is a slightly more complicated example, which makes the number or list of numbers optional: 

Example: 

EX disk-name I 

The input messages 

EX PR2/TST200 

EX PR2/TST200 56 

EX PR2/TST200 27 56 

are now all valid. 

{ TST200} 
TST201 

number 

These simple format diagrams are easy to understand in conjunction with descriptive text and examples, but 
cannot be used if the format becomes too complex. In the latter case a rigorous notation known as "railroad 
diagrams" is employed (see below). In some case in the text of this book, the format has been deliberately 
simplified for the sake of clarity, with further details given in the text. More complex features have been de
scribed by railroad diagrams (see, for example, the COPY and LIST utilities in section 4). Appendix B gives 
complete railroad diagrams as a handy reference for those who need the exact definition of any input message. 

RAILROAD DIAGRAMS 

The equivalent railroad diagram to the first format diagram is given in figure 2-6. 

-ex [ TST200 J.,.____J ·<number> > 
TST201 

Figure 2-6. Railroad Diagram Sample 1 

To form valid input, follow the railroad "track" from left to right or in the direction of the arrows. A junction 
in the track indicates that alternative paths may be followed. Items enclosed in angled brackets "<" and ">") 
must be replaced with actual values, as before. Each item not enclosed in angled brackets is included as it is 
found. Spaces are added where necessary, as in format diagrams. 

The equivalent railroad diagram to the second format diagram is given in figure 2-7. 

I <disk-name> I ~ 

EX_.__L----~[ 
TST200 

TST201 

~ <number> l 
]1---~-----___.___~> 

Figure 2-7. Railroad Diagram Sample 2 
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There are two other features available in railroad diagrams to make possible the exact specification of any 
input message. These are illustrated in fi&_ure 2-8. Firstly, the maximum number of times around a loop may 
be controlled by including the number 

[ 
<disk-name> -

Jr [ TST200 

TST201 

Figure 2-8. Railroad Diagram Sample 3 

in the track of the loop. In the example, it is possible to omit the <number>, or to include either one or 
two values of <number>. Secondly, if angled brackets are to be included as part of the message, these must 
be underlined. In the example, there is an optional part of the message which consists of the three characters 
"<A>". The following messages would then be valid: 

EX PR2/TST200 

EX PR2/TST200 27 

EX PR2/TST201 27 56 

EX PR2/TST201 <A> 

EX PR2/TST200 <A> 56 

but the following would be invalid: 

EX PR2/TST200 27 56 243 

EX PR2/TST201 A 

EX PR2/TST201 A 73 

Note also that if a number under a loop is preceded by an asterisk(" * "), then that loop must be included in the syntax 
at least the number of times specified. For example, if the loop included the characters" *1 ",then the loop must be included 
at least once. 
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SECTION 3 
CMS-COMMON INTRINSICS 

INTRODUCTION 

This section describes, in alphabetical order, those input commands which are embedded in ("intrinsic to") 
the MCP, and which are common to all CMS products. 

As discussed in section 2, it is not valid to precede these messages with "EX", because the intrinsics are not 
separate programs to be loaded and executed. The intrinsics cannot be executed from a user disk, because by 
nature they are part of the MCP which is on the system disk. 

The response to these intrinsics may vary slightly between different CMS products, due to different hardware 
being used. These variations have been noted in the text where applicable. 
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AD (Assign Peripheral Device) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to assign a particular peripheral to a program that h~s called for an "unla
belled input file'', or that requests a particular output device. 

It may also be used to allow file overflow onto a second disk if no disk space is available 

Format: 

AD mix-number I I program-name peripheral 

Example 1: 

Copy utility requires another disk: 

COPY INIST TO INDISK3/INIST 
lO/COPY < 12 >WAITING Fll.110 NO 
••• USER DISK 
ADIODMB 

(The first message is output by the MCP and the operator responds with the AD message by assigning DMB 
as the disk to which: the remainder of file !NIST will be copied. This creates file !NIST as a "dual-pack file'). 

Example 2: 

Program "COBOL7", mix number 03, requires a line printer type device: 

03 COBOL7 < 17 >WAITING LP.!«> FILE 
AD03LPA 

(The first message is output by the MCP, and the operator responds with the AD message by assigning LP A 
to mix number 03). 

Example 3: 

The LIST utility requires an unlabelled tape: 
LIST TAPEl MTP NO.LABEL 

01/LIST <14> WAITING UNLAB SPURIUS/TAPEl AT 
... DEVICE REQUIRED 

AD 01 CTB 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

mix number/program 
AO INVALID 

3-2 

POSS IBLE CAUSES 

Specified prograw 
was not suspended 
waiting for a ce~ice 
assignrrent. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check }Ii th "x 
for r ame of s1;sp ended 
prograir. 



AX (Accept a message for a program) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to communicate with a program in the mix. The program must already be 
suspended waiting for an "accept" (ACPT). 

The MCP will prompt the operator for input by printing "mix number/program-name ACPT" on the SPO. 

The maximum length of the "text" or operator input is 50 characters. Operating intructions for individual 
programs will provide the operator with valid "text" responses. 

Format: 

AX mix-number I I program-name text 

Example: 

The program BMOOl displays a message asking for a file name to be entered. The operator responds with 
the appropriate text, in this case ARSCHG, by the AX message. 

BMOOl 
01/BMOOl BOJ 
ENTER BM202 FILE NAME 
01/BMOOl ACPT 
AXOl ARSCHG 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

mix-number I 
program-na111e A>< 
INVALID 

2015228 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Specified program 
was not waitin~ for 
an "accept" 

or 
mix nuirber and 
specified prograre 
name do not match. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check with ~X for 
proper mix-number 
and program-name 
combination. 
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CL (Clear Peripheral) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to clear the peripheral from the program and bring the program to End 
of Job (EOJ). It breaks the "links" between the program and the peripheral. 

For example, if the line printer "hangs" during the printing of a report and an attempt is made to DS the 
program, it will not be possible to discontinue the program unless the line printer is made ready or CL is used 
to break the "link" between the program and the line printer. 

Format: 

Examples: 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

Cl peripheral 
I NV Al I 0 

3-4 

CL 

CL LPA 

CL SSA 

printer peripheral 
tape peripheral 
self-scan peripheral 
ICMD peripheral 

POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

Progra1 is not waitirg Cteck input. 
on "hung" peripheral. 



DC (Data Communications operator input) 

This intrinsic enables the operator to enter messages from the SPO to the Message Control System (MCS) 
if data communications activity is in process.The message text, after being stripped of the "DC" characters and 
the following blank character, is transferred to the MCS input message queue and marked as "operator input". 

The interpretation of the message text is defined by the particular MCS. 

Format: 

DC text 

Example: 

To enter the text "MAKE STATION 2 READY': 

DC MAKE STATION 2 READY 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

none MCS input successful none 

DC I NV Al ID no MCS in the mix check input; execute 
the tics 

DC NO SPACE There is ro available "'a it a short time then 
message space in re-irpt.t message; i f 
memory for this L n SU C C € S S f U l several 
message times, request 

techrical as s is t an c e. 
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DP (Discontinue and Dump) 

This intrinsic is similar to the "DS" intrinsic. The difference is that the disk work space (Virtual Memory 
on Disk, Virtual Disk) is not freed up and returned to an available status. 

The disk work space is, instead, updated from memory with all the most current information about the pro
gram. The disk backup is then made into a file (locked) and given a name, "PMFILnn''. ('nn" is the mix number 
for user programs, utilities, and MCP intrinsics). :.::· .,,.., 

The peripherals and memory in use by the specified program are made available to other programs. 

DP is used when a technical analysis of a particular program is required following a failure during its 
operation. 

Format: 

Example: 

DP 01/GL060 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES !:UGGESTEO ACT I ON 

II! i )( number/program· OP successful none. 
name OP'ed 

input INV AL ID mix nua:ber does rot Check input Creinput 
correspond to i f necessary>. 
program name or 

Check .. it h MX for 
proper mix numl::er and 
r=rogra1J name comtinat· 
ion• 

input IN VAL IO - program-name i s Cheek with MX an c 
NEEDS PROGRAt-'-IO missing re-irplt. 
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DS (Discontinue Program) 

This intrinsic causes the orderly termination of the specified program. All peripherals in use by the program 
are made available to other programs. 

Format: 

OS mix-number I program~name 

Example: 

To terminate the program AR.040 which has mix number 2: 

DS 02/AR040 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBtE CAUSES SUGGESTEO ACT ION 
.. 

mi xn::rog DS'ed 0 S S UC Ce SS f U l none 

input INVAl IO mix number does rot check with HX, 
correspond to pro gr a11 re input 
name; or program is 
an HCS. 

input INVAt.10-NEEDS program name not c ti ec k with MX, 
PROGRAM ID spec if i ed rein put 

Note: if the program is waiting on a "hung" peripheral device, try the CL intrinsic. 
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DT (Systems Date and Time) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to inquire about or change the system date and time maintained by the 
MCP. 

Format: 

DT mm/dd/yy 

Examples: 

To inquire about the system date (and time if the system contains a real time clock) 

DT 

To change the system date: 

DT 01/01/78 

To change the system date and time: 

DT 03/23/78 1234 

(March 23, 1978 is the new date. 12:34 is the time). 
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Output messages· 

MESSAGE 

"DO ~ON YY YYDOO 
HHMM DOW" 
where 
OD = day of month 
MON = 3 letter 
abbreviation of 
month. 

YY = Year 
YYDOO = Julian date 
HHMM = time <hours 

and minutes> 
OOW = daY of week. 

l<INVALIO DATE> 

<INV Al IO TIME> 

<NO CLOC~> 

MM/00/YY HH:MH 

2015228 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Normal response 
to "OT". 

An error was made 
in one of the follow· 
ing fields: 

MM 
DO 
yy 

for exarrple = a 
MM entry of "O" or 
greater than 12 
is invalid. 
The entire date is 
rejected• tut a 
valid time entry 
in the same "ess
age will be accept• 
ed. 

A ti~e greater t~an 
2359 was entered· 

The tiwe is rejected. 
A valid date entry in 
the same message will 
be accepted. 

lime entry was 
mace. but system 
has no real-time 
clock. 

Valid date entry 
w i l l b e ac c e pt e d 
in same message. 

Normal response 
to OT inquiry 
CBBOCl 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

rone 

Reinp1.it date 
portion of 
1essage 

Rein i:: 1.o t ti me 
portion of 
ft! ess cg E. 

r.one 

rone 
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FD (Form Define) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to define a logical page for a serial printer {SP A) or set top of page for 
the SPA. 

Unless the operator indicates otherwise, the current position is taken as the top of the page. 

If the three parameters {HEIGHT, WIDTH, and OFFSET) are specified, then they are used to define ,a 
logical page on the SPA. HEIGHT specifies the number of lines on a logical page; WIDTH the maximum num
ber of characters in one line; and OFFSET the number of characters that the printing area is tO be offset from 
the left. An OFFSET of zero specifies the left-most physical position. 

WIDTH and OFFSET added together must not be greater than the number of physical print positions on 
the serial printer. For example, if the physical printer has 255 columns the maximum printing area is given by 
a WIDTH of 255 and OFFSET of zero. The logical page will remain the same as defined by FD or next warm
start. 

Format: 

FD SPA I height, width, offset 

Example: 

FD SPA 66, 120, 5 

defines a logical page on SP A where height is 66 lines and the printing area is 120 characters wide offset 
5 columns from the left (that is; from columns 6 through 125, numbering the left-most column as column :0. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGF 

FD SPA mJmbers 
INVALID 

3-J.O 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

fD specifications 
for height• width• 
and/or offset are 
not acceptable· 
Attempt to print 
beyond SPA capabil
ities· 

SUGGESTED ACT!Cl~ 

Ctieck input ard re
enter. 



GO (Restart a Stopped Program) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to restart a program which has been stopped with the "ST" command. 

Format: 

GO m;x-number I I program-name 

Examples: 

To restart program whose mix-number is 3: 

GO 3 

To restart program PR020: 

GO 3/PR020 

Output messages: 
-

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES ~UGGESTEO ACT I ON 

mix•number/prog-name Specified program Cheek with MX for 
NOT STOPPED was not wait in£ st.spenced progratr 

for a "GO" comwand. waiting for "GG" 
reinput. 

mix·number/prog-name Optional program Check with MX for 
I NV ALI 0 name was usec anc i t correct m; x n urob er 

did not match the enc matching pro sr am 
mix nun:ber specified. r a ire. fie input • 
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MX (Display Current Mix) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to inquire about the status of any program(s) currently processing. 

Format: 

mix-number I program-name 

Examples: 

To inquire about all programs currently processing: 
MX 

To inquire about a particular program: 

OUtput messages: 

HES SAGE 

INVALID MI X 

NULL HIX 

MX 037PR020 

or MX 03 

PROBABLE 

Specified 

CAUSES 

pr 09ra1 
is not currently 
r u.n n i ng. 

No programs are 
currently proc· 
essing. 

INVALID PROGRAM IO Optional program 
name was used an Cl 
i t did not match 
the nd x nutrber 
specified. 

For each program specified, the following information is provided: 

MIX NmIBER 

~UGGESTEO ACT ION 

Check input <re-input 
if necessary>. 

None. 

R e•i r·Plit 

a number assigned by MCP to this program as it was loaded into memory. 

PROGRAM NAME 

PROGRAM PRIORITY - "A", "B" or "C" 

A = lowest priority (that is, application program) 

B = medium priority (that is, system utility) 

c =. highest priority (that is, data communications) 



STATUS OF PROGRAM 

EXECUTING - program processing normally 

SUSPENDED WAITED ON - program processing was temporarily halted. For reasons, see chart below. 

SHORT WAITED ON - program is waiting on a resource (that is, Virtual Memory or I/O buffer) which 
the system can guarantee will be made available in a relatively short time. 

SWAPPED OUT WAITED ON - portions of this previously suspended program were temporarily removed 
from real memory and returned to disk. Memory space was required for other programs in the mix. (Reasons 
for "swap outs" are same as for program suspension). 

Possible messages are summarized by the chart below: 

mix I program 
number name 

prior it y1 EXECUTING 
SHORT kA ITEO ON 
SUSPENOEO 

WAITED O~ 

SWAPPED OUT 
WAITED Ot\ 

Output message examples: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES 
c 

04/PF060 A E)IECUTlt\G Program processing 
normally 

04/PROGO A SUSPENDED Prcgra111 is waiting or 
WAITED ON OIC a f i le open or close. 

04/PF060 A SUSPENDED Program is waiting 
WAI TEO ON VM on Virtual Memory. 
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0 /C 
Vfol 
SCL TAS~ 
OPEnATOF INPUT 
ACCEPT 
Zif 
IIO OR EVENT 
NO DISK FILE CNO FILE) 
D tJ Pl IC - TE F IL E 
SlSMEf' f ILE 
NO USER !llSK 
DIRECTORY SPACE 
DEVICE CNO FILE> 
GO COl"MANO 
EVENT TIMER 

SUGGESTED ACT ION 

None 

t\one . program will . 
te resumed when file 
f' as teen opened or 
Cl OS Ed• 

t\one . do not try to . 
exec lit E too many prog'" 
rams at this time. 

" ... ----·-



04/PF060 A SUSPENOEO 
WAITED ON SCL TASK 

10/LR 8 SUSPENDED 
WAITED O~ OPERATOR 
INPUT 

08/GlO&O A SWAPPED 
OUT WAITED O~ ACCEFT 

05/AP020 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON 21P 

04/PROf>O A Sf-iORT 
WAITED 01\ IJO 

05/P~020 A SUSPENOEC 
WAITED ON NO DISK 
fllE 

02/PR020 A SUSPENDEC 
WAITED ON DUPLICATE 
f ILE 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Progra• is waiting 
for a "command" from 
the HCP to be completed 
<such as response to an 
"Ol" input>. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

~one : progra• wilt 
te resu111ed when SCL 
task has completed. 

Program is waiting for Provide program with 
so~e input fro1 operat- appropriate ir.put. 
or· <fX: A program Program will continue 
previously suspended processing. 
by ST requires a GO 
command to contir.ue>. 

Prograr has displayed 
an "ACPT" message on 
SPO and is waiting for 
appropriate response. 

Prograr reQuestec 
assistance of anoth
program in order to 
con:plete t~is job. 
MCP will automatic
ally load into memory 
the necessary prog· 
ran:Cs>. 
Usually in~icati~e 
of normal process
ing• involving 110 
activity to cisk or 
peripheral· 

Program needs Card 
has not founol a 
particular file in 
order to continue 
processing. 

Program is attempt~ 
ing to place a file 
of a certain name 
on disk. However,. 
another file by the 
same name currently 
resides on disk. A, 
disk may not ,contain 
2 fi Les with the 

Refer to this program •s 
operating instructions 
for suggested responses 
to ACPT. Then enter AX. 
irix number and select-
ed response. _ 

r-.one. 

Cheek SPO for message 
indicating name of file 
this program is seeki r.g-1 
Then s~pply missing 
file (COPY frail' 
tack1..ip medium or 
create it>. If in 
coubt refer to 
progran: instruct-
; ans. 
~ormalty,. remove 
the existing file 
from disk with RM. 
If in coubt,. refer 
to prosram instrLct· 
i ans. 

i.--~~~~~~~~~~~~-s~a~m~e==-un~a~m~e~·:...._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~' 
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MESSAGE 
10/COPY 8 SUSPENOEC 
WAITED ON DIRECTORY 
SPACE 

10/COPY B SUSPENDED 
WAITED O~ NO USER 
DISK 

10/LIST 8 SUSPENDED 
~AITED ON SYSMEM 
r- ILE 

04/P~060 A SUSPENDED 
WAITED ON NO FILE 

880 

8800 

04/PRO&O A SlSPENOEC 
W AITEO CN DEVICE 

8800 

02/LF 8 SUSPENDED 
WAITED O~ GO COMMNC 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 
When the d;sk was 
initializec the disk 
directory ~as constr· 
ucted to contain a 
fixed number of file 
names. The directory 
has now reac~ec its 
capacity. 

There is no more 
available space on 
disk; or space avail• 
able is insufficient 
to halo the file the 
system is atte~pting 

to write; or disk is 
"checkertoarcec". 

SYSMEM file cannot 
be located· 

Device that a prograw 
needs in order to 
continue processing 
is either unavail
able or not ready; 
or 

Program needs Cane 
has not found) a 
particular file in 
order to continue 
processing. 

Device that a progra~ 
needs in order to 
continue processing 
is either unavail
able or not ready. 

Program was suspend
ed by ST command· 

SUGGESTED ACTION 
Femove with RM any 
tnnecessary files and 
prograll' will continue; 
or OS the suspencec 
i:rograrr. Reolace 
<ii s k w i th an o the r 
disk having sufficient 
cirectory soace, anc 
re·e,ecute the oroora"'. 

~ith ~A, analyze amou~t 

c f av a i lab le s Pace 
remaining. If oisk is 
filled remove with RM 
any unnecessary files; 
er if cisk is fillec 
and a ouat·pack file 
is desired, assign a 
cifferent disk to this 
i: r o gr all' <see AO i n tr i n -
sic>; er if disk is 
ctec~erboarded, use 
~ Q u t i l i t y t o co n so l -
idate disk space, then 
re·e,ecute program 
that encountered 
suspension. 
ReQuest technical 
assistc:nce. 

FY reQLired device; or 
assi£n program to at
ternaive device Csee 
.AD intrinsic>. 

Check 5PO for message 
indicating name of fi Le 
~rograw is 5eeking. 
5upply miss;ng file 
CCCP' from backup ired· 
ium er create>. 
MY rEQLired device; 
c r a s s i g n pr o c; r a 11' 

to alternate device 
<see AC intrinsic>. 

Type "GO" plus mix 
number of suspEnde<l 
program. 
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OL (Request for Status Information of Peripherals) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to request the status of peripherals on the system. 

Format: 

0 L peripheral 

Examples: 

To display status of all system peripherals: 

OL 

To display status of a particular peripheral: 

Output messages· 

MESSAGE 

per i .Ph er a l NOT 
REA DY 

Ol peripheral 
NOT CN S't'STE,. 

Ol peripheral 
INV AL IO 

OL DKB 
OL LPA 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Peripheral is not 
on the system; 
Peripheral may hcve 
been "saved"; 
peripheral may not 
be correctly loacec. 

peripheral ; s not 
configured on machine 

A non-existant device 
has been specified 
<ttiat is, CL CCC> 

SUGG ES TEO ACT ION 

C tee k input C rei nplJt 
if necessary> 
Ready peripheral 
if necessary. 

none 

C teck input 
<reinput if 
recessary>. 

Other output messages produced by OL depend upon type of peripheral. Refer to the following examples 
for details. 

Examples of disk device output: 

The general format of the output message is: 

I {SYS DISK 
d;,k-pedpl,..al d;sk·name I NOT READY 

PO'D 

Examples: 
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DKA ARl/O FlLES OPEN 
DKB AR2/SYS DISK 2 FILES OPEN 
DMA PRA/NOT READY 0 FILES OPEN 
DKA ARl/PO'D 0 FILES OPEN 

number of 
files FILES OPEN 
currently 
in use 



Examples of magnetic tape device output: 

The general format of the output message is: 

magnetic tape device 

or 

NOT READY 
multi-file name 
file name 
UNLABELLED 
PURGED 

magnetic tape device { multi-file name 
file name 
UNLABELLED } 

' {NOT READY} \lt SAVED IN USE••• 

Examples: 

CTA NOT READY 

CTA ARTAPE 

CTA ARTAPE/IN USE BY 10/TAPELR 

CTA ARTAPE/NOT READY IN USE BY 10/TAPELR 

Examples of output from any other device: 

The general format of the output message is: 

peripheral ~READY 

peciphml { 

Examples: 

multi-file name 
file name 
UNLABELLED 

LPA.NOT READY 

NOT READY 
SAVED 

LPA NOT READY IN USE BY 04/PR020 

SSA SAVED 

SP A SAVED IN USE BY 06/PR060 
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••• BY mix-number I program-name 

} \lt 
IN USE ••• 

••• BY mix-number I program- name 
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!;APE 
PG (Purge Tape) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to purge (erase) magnetic tape and cassette tape files, thus labelling them 
as available for output. 

Format: 

PG tape or cassette peripheral 

Examples: 

To purge a cassette tape on drive CT A : 

PG CTA 

To purge a magnetic tape on drive MTC : 

PG MTC 

Output messages: 

!MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES !: UGG EST ED ACT ION 

IJ>eri pheral PG successful. ~ore. 

* PURGED * 
PG INVALID peripheral not Fe·irput mess age 

spec if i ed in message. 

PG peripheral Tape could not be Plake certain red tabs 
INVALID purged~ as i t i s en tcp of cassette are 

"write inhibited"~ turned inward; make 
or peripheral is certcin "write permit 
not on the systew. ring" is inserted i f1 

tape· Fe try PG. 

Note: if an attempt is made to purge a tape which is in use, then the response to the OL message for that 
peripheral is displayed. 
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PO (Power Off a disk) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to "1'Jgically" power off a disk (instruct the· MCP that the disk is no longer 
required). At any time when the MCP is idle it is valid to logically power off the system disk with the PO 
command. This will cause the MCP to terminate. All systems disk files will be closed and SYS-SUPERUTL 
will go to End of Job (EOJ). 

No disk should be removed from the disk drive, no disk units should be powered down, nor should the main 
cabinet be switched off, until disks have been logically powered off with PO. Failure to observe this practice 
might cause disk problems at a later date. 

Format: 

PO disk peripheral 

Exampies: 

PO DKA (disk cartridge) 

PO DMB (mini disk) 

PO DFA (fixed disk) 

Output messages: 

;.,ES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

di 5 k peripheral o~ O is k was logically 
or pow ere a off. 

Id is k peripheral 
POWE RED arr 

d; s k peripheral Disk w..as physically 
REMOVED WITHOUT PO off before being 

logically power-
ed 0 ff. 

PO disk peripheral specified cisk 
INVALID peripheral i s 

non·existart. 
(ex: PO OKW> 

PO disk peripheral Specifieo disk i s 
NOT CN S~STEt'. not currently on 

line· 

lcANNOT POWER OFF Attell',pt ti as been made 
SYSTEM. ft' I ) NOT to PO the system disk 
EMPTY. while a program is 

or processing• 
PO disk peripheral 
INVALID 
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SUGGESTED ACT ION 

It i s r.o w perir.issit:le 
to ohysically power 0 ff 
sno remove the disk 
from He disk drive. 

Check Cl i s k for possible 
corr1;pted data before 
re-use. 

Feinput. 

fieinpvt• 

A l lo._ program to 
£0 to End of Job 
<EOJ),. then reinput. 
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If an attempt to Power Off a disk is made while files on that disk are in use, the OL message for the disk 
is printed. No further program will be allowed to open files on the disk and when all files in use have been 
closed, the disk will be logically powered off. If the disk is in use, it will not be powered off immediately after 
giving the PO command though it will print "disk peripheral PO'ED X FILES OPEN", for all disks. 

If a disk is removed without being logically powered off, any program using files on that disk will eventually 
terminate with an error condition indicating hardware failure. 

A PO'd user disk may be made ready again by the RY command or by physically powering the unit off and 
on. 
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PR (Assign Program Priority) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to alter the priority of a program by moving it to the highest priority position 
in the class specified. 

Priority "A" is low or normal priority, used for regular work. Within this class, programs which perform more 
physical 1/0 operations are given precedence. 

Priority "B" is medium priority, used for utilities or programs which may be expected to do emergency work. 
The priority within this class is reverse historical: that is, a program of this priority placed in the mix will take 
precedence over previous programs of the same priority. 

Priority "C" is high priority, used for data communications programs that are transaction-driven. These are 
normally dormant, awaiting a transaction, but when required to process a transaction they take high priority 
to minimize response times. Within this class, programs which do more physical 1/0 are given precedence. 

Format: 

PR mix-number I program-name { A~} 

Example: 

To change the priority of mix-number 3 (program REP506) to B: 

PR 03/REP506 B 

Output messages: 

HESS AGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

mix-r.umber/program- Input accepted None 
name PR IS 
prior;ty 

mix-number/program- Mix-nuniber and Cheek 1" it h ~x for 
name PR INVALID program-name do proper input., and 

not match re-enter 
or 

priority value 
incorrect 
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RV (Ready a Peripheral) 

This intrinsic is used to "ready" a peripheral so the MCP can use it as a resource. When warmstarting, the 
system will automatically ready all peripherals on the system that are powered on. RY may also be used to 
Ready a previousy PO'd user disk. 

Format: 

RY peripheral 

Examples: 

To ready a self-scan: 

RY SSA 

To ready a line printer: 

RY LPA 

Output messages: 
-· 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG ES TEO ACT ION 

RY peripheral Attempt was made to C hec I< input Creinput 
INVALID Ready a non• exist ant if OECESSary) 

peripheral <that is, 
RY LLP>; 
Attempt was made to 
ready a device alreacy 
"ready ... 

RY i::eripheral NOT' Attempt was mace to C tlec I< input Creinput 
UN S~STEI- ready a peripheral if nEcEssary>. 

on· tine to the 
computer. 
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SF (Substitute Disk File) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to direct a program to a particular disk file if it is waiting on a "NO FILE", 
"NO PACK", "DUPLICATE FILE", or "BAD FILE NAME" condition. 

This command causes temporary modification of the program's file parameter block. The modification remains 
in effect for the current execution only, or until it is remodified by the program during the current execution. 

The command can only be used when the program is suspended waiting on one of the above conditions. It 
is not possible to anticipate the program's requirements and modify the file parameter block in advance. 

Format: 

SF mix-number I program-name 

Examples: 

i{ disk-name I 
disk-name I file-name 
file-name } 

Program AP10 (mix number 01) requests a disk file called APD2T on disk APO. To direct the program to 
use file APD2S on the same disk: 

01/APlO <10> WAITING APD/APD2T DK NO FILE 
SF 01/ AP10 APD2S 

(the first line is the MCP output message; the second is the input SF message in response to the "NO FILE" 
condition). 

To direct the same program to use file APD2T on disk APDl: 

SF 01/ AP10 APDl/ 

or 

SF 01 APDl/ 

To direct the same program to use file APTEMP on disk ARTD: 

SF 01 ARTD/APTEMP 

Output message: 

MESSAGE 

mi x·rumber I 
jprogram-name 
Sf INVALID 
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POSSIBLE CAUSE 

Program is not 
waiting on a "no 
file" or other 
condition• or 
mix-number .and 
program-name 
do not correspond· 

~UGGESTEO ACTICN 

Chee!< i.ith MX and 
re-entfr. 



ST (Temporarily Suspend a Running Program) 

This intrinsic places a temporary halt on a program that is running. The program still appears in the mix. 
The data needed to restart the program exactly where it stopped is transferred from memory and stored on 
disk. The memory that was being used by the "stopped" program is now made available to the MCP for other 
use. The GO command must be used to restart the program. 

Format: 

ST mix-number I prDgram-name 

Examples: 

To stop the program whose mix-number is 3: 

ST 3 

To stop the program PR020: 

ST 3/PR020 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES ~UGGESTEO ACT ION 

mix-number/program ST successful none 
name STOPPED 

mix-number/program Program has already Check with MX for status 
name INVALIC been stopped Cf pro£ram; <reinput if 

or necess<ry>. 
program is not i r 
the mix. 
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SV (Save Peripheral) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to "logically" power off any input/output device (except disks, see PO intrin
sic) in order to prevent their use by any program. 

"Tape peripherals" include magnetic tape (MT) and cassette tape (CT). 

"Printer peripherals" include line printer (LP) and serial printer (SP). 

Format: 

Examples 

sv 

SV LPA 

SV SSA 

tape peripheral 
printer peripheral 
self-scan peripheral 
card-reader peripheral 
card-punch peripheral 

It is possible to "save" a device that is being used by a program. This will allow the program presently as
signed to this device to continue using it, but will prevent any subsequent programs from using the device. For 
example: 

SV LPA 

LPA SAVED IN USE BY 06/PR060 

A "saved" device may be made "ready" again with the RY command or by physically powering the unit off 
and on. 

Output messages: 

HESS~GE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

per i ph er al OK SV successful None. 

SV peripheral Attempt was made to flein1:n1t ( i f necessary 
INVALID save a disk perip- l.. sin£ correct perip-

her al ~eral. 
or 

device has already 
been saved. 

SV peripheral Spec if i ed peripheral Cheek in PU t; reinput 
NOT ON S Y S T E >« is not on-lire tc if necessary. 

the computer. 

peripheral POM£R- sv success tut. None. 
ED OFF 
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VF (Vertical Format on Printer) 

This command allows the operator to define the actions to be taken by the printer when certain vertical for
mat commands are sent. This command applies only to printers which have soft vertical format control. 

Format: 

VF periphenl height 

The height field specifies the page height in lines. The channel number and line number fields are optional 
but when specified they must both be present as a pair. The channel number should be 2-11 and page height 
should not be more than 94. 

Example: 

VF LPA 66, 60, 2 10 

where page height = 66 
end of page = 60 
channel number = 2 
line number = 10 

NOTE: For details see LOAD.VFU utility. 

Output Messages: 

!HE SSA GE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Vf U LOAD FAIL - Typing error 
ILLE GAL PARAHET ER 
,...IST 

Vf U LOAD FAIL - The specified 
peripheral NOT peripheral is not 
ON LI NE ready 

Vf U LOAD FAIL - The sped fi ed 
peripheral peripheral is 
IN USE in use by a program 

Vf'lJ LOAD FAIL - The peripheral is 
peripheral HAS not a 89249-30/50 
NO SOFT Vf U Line printer 
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SUGG~sr:::o ACTION 

correct the input 
and re-enter 

R 'f the peripheral 
and re-enter 

Wait until pr ogra• 
has closed the pr int er 
file- then re-input 

None 



SECTION 4 
CMS-COMMON UTILITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This section describes all standard CMS utilities that form part of a CMS system software release. The appliq1-
~ty_~_!E[.~ility depends.~,t~~.2~~Y.~\labl~.:.. For example, _ _!!!ilities_mq:uiring .. console . .file.Lc.1!!!
~~-~~~C:.1!~~~!1-ii!°!~~--L~!1h!1.uL.a~c.QO:lQ1~.; as an example, CREATE, AMEND and UPDATE cannot be 
tun on a B 1800. 

Table 4-1 gives a list of all required peripherals for each utility. In this table, required peripherals are denoted 
by the letter "R", and optional peripherals by the letter "O". One asterisk ("•'~) indicates that out of all the 
options, at least one is required. In particular, those utilities requiring a line printer may use a console printer 
by default if the line printer is not present on the system. Two asterisks (" .. ") indicate that out of all the op
tions, at least two are required. 

All the utilities that use initiating message information provide ''..s,tard:il!;:d facility. This permits the informa
tion to be provided in a disk file instead of from operator SPO inpllt~·The""entire message, after the name of 
the utility, may be replaced by an asterisk followed by the disk file name. The format is 

disk-name I file-name 

the input could be 

RM • MlOlA/RMFILE 

where RMFILE is a disk file on disk MlOlA containing one record with the contents 

REP200, REP562, RQ=, RCOPY 

~Q1.:all .utilitie& .. excepLtk.mID~!~_ytil~~rl~Q, ~se~.-~~~J!2!UiJ,.._sJar:files .. m~l!Y_c;.<;m . .te!!L.~ ... @':l:~~.Ill.~.11} .... c~f ... five) 
records, andthe record-s.ize must be 80 chara9ters. The information should be padded to the right of each recoro \ 
wffitspaces:· No··ne-sre<rstar:me·;;·-are··auowe£.iliat is, the J!iforl!lAtio1Lin~)'....noLcontaliL1Lc1llLon / 
anotJ.:ier J~1l!!'..:1il~Jf the specified file cannot be found;~a "file-name NOT FOUND" message is displayed by ) 
~~. ~ 

SYS-SUPERUTL 

This system utility provides the following functions; 

f CH - change the name of a file or group of files 
I 
l KX - interrogate disk space 

\ PD - interrogate disk directory 

} RM - remove a file or group of files 
\ 
I IR - initiate recall of SPO log messages 

/ LB - look back in SPO log 

l LF - look forward in SPO log 
It will execute automatically if the program file is on the systems disk .when one of these functions are re

quired. This program is also automatically executed at warmstart time and co-ordinates logging functions at that 
time. 
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The utility has some features which can cause the operator confusion. The utility will not appear in the re
sponse to the MX command unless it is actually performing one of its functions, when it will appear as 12/ 
PD or 12/CH etc., according to the function which it is currently performing. If an attempt is made to execute 
one of the SYS-SUPERUTL functions when it is already busy then a response of "<64> LOAD FAILURE 
UTILITY BUSY" will be returned. 

Table 4-1. Peripherals Required By CMS-Common Utilities 

-
cass-

ser- et te 
i al line or car c! 

con- pri n- self- prin- m.:g. rea- card paper 
Utility so le disk t er scan ter tape der punc1l taP e IC MO 

ADD R R 
•AMEND * R R 0 0 
•CH R 

CHECKAOUHP R R 
t CHECK.DISK R 

co * R 0 0 0 0 
•COMPARE ** 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t COPY ** 0 0 0 0 0 
I CP 
•CREATE * R R 0 0 

OA R R R 
00 R 
OUMP R R 

°'Fl R R R 

• F S R 
ICMO * R 0 0 R 

o IR R 
o KA * R 0 0 
o K x- R 
11 LB R 

LO R R 

•Lf R 
II l I ST ** 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LOAD R R 
tlR * R 0 0 

MODIFY * 0 R 0 0 
• PO R 
•PL * R 0 0 
•RM R 

•SQ R 
TAPELR * 0 0 R 
TAPEPD R 

' TL R 
UNLOAD R R 

"UPDATE * R R 0 0 
It XO R 
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kOGGING 
3 

When the system is warmstarted the SYS-SUPERUTL utility will be initiated arid SYS-LOG files will be cre
ated. The information about the number and size of log-files is stored in a file called "SYSCONFIG" (see CON
FIGURER). Then the MCP will initiate a function of SYS-SUPERUTL, which will start up the 'TL" utility, 
and the transfer of log-files to a "SYS-LOG-HOLD" file will begin. When all the log-files are transferred and 
TL goes to End of Job, SYS-SUPERUTL will remove the old SYS-LOG files and create new SYS-LOG files. 

During a session all the console input/output messages that normally appear on the SPO ar~ stored in SYS
LOG files SYS-LOG-01 through SYS-LOG-nn, where "nn" is 03 to 16 (see CONFIGURER). When one log
file is full the messages will be directed to the next log-file. When all the log-files are full the logging will be 
directed to the first file again. This will overwrite the information held in the SYS-LOG-01 file unless the utility 
"TL" is begun beforehand, which will transfer all the transferable1 log-files and keep them in the "TRANS
FERRED" state\(see TL and WL). 

The system will automatically transfer all log-files only at warmstart time. 

COMMON UTILITY OUTPUT MESSAGES: 
MESSAGE 

INVALID CHAR AC TE R 
IN IDENTIFIER 

ILLEGAL PARA~ETER 
LIST 

file-name NOT FOUND 
or 

fite·name NOT ON 
LINE 

NO SPECIFICATIONS 
GIVEN 

DISK disk-name 
NOT OPENED NOT ON 
LINE 

or 
DISK disk-name 
NOT AVAILABLE 

or 
DISK disk-name 
FOR )(O NOT 
AVAILABLE 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Disk na1e or file nare 
contains characterCs> 
not permitted by the 
system. Vatic charac• 
ters are: A-z, o-9, 
• (dot), - Cdash>. 

Typing error. 

Specified tile name 
is not on disk. 

Input message is 
incomplete. 

Specified disk is 
not on-line to 
computer. 

SUGGESTED ACT ION 

Check input ar.d 
re·ir.put if nec
essary. 

Check input. After 
words "ILLEGAL 
PARAMETERS LIST" 
systeJ will display 
portion of input 
1essage that contains 
error. 

Check input and re-enter 
if necessary; check 

for correct disk; 
supply specified file 
CCOP'f ti le from back
up meoium or create 
file). 

Check input and 
re-enter. 

C!ieck input and 
re-enter if necessary; 
Ctieck for correct disld 
Ready C:iski 



MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG£ST£0 ACTION 

FILE LIST MAY BE A group of files on an 
INCOMPLETE unrestricted oseudo-

disk was requested. but 
the disk i s off-Line. 

PSEUDO-DISK pseudo- The pseudo-disk 
disk-name ON OSK specified has not been 
disk-name NOT found. 
AVAILABLE 

DISK disk-name IS The disk specified is Correct the disk 
A PSEt:DO-DISK not a physical disk name and reinpa.t. 

but a pseudo-di sl<: 
protably the input 
c! is k name i s incorrect. 
This f!lessage is printed 
by those utilities 
which can not handle 
pseudo-disks. 
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ADD (Add Files From Library Tape to Disk) 

This function, a part of the utility LD, allows the operator to copy files from a library tape to a disk. 

Format: 

ADD FROM library-tape-name TO disk-name 

file-name or 
group-name 1-<BOTH>-i 

If the <BOTH> option is used immediately after a request to add a keyfile, the data file will also be copied, 
provided it does not precede the keyfile on the library tape. The keyfile will then refer to the disk wllicla now 
holdslthe data file (rather than the disk from which the data file was dumped to the library tape). 

A file is copied only if no other files on the specified disk have the same name. 

Examples: 

To copy all files from ARTAPE to the system disk: 
ADD FROM ARTAPE= 

To copy a file called PRFILE from PRTAPE to a disk called PRBU: 
ADD FROM PRTAPE TO PRBU PRFILE 

To copy files called GL300 and GL200 from GLTAPE to the system disk: 
LD ADD FROM GLTAPE GL300 GL200 

To copy a keyfile called PR240K and its data file from a tape called PRTAPE to a system disk= 
ADD FROM PRTAPE PR240K <BOTH> 

Since "ADD" is a part of the utility LD, "LD" is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discontinue 
the ADD function, "DS mix-number/LD" must be used. 

Output messages: 
-

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESfEO ACT ION 

file•name LOADED AOO successful f\one. 

library-tape-name Specified tape does Provide correct t·aPe 
NOT A RECOGNIZED not have a valid CMS and retry; or OS LO 
DUMP TAPE label~ or has not l.tility. 

been created by the 
LO utHity <for 
example: tape i s a 
COPY taoe>. 

NO FILES IN THE Specified group was Cheek input and re-
FAMILY qroup•name not found on library input if necessary; 
ON TAPE library- tape. Cheek for correct 
tape-name FOR l ibrary·taPe. 
ADO 
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.SSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

NO f ILE f i l e •n a 11 e Specified file was not Cheek input and re•input 
ON TAPE library-tape- found on library if necessary; check 
name FOR AOC tape· for correct library 

tape. 

fi Le-name LOAO/ End of File reached Try tape on di ff er ent 
OUMP OISCREP#\NCY before exoectec. Oisk crive in case the 

Fi le I-leader may be er iv e is at f au l t. 
corrupted. Possitly 
due to mis-reaoing 
of tape. 

NO FILES TO LOAO No files were found Check input and re· 
on this tape to coo y input if n ec es s a ry; 
to disk. c nee k for correct t aP e. 

fite·name NOT LOADED Fi le not copied as a Normally remove w i th - ALREADY ON DISK. file with the same f' ., the duplicate file 
ALTHOUGH WITH name already exists and re- attempt the 1> 
DIFFERENT A TT RIB- on disk. I f the 2 ADD. 
UTES. f i l es differ in record, 

b locb and f i le sizes, 
the "DIFFERENT ATTRIB· 
UTES" message prints. 

file-name 0 ATA FILE Oat a f i le for given None. 
NOT FOUND ON TAPE keyf ile does not 
FOR LOAD. follow on tape. Data 

f i le cannot be copied· 
Keyf ile is copied. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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AMEND (Disk File Amending) 

This utility is used to modify records within an existing data on source file. The "CREATE" and "UPDATE" 
utilities use many similar features. 

Format: 

AMEND disk-name I file-naine number 

Input may be either alphanumeric (A) or hexadecimal (N). (See "CREATE" for details).The defaulU1 •N• 

The "number" option may be used to set "tab" positions for character input (see "CREATE" for details). 

The utility operates in two modes: "Record Modify" (PK2) and "Record Select" (PK3)'. 

PK! PK2 PK3 PK4 PK5 P~6 

write 
last & modify select --- -- - EOJ 
get 
ne ic t 

-
.... -· 

PKl is used to select the next sequential record in the file to be printed. The use of PKl terminates "Record 
Modify" and "Record Select" modes, therefore a re-selection of mode must be made before continuing. 

If PK3 (Record Select mode) is used, the required record is identified by logical record number using this 
format: 

RECORD 
\lt 

number 

The "number" may take any value from 1 to the number of records in the file. 

PK2 is used to make corrections to existing records. This PK operates as PK2 in CREATE utility (see CRE
A TE for details). 

Example: 

To amend a source file called MYFILE, record size 40 bytes, tab set at 5, 10, 15, 20: 

AMEND MYFILE 5 10 15 20 

First select a record by pressing PK3, and then enter "20" for logical record 20 in MYFILE. Utility selects 
and prints the contents of record 20. 

20 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 

To replace characters, press PK2 and type the replacement 
D : ZZZZ : OCKl 

resulting in "20 ABCDZZZZIJKLMNOPQRST" 
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Or if insertion of characters is desired, type the characters to be inserted into the record: 

Z : XXXXXX : OCK2 

resulting in "20 ABCDZXXXXXXZZZOPQRST" 

NOTE: the insertion from character six to eleven will result in the shifting of characters "ZZZIJKLMN" from 
byte position 12 to the boundary of the next tab position, which is 15. Therefore only 3 characters "ZZZ" are 
shifted from 12 to 14 and "IJKLMN" are lost. The text from the next tab position 15 onwards is not affected. 

Output messages: 

Refer to the section on the "CREATE" utility for output messages. 
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CH. (Change File Name) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This utility allows the operator to change the name of a file or group of files on disk. The <DATA> option 
allows the data file of an indexed pair to be changed, and it will also cause the keyfile to refer to the new 
data file name (the keyfile name does not change). 

Format: 

Examples: 

disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-r:iame 

To change the name of a single file: 

CH BPS320D/DCSTSK36K TO DCSTSK 

CH DCSTSK TO INDISK3TSK 

To change a group of files: 

CH BPS320A/ AR1= TO BP= 

CH PRB= TO PR\= 

To change several different files or groups of files: 

\lt 
<DATA> TO 

CH DCSTSK TO INDISK3TSK, BPS320A/AR= TO BP= 

To change the name of the data file of an indexed pair: 

CH AR200K <DATA> TO AR200BU 

file-name or 
group-name 

Note: if a change of group file name is specified with the <DATA> option then the data file should appear 
in the directory after the keyfile. If this is not the case then the name of the data file is changed first, and 
when the attempt to change the key file name is made, a "data file-name NOT FOUND" message will be dis
played. This will not occur when changing the name of a siagil indexed file. 

Output messages: 

-

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

"f i le name" CHANGED TO FHe narre success- None. 
"file name" fully changed. 

"fi le name" NOT Specified f i le Check input or C re• 
CHANGED - NOT FOUND name i s not on in put if necessary>~ 

disk. Cheek for correct 
0 is k. 

-

!No FILES FOUND FOR Specified group Check input Cre•input 
jc~ANGING IN THE name i s not on if necessary> 
fAMILY. "group-na111e" disk. Cheek for correct 

cisk. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

.. fit e na11e" NOT file's n a11 e cannot "a it until f i le is 
CHANGED' IN USE be changed because no longer in use, 

it i s currently then re-input. 
being used by systeir. 

"name" fllE IOENT- Attefl!pt has been made Re-iriput• 
If I El' TOO LONG to change a f i le na 111e 

to more than 12 
characters in lengtt;. 

"f i le name" NOT Attempt has been made Re-irpi;t. 
CHANGED - ILLEGAL to change the name of 
REQUEST a file to "SYSMEM" 

<a name reserved for 
system use> or all 
spaces. 

"file ·name" NOT Attempt has been made Re-i r.Pt.Jt. 
CHANGED - "file nall'e" to duplicate the name 
ALREADY ON DISK Of a file at ready on 

disk. 

KEYFILE "f i le name" Successful completion None. 
NOW POINTS TO DATA of data f i le name 
f ILE "f i le name". change. 

<64> LOAD FAILURE Another function of Wait until 
UTILITY BUSY SYS-SUPERUTL is being SYS-SUPERUTL i s 

executed. free,, then re-input. 
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CHECKADUMP (Compare Library Tape with Disk) 

This utility allows the operator to compare information in files on a library tape with corresponding files on 
disk. It is used to verify that a library tape is correct after files have been DUMPed or \ UNLOADed, or that 
disk files are correct after files have been ADDed or LOADed. Specified tape is processed sequentially, file 
by file, and the disk is searched for corresponding files. The utility will notify the operator on up to four errors 
in a given file. If there are more than four errors, it will ignore the rest of that file, and proceed to the next 
file on tape. 

Format: 

CHECKADUMP library-tape-name WITH disk-name 

Examples: 

To compare files on the tape called PRTAPE with the corresponding files on the system disk: 
CHECKADUMP PRTAPE 

To compare files on the tape called ART APE with the corresponding files on a disk called ARDISK2: 

CHECKADUMP ARTAPE WITH ARDISK2 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

library· tape-name first record of tape None. Utility ends. 
NOT A RECOGNIZED not recognized by 
DUMP TAPE CHECKADUMP. Tape 

may not have been 
created by LO 
ut i l it y. 

library-tape-name More or fewer entries None. <See CMS M CP 
INVALID DIRECTORY in directory on tape Reference Manual 
ON TAPE than specified ir the for a do it ion al in-

first record of tape. formation on tape 
formats • 

• 
COMPARISON ERROR Header in body of tape Recreate dump tape. 
ON library-tape- is not identical to 
name ON DISK FILE respective header in 
HEADERS. disk directory. The 

error count for the 
f i le ; s increased by 1· 
- ·--- . - -~--- .. - - . - ---· ... 

COMPARISON ERROR Corresponding disk Recreate dump tape. 
ON file-name FILE NOT file cannot be found 
FOUND FOR CHECK. for f i le on tape. 
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•BAGE POlll8LE CAUIEI SUGGESTED ACTION 

COMP AR IS ON ERROR ON Corresponding oisk RecrEate d Ull p tape. 
f i Le•name FILE NOT file cannot be read 
.AVAILABLE fOR for this fit e on 
CHECK t aPe• 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Discrepancy between Recreate dump tape. 
fite·name CAROUNO disk file and tape 
RECORD number> fit e. Record num ter . , 

v ac in it y of error 1 n 
in fit e is printed, 
i f possible· One is 
added to error count 
for this f i le. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in ten gt h Recreate dump tape. 
file•name AROUND of tape and disk fi LES• 

ENO Of FILE One is added to error 
count for that f i le. 

COMP AR ISON ERROR OHf ere nee ; n sizes Recreate dump tape. 
ON fite·name DIFFER· of disk and tape 
ING f ILE SIZES files. 

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in file Recreate durnp tape. 
file•name CIFFERING types of files being 
FILE TYPES compared. 
-

COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in re core Recreate dump tape. 
file-name DIFFERING sizes of t 1-e f i le s 
RECORD SIZES being compared· 
COMPARISON ERROR ON Difference in block Recreate dump tape. 
fite·name DIFFERING sizes of files being 
BLOCK SIZES compared. 

NO DISCREPANCIES CHECKAOUMP success· t-.one. 
BETWEEN DUMP TAPE f u l. 
library•tape•name 
ANO DISK disk-name. 

DISCREPANCIES FOUN C Discrepancy discover· f'ecreate dump tape. 
BETWEEN DUMP TAPE ed between disk f i t e 
library•tape~name and tape fite. 
AND DISK disk-name. 

NOTE: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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CHECK.DISK (Check all Sectors of a Disk) 

This utility reads every sector on a specified disk, and reports on any parity errors encountered. 

Format: 

CHECK.DISK disk-name 

If no disk is specified, the system disk will be checked. 

Example: 

To read and report any parity errors from sectors of a disk ARBK: 

CHECK.DISK ARBK 

~.Q~ei(~~~~~.~~:~~t~i~t!-t~~··~~'1~if~;;~D::~;;;!!:~~-~~}~J:~ti~~m::;;:1}:~~lj,t ... V1ill .. gi\fe ... a11 ... a.cicii.ti.o.11a! .... 01es&age ... aLeJ1c1 
•-- _, "-" ·- " ' """-~~""'""""""""""•·=·•o~=-"'Ja_.,_..w_.-,.,_~==-'"-'"""=""""" 

.!~_!.~l!LJ~.acl .. t~i:;tors -~I~Lfo_und then the following message is displayed: 
DISK disk-name SHOULD BE REINITIALISED SOON 

If more than 31 bad sectors are found then the following message is displayed: 
___.----~-~~~--~-----~~·-=-=,.__,,.w·--.~-·-"'~-

D ISK disk-name EXCEEDS BAD SECTOR LIMIT 
PLEASE POWER OFF DISK disk-name 

If this message is given, then the disk should not be used again. 

Output messages· 

!MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

CHECK.DISK ON disk· T h i s message i s 
na'lle COMPLETED - O~f displayed aft er a l l 
ER~OR NOTIFl£D. sectors have been read 

c;n d Orte error has been 
detected. 

CH£CK.uISK ON di sl<- The utility has found 
name COMPLETED - more th an one bac 
number fR ROR S NOTIFIED sector. 

READ FR ROR ON OCL 0 !=" An error was 
di sl<-name. en count er ed while. 

reading sector zero of 
the specifiec disk. 

ERROK NOTIFIED ON Normal output lfessage. 
READING SEC f 0 R n Utility continues. 

CHECK.DISK ll N Normal [(JJ mes say es. 
disk-name COMPLfTED 
-ERRORS NOT If I ED 

or 
CHECK.DISK ON 
disk-name COMPLE:T-
£0-Nll ERROR 

SUGGESTED 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

Note: refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
2015228 
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COMPARE (Compare Files) 

This utility compares corresponding records in two files, or in pairs of files within two groups. A realignment 
feature is also available as an aid to detecting missing records. 

Format: 

COMPARE disk-name I 

Examples: 

\J, file-name or 
group-name WITH 

disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-name 

To compare file PQ60R on the system disk with file PQ60RS on disk PRB3: 

COMPARE PQ60R WITH PRB3/PQ60RS 

To compare the groups of files beginning with AR and the files A27Q on disk ARBKl and ARBK2: 

COMPARE ARBKl/AR= WITH ARBK2/AR=, 

ARBK1/A27Q WITH ARBK2/A27Q 

To compare the file IV20F on the system disk with the file of the same name on disk 132, with realignment: 

COMP ARE IV20F WITH 132/IV20F R 

If corresponding records are different, the following is printed on a line printer file (or console printer if the 
line printer is not available). 

DIFFERENCE DETECTED AT BYTE @noon@ 

where n is the number of the byte in the record, starting from 0. The two records are then printed, using 
more than one line if necessary,with the following format: 

byte-offset 

32-byte groups in hexadecimal 

32-byte groups in ASCII 

(A null character 00 in hex is represented b " .. ", and a non-printable character in ASCII represented by 
a blank . 

Comparison of groups of files works as in the following example: 

Assume DISKl contains the files A, B, C, D, AB, AC, ABC, BC. 

Assume DISK2 contains the files A, B, C, D, AB, AC, ABC, BC, BD, EF. 

Then 

But 

COMPARE DISKl/= WITH DISK2/= compares all files on DISKl with the corresponding files on 
DISK2. 

COMPARE DISK2/= WITH DISKl/= compares files on DISK2 with the corresponding files on 
. DISKl, and will fail to find DISKl/BD and DISKl/EF. 

Similarly, 
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COMPARE DISKl/A= WITH DISK2/A= compares files A, AB, AC and ABC on DISKl with the 
corresponding files A, AB, AC and ABC on DISKl with the corresponding files on DISK2. 



Also, 

COMPARE DISKl/A= WITH DISK2/AB= compares the following pair of files: 

DISKl/A with DISK2/AB, 

DISKl/AB with DISK2/ABB, (not found) 

DISKl/AC with DISK2/ABC, 

DISKl/ ABC with DISK2/ ABBC (not found) 

J:_he realignment option works in the following manner; ~-:: 

!fJhr.e.e consecutive r~cords fail to COl!lpare then ag attempt is made tp compare the third record of tbe second 
~ the cext t\vQ records of tbe first We 

If all these five comparisons fail then an attempt is made to compare the fifth record of the first file with 
the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh records from the second file. 

If this comparison fails, then the comparison is terminated with an appropriate message (see later). ) 

If a correct comparison occurs at any stage, then the compared records are used as synchronization for restart
ing normal comparisons. 

For example, consider FILEl containing 10 records A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J, and FILE2 containing 
twelve records K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, and V. 

The utility compares record A with record K, then B with L, then C with M. If all these comparisons fail, 
then if realignment is specified record M is compared with records D and E. If this also fails, record E is com
pared with records N, 0, P and Q. If none of these compare, the comparison is terminated. 

Note that if there is a missing record in one file, and realignment is NOT specified, a comparison error will 
arise on every succeeding record until end-of-job. 

Additional Capabilities 

Further features in this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in Figure 4-1, which gives the com
plete input specifications. 

Non-disk devices: 

Files on devices other than disk may be compared by following the file name by one of the following key
words: 
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CRD - any 80-column or 96-column card device 

PTR - any paper tape input device 

MTP - any magnetic tape or cassette device 

DSK - any disk device (the default; this keyword is for 

documentation only) 
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- COMPARE <comp-spec> 

*_l <disk-id>/ Sk_< file-id> 

<comp-spec> is defined as : 

-[ 
< mfid-spec-1 >-WITH - < mfid-spec-2 > 

<gid-spec-1 >-WITH - < gid-spec-2 > 

< mfid-spec> is defined as : 

CAD 

MTP EV-number-number---. 

--< mfid >-/-<file-id >------1-.... <nr > 

PTP RECORDS-number-number 

OSK EBCDIC-------

< gid-spec > is defined as : 

<disk-id>-/-1.<group-id> _lDSK .-W--<nc:-L<ob> ~ l ;, 
Figure 4-1. Railroad Chart for Compare Utility 

Examples: 

To compare records on a cassette file ARDUMP/FILE020 with a file AR578QQ on the disk WDSK: 

COMPARE ARDUMP/FILE020 MTP WITH WDSK/AR578QQ 

(note that the two-part name is valid for multi-file tapes or cassettes, refer to section 2 for naming conven
tions). 

To ~ompare two card files DATl and DAT2: 

COMPARE DATl CRD WITH DAT2 CRD 

Record and block sizes: 

The record size (and the l}]!gt_ber of !~S:m:ds.~eL.hiuck) may be specified after the file name and device key-
word irapptlcaote\ ---·----- \~ 

~ ,,\ / 

' ~/I~ 
'· . "·· •.. v' 
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Examples: 

To compare a system disk file CU265 with a magnetic tape file TPF, treating data blocks on the tape as 80-
byte records blocked 9 records to a block: 

COMPARE CU265 DSK WITH TPF MTP 80 9 

To compare a system disk file SCROl containing 90-byte records with a system disk file SCR02 containing 
180-byte records, but reblocking the second file as 90-byte records: 

COMPARESCROl WITH SCR02 ~--/ 
Note that if the records to be compared are of different lengths, and reblocking is not specified, then only 

the number of characters in the shorter record are compared. 

~!J"<:BCDIC is used the file will be translated from EBCDIC on ineut. The option KEY allows the comparison 
to be done only on the field defined, the remainder of each record will be ignored. The first number is the 
offset of the field within the record, the second is its length. If two files have keys of different lengths, the 
shorter length will be assumed for both the files. 

N_OTE: The EBCDIC option is applicable when one of the devices is~~ -Examples 

Compare fields starting at byte 11 for. 4 characters of FILEl with FILE2 

COMPARE FILEl KEY 10-4 WITH FILE2 KEY 10-4 -
~ion RE~ORDS allows the comparison .to be done only OQ~J.e.&Q!Qs_..£~§!t The first number 

is the starting record number and the second number is the total number of records available for comparison. 
No other record wj)J he reag from that file. -
Example: 

Compare records 12, 13, 14 of FILEl with records 10, 11, 12 of FILE2. 

COMPARE FILEl RECORDS 12. ,3. WITH FILE2 RECORDS 10 3 
r-- -~ 

L. . . . \~If.. ;.l .L ~' lrr;:.c..o ·-"" 1m1tat1ons: r f/Ve.t..,i_~ rev,, .,.___ 
The maXimum record size is 102~~-e_xceeds this record size, it may be compared by re~-

For example, a file with record size of 1200 can be compared by reblocking as 600 bytes blocked :f,()r as 300 
bytes blocked 4. The higher the blocking factor, the slower will be the comparison .. (If the record size is a prime 
number P, it can be reblocked as 1-byte records blocked P). 

The use of a stat-file terminates the list of pairs of files to be compared. For example, 

COMPARE A= WITH DK2/A=, X= WITH DK2/X=, 

STFILE, B= WITH DK2/B= 

will compare A=, X= and all files mentioned in the file STFILE, but will ignore the comparisons of B=. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

ENO OF FILE filename 
BEFO~f filename -
n ERRORS 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

End of one file is None. 
detected before the 
end of the other file 
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HESSIUiE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG£ S TEO ACT ION 

f • l en am e WITH Normal ending message ~one. 

filename COMPARED - i f both f i le s are 
n ERRORS same size. 

ILLEGAL SYNTAX Initial input If i s - Check input a r:d 
fOR ITEM input typed. re-entEr• 

CANNOT REALIGN Ending message i f !\one. 
filename WITH realignment has teen 
filename-n ERRORS specified but has 

failed. 

I NC 0 MP AT IRLE A f i le i s specifierj Re-input correct 
FILESPECS input to be compared with n:ess.sge. 

a grouo of files, or 
vice versa. 

ITEM TOO LONG input Input !lies sage greater Oivice i nPut into 
th an 256 characters. separate parts, anc 

re-erter. 

DIFFERENCE DETECTED See example earlier See examole earlier 
AT BYTE QlnnnnQl 

CANNOT READ REC OHO Parity error on Use tack up copy of 
n OF filename disk file. file cc n c e rn e c, H 

possible. 

IllfGAL KEY FOR f i le- A key has been Ch eek the l< e Y length 
name: number -n u111 ber specified with a length and re-input i f 

zero or which does not necessary. 
lie completely with in 
the record. The 
utility w j l l pro~eed 

with next it em. 

ILLEGAL RECORD.S f OR The record number None. 
ti le-name: number specified for the 

st art ing PO int of 
comparisons 1s not 
present in the file. 

CANNOT CO fotPARE PAST The utility limitation None. 
POSITION nuin oer IN came into effect due 
file-name to a r eQu est to compare 

t:eyond an offs et of 
number bytes. 

file-name EXHAUSTED The file had a record None. 
AT number range soecif iec which 

ran beyond the end of 
file. The range has 
been. truncated. 
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COPY (File Copy) 

This utility allows the operator to copy files from one medium to another. 

Format: 

COPY disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-name 

<KEY> 
or 

<BOTH> 
TO 

disk-name I 
\Ji file-name or 

group-name 

If as a result of the copying a file a duplicate filename would be created, the original file on the destination 
disk is removed automatically. 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and the <KEY> option is used, the keyfile is copied and the new keyfile 
refers to the original data file. 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and the <BOTH> option is used, the keyfile and the corresponding data 
file are copied. The data file is given the keyfile name with the letters, "QQ" appended. The new keyfile is 
made to refer to the new data file name. 

If the file being copied is a keyfile and neither <KEY> nor <BOTH> options are used, only the correspond
ing data file is copied. The records of the new data file are created in keyfile order. 

Examples: 

To copy a file called AR200 from the system disk to a disk called ARBU: 

COPY AR200 TO ARBU/AR200 

To copy files called AR200 and AR300 from the system disk to a disk called ARBU: 

COPY AR200 TO ARBU/AR200 AR300 TO ARBU/AR300. 

To copy a file called APTASK from the system disk to APBU, changing its name to APTASKB: 

COPY APTASK TO APBU/APTASKB. 

To copy all files beginning with letters "PR" from disk PR2 TO disk called PRBU: 

COPY PR2/PR= TO PRBU/PR= 

Copying Keyfiles 

Assume there is a keyfile called PR200K which refers to a data file called PR200. 

The statement 

COPY PR200 <KEY> TO PRB/PR200K will create a new keyfile PR200K on disk called PRB which 
references the original data file, PR200, on the system disk. 

The statement 

COPY PR200K <BOTH> TO PRB/PR200K will create a new keyfile and data file on disk called 
PRB. The name of the new data file will be PRB/PR200KQQ and the keyfile (PRB/PR200K) will refer 
to this new data file. 

The statement 

2015228 

COPY PR200K TO PRB/PR200K will create a new datafile PR200K on the disk PRB. No new keyfile 
will be created but the records in the new data file will be created in key order according to the keyfile. 
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Additional Capabilities 

Further features in this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in Figure 4-2, which gives the com
plete input specifications. 

* <file-name> 

<group-copy> 

<s-file > -- TO - < d-file > 

<group-copy> is defined as : 

< group-name-1 > 

F<KEv>I 

·~BOT'?--W 
_ __.._ _________ ....__ TO -- < group-name-2> ~ 

< s·file> is define<;! as: 

CRD 

MTP 

PTP 

<BOTH> 

<KEY> < r-spec> 

RECORD <nr> 

<nb> 

TAPE.MARKS <nt> 

NO.LABEL 

EBCDIC 

Figure 4-2. Railroad Chart for Copy Utility (Sheet I of 2) 
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< d-file > is defined as : 

RECORD 

FILESIZE 

SINGLEAREA 

CRUNCH 

EBCDIC 

< file-name > 

CRD 

MTP 

PTP 

< r-spec> is defined as : 

<number> 

< r-count> 

< record-key> 

- < record-key> 

Figure 4--2. Railroad Chart for Copy Utility (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Non-disk devices 

Files may be copied to and from media other than disks. Abbreviation for the valid devices are as follows: 

Examples: 

MTP - magnetic tape or cassette 

CRD - punched card 

PTP - paper tape 

To copy a cardfile called PRFILE to a disk called PRBU: 

COPY PRFILE CRD TO PRBU/PRFILE 

To copy a disk file called PR300 to a single-file magnetic tape: 

COPY PR300 TO PRTAPE MTP 

NOTE 
This tape is in "COPY" tape format, not "LOAD/DUMP" format. To access this 
tape file again it will have to be placed on appropriate device by "COPY" utility, 
not '" LOAD/DUMP". 

To copy a cardfile called PRFILE to paper tape: 

COPY PRFILE CRD TO PTFILE PTP 

Note: Paper tapes are always "unlabelled", and when accessing it, MCP will issue appropriate message requir
ing an "AD" intrinsic response from operator. See "AD" intrinsic. 

Unlabelled tapes 

Input tapes having no CMS labels ("unlabelled" tapes) may be accessed by the COPY utility. 

The NO.LABEL option allows the copying of unlabelled files. Upon recognizing an unlabelled file, the MCP 
will print a "DEVICE REQUIRED" message. The operator must then respond with an appropriate "AD" in
put message (see "AD") to identify the unlabelled file. 

The end of file recognition for unlabelled files is determined by tapemark count. The TAPE.MARKS option 
allows the operator to specify the total number of tapemarks which will indicate end of file to the utility when 
copying an unlabelled file. The default value is 2. Each tape mark which is encountered will contribute to this 
total. Therefore, a standard labelled CMS file will be copied up to, but excluding, the trailing label if NO.L
ABEL is specified by itself.(The standard CMS labelled tape format is "label, tape mark, data, tape mark, la
bel", see CMS MCP manual). The operator must be aware of the format of any file which is to be copied 
when using the NO.LABEL option. 

If the RECORD size is not 180 bytes, refer to the section on Record/Block modifications. 

Example: 

To create a disk file called EMPL from first file of a magnetic tape with non-standard label (the format being: 
LABEL, TAPEMARK, DATA, TAPEMARK): 

COPY TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPE.MARKS 2 TO EMPL 

Note: MCP will issue a message asking for unlabelled tape TP. Operator must respond with "AD" input. 
Additionally, the first record of file EMPL will contain a copy of the non-standard label. 

Record and block sizes 

Record and/or Block sizes may be modified for all file types; input and output. 
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The number of bytes in the record or block is specified using the corresponding "numbers". The record and 
block sizes of input disk files are always taken from the file itself (Disk File Header). Record and block sizes. 
of non-disk input files are determined as follows: 

Record Size: 

If RECORD is specified, "number" becomes the new record size. 

If RECORD is not specified record size defaults (see below). 
Block size: 

If BLOCK is specified, "number" becomes the new block size. 

If no BLOCK specified, but RECORD is specified, record size becomes new BLOCK size. 

If neither BLOCK nor RECORD is specified, Block Size defaults (see below). 
Default Values: 

Output disk = same as input disk. 

Input labelled tape/cassette = from tape label 

Input unlabelled tape/cassette = 180 bytes 

Cards = 80 or 96 bytes, depending on device. 

If the record size is increased then the additional bytes will be filled with spaces if the input file is a source 
or data file, or with binary zeros for any other type of file. 

Example 

To copy an 80-column card file labelled PROGSRC to a disk file called PROGSRC on a user disk "USR", 
and make the record size and block size of the disk file 80 bytes and 720 bytes respectively: 

COPY PROGSRC CRD TO USR/PROGSRC RECORD 80 BLOCK 720. 

To copy a disk file PRBU/PR300 to magnetic tape with large blocks suitable for tape media: 

COPY PRBU/PR300 TO PRTAPE MTP RECORD 180 BLOCK 1800 

File size 

The "FILESIZE attribute" of a disk file may be specified for the output disk file. Note that only assigned 
areas are copied. This feature does not increase disk space at the time of copying, but allows programs to add 
further records if required. At that time extra disk space may be needed. 

Example: 

To copy FILEl and increase its "FILESIZE" to 1500, replacing the original by the copy: 

COPY FllSI TO FILEl FILESIZE 1500 

Single area 

The "SINGLEAREA attribute" may be specified for the output disk file. This ensures that the new file will 
occupy a single disk area. 

Example 

COPY FFLE2 TO FILE2 SINGLEAREA 
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Crunching files 

The "CRUNCH attribute" may be specified for the output file. This causes any unused disk space at the 
end of the file to be returned to the system. 

Example: 

COPY PRB/PR200 TO PRB78/PR200 CRUNCH 

WARNING 
A file cannot be "uncrunched" once it is· crunched. This means it cannot be extend
ed. It can only be used for inquiry. This option is therefore useful for storing history 
files. 

Extending disk files 

Records can be added to the end of an existing disk file with the option "EXTENDING" . The existing file 
must have identical attributes to the file being copied. 

Example: 

A data file called DFIUES was created with Tuesday's data. To add this data to the end of a file called 
DFMON (containing Monday's data): 

COPY DFfUES TO DFMON EXTENDING 

(Note the size of DFMON must be large enough to contain all required records.) 

Selected file copy 

Selected record numbers from the input file may be copied. 

Example: 

To copy 500 records starting at record # 1200 from file FILEl to file FILE2: 

COPY FILEl 1200 500 TO FILE2 

Note: 

pairs of numbers may be specified within each pair; the first number specifies a relative record number and 
the second specifies number of records to be copied. If an extra number is specified, the last number specifies 
copying from that record to the end of the file. 

Example: 

To copy records 100 to 149, 300 to 499, and 1000 to end of file: 

COPY FILEl 100 50 300 200 1000 TO FILE2 

Selected index file copy 
_,---~--·---

~ndexed files, copyi~g~f records can be selected based on content of the key. There are 2 options: the 
\;,, number of records can be specified, or an ending key value. 

Examples: 

PQR is a keyfile containing personnel records. To copy 15 records from the corresponding data file starting 
from the record with personnel # 01786 to a data file, PSNL: 

COPY PQR 01786 15 TO PSNL 
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Using same keyfile, to copy all data records from personnel •01786 to 18000 to data file, PSNL: 
COPY PQR 017861 +- 18000 TO PSNL 

Note: 

The second option is specified by the hyphen in the COPY statement. !'iot.eJhat at~_astJ!!! .. sJ>..a_~~,.,~,,,!~.9,,1!~~~ 
before and after all key values (personnel # in this case). 
,.-~-·-·--"~~''""'"""'·'"''"'~"-"'""",,,,_,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,'<",,,,,,,..,, ___ ,,,,.__.,,""-~"'"''""'~'''""""''=*·-""'""'' 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

number, number IN 
file name NOT COPlEO 

file-name EXHAUSTED 

filename TO filename 
BAD ATTRIBUTES 

2015228 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Error found in pair 
of numbers for sel
ected record copy 
option. One record 
number in the pair 
incicates a section 
of the file address 
than a previously 
specified section• 
This pair is ignored 
by COPY. 

End-of-file was en
countered while the 
sect ion of the file 
indicated was being 
copied· 

~LIGGESTEO ACT ION 

Check input and 
re-enter. 

None 

Particular attribute Check input and 
specifications is re-enter. 
meaningless or in-
consistent• The in-
consistencies will 
be in relationship 
between output device, 
record size, and 
block size; or att-
empt was made to add 
records to a file 
whose attributes 
differ frdm those of 
input file. 
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~M~E~SSAG~~E~~=-~--~~~~~~-~-~CAJJ£J:~ 
fILE IDENTIFIER Copy of a group of 
ti Le-name TOO LONG files was requested. 

filename TO filename 
COPY DISCREPANCY 

filename TO filename 
COPIED 

filename TO filename 
ILLEGAL REQUEST 

filename NOT ACC£PT
ABL£ RECORD SIZE 
OF m EXCEEDS MAXIMU~ 

fO R TH I S R Ul\l -
RESUBMIT 

At least one file
name that was to be 
generated t::y the 
copy would have teen 
more than 12 charac
ters tong~ maximum 
length of file-names 
is 12 characters• 

End-of-file reached 
before expectea. 
Disk file ~eader may 
be corrupt• 

COPY successful. 

Copy of a group of 
files was requested. 
An indiv;dual file
name of "SYS~EM" or 
"(spaces>" was to ~ave 

been produced· "SYS
MEM" Ca file-name 
reserved for system 
use only> and 
"(spaces)" are not 
acceptable file-namese 

Copy has encountered 
a file with a record 
size greater thar 
expected. This can 
happen if a magnetic 
tape file with a 
record size greater 
than 1024 characters 
is submitted to the 
utility with out the 
record size heing 
properly specified 
in the initial input. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input and 
re-erter. 

f\one. 

Check input arc 
re-er.ter. 

Ch ec k input an c 
re-erter. 

filename EXrAUSTEO 
DURING RANGE record· 
key number number 

End-of-file encotrnter- t-ione 
ed white section of 

l 
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MESSAGE POsSIBLE CAUSES SUGGES]'ED ACTION 

filename l:XHAUSTEO No recoras were Cheek j n put and 
DURING RANGE found i f"! the range re-ertEr. 
"record-key" "recora-key" 
"record-key" "record-key". 
--

NO RECORDS FOR Specified file Cheek for correct 
COPYING FROM contains no records fileraire. 
filename for copying. 

INPUT RECORD number Error encounterec· Do s el Ee ti ve copies 0 f 
OUTPCT RE CORO number utility cannot the r:: arts of the file 
PERMANENT ERROR ON continue. before and after the bad 
INPUT FILE record,, as part recovery 

INPUT RE CORO number Error encounterec- Re mo" e the disk area in 
0 UT PUT RECORD number utility cannot error with XO utility 
PERMANENT ERROR continue. ana rerun the COPY 

lo N OUTPUT FILE 
-·· -- -- --·---· 

INPUT RECORD Error encountered- Re-irptit the COPY wit tf 
number OUTPUT utility cannot suitcble fILESIZE 
RECORD number continue. option. 
OUTPUT FILE TOO 
SM All 

filename TO file- COPY unsuccessful irr- None. 
name COPY FAILURE ecoverable error was 

encounterec. The 
reason Sh OU l d be 
displayed before this 
message. 

-
NO RECORDS IN THE <BCTH> option was None. 
KEY FILE - file-name used. Utility was not 

able to access to a 
data file through 
some failure in the 
keyf ile. 

file-name NOT fOUND Specified file was Check i np vt and 
FOR EXTENDING not found. re-enter if necessary; 

Check f Of' correct 
medium; 

filename REMOVED COPY successful. If None. 
any duplicate files 
are en co u n t er e d by 
COPY they are aut· 
omatically removed. 

titename TO filename Confirms th at select-
SELECTION CRITERIA ion criteria were 
IGNORED specified when copy-

ing a pair of files, 
and have been ciscara-
ed ... 
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MESSAGE POSSIBl.E CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

BAO ATTRIBUTES Inconsistent attrib· Check input and 
SPECIFIED utes were specified re-erter. 

for input ti le. 

filename TO filename EXTE~OING option was 
E XTENO ING FLAG ignored by utlity 
IGNORED when pair cf f i le s 

was copied. 
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CP (Compute) 

This utility allows simple computations to be made, with the answer displayed in decimal and hexadecimal. 
Input may be either decimal or hexadecimal. Hex values must be enclosed in @' symbols. 

The utility may be initiated with a single computation to perform, in which case it will do the calculation 
and terminate. If no calculation is initially provided, the utility issues an ACCEPT to enable the computation 
to be entered. In this case the utility will do the calculation and then issue further ACCEPTS until a null input 
~o the ACCEPT is given. 

Format: 

CP number 

+ 

* 
I 
M 

number 

The numbers accepted are any decimal or hex values in the range 
0 999999999999999[@38D7EA4C67FFF@] 

or the negative equivalent. 

Parentheses are not allowed. The calculation is performed on a strictly left-to-right basis. The operators +, 
-, •, /, and Mare for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and modulus division (the result is the re
mainder) respectively. 

Examples: 

To compute the hexadecimal value of the decimal number 12345: 
CP 12345 

To compute the value of a complex expression: 

CP 555 • 3 + 2-100 • 2/5 

(Note: the result of the above is 626, because the calculation is done strictly left-to-right). 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

CP . NUMBER TOO At least one number Re·- input. . 
LARGE is out of ranqe. 

CP . MISSING Two consecutive Re-input• . 
OPERAND operators (+. etc> 

have been entered 
with no nuwber 
between. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

CP . HEX. NO • WITH Illegal symbol; Re-input. . 
: MISSING "@" or missirg @ 

symbol at front 
or back of a 
he>< value. 

CP : I NV AL I 0 Illegal SYll'boU Re-irint. 
OPERATOR or an operator 

( + .. € t c) has been 
omitted. 

CP . OVERFLOW An interll'ediate Re-irp1..t. . 
value in the com-
putatior i s qr eater 

~ . 
th an the maximum 
value. 

_l. 

CP : DIVISION BY Self explanatory. Re-irp1..t. 
ZERO 

_l. 
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CREATE (Create Disk File) 

This utility allows the operator to create or extend data or source disk files. The "AMEND" and "UPDATE" 
utilities use many similar features. 

Format: 

rm CREATE disk-name j \V file-name RECORD number '11 BLOCK number number 
FILESIZE number 
CRUNCH 

or 

CREATE EXTENDING I disk-name I 
\lt 

file-name JD1t ""mb" I 

When creating a new disk file, certain attributes may be specified. 

If the S option is selected, a source file will be created using alphanumeric input. If the A option is used 
a data file will be created using alphanumeric input. The N option creates a data file with hexadecimal (numeric) 
input. If none of these is selected, S is assumed. Alphanumeric input is accepted as typed, but numeric 
(hexadecimal) input requires two characters (0-9, A-F) for each byte of the record. 

The RECORD option allows the operator to specify the number of characters per record of the new file. 
If no record size is specified, a record size of 80 bytes is assumed for source files, and 180 bytes for data files. 

The BLOCK option allows the number of characters per block of a new file to be defined. The defaults are 
as follows: 

If RECORD size was specified but no BLOCK, BLOCK size will equal RECORD size. 

If neither RECORD nor BLOCK is specified, RECORD size will be 80 bytes for source files and 180 bytes 
for data files; BLOCK size will be 160 bytes for source files, 180 bytes for data files. 

The FILESIZE option allows the maximum number of records likely to be written to the new file. This is 
useful in allocating only as much disk space as required by the file. Once the FILESIZE has been specified 
for a file, that file can never be extended beyond that number of records. However, the COPY utility may 
be used for increasing the FILESIZE of an existing file. The default is 2,048 records. 

The CRUNCH option allows the operator to specify that the new file should occupy the minimum area of 
disk, but never be extended. 

The numbers specified for the "numbers" option may be used to set "tab" positions within the record (similar 
to setting "tabs" on a typewriter). If tabs are set, the operator may input data, press OCKl, and the utility 
will reposition the print mechanism to the next tab position within the record, and await data input. During 
this repositioning CREA TE will fill all character positions left unspecified in the record with a "filler" (ASCII 
space for source input, ASCII zero for alphanumeric input, and binary zero for numeric zero). The record length 
plus one will be used as a termination tab position, whether or not other tab positions are specified. 
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CREATE can be used for record sizes up to 500 bytes, but since the utility cannot be given input greater 

than the width of the co~~ole, tab \)ositio_ns_ are m~ndator~ on h\e~ ol ht~et teemd ~\ri~t ~()t ~l~m~\~ ~ h\~ 
of l80 by~e records requmng alphan~T?enc mput ~Ill require at least one tab position (for instance at position 
.100). A file of ~~O byte records requmng hexadec1m~l input will require a minimum of three tab positions (for 
rnstance at· pos1t10ns 50, 100 and 150). The maximum tab size is 111 in alphanumeric input and 54 in 
hexadecimal input. That is, the difference between two consecutive tab positions should be less than or equal 
to 111 in alphanumeric input and less than or equal to 54 in hexadecimal input. 

The EXTENDING option is used to add records to an existing file. The attributes, such as RECORD and 
BLOCK sizes, are taken from the old file. The file,type is also taken from the existing file. The operator may 
specify "A" alphanumeric input or "N" for hexadecimal input. If neither "A" nor "N" is specified, "A" is 
assumed. 

Examples: 

To create a sourne file called "ICFILE", record size 100 bytes with 5 records per block, tab position set at 
65: 

CREATE ICFILE RECORD 100 BLOCK 500 65. 

To create a source file called "ICFILE" with Record Size 80, block 3, and a maximum of 20 records in the 
file: 

CREATE ICFILE RECORD 80 BLOCK 240 FILESIZE 20. 

To extend a source file called "ICFILE" (note: the utility will automatically prompt the operator for the next 
sequential record number to be created): 

CREATE EXTENDING ICFILE 

To create a data file called ''CFILE" for hexadecimal input with tab positions set at 50, 100 and 150. (Note: 
Default record size is 180, block 1): 

CREATE CFILE N 50 100 ~50 

The utility operates in two modes: "RECORD INPUT" (entered through PKl) and "RECORD MODIFY" 
(entered through PK2). 

PKl PK2 PK 3 PK 4 PKS PK6 

i np i..t modify -- - -- E OJ. 

-'-,. 

The "Record Input Mode" (PKl) is used to enter new records through the keyboard. Characters are input' 
follo.wed by OCKl for each tab position. 

The "Record Modify Mode" (PK2) is used to make corrections to *e last record input. The point in the 
· record at which alterations are to be made is selected by typing an identify group of characters immediately 
preceding the byte(s) of the record to be altered. The portion of the record to be replaced or inserted follows 
the identifying characters, delimited by a colon (:). If alterations are to be made at the beginning of the record, 
no identifying characters are necessary. 

If OCKl is used to terminate, input, the characters to be altered will replace the corresponding number of 
characters in the record. 

For example, for a record containing "ABCDEF'', the amendment C:XY:OCKl will result inl"ABCXYF". 
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If OCK2 is used to terminate input, the characters delimited by colons (:) will be inserted at the indicated 
point. The insertion can cause characters in the record to be moved to the right. The shifting of characters ap
plies only to those characters from the starting byte to the next higher relevant tab position; characters beyond 
this tab position will not be affected. 

For example, a record specified with tab positions at 4 and 8, contains "ABCDEFGHIJ". The amendment 
C:WXY: OCK2 will result in "ABCWXYDHIJ". 

Initially the utility will be in the "Record Input Mode'', and on completion of an entry in any mode, it will 
allow the operator to select the mode not in use, or terminate the utility (with PK6). Unless otherwise instruct
ed, it will continue in the existing mode. 

If the FILESIZE is specified and records are entered beyond the given filesize, then the error message is 
displayed after (filesize + 2) records have been entered. The last two records will not be written, due to the 
blocking of the output file by CREATE. For example, if the request 

CREATE ICFILE FILESIZE 15 

is followed by more than 15 records entered, then the message 'OUTPUT FILE TOO SMALL" will be given 
after the seventeenth record is entered; and the utility will go to EOJ without writing records 16 and 17 to 
the output file. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT IOt..l 

FILETYPE IS NOT A f i le other than Check for correct 
SOURCE OR DAT A a "source" file or f i le; check i rpu t 

a "data" f i le was and re-enter if 
specified. recessary. 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER Specified record and C ti ec k input a r:d 

LIST - BAD block sizes are in- re-erter; 
'ATTRIBUTE compatible. 

ILLEGAL PARA~ETER Tab positions beyorid Check input and 
LIST - TASS ERROR end of record were re-enter. 

specified; or input 
fields Larger than 
capabilities Of 
console-

NOT HEXA CEC HAL Character other than Check input and 
CHARACTER INPUT - 0-9 ad A-F was i r pu t • re-enter. 
RESUBMIT 

000 NUMBER or Warning message ind- to.one. Utility accepts 
HEXADECIMAL CHAR- icating th at an odd the input, but adds a 
ACTERS INPUT numb er of hexadecim- zero onto the end 

al characters was Crightl of the input, 
input. Wher i ni::u t to e \i er i t out. 
mode is .. hexadecimal"' 
utility expects even 
numb er of input ctiar-
acters. 
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. 8EllME 

INPUT ERROR -
RESUBMIT RECORD 
MODIFICATION 

BYTE WITHIN 
RECORD SPEC If IEO 
NOT FOUND 

UNWANTED KEY 
PRESSED - PLEASE 
RE-INPUT. 

INPUT IMMEDIATELY 
BEFORE PK.6 HAS 
BEEN LOST 

OUTPUT FILE TOO 
SHALL 

PERMANENT ERROR ON 
OUTPUT FILE 

RECORD SELECTION 
ERROR 

ILLEGAL RECORD 
NUMBER SPECIFIED 
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POlllM.E CAUSES 

Input error dur;ng 
"Record Modify Mode". 

The identifying 
string of charact
ers for record 
modification could 
not be found in the 
record specified. 

Invalid OCK was 
pressed. 

Characters were input 
immediately before 
PK6 was pressed to 
terminate the utility. 
These characters will 
not be written to 
the specified fite. 

Attempt was made to 
add records to 
specified file 
beyond its maximum 
filesize. file is 
closed with lock. 

Utility is not able 
t o w r i t e an y · .m o r E 

records to the new 
disk file because 
of errors on the 
disk. file ;s closed 
with loci<. 

Attempt was made to 
select a non-exist
ant record· 

Attempt was made to 
select record greater 
than the number of 
records in file, or 
zero. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input and 
re-enter record 
modification. 

Ct>eck input and 
re-enter the 
record modification. 

Re-enter input and 
termircte the entry 
i.ith the correct OCK. 

Restart the utility 
using wodify mode to 
correct this record if 
cesirec. 

list the file to 
check i.hich records 
have been entered: 
then use CREATE 
EXTEf\OlNG to add 
the cesired records. 
Alternatively use 
UPDATE with the 
fILESILE option. 

List the file to check 
~hich records have 
teen entered: then 
COFY to a different 
file and continue 
using CREATE 
E X TE I\ 0 ING • 

Check input and 
re-enter if 
recessary. 

Cteck input and 
re-enter if 
recessary. 



.• POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

RECORD REQUESTED At t e llP t was 11ade to Usually indicates 
IS BEYOND E.o.r. select record t;eyond t;pda te i s complete: 

end of f i l e. utility terminates 
normellyr no action 
need be taken. 

£.O.F. REACHED Attempt was maoe to t:sually indicates 
OUR ING DELETIONS delete a record file update i s 

beYond end of f i le. complete: ut i lit y 
termiriates normally, 
no action need be 
taker. 

FILE TYPE: IS NOT Input type A or N has Check the file type 
DATA been specified and and re- in i: u t correct 

the type of f i le given f i le t yoe. 
for extension is not 
data. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output messages" for additional messages 
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DA (Disk Analysis) 

This utility allows the operator to read any portion of a CMS-format disk. It is an interactive program, with 
the operator entering a range of commands via the console. 

The utility is commonly used to print the contents of the disk directory. In general, if the .. PD utility operates 
correctly for a specific disk, then DA should also run successfully. Specifically, the disk cart,ridge label, the name 
list entry. and disk file header for SYSMEM must be intact. (RCfer to the CMS Mcp, manual for details of 
the disk format and directory structures). 

Format: 

disk-name / file-name 

The utility operates in two modes "disk mode" and "file mode". If no file name is specified the utility oper
ates in "disk mode". If no disk-name is specified, the system disk is analyzed. 

Disk Mode 

In this mode the operator can enter via the keyboard a number of commands. These commands can be abbre
viated according to the table provided at the end of this section. The format and meaning of each command 
in disk mode is given below. 

END 

Terminates the utility. 

DCL 

Reads and formats the contents of the disk cartridge label. 

DFH 

Reads and formats the contents of selected disk file headers. This command is followed by other details, given 
here: 

TEMPORARY 
ALL 
OF file-name 

DFH number 
@number 
NEXT 

The "TEMPOR4,\RY" option displays the headers of all temporary files. 

The "ALL" option displays the headers of all files, and their contents if in use. 

The "OF" option displays the header of the specified file: all headers will be checked and duplicates will 
be displayed if found. 

The "sector-number" option displays any sector in disk file header format, where the number is a decimal 
sector address. If preceded by an @symbol, the sector-number is in hexadecimal. This feature can be used after 
displaying other parts of the directory, which include sector addresses for disk file headers in hexadecimal. 

The "NEXT" option displays the header of the next file in the directory . 
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AVAIL.TABLE 

Reads and formats the contents of selected parts of the disk available space table. This command is followed 
by other details, given here: 

AVAIL.TABLE 

ALL 
AVAILABLE 
BAD 
INVALID 
number 
@number 

The "ALL" option displays the entire available table. 

The "AVAILABLE" option displays entries for available area only. 

The "BAD" option displays entries for bad sectors only. 

The "INVALID" option displays all entries in the available table which are invalid, in that the "length" entry 
does not equal the difference between "start address" ·and "end address". 

The "sector-number" option displays any sector in available-table format, where the number is a decimal sec
tor address is in hexadecimal. 

NAME.LIST 

Reads and formats the directory name list, including the sector addresses of associated disk file headers. This 
command may be followed by other details, given here: 

NAME.LIST 

NAMES 
TEMPORARY 
OF file-name 
number 
@number 

If no further details are given, then the entire name list is displayed. 

The "NAMES" option displays entries for old (existing) files only. 

The "TEMPORARY" option displays entries for temporary files only. 

The "OF" option displays the entry for the specified file : all entries will be checked and duplicates will be 
displayed if found. 

The "sector-number" option displays any sector in name-list format, where the number is a decimal sector 
address. If preceded by an @ symbol, the sector-number is in hexadecimal. 

READ 

Reads and displays the contents of any specified sector in hexadecimal and ASCII format. This command 
may be followed by other details, given here: 

\it 
NEXT } 
number 
@number 

READ 
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The "ONLY" option inhibits the display of the information. 

The "NEXT" option will read the next sector. Note that after some operations which involve a search, the 
"next" sector may be indeterminate. After a READ of sector n, a READ NEXT will read sector n+l. A 
READ command with no further details is taken as a READ NEXT. 

The "number" option reads the sector whose address is the number. If preceded by an - symbol, the sector
number is in hexadecimal. 

DISPLAY 

Displays the current sector address and contents of the program's sector-buffer. The first DISPLAY command 
must be preceded by a READ command. A READ ONLY followed by a DISPLAY is equivalent to a normal 
READ. 

KFPB 

The Key File Parameter Block of a keyfile can be printed. 

KFPB OF file-name 

Ii the file specified is a key file, then record 1 of that file is selected and the information is printed. 

PPIT 

The Pseudo Pack Identification Table can be found from the Disk Cartridge Label and requested information 

may be printed: I } i 
PPIT {~~~bEe; 

ALL 
OF disk-name 

The "number" option displays the sectors from the PPIT. 

The "NAMES" option displays the used entries of the PPIT. 

The "ALL" option displays every sector of the PPIT. 

The "OF disk-name" option displays the entry for that disk only. 

File Mode 

In file mode, the utility can be used to read selected records. Only the following commands are valid: 

READ 

DISPLAY 

END 

The READ command has the same format as in disk mode, except that the "number" refers to the logical 
record number in the file, and a READ NEXT will read the next logical record in the file. The amount of 
information displayed is equal to the file's record length. In DISPLAY option, if the file is a key file, then 
the KFPB of that key file is displayed. 

General Notes 

In disk mode the sector number starts from zero; that is, "READ O" will read the first disk sector. 

In file mode the record number starts from one; that is, "READ 1" will read the first logical record. 

Any I/O error causes the "fetch value" to be displayed, with the current sector address if in disk mode, or 
current record number if in file mode. 
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Abbreviations 

For ease of use, input commands and other keywords may be abbreviated, as in the following table: 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

OUTWITH for111 at AREA 
ADDRESS: nu111ber 
LENGTH number 

READ 
ONLY 
NEXT 
DISPLAY 
ENO 
DCL 
OfH 
All 
Of 
TEMPORARY 
A VA IL.TAB LE 
AVAILABLE 
BAO 
I NV Al I 0 
NAME.LIST 
NAMES 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 
In disk •ode the 
sector which has 
specified to be 

been 
read 

in DfH, NAME LIST, 
A. VA IL A BL£ TABLE or 
PPIT format is out with 
relevant area. 

FILE IS NOT A' KEY FILE The KFPB option has 
teen r eQu est e.d and 
the file wh1ch was 
specified is not a 
keyf ile. 

NOT rlxro DISK SY ST EM The PFI T opt ion has 
be-en reQu e~t ed on a 
non-Fixed bi sk system 
and no Ps eu-do Pack 
Identifi'cation Table 
exists. 

DA TERMINATED The E t\O commanc is 
successful. 

ILLEGAL PARAMETER No valid disk name 
input of file name has 

been spec if i ed in 
the initiat.ing 
message. 
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R 
G 
N 
0 
£ 
DC 
or 
Al 
Of 
T 
A 
A 
e 
I 
N 
NA 

SUGGESTED 
None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

Re-enter 

ACT ION 



HES SAGE PCSSI BLE CAUSES SUGGEST[O ACTION 

SUCCESSFUL READ A DISPLAY COIP!lland Ent er a Rf AO cc111111and• 
1REQUIR£D fIR ST has been entered th en a DISPLAY "i l l 

te fore a success- work. 
f ul read. 

NOT VAL IO IN FILE A command other than Check input. 
MOD£ READ or DISPLAY has 

been used in file 
mode. 

NONE FOUND No inf or mat ion has None. 
' been faun d in or answer 
NOT FOUND to a command. 

READ ERROR ON OCL An error was None. l 

OF disk-name en count er ed wh i le 
reading sect or zero of 
the specifiec cislc. 

PARAMETER REQUIRED The option which has Re- input the complete 
teen specified is oot ion. 
incomplete. 

LAST OP Tl ON The DISPLAY opt ion has Perform a read before 1 

UNSUCCESSFUL teen reouest ed before using display cption. 
a sector or recorc has 
teen read or aft er an 
option has been 
unsuccessful. 

ERROR ON RE-A.O- The disk parity error None. 
RECORD:---- has been encountered 

while reading a record 
in file mode. 

ERROR ON REl\D- The disk parity error None. 
ADDR ES s:---- has been encountered 

whHe reading a record 
in disk mode. 

BEYOND END OF FILE- A record beyond end of None. 
RECORD:---- file has been 

requested to be read 
while in file mode. 

INVALID SECTOR- A sector address None. 
ADORES S: ---- beyond the last 

physical sect or of a 
disk has been specified 
to be read while in 
di sic mode. 



DD (Disk Dump) 

This utility allows the operator to back-up ("STORE") one or more files from a disk to one or more disks 
(cartridge or BSMD) whose capacity is less than the originating media, and later "RESTORE" these files to 
their original state. 

Store Function: 

Format: 

DD STORE disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-name TO disk-name I 

\lt file-name or 
group-name 

The STORE function allows the operator to store a file or group of files between two disk media, where 
the size of the file may be greater than the physical size of the disk to which the file is being copied (destination 
disk). The files to be stored are specified by "file-name" or "group-name" and are taken from the system disk 
unless "disk-name" is specified. Additional files or groups of files may be specified, separated by a comma. 

When the original destination disk is filled, the utility will request the name of the next disk to be used. The 
disk name is . accepted from the operator who should then power off the drive using the "PO" intrinsic, insert 
the new disk into the drive, and use the "RY" intrinsic to allow the utility to continue. When all the files have 
been copied, the original destination disk must be re-inserted before DD will go to End of Job. 

STORE re-computes block sizes for optimization and to allow a file to be copied to multiple disks. As a re
sult, these files will not be usable as in their original form. The files must be RESTORED. 

Examples: 

To store a file called PR200 from the disk PRI to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PRl/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 

To store a group of files beginning with the letters "PR" from the disk PR2 to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PR2/PR= TO PRBU/PR= 

To store a file called PRCLEF from the system disk to the disk PRBU: 

DD STORE PRCLEF TO PRBU/PRCLEF 

The information needed to restore these files is kept in a file called "DDSTRESTORE" which is created 
when DD begins processing. Because of this, DD may not be run twice to the same destination disk or the 
information required to restore the first set of files will be lost. 

Restore Function 

Format: 

DD RESTORE disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-name TO disk-name I 

file-name or 
group-name 

This option allows the operator to restore a file or group of files between 2 disks where the disk from which 
the files are being copied (source disk) was generated by "file-name" or "group-name". Files are copied to the 
system disk unless "disk-name" is specified. Additional files or groups of files may be specified, separated by 
a comma. 
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When all files have been restored, the utility will inform the operator what disk must be inserted next to 
continue the transfer. Power off the disk drive using the "PO" utility, insert a new disk, and use the "RY"· 
intrinsic to continue the utility. 

Examples: 

To restore a file called PR200 from the disk PRBU to the disk PRI: 

DD RESTORE PRBU/PR200 TO PR1/PR200 

To restore a group of files beginning with the letters "PR" from the disk PRBU to the disk PR2: 

DD RESTORE PRBU/PR= TO PR2/PR= 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

group-name - NO Specified group Cheek input and 
FAMILY MEMBERS is not on dis!<. re-enter if necessary; 
FOUND Check for correct 

disk. 

fl LE NAME TOO Specified f i le Re-input correct l y. 
LONG name is longer 

than 12 characters. 

file-name NOT Attempt 1o1as made to None. 
STORED - ILLEGAL store a system f i le 
REQUEST Ct hat is,. MC P,. 

interpreters,. etc>. 
----·-

ENTER NEW PA CK IO Progra111 requests Enter AX mix nulilber 
FOR CONTINUATION next dis le for cf program and new 
OF TRANSFER STORE contin.uation cisk name to which 

ACPT disolaY· STORE lo i l l continue 
to copy. 

INSERT PACK disk- Continuation disks Rec;.pond to AC PT mess 
name FOR CO~TIN- are reQuired. age with AX mix n u111b er 
UATION OF TRANSFER disk 0 name. Power 
INSERT NEWPACK off CPO> disk 
disk·name FOR currently filled,. 
CONTINUATION Of insert new disb type 
RESTORE .. RY" to cont i rue 

processing. 

NOT FIRST P .ACK Of Source disk specifieo Fower Q ff CP 0) in-
A ST OREO SER IE S in RESTORE is not appropriate disk• 
PACK disk-name first disk of a s tor - insert pro Per di s k. 
REQUIRED ed series of disks. 

fite·name ST OREO STORE or RESTORE ~one. 

TO f i l e-n am e successful 
fi te·name RESTORED 
TO ti le-name 

NOTE: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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DUMP (Dump Files to Library Tape from Disk) 

This function, a part of the LD allows the operator to copy files from disk to library-tape. 

Format: 

DUMP TO library-tape-name FROM disk-name 

file-name or 
group-name 

~ 
<BOTH> 

If the <BOTH> option is used following a request to dump a keyfile, the associated data file will also be 
dumped following the keyfile on tape, provided the data file is on disk. 

Examples: 

To dump a group of files beginning with the letters "AR" from the system disk to ARTAPE: 
DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= 

To dump a file called ARTASK and a group of files beginning with the letters "DCS" from a disk called 
ARDISKl to a tape called ARTAPE: 

LD DUMP TO ART APE FROM ARDISKl ART ASK DCS= 

To dump a keyfile called AR200K and its data file from a system disk to ARTAPE: 
DUMP TO ARTAPE AR200K <BOTH> 

Since "DUMP" is a part of the utility "LD", "LD" is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon
tinue the DUMP function, 'DS" mix number/LO must be used. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTEO ACT ION 

NO FILES IN Specified group name Cheek input and 
THE FAMILY not found on disk. re-enter i f necessary; 
group-name ON check for correct 
DISK disk-name c i sk. 
FOR DUMP 

INo f ILE file•name Specified f i le was Check input and 
ON DISK disk·narae not found on disk· re-enter i f necessary; 
Ir: 0 R DUMP check for correct 

cisk. 

fi le.·name NOT file to be cop i .ed is None: utlity will 
OUMPEO - IN OUTPUT in use and cannot be not dUITP this f i le 
USE- DUMP ABANOON· copied. If "DUMP but will continue 
EO TAPE BE ING AB A NOONED" message is " it h next f i le to 
PURGED. given,. tape is purged t:e dt.::irped. 

and utility goes to 
EOJ. 
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•SSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

f i le•na111e NOT rile to be copiec was f\one 
DUMPED - HAS BEEN removed between start 
REMOVED. of OUMP and time when 
DUMP ABANDONED - file was to be copiec 
TAPE 8£1 NG PURGED. to tape. Tape i s purged 

and utility goes to End 
of Job. 

file-name NOT Contents of f i le to None 
OUM PED - HAS BEEN be copied were alt er -
ALTERED - OUMP ed b~tween the start 
ABANDONED - TAPE of the dump and the 
BEING PURGEO. time the file was to 

be copied to tape. 
Tape i s purged and 
utility goes to End 
of Job. 

file-name LOAO/ End of File reached None. 
DUMP DISCREPANCY before expecte-0. Disk 

Fi le Header may con· 
t ai n errors. 

NO FILES TO No files were found Chee I< input and re-
DUMP on this disk to copy enter i f necessary; 

t9 tape. Check for correct 
tape. 

file-name DUMP successful None. 
DUMPED 

DUPLICATE file-name More than one recuest None. 
ALREADY BEING was made to OUHP this 
OUMPEO f i le. 

file-name NOT <BOTH> option was If specified data 
OUM PED - DATA FILE specified .. but data f He dump is 
NOT ON LINE f i le was not found required,. sup ply 

on disk. DUMP with backup 
copy of file if it 
exists. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages for additional messages. 
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ECMA.LD (LOAD/DUMP OF ECMA TAPE FILES) 

This utility allows the operator to structure tape files according to ECMA BASIC and ECMA COMP ACT 
systems as specified in the STANDARD ECMA-41 publication. 

The ECMA tapes are treated as unlabelled tapes in the CMS system. The utility is initiated in tw.o different 
ways for BASIC system and COMPACT system. 

BASIC INITIATION 

Format (Disk to Tape copy) 

ECMA. LD 
DUMP 

UN~bAD FROM disk-name \Vf file name 

The files are copied from the disk to a purged tape. If the option UNLOAD is specified then the files copied 
are removed from the disk. 

Format (Tape to Disk copy) 

ECMA.LD LOAD TO disk-name W RECORD number 

The files are copied from an ECMA BASIC tape to the disk specified by disk-name. The option RECORD 
followed by a number specifies the record size in bytes on the tape and BLOCK followed by a number is the 
blocking factor, that is, number of records per block. 

If the RECORD and BLOCK options are used then the first file on tape is read according to the first attri
butes, the second file is read according to the second attribute etc. If the block size (that is, record size x num
ber of records per block) exceeds 256 then an error message is issued and loading is not performed. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are not used then tape files are loaded as 256 byte records blocked 1. 

The names of the ECMA tape files loaded to the disk become ECMAOOl, ECMA002, .... ECMAOOn. 

Examples: 

To copy files INOOl, IN002 from the systems disk to a tape in ECMA BASIC format: 

ECMA.LD DUMP INOOl, IN002 

To copy file AR030 from the disk ARDISK to a tape and remove after copy: 

ECMA.LD UNLOAD FROM ARDISK AR030 

To copy files PR200, record size 80 block 160, PR210, record size 60 block 180, to the system disk from 
ECMA BASIC tape on device CT A: 

ECMA.LD LOAD RECORD 80 BLOCK 2, RECORD 60 BLOCK 3 

The utility will display the following message: 
mix no/ECMA.LD <14> WAITING UNLAB ECMATAP/NONE AT DEVICE REQUIRED 

Then enter: 

AD mix number CT A 

The files PR200 and PR210 will be called ECMAOOl, ECMA002 on the disk. 
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COMPACT INITIATION 

Format (Disk to Tape copy) 

FROM diskname \}f file name 
DUMP 

ECMA. LD or TO tape name 
UNLOAD 

The files are copied from the disk to tape. If the option UNLOAD is used then files copied are removed 
from the disk. 

Format (Tape to Disk copy) 

ECMA.LD 
LOAD 

or 
ADD 

FROM tape-name TO disk name \V 

File name RECORD number BLOCK number\V i 
The files are copied from an ECMA COMPACT tape to the disk specified by disk name. If any file is already 

present on the disk, it will be removed before the same named file is copied. The option RECORD followed 
by a number specifies the record size in bytes on the tape and BLOCK followed by a number is the number 
of records in a block. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are used then the first file on the tape is read according to the first attri
bute and the second file is .read according to the second attribute. If block size (that is, record size x number 
of records per block) exceeds 256 then an error message is given and utility will terminate. 

If RECORD and BLOCK options are not used then tape files are loaded as 256 byte records blocked 1. 

The ADD option will copy a file to the disk only if that file is not already present. 

Examples: 

To copy files INOOl, IN002 from the disk INDISK to a tape FRED in ECMA COMPACT format: 

ECMA.LD DUMP TO FRED FROM INDISK INOOl, IN002 

To copy files INOlO from the system disk to a tape FRED and remove from the disk after copy: 

ECMA.LD UNLOAD TO FRED INOlO 

To copy files from tape FRED on CTA which is created in ECMA COMPACT format files INOOl, IN002 
to the system disk: 

ECMA.LD LOAD FROM FRED INOOl RECORD 80 BLOCK 2, IN002 

The utility will display the following message: 

Mix number/ECMA.LD <14> WAITING UNLAB ECMATAP/NONE AT DEVICE REQUIRED 

The response should be: 

AD mix number CT A 
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Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGC::.STED ACT I ON 

NOT A BAS IC ECM~ loading i s requested Check the tape and 
TAPE from a BASIC tape but re-input 

the tape i s not 
a BASIC format 

NOT A COMPACT ECH A Loading Is requested Check the tape and 
TAPE from COMPACT tape 

, 
re-input a 

but the tape i s not 
a COMPACT format 

NO FILES IN THE f AM IL Y Specified files are Che ck the group name 
group-name ON TAPE not present on the and/or the tape .. and 
tape-name FOR DUMP/ tape re-input 
LOA 0/ ADD/UNLOf\D 

NO FILES IN THE f AM IL Y The spec i tied group Check the group name 
group-name ON DISK of files j s not and re-input 
FOR DUMP/LOAD/ ~DD/ present on disk 
UNLOAD 

NO FILE f He- name ON The speci tied file Check the tile name 
TAPE tape-name/DISK is not present on and re-input 
disk-name FOR LOAD/ tape or on disk 
DUMP/ADO/UNLOAD 

file-name REMOVED This message is ne>ne 
displayed for each 
file re111oved by a 
LOAD or UN LO AD 

f i ! e-name LOA OED This message i s none 
di splayed for each 
file added or 
loaded 

file-name OUHPEO This message i s ne>ne 
displayed for each 
file dumped or 
unloaded 

file-name NOT LOADED- Self-explanatory 
AL REA DY ON DISK 

file-name NOT FOUND The file is not Check input and 
found on disk re-enter 

tile-name HAS BEEN The specified disk nt>ne 
REMOVED - DUMP file to be copied to 
ABANDONED - TAPE tape has been re11oved 
BE ING PURGED before the utility was 

able to copy it 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

~ il e-na 11e HAS BEEN rhe contents of the nCJne 
~LTERED - DJMP file to be copied tCJ 
!ABANDONED - TAPE tape were altered 
BE I NG PURGED after the start of 

the dump and before e 
the utility was able 
to copy it 

file-name IN OUTPUT The file cannot be nCJne 
~S£ - DUMP ABANDONED - dumped to tape as it 
TAPE BE ING PURGED is being used as an 

output file 

BLOCK COUNT ERROR This is di splayed when possible bad tape: 
the BLOCK COUNT entry retry with a 
in t he end- o f- f i l e different drive or 
label, end-of- track with a backup tape 
label1 or end-of-volume 
label does not match 
with the actual number 
of blocks re ad during 
a LOAD or ADD 

INCORRECT TAPE NAME for a COMf>ACT form at Check the tape label 
tape, the names in the and re-input 
initiating message and 
the tape label do not 
agree 

NOT f IRST PART or f ILE A section number 
other than 1 was found 
when reading the first 
label on tape 

DH A BLOCK TOO LARGE The block size on none 
tape for a LOAD or 
DUMP i s greater than 
256 bytes 

file-name DATA FILE File spec i f i ed for Check file name and 
NOT F OUNO o~ TAP£ COMPACT format LOAD re-input i f 
FOR LOAD cannot be found necessary 
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FL (Display File Attributes on Self-Scan) 

This utility allows the operator to display detailed information about particular files or groups of files on disk 
upon the self-scan screen. The information give1! is similar to the LR utility. 

Format: 

disk-name I 
\lt file-name or 

group-name 

The utility uses the following PKs when more than one file is specified: 

PKl P K2 PK3 PK4 P"(5 

page to 
next -- -- -- --
screen 

Examples: 

To display information about all entries on the system disk: 

FL == 

To display information about a file called PR200 found on disk called PR2: 

FL PR2/PR200 

PK6 

EOJ 

To display information about a group of files beginning with the letters "PR" found on the system disk: 

FL PR= 

Output format: 

The utility will fill eight lines on the self-scan screen with information about one file. 

line 1: FILE NAME (DDDDDDD/FFFFFFFFFFFF) 

line 2: FILE TYPE ( I'l II 1 II I) 

line 3: SIZE:ACTUAL (XXXXXXX) MAX (XXXXXXX) 

lines 4,5: headings 
line 6: DATE CREATED (YYDDD),LAST ACCESS DATE (YYDDD), 

RECORD SIZE (XXXXX:), RECS/BLOCK (XXXXX) 

line 7: AREA MAP (• ...... • .... ) 

line 8: OVERFLOW ON DISK (DDDDDDD) 

Note that the OVERFLOW ON DISK will not be displayed if the file has no overflow areas allocated. 

The first line contains disk name specified by DDDDDDD on which the file specified by FFFFFFFFFFFFF 
resides. 
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In the ·second line the FILE TYPE entry will contain one of the following: 
SYSTEM (system file) 

CODE COMPILED YYMMDD (object code file and compilation 
date) 

DATA (normal data file) 

SRCELANG (source language file) 

The third line displays the actual file size and maximum file size specified for the file. 

@ 

The fourth, fifth, and sixth lines display the date of creation and the date the file was last accessed in 
YYDDD (Julian) date format. The record size displays the number of characters per record and RECS/BLOCK 
displays the number of records per block. 

In the seventh line sixteen characters are displayed to show the allocation of the sixteen areas into which 
a file may be broken. Each character may be one of the following: 

• unallocated 
B allocated on this disk 

0 allocated on the overflow disk 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

FILE NAME = Specified file not Cheek input and 
disk•name/file-name found on this disk· re·irout 1f necessary; 
NOT fOUNO IN OISK Cheek for correct 
DIRECTORY Ci sk. 

disk·name/file-name Specified group was Check input and 
NO f ILES FOUND IN not found on this re•input if necessary; 
DIRECTORY fOR disk. Cheek for correct 
FAMILY cisk. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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F. 

FS (File Squash) 

-~i~~-!ii~~~Hiftli~~~(~Y~Wi~Ti~~ 
Format: 

disk-name I file-name INTO disk-name I file-name 

~~~~~~~~~~~1i\-~¥'j,:=_a}~~.J!'.~~~b_,~fi~d, th~-'!a~o~ 
. A a _mfile._is_~tle£jii!!!l~.Jh.~!l-Jh.~ ... l.1.!iU!.Y .. ~~lLE~C~E:~!~.\l~!- !~i~.J~yfH~JlQ .th11! ... i.t_. ~~!~!~.~ .. !-2.~!1:~.lll,s>.d.ifi~4.~ata .. \ 

While the utility is processing, no other program may access the data file (or the keyfile if one is specified). -~-· 
----~,.,.~·,_,__,_,.,.~c----~.,~.,.,,,-~,,~-.• - .. ~~-----~~'-"•~=,--,~...,""-~-,., ~-~=-=--=-=' ~'fo'-"'"~.,,,~---·--~.,.~-~~---~~~~ . .;>~·--=•-'='-~"~··-<~'""~-==,....,,, ___ ,_,.,,..,,,.,,=,,~--~--'-.','~''""''"~--•~'-'''" ''•'' '•~"C-O~w,,~<" "•'>·"~-~ ""~'•,•r~u~c-•·•~--·~--~ n•"'"~r--=,;•~ 

If only one file-name is specified and no other options are used, the file squash will be carried out in place, 
and no new data file will be created. If a keyfile was specified, then a new keyfile with the same 'file-name" 
will be recreated by the SORT. 

If 2 file-names are specified, the data file will be sq. uashed into a new file, and the keyfile (if specified) wa=1ll ... · 
be recreated by the SORT. If the first file-name specifies a keyfile, then the new keyfile will have the name .. :: .. 
indicated by second file-name, and the new data file will have the name of the new keyfile name, with the \ 
letters "QQ" attached to the end of the name. , 

Examples: 

To squash the file, PR200: 

FS PR200 

To squash the file, PR200 and create a new file, PR200B: 
~-. -===----

FS PR200 INTO .PR200B 

Output messaJles:_ 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 5 UGG ES TE 0 ACT ION 

file-name SQUASHED fS success fut. None. 
FROM n RECORDS TO Original and result-
m RECORDS ir:ig fliesizes of the 

data fi te indicated. 
"n" and "m" are 
decimal numbers UP 
to 7 digits each. 

KEY FIL£ file-name "file-name" indicated None• 
RECONSTRUCTED by operator input 

identified by keyfi le 
and rs has success-
fully squashed the 
data f i le and re con-
structed the keyfHe. 
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•SSA GE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

KEYFILE SORT SORT utility was not None. 
FAILURE able to properly con-

struct a keyf i le. 

RECORD SIZE TOO An attempt has been None. 
GREAT made to squash a 

file with a re cor c 
size greater than 
10000 bytes. 

lIP TO SORf f AI LURE - When attempt 1 ng t 0 Ensure that SORT 
ENO OF J08 reconstruct the and SORTINTRINS 

keyf ile, the utility are present on the 
failed to execute disk, and re- input. 
SORT. 

Note: Refer to "Command Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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ICMD (Industry Compatible Mini Disk Access): 

This utility allows the operator to access industry-compatible mini disks (ICMD). 

Format: 

fCMD LR ditk-name 
or 

tCMD JllG dhk-nwne I TO disk·nline I owner name \V i 
ICMD COPY disk-name/file-name ICMD TO disk-name/file-name FI LESI ZE number 
or 

ICMD COPY disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name' f'B+.1cMD 

The first function of the utility (LR) allows the operator to print the disk directory of the ICMD. The utility 
will print a line of information for each file on disk. 

The second form of the utility (PG) allows the operator to purge (erase) all files from an ICMD. The utility 
will replace all files by a single zero-length file called "DATA" to which is assigned all the disk space available 
to the user. By specifying 'TO', the o~rator may change the disk's name to the second name, and in this case 
the owner's name may be set or mad~blank. 

The third form of the utility allows the operator to copy an ICMD file to a CMS file. The CMS file will 
have the largest block not exceeding 180. If the FILESIZE of the CMS file was not specified, it will be calcu
lated from the header of the ICMD file. Note that when copying a Multi-Volume File (file which resides on 
more than one disk) the FILESIZE option will almost certainly be required. 

The fourth form allows the operator to copy a CMS file to an ICMD file. The maximum record size of the 
CMS file must be 128 bytes (the ICMD sector size). The option 'B' allows the copying of any file without the 
loss of attributes, but it may be copied back by this utility only. 

Examples: 

To print the disk directory of an ICMD disk called PR2: 

ICMD LR PR2 

To purge all the files from the ICMD called PR2 and name it as PR3: 
ICMD PG PR2 TO PR3 

To copy a file called PR200 from the CMS disk called PRI to an ICMD disk called PRBU: 

ICMD COPY PRl/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 ICMD 

To copy a file called PRFILE from the ICMD called PRBU to the CMS disk called PRI: 

ICMD COPY PRBU/PRFILE ICMD TO PRl/PR200 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

ENT ER VOL- IO FOR 
"file-name" n 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Progra• is about to 
di sol a y an AC PT r e
q u est in g the next 
disk-name contain
ing the Multi-Volume 
file "f i le•name". 
"n" is the sequence 
number to be usedP 
or btank if none. 

SUGG ES TE 0 ACT ION 

Enter appropriate 
cisk-name. 
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VOLUME ~or "file
name" OUT OF SEQUENCE 

OU PL IC H E F IL E 
"file-name., 

NO FREE LABEL ON 
"disk-name" 

NO SPACE FOUl\D 
ON "disk-name" 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Sequence nu•ber "n" 
of "file-name" was 
not expected at this 
point• 
<Ex: program was 
expecting cisk with 
sequence number of 
2 and operator s~
ppli ed disk with 
sequence number 4). 

File cannot be copiec 
to ICM D as a f i l e 
of the same name 
already exists. Disk 
cannot contain 2 
fi Les with the saflle 
name. 

Fi le cannot be co pi ea 
to ICMO as its disk 
directory is full. 

File cannot be capiec 
to ICMD as no unused 
space could be found· 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Re11ove inappropriate 
disk from disk drive 
CPO cannot be used 
with ICMO>. Replace 
\!Hh disk having 
correct sequential 
number for this file. 

Copy this tile while 
ctangnig its name. For 
example• if fite-nawe 
~YFILE is already on 
the IC ti 0 • enter IC f'A 0 
COPY DISK/MVFILE TO 
ICOISK/YOURFILE IC~O. 

Replece ICMD with 
another ICMD having 
cirectory space. 
Re-attempt ICMC utility;I 

FG ICMC and re-atte~pt 
copy; or select another 
cisk or which to copy. 

Note: If any of the above messages (including "disk-name" NOT FOUND and "file-name" NOT FOUND) 
is output in response to the initiating message, the utility will go to End of Job. If in response to an ACPT, 
the utility will repeat the message: ENTER VOL-ID FOR "file-name" "n". 

BAO INDEX TRACK 
ON disk-name SECTOR 
number 

RECORD SIZE OF" 
fi le•name EXCEEDS 
128 
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ICMD has an error on 
Track 0 and cannot 
be used by this ut
ility. Utility goes 
to EOJ. 

Ttie file cannot be 
copied to the IC~D 
as its record size 
is more than 128~ 

the maximum for an 
ICMD. Utility goes 
to EOJ. 

Select another ICMO 
for this function. 

l:se MCP COPY Lti lity 
to c~ange record/ 
tlock sizes. 
(()(: COPY CMSFILE TO 
C MS F ILE REC 'l R 0 1 2 8,. 
BLOC~ 128) 
Then use ICMO COPY 
to comr:lete transfer. 



L 
·MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED~ 
NEXT SEQUENCE NUMBER No 111ore disks WI a y Use HCP OPY ut;lity 
or f i le• name EXCEEDS be used, as the to bre f He (see 
99 maximum for an ICMO COPY ti l i ty ) • Then 

is 99. Utility goes t. s e CMO COPY to 
to EOJ. co lete transfer. 

:INPUT £RROR ON Irr ecov er able error f.Jl le cannot be copied 
file-name SECTOR was found on read- ifr<>m the ICMQ; use 

.number i n9 sector •euober•; bad•o !CHO if avail-
from the ICMO. Util- abte. 
ity goes to ECJ. 

..L 
OUTPUT £RROR ON Irrecoverable er~ Oisk cannot be used. 
file-name SECTOR was found on wri ing Use another I Cf-ID. 

. number sector "number";4o 
the ICMO. j' 

f i le·n ame TO ICMO COPY furtction None. 
fite·name COPIED successful•/ 

l 
disk-name PURGED JCp.!Q PG fttnction t.'one. 

successfyi.. 
I 

file-name 
I 

f Ue IS NOT The r~uested None. 
JYPE SOURCE OR has t e wrong file 
DATA type/for this use. 

I 

file-name REMOVED Th~/c~s f He was None. 
r e)"ov ed by the ut i lit y 
t Q 11 a k e w a y f or 
clnother file being 
;~opied from an ICMO. 

Note: Refer to Common Utility ~tput Messages for additional aid. 
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IR (Initiate Log Recall) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This function will initiate recall and go back in SYS-LOG files after skipping the number of entries spedfied 
by the operatOr (that is, 5 digit "offset") and display the required message. 

Format: 

IA offset 

Examples: 

To initiate recall after 12 entries and display the message on the console: 
IR 12 

To initiate recall of the message just given: 
IR 1 

Output messages 

MESSAGE 

CANNOT LOCATE DESIRED 
LOG ENTRY 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

The log files have 
been transferred 
using TL utility 

~UGGESTEO ACTION 

~one. 

Offset is greater Decrease the value of 
than number of entries offset and re-enter. 
in log file 



KA (Analyze Disk Space Assignment) 

This utility provides the operator with a map of all space used on disk by specific files, or available for other 
use. The printout is in ascending disk address order in terms of areas and their assignment. 

KA is capable of analyzing space assigned to one or more files, one or more groups of files, or the available 
areas. 

Special reporting is given if the group identifies all files on the disk (that is, disk-name/=). In addition to 
an analysis of the areas allocated to each file, this report will show the space assigned to the disk directory, 
temporary, available, bad, and missing areas. The temporary areas are those which are allocated either to tem
porary files or to the virtual memory. 

If files are created, extended, or deleted by the system during the processing of KA the map will not be 
accurate. It is therefore necessary that KA be run only when no other programs are in the mix. 

The analyzed output will be to a line or console printer, and will print the areas in ascending disk address 
order associating with each area its first sector address, its length in sectors, and its status. The status will be 
either allocated, available, temporary, bad, or missing. If the area is allocated, the file name of the file to which 
the area is assigned will also be listed. If a particular file or family is not on-line, then this is indicated on the 
printout. 

If the option DSKA VL is selected, then an analysis of the available areas on the disk specified by "disk
name" (or system disk if no "disk-name" was specified) will be printed. 

Format: 

KA 

or 

KA 

Examples: 

/, ~ disk-name I 

disk-name 

\l,t file-name or 
group-name 

\t 
DSKAVL 

To analyze disk space assignments of all files on system disk: 

KA= 

To analyze disk space assignments of all files on the disk called PR2: 

KA PR2/= 

To analyze disk space assignments for a group of files beginning with the letters, "PR" on the system disk, 
and a file called PR200 on a disk called PR2: 

KA PR= PR2/PR200 

To analyze available areas on the disk ralled PRBU: 

KA PRBU DSKA VL 
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Output format: 

Six columns of information are output. The column headings, the format of the values these columns contain, 
and the significance of these values are as follows: 

HEA 0 ING VALUE S !GN IF I CANCE ------ --------- .. --AREA ADO RESS 8 digits Sector address of start 
6 hex. digits cf area 

AREA LENGTH 8 digits Number of sectors in 
6 hex. digits t hh area 

STATUS 9 characters See Note 1 

FILE NAME 12 characters See Note 2 

~ote 1: The status will be one of AVAILABLE, TEMPORARY, BAD, or •MISSING•, depending on 
~ther the area is available, allocated to a file, denoted as temporary, unusable, or lost. 

Note 2: If the area is ASSIGNED, then this field will contain the identifier of the file residing in the area. 
If a file belongs to a pseudo disk its disk name is also listed. Otherwise it will be blank. 

Qe status •MISSING> occurs if an area is not referenced from anywhere within the file directory or available 
) tab!~This may be because th.e area is in fact lost, or because existing files have been opened, have had further 
', ar , allocated to them and are still open during the processing of KA. 

If fixed disk is being used, three areas are reserved for MTR purposes with the status marked as "BAD". 
The area lengths are 256, 128, and 128 sectors respectively. 

Output messages: 

MES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

*AREA APPARENTLY Area is cor.taineo Notify field eng-
ASSIGNED TWICE* partly or complete- ineering. oo NOT USE 

ly in an area prev- OISK. It may be possible 
iousty listed. to recover any file not 

involved~ us i rg COPY. 

•AREA ASSIGNED Area is assigned t\oti f y fie L1 eng • 
BE YONO MAXIMUM beyond the address- ineering. DO NOT 
ADDRESS* able space. USE DISK. 

NOTE: OUTPUT FILES Fi Les were ooen on t< A printout may not 
ON DISK WERE OPEN disk while KA was be colfpletely ac c-
OUR ING THIS EXEC- processing. Other ur ate. Begin KA when 
UTION OF KA programs may have no other programs 

been in the mix are in the mi x. 
when KA was proc-
es sing. 

.input NOT FOUND IN Specified file i s Cheek input and re-
DIRECTORY ON THIS not on disk. input if nee ess ary; 
DISK Check for correct 

cisk. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

input NO FILES IN Group of files Cheek in put and re-
DIRECTORY FOR specified i s not input j f n ec e ss a r y; 
THIS FAMILY on disk. C ti ec I< for correct 

c is I< • 

TABLE SIZE EXCEEDED Numt:er of li n ES of None. 
output requirec i s 
greater than KA 
permits. Maximum 
perm it t e c is about 
141 pages of output. 
KA ends. 

NO OUTPUT GENERATEC Disk directory cont- Check for correct 
BY KA a ins no f i le names c i s k ; 

to print. Check input a no 
re-inout i f necessary. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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KEV.CHECK / 
/ 

This utility allows the operator to check and print the information on the validity 9-Vkeys in an indexed pair 
cl~. / 

/ 

Format: / 
/ 

/// 

KEY.CHECK ldisk-name/l keyfile-name I <BOTH ;:J, / 1 

I 
This utility does not provide the ~<file name> option in ~-9e initiating message. 

During the execution of the utility the operator is informed if the data file has been updated via another 
key file or parity errors have occurred on the data file sind creation of the specified key file. The checking 
is performed in two ways, Key file to Data file check, a1nd Data file to Key file check. 

/ 
In Keyfile to Data file checking, the key value field 9' each entry in the key file are compared with the key 

field in the corresponding record of the data file. Thii comparison will detect any changes to the keys in the 
data file records and disused entries in the key file/ 

// 

In Data file to Key file checking, the key field 16f every non-deleted record in the data file will be checked 
to have an entry in the key file. The record writt¢n to the data file via another key file and records with invalid 
keys will be detected, as they will have no eryiry in the key file. 

/ 

If the <BOTH> option is specified in the l~itiating message, then Key file to Data file and Data file to Key 
file will be checked otherwise only Key fil,e' to Data file will be checked. 

/ 
I 

The utility will terminate if a parity ;tror is encountered on the key file. 
I 

If the Generation number of the ~y file differs from that of the data file then a warning is printed. 
(Generation number is a field in the/File Parameter Block, refer to MCP manual). 

The Generation number of the ir:y file will be modified to that of the associated data file on completion 
of a Key file to Data file check ¢rovided that the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. Every key entered in the ~y file matches the key field in the associated data file record. 
2. Every non-deleted data fil,¢ record has a key entry in the key file. 
3. The number of matched i)tY entries in the key file is equal to the number of data file records with a key 

entry in the key file. I 
4. There are no parity errbrs on either the key file or the data file. 

I 

/ 
Output Format: / 

The output format is/self-explanatory. 

I 

Examples: / 

KEY.CHEy!K PQR 
I 

Check the key fj'e PQR, performing Key file to Data file check only. 

KEY.CIJECK PQR <BOTH> 

Check the ke..J file PQR, performing Key file to Data file check as will as Data file to Key file check. 

) 
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Output Messages: 

~ESSA GE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG~sr::o ACTION 

~ile-na111e IN USE Another pro gram i s Wait until job using 
using the keyfile keyfi le has closed 

file .. then re-input 

--
file-name IS NOT A Self-explanatory Check the f il e-nanie 
KEYFILE and re-input 

file-na111e IS A The specified file See S OG section on 
NULL-KEY KE Yf ILE i s a tag- f i le the SORT for meanings: 

this utility cannot 
check tagfiles 

~ile-na11e <DATAFILE> The data f i le CU Enter LR disk-name/ 
NOT FOUND corresponding to keyfi le-name. 

the keyfile cannot C2>Check the disk nam E 

be found of the data file in 
L~ listing. 
( 3>I f the disk file 
name i s the same as 
the keyfile then 
copy data file fr 0111 

backuo and re-input. 
( 4) If the dis name 
is different th en 
load th at disk and 
re-input. 

file-name <DATAFILE> The corresponding wait unt i l the other 
IN USE data file is being job has closed the 

used by a pro grail data f i l e1 th en 
re-input 

file-name HI COMPATIBLE The key-offset olus none 
W If H KE Yf ILE key-Length in the 

KFPB of the speCified 
keyfi le i s greater 
than the record size 
of the data file 

READ ERROR ON lffPB Parity errors have <l>Atte11pt to copy 

OF file-name been encountered: files to another disk 
the utility cannot C2>Run CHECK. DISK to 
continue. check the integrity 

of the disk 

READ ERROR ON same as above s a11 e as above 
KE't'f ILE fite-nafllle 
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MESSAGE 

UNABLE TO OPEN 
file-name <INDEXFILE> 

POSSIBLf CAUSES SUGG£STEO ACTION 

<~OTH> has been given nJne 
1n the initiatinJ 
message dnd the 
utility is unable to 
open the keyfile and 
datafile as an indexed 
pair after completion 
of the keyfite-to-
dataflle check 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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KX (Disk Allocation Information) :;, .... ,~_......__ 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

I~ 

I 

This function will allow the operator to display the name of the first file found on the disk specified by "disk
name" (or on the system disk if no "disk-name" is specified) whose total number of sectors allocated is equal 
to or greater than "number" (assumed zero if not specified). 

Format: 

KX disk-name number 

After each display, which will include the information of the current numbers of temporary and available sec
tors, the KX function of SYS-SUPERUTL remains available, waiting for one of the following input responses: 

A call on any other function of SYS-SUPERUTL: this will terminate KX. 

KX or KX NEXT To display the next file narne, if any, otherwise KX will go to END. 

KX RM or KX REMOVE To remove the file whose name has just been displayed. 

KX END To terminate KX. 

Exampl~s: 

'!'~.2!~e!~Y-!.h~--I1~!!J.~_gf~IJr (jg.t !il~U>!l _the ..Y1~~e-~-~i.S.~--~~.?-~-~--~~-~--!~~~,JJ!;;m .. is,J>,,.§.~<::!2E~: .. 
KX 250 

To display the name of the next file whose size is equal to or greater than 250 sectors: 
KX NEXT 

To remove the file just di!:>played: 

KXRM 

To terminate KX: 

KX END 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE~ ~UGGESTEO ACT ION 

ENO KX KX successful !'\one. 

filename - number Normal KA display None. 
SECTORS; AV. number" showing current 
TEMP <or TEMPORARYl number of sectors" 
number available and 

temporary on 
d; s I<. 

input IS AN UNACCEPT- Typing err or. Check input and 
ABLE RESPONSE FOR KX re-erter. 

See SYS-SUPERUTL messages also. 
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LB (Look Back in Log) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This function will Look Back to continue recall in the direction of earlier messages with a screenful of mes
sages. If the serial printer (SPA) is used as the console, then the function will display a number of messages 
calculated by the length of messages and width of console. 

Format: 

LB 

Example: 

To look back and display the messages: 

LB 

LB can be initiated only after IR, LB, and LF. 

Output messages 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT I ON 

IR REQUIRED BEFORE IR function was not Initiate IR then 
LB CAN BE DONE inHiated before LB. re-ir.pt..t LB. 

CANNOT RECALL LB LB has reached the None 
BE YONO THIS POINT beginning of this 

log f i le 
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LO (Tape Library Utility) 

This utility allows the operator to maintain library tapes. It is divided into the following four separate "sub
programs" (functions): 

ADD (tape-to-disk file copy) 

LOAD (tape-to-disk file copy; duplicates are removed from disk) 

DUMP (disk-to-tape file copy) 

UNLOAD (disk-to-tape file copy; files are deleted from disk 

after being copied to tape) 

On the B 80 these four functions can be invoked directly: the MCP will recognize that they are part of the 
LD program and load LD from the system disk, passing LD the appropriate information. For example, the input 

DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= causes the same action as 

LD DUMP TO ARTAPE AR= 

If LD does not reside on the system disk, the user-disk name and 'LO" must be specified. 

Should the operator request a "mix message" (see MIX intrinsic) while any of the 4 functions are running, 
"LD" (not the name of the specific function) will appear in the mix. 

Similarly, to discontinue any of the four function,~, a message of: "OS mix number/LD" will be required. 

Detailed descriptions of ADD LOAD, DUMP, ind UNLOAD and associated output messages are provided 
under the name of the function. , 
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LF (Look Forward in Log) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This function will look forward to continue recall in the direction of later messages with a screenful of mes
sages. If the serial printer (SPA) is used as the console, then the function will display a number of inessages 
calculated by the length of the messages and the width of the console. 

Format: 

LF 

Example: 

To look forward from last recall and display messages: 
LF 

LF can be initiated only after IR, LB, and LF. 

Output messages 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES ~UGGESTEO ACTION 

IR REQUIRED BEf ORE IR was not ;nitiated Initiate IR and then 
Lf CAN BE DONE before lf re-enter lf 

CANNOT RECALL lf lf has displayed the f\one 
BEYOND TH IS PO INT most recent entry in 

the log file 
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LIST (File List) 

This utility allows the operator to list in whole or in part files on any CMS device. Output will be either 
to the line printer or to the console printer. 

Format: 

0 starting 
record 
number 

number of 
records 
to list 

If the "A" option is chosen the file will be listed in alpha characters. The "N" option will list the file entirely 
in hexadecimal. If neither the "A" nor "N" options are selected, the file will be listed in both alpha and 
hexadecimal. 

If the file to be listed is a keyfile, the utility will list the associated data file in the order of the keyfile unless 
the <KEY> option is specified. When the <KEY> option is used, the utility will list the keyfile itself. 

The operator may also list selected parts of a file by specifying the relative record number at which printing 
should begin and the number of records to be printed from that point. 

Examples: 

To list the records of a file called PROGSRC as alpha: 

LIST PROGSRC A 

To print the first record only of a file called PR200 in hexadecimal: 

LIST PR200 N 1 1 

To list records 100 through 149 of PROGSRC as alpha: 

LIST PROGSRC A 100 50 

To List Keyfiles: 

Assume there is a keyfile called PR200K which refers to a data file called PR200. 

The statement 

LIST PR200K N <KEY> will list all records of the keyfile PR200K in hexadecimal. 

The statement 
LIST PR200K N will list all records of the data file, PR200 in keyfile order in hexadecimal. 

Additional Capabilities 

Further features of this utility are summarized in the railroad chart given in Figure 4-3, which gives the com
plete input specifications. 

Non-disk files 

Files on media other than disk may be listed. Abbreviations for valid devices are as follows: 
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MTP - magnetic tape or cassette 

CRD - punched cards 

PTP - paper tape 
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- LIST 

< f-spec > is defined as : 

* <file-name> 

< r-spec> 

< f-spec> 

A 

N 

MTP 

PTP 

'-------- CRD ---''-----------t 

<file-name> _;__:M'............+-----------------------r-_._-7 

< r-spec> is defined as : 
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< record-key> 

EBCDIC ----------,,.---, 

RECORD -----<rs> 

BLOCK < bs> 

TAPE.MARKS - < nt> 

NO.LABEL---------

'------<KEY>----------

<integer> 

< r-count> 

< record-key> 

Figure 4-3. Railroad Chart for List Utility 



Examples: 

To list a cardfile called PRFILE in alpha: 

LIST PRFILE CRD' A 

To list the first 10 records of a CMS labelled magnetic tape called PRTAPE: 

LIST PRTAPE MTP 1 10 

(Note: this assumes record size of 180 bytes). The tape or cassette to be listed should be a tape created by the COPY 
utility. library tapes and non-CMS tapes should be treated as unlabelled (see below). 

Unlabelled tapes 

Input tapes having no CMS labels ("unlabelled" tapes) may be accessed by the LIST utility. 

The NO.LABEL option allows the listing of unlabelled files. Upon recognizing an unlabelled file, the MCP 
will print a "DEVICE REQUIRED" message. The. operator must then respond with an appropriate "AD" in
put message (see "AD") to identify the unlabelled file. 

The end of file recognition for unlabelled files is determined by tapemark count. The TAPE.MARKS option 
allows the operator to specify· the total number of tapemarks which will indicate end of file to the utility when 
listing an unlabelled file. The default value is 2. Each tape mark which is enco.untered will contribute to this 
total. Therefore, a standard labelled CMS file will be listed up to, but excluding, the trailing label if NO.LABEL 
and 2 tapemarks are specified. (A labelled CMS file consists of "Label, Tape mark, data, tape mark, label'). 
The operator must be aware of the format of any file which is to be listed when using the NO.LABEL option. 

If the RECORD size is not 180 bytes, refer to the section on Record/Block modifications. 

Example: 

To list the first file of a magnetic tape with non-standard label (the format being: label, tapemark, data, tape
mark): 

LIST TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPE.MARKS 2 

Note: MCP will issue a message asking for unlabelled tape TP. Operator must respond with "AD" input. 
Additionally, the first line of the listing contains a list of the non-standard label. 

Record and block sizes 

The listing is record-oriented. The following record sizes are assumed: 

. Disk = (Disk File Header) from file itself 

Labelled tape/cassette = from tape label 

Unlabelled tape = 180 bytes 

Cards = 80 or 96 bytes depending on device. 

If different values are required Record and Block sizes may be specified. 

Example: 

To list an unlabelled tape containing 10-byte records with 10 records per block: 
LIST TP MTP NO.LABEL TAPEMARKS 2 

RECORD 100 BLOCK 1000 

If EBCDIC is specified, the input will be translated from EBCDIC coding, otherwise ASCII is assumed. 
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For magnetic tape or cassette files the record size must be specified if it is greater than 1024 characters, other
wise the utility will not be able to read this file and therefore no list will be produced. If the record size is 
specified and no block size is specified then the block size will be set to the same as the record size. For unla
belled files the default record and block sizes are 180 each. 

Note: Care should be taken to ensure that the record and block sizes specified are compatible with the 
physical block size on the tape. The block size specified must be an integer multiple of the record size. The 
utility will attempt to identify inconsistencies when using labelled CMS files. Any inconsistency not isolated by 
the LIST will cause MCP to discontinue {DS/DP) the utility. 

Selected file list 

More than one selected portion of the input file may be listed. Pairs of numbers may be specified within 
each pair the first number specifies a relative record number and the second specifies number of records to 
be listed. If an extra number is specified the last number specifies listing from that record to the end of file. 

Example: 

To list records 100 to 149, 300 to 499, and 1000 to end of file. 
LIST FILE1 100 50 300 200 1000 

Selected indexed file list 

For indexed files, listing of records can be selected based on content of the key. There are 2 options: the 
number of records can be specified or an ending key value. 

Examples: 

PQR is a keyfile containing personnel record·s. To list 15 records from the corresponding data file starting 
from the record with personnel number 01786: 

LIST PQR 01786 15 

Using same keyfile to list all data records from personnel number 01786 to 18000: 
LIST PQR 01786 - 18000 

Note: the second option is specified by .the hyphen in the LIST statement. Note that at least one space is 
required before and after all key values (personnel numbers in this case). 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

number number IN 
filename NOT LISTED 
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PO SS IBLE CA USES 

Error found in pair 
of numbers for sel
ected record list 
option• One record 
number in the Pair 
indicates a section 
of the file at a 
lower 
file address than a 
previously specified 
section. This pair 
is ignored by LIST. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input and 
re-enter. 



!MESSAGE 

filename EXHAUSTED 
DURING number 
number 

filename EXHAUSTED 
DUR I NG RANGE 
record-key record
key 

or 
filename EXHAUSTED 
DURING RANGE 
record key number 

NO RECORDS FOR 
LISTING FROM 
fi lenarRe 

filename NOT ACCEPT
ABLE - RECORD SIZE 
Of number EXCEEDS 
MAXIMUM FOR THIS 
'RUN - RESUBMIT 
I 

KEYFILE file-naMe OR 
'DATA FILE Nor FOUND 

BAD ATTRIBUTE 
SPECIFIED 

PERMANENT ERROR ON 
INPUT FILE file
name CNO. number or 
~EY key> 
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POlll8LE CAUSES 

End•of•f ile was 
encountered while the 
sectior. of the file 
indicated was being 
copied· 

End-of-file encount• 
er e d w hi le section of 
file indicated is 
being listed; or no 
records were found 
in range of the 2 
record keys. 

Specified file cont• 
ains no records to 
list• 

LIST has encounter
ed a file witin a 
record size great
er than expected· 
This can happen if 
a magnetic tape file 
with a record size 
greater than 1024 
characters i s 
submitted to the 
utility without the 
record size being 
properly specified 
in the initial input. 

Utility cannnot locate 
keyfile or data file 
p er t a i n i n g t o t h e 
keyfile specifications. 

The number specified 
after BLOCK. is not an 
integer multiple of the 
number specified after 
RECCRO. 

The irrecoverable 
error. e.g. parity 
error has been found. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input and 
re·erter if necessary. 

Check input and 
re-er.ter if necessary. 

Check for correct 
file-name. 

Check input and 
re-enter. 

Chee le: for correct 
me di um; 

Correct the in~ut 
and re-input. 

None. 
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H[SSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT I ON 

SELECTIONS or REC OR OS The file reached end None. 
FROM number IGNORED t: e fore the record 

selected. 

RECORD SIZE TOO GREAT The specif ieel record None. 
size is greater than 
10000. 

INVALID CHAR. IN A tape wHh an illegal Correct the na111e 
IDENTifIER file-name - name is specifiec. and re-input. 
WARNING 

KEYFilE file-name OR fh e specified k eyf il e Wait until the task 
DATA FIL£ IN USE and its data fit. e are using keyfile or 

on tine .. but one or data file goes to 
t:o th are in use by a end of job. 
task which will not 
per'" it sharing. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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LOAD (Load Library Tape Files to Disk) 

This function, a part of the LD utility, allows the operator to copy files from a library tape to disk. As files 
are copied to disk, any duplicate files will be automatically remo':'ed from disk by the function. 

Format: 

LOAD FROM library-tape-name TO disk-name 

file-name or 
group-name <BOTH> 

If the <BOTII> option is used immediately after a request to copy a keyfile, the associated data ·file will 
also be copied, provided that the data file does not precede the keyfile on the library tape. The keyfile will 
be altered to refer to the disk which now holds the data file (rather than the disk from which the data file 
was dumped). 

Examples: 

To copy all files from a tape called PRT APE to a system disk: 

LOAD FROM PRTAPE = 

To copy the file called AR300 from a tape called ART APE to a disk called ARBU: 

LOAD FROM ARTAPE TO PRBU AR300 

To copy files called DCSTSK, and PRTASK from a tape called PRTAPE 

LD LOAD FROM PRTAPE DCSTSK PRTASK 

To copy from a tape called PRTAPE the keyfile called PR200K and its associated data file to the system 
disk: 

LOAD FROM PRTAPE PR200K <BOTII> 

Since."LOAD" is a part of the utility "LD", "LD" is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon-
tinue the LOAD function, "DS mix number/LO". · 

Output messages: 

.. 

HES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 
.. 

file-name LOADED LOAD successful None. 

file-name REMOVED LOAD successful: None. 
original file on 
disk was removed. 

-- ··-. -- - - ... · .. 

library· tape-name Tape does not have Provide utility tidth 
NOT A RECOGNIZED a recognizable correct tape; 
OUMP TAPE header. OS the LO ut i lit y 

.. .. '· .. 
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.SSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

NO FILES IN THE Specified group Cheek input ar.d 
FAMILY group-name was not found on r e-e r.t er if n ece ss ary; 
CJN TAPE library- disk. Cheek for C•J r rec t 
tape-name FOR LOAD tape. 

NO fll E file-name Specified file was Check input and 
ON TAPE library- not found on tape. re-enter i f necessary; 
tape-name FOR LOAD Check for correct 

t ace. 

file-name LOAO/OUMP End of rile enceunt- None. 
DISCREPANCY ered before expected. 

oisk rile Header 
111ay contain errors. 

NO FILES TO LOAD No files were found C ti ec le input and 
on this tape to re-enter i f necessary; 
copy. check for correct 

tape. 

file•name DATA FILE Oat a file.for this Check H data f i le 
NOT rou~o ON TAPE keyfile does not apoecrs before key f i le 
FOR LOAD follow on tape. It en taoe <use T APEPO>; 

cannot be copied. i f so~ load full tape to 
Keyfile was copied. cisk. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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LOAD.VFU (Load Vertical Format Unit) 

This utility allows the operator to define the page format on a line printer that contains a soft vertical format 
unit. 

Format: 

LOAD. VFU 

DEFINE 
or 

FORMAT 
or 

LIST 
or 

format-name number-1 I . number-2~J number number I 
LPx WITH format-name 

ALL \V I format-name \V 
DELETE format-name 

The utility may be used to define vertical format unit formats and store them in a library file SYSVFU.LIB. 
These formats can be subsequently selected by name to be loaded to the specified printer (type A 9249-30/50). 
The utility zips the VF intrinsic which performs the actual loading of a format string. 

When using the DEFINE function, if the file SYSVFU .LIB does not already exist, the utility will create this 
file and an entry will be made for the format being defined. Otherwise, the file will be updated to contain the 
newly defined format. The number-1 is the page height in lines and number-2 is the end of page line. The pair 
of numbers consists of a channel number (2-11) followed by a 'skip to line' number (not greater than the page 
height). 

Example: 

LOAD.VFU DEFINE PAYROLL 66, 60, 2 10, 4 20 

This format is equivalent to: 

Page Height = 66 
End of Page = 60 
Channel 2 has associated line number 10 
Channel 4 has associated line number 20 

This format is also equivalent to figure 4-4, which illustrates a paper vertical format tape on other line print
ers. 

BURROUGHS CORPORATION PART No.10020717 PlAtE Cl:l:rtlff £DGE«lHAP£ HERE_. 

-+-+-+--+-+-+--+-~t-+---+-<r-+--+-t-+-+-+-tl li-.~H-1-+-+-l-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t--i 
• .x.x.x.x rl-+:x-+.x-'xl-+-+-l-+-+-t-+-x+-+-+-+-+-l:x-+-:x-+-1---1--i 

-+-+-+--+-<>-+--+-<-+-+--+-t--+-+-t--+-+~l~~ l~~l--l--l-l-+-+-11-+-+-l-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-I 
w-+i:i ~ 11 r-'-H_,_l:tJLJJ.3..::>z,__,__.__L.....1...--'--'-'--'--'-'-....__.-'--'--'--'-' 

_6,_6 6~5 ...... 64~63_6,_2 _,_61~60_5,_9 5_,_8~57~5,_6 5~5 _,_54~53-5~2 _,_51~50~4H8 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35-34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 la 22 'i1 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 8 

Figure 4-4. Paper Vertical Format Tape 

Limitations: 

The utility does not check the following: 
1. For each channel, no more than 4 line numbers can be specified. 
2. Page height defined should not be greater than 94 lines. 

The FORMAT function allows the operator to load a predefined VFU format to a specified printer. The 
printer must be ON LINE and NOT IN USE. 
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Example: 

To load the format PAYROLL 9efined earlier on LPA: 

LOAD;VFU FORMAT LPA WITH PAYROLL 

The LIST function has three possible options: 

LOAD.VFU LIST 
will list all format-names defined in SYSVFU.LIB; 
LOAD.VFU LIST format-name 
will list the format string of specified format-name as defined in SYSVFU .LIB; 
LOAD.VFU LIST ALL 
will list all format-ids and strings as defined in SYSVFU.LIB. 

The DELETE function is used to delete a predefined VFU format from the SYSVFU .LIB file. If the format 
being deleted is the only defined format in SYSVFU.LIB, then the SYSVFU.LIB file will be removed. 

Example: 

To delete predefined VFU format PAYROLL from the SYSVFU.LIB file: 
LOAD.VFU DELETE PAYROLL 

NOTE: The de(ault values of page height and end of page are 66 and 60 respectively. Non-default values 
require that . the format should be loaded prior to the execution of the program. 

Output Messages: 

HESS A GE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG:.:sr.::o ACTION 

SYSVFU.LIB NOT FOUND Self-explanatory Use I} E :- I NE function 
to create ti br ar y tile 

SYSVFU.LIB IN USE A not her copy of Use only one copy of 
LOAO.VfU j s running the utility 

READ ERROR ON Parity error on 
SYSVfU.LIB the library file 

WRITE ERROR ON Parity error on 
SYSVFU.LIB the library H le 

format-name NOT FOUND R eq ue sted OELE JE, Check input and 
IN SYSVfU.LIB FORMAT or LI ST cannot re-enter if necessary: 

find speci tied use 0 C:: :- I NE function to 
format-name ere ate for mat-name 

for111at-name ALREADY Cannot DEFINE two Re-input using 
DEF I NED IN SYSVFU.LIB formats of the same different for mat-name 

name 

format-name OEf IN ED DEFINE function has n:>ne 
IN SYSVfU.LIB been successful 

for•at-name DEL ET ED DELETE function has none 
fROH SYS VFU. LIB been success fut 
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L 
'MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ltlN 

:>" ~ 

SYSVFU.LIB DELETED A DELETE function non e ..... ///,./ has deleted the only 
remaining format 

_i//.// 
in the l i br ar y file. 
and the file has been 
removed 

PRINfER peripheral fORHAT function has =:.c: n e 
fOiHtATrEo WITH been successful 
format-name 

L 
PRINTER peripheral The ut i Lit y has fol!cri'd ref er t () the VF 
NOT FORMATTED WITH the specified for l!!/~t error 111essage 
format-name in the library .. out 

the zip of the vr 
i 

intrinsic was . 
unsuccessful {this 
will be p recE!de d by 
out put fro1T1· VF> 
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I 'L 

LR (List Directory) 

This utility allows the operator to print detailed information about particular files or groups of files on disk. 

If a file has areas on an associated overflow disk, then the disk name of the overflow disk is printed beside 
each relevant area address and size. Note that the addresses for the areas on an overflow disk are not necessarily 
correct. 

If a particular file or group is not found on a specified disk, this is indicated on the listing. 

If "<ASCENDING>" or "<A>" is selected, the utility will print the information requested in ascending 
order of file-names. 

If "number" is specified after the LR of an entire disk (that is, LR ARDISK2/=), then LR will only print 
information about those files whose total number of sectors allocated is greater than "number'; this will be fol
lowed by a listing, with totals, of all available and temporary areas on the disk. 

An output line concerning a keyfile will normally be followed by a second line showing the name of the data 
file to which this keyfile points and the key offset and length. 

The heading lines printed at the top of each page will provide a good deal of information about the disk 
itself. 

Format: 

LR 

Examples: 

disk-name I 
file-name or 
group-name 

To print the entire directory of the system disk: 

LR= 

<A> or 
<ASCENDING> 

To print the entire directory of ARDISK2 in ascending order: 

LR ARDISK2/= <A> 

number 

To print information about the file called "AR200" and a group of files beginning with the letter "C" only: 

LR C=, AR200 

To print information only about files on the system disk which have been allocated greater than 1000 sectors: 

LR = 1000 

Output format: 

Fourteen columns of information will be output to the printer for each disk for which information is re
quested. The column headings, the format of the values these columns contain, and the significance of these 
values are as follows: 
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HEADING VALUE --- --- -----
FILE NAME 12 Characters 
ACTUAL SIZE 7 digits 

MAXIMUM SIZE 7 digits 

RECORD SIZE 5 digits 

RECO~OS BLOCK 5 digits 

CREA TEO 5 digits 

ACCESSED 5 digits 

FILE TYPE 8 characters 
NO. AREAS 2 digits 

ARE A ADDRESSES 8 digits 
6 hex. ch a r act er s 

AREA SIZES 8 digits 
6 hex. characters 

OVERFLOW OISK 7 characters 

Note 1: The FILE TYPE will be one. of the follqwing: 
DATA - normal data file 
SRCELANG - source language file 
SRCELIBR - source library file 
CODE - object code file; followed by compilation date 

(YYDDD) 
KEY - key file 
SYSTEM - system file (for example, MCP,interpreters) 

SIGNIFICANCE 

------------File ncme 
~umber of records 
currently contained 
in file 
~aximum number of 
records which file may 
contain 
~umber of bYtes per 
record 
!\umber of records in 
each block 
file creation date 
<Juli an YYDOO J 
Last access date 
<Juli an YYOO 0 J 
See Note 1 
Number of are as 
currently alloc
ated 
See Note 2 

See Note 2 

~ame of overflow disk 
Blank if not an 
overflow area 

Note 2: For each file the area addresses and sizes of allocated areas will be printed in these columns. For 
areas on an overflow disk the overflow disk name will follow the size. 

Output messages: 

HES SAGE 

TABLE SIZE 
EXCEEDED 

2015228 

POSS IBLE CAUSES 

The number of file
names to .be sort.ed 
by LR in an ASCEND• 
ING or A request has 
exteeded the maxi111um 
per111itted <254>. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

None. 
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input - NOT FOUND 
IN DIRECTORY or 
THIS OISK 

input - NO FILES IN 
0 I REC T 0 R Y F 0 R 
THIS FAMILY 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

File specified ;s 
not on the disk 

Group of files 
specified is not on 
disk 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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SUGGESTED ACTION 

Ctleck the correct 
oisk and re-enter 
if necessary 

;4 

Check input and 
re-enter if necessary. 
Check for C'Jrrect aisk. 



MODIFY (Program Code File Modification) 

This utility allows the changing of a number of file attributes within the file parameter block (FPB) and pro
gram attributes within the program parameter block (PPB) of a code file. It should not be used unless the mean
ing of each attribute is thoroughly understood. Refer to the CMS MCP manual for more information on FPB 
and PPB formats. 

The utility operates in an interactive manner using a console file if no further information is provided when 
initating the utility, thus: 

MODIFY 

For details of the interactive mode, see later. Specifications can be entered when starting the utility. The name 
of the code file to be modified is preceded by the keyword "CODE.FILE". The word "CODE.FILE" can be 
omitted from the first element. of the initiating message. Following the code file name is either the keyword 
"FILE" to enable file attributes to be modified, or the keyword "PPB" to enable program attributes to be 
changed. The file whose attributes are to be changed is specified by the internal file name (i-f-n) as given by 
the program source code listing. The i-f-n is determined by the programmer. Additional keywords are "PRIN
T.PPB" and "PRINT.PPB" to print the complete FPB and PPB respectively. The complete specifications to 
the utility are terminated by the keyword "END". 

Format: 

\l; 
MODIFY CODE.FILE disk-name I program-name 

t }I { Fl LE i-f-n file-attribute value 
PRINT.FPS 

END 

'11 { }I PPB ppb-attribute value 
PRINT.PPB 

The commas are optional, but may be used to improve readability. See later for the list of attributes and 
allowable values. 

Examples: 

To modify the value of FID (file-id) and change the device kind of a file whose internal name is INFILE 
in a program code file COPY on disk SYS2: 

MODIFY CODE.FILE SYS2/CCPY, FILE INFILE ·FID CARDS DEVICE CR, END 

To change the value of CONTROL.STACK to SO in code file AR768 on disk ARl, and print the resultant 
PPB: 

MODIFY AR1/AR768 CONTROL.STACK SO PRINT.PPB END 
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Interactive Mode 

If no initiating specifications are given, PKs 1 to 6 are lit for various functions. 

PK! PK2 PK3 PK4 P~5 PK6 

help modi f Y 111od if y specify print 
PPB FPB code FPB or ECJ 

fit e PPB 

Pressing PKl gives a display of the meanings of the 6 PKs, as shown above, followed by the request 
CODE.FILE? 

Enter the code file name, followed by OCKl. The utility requests 
SELECT FUNCTION 

and lights appropriate PKs. While any relevent PK is lit, the corresponding function can be started. 

If PK2 (modify PPB) or PK.3 (FPB) is depressed, the utility requests 
PPB A TIRIBUTE or 
FPB A TIRIBUTE 

Enter the name of the attribute, as given in the table later. The utility displays the current value, then re
quests 

NEW VALUE. 

Enter the new value required. The utility then returns to the select-function loop. 

File Attributes 

Table 4-2 gives the keywords for each file attribute that can be changed by the MODIFY utility, together 
with allowable values for each attribute. Table 4-3 gives the keywords of each PPB attribute that can be 
changed, and allowable values for each. 

Note that each modification is performed in turn, so that the keywords PRINT .FPB and PRINT .PPB will 
reflect the FPB and PPB after any modifications specified p1e.iously in the message to MODIFY, but before 
any mQdifications are made that are specified after the print request. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

ATTRIBUTE VALUE Value is either Cheek current values 
HI SS ING missng or incorrect; ty PRINT.FPS or 

other 111odifications PRINT .PPB; then use 
carried out· utility for the at tr -

ibute in error. 

KEYWORD IN ERROR Self-explanatory; As above. 
other 11odifications 
carried _o_u__t_. 

ATTRIBUTE-VAL The attribute being As above. 
INCONSISTENT assigned cannot take 

the value being 
given; other •od-
ifications carried 
out__._ 
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MESIA.GE POSSIBLE CAI ISES SUGGESTED ACTION 

INCORRECT ATTRIBUTE A value is being As abo"lle. 
assigned to a valuer 
rather than to an 
attribute; other mod-
ifications carried 
out. 

DEV ICE - MY USE Incompatible values Lse ~OCIFY to correct 
I NC 0 NS IS TENT of these file at tr i - e;ther or both of 

but es. This is a these f i el ds. 
warning that the 
program may give an 
error wlien eKecutec. 

FILE-SIZE T 00 Value for FILE.SIZE Check lot i th PRINT.FPS 
LARGE is incorrect .. This j f necessary and correct 

is a warning. the attribute. 

TOO MANY BUFFERS Value for NO .BUFFERS As abo"e. 
is incorrect. This is 
a warning. 

REC. NOT INTEGRAL The buff er size is not Use ~OCIFY to correct 
OF BUF. an exact multiple of one or both of these 

th€ record size. This attribttes before 
is a warning. running proqram. 

CODE FILE NA~E IN Self-explanatory; Re-i ript.:t. 
ERROR al L rrodifications 

are ignored· 

FILE NAME NOT FOUND The internal file As above. 
name i s not in co ce 
f i lei all modific-
at ions are ignored· 

CURRENCY SYMBOL Self explanatory Re-i f"PLt. 
EXPECTED 

NUMERIC ATT!1I9UTE - Non-numeric char· Check with tables 
VAL REQO acters were input 4.2 c:nc 4.3 and 

where a numeric re-i rp1,;t. 
value i s needed. 

f ILE NOT SPECIFIED Missing keyword Re-input. 
"f ILE" 

PPB NOT SPECIFIED Attempt to modify Re-input. 
PPB while not j., 

PPB 11ode. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

NOT AN INDEXED Attemped to use an Check initial 
FILE indexed-file attri- input to MODIFY 

bute on a non-ind-
exed file. 

NOT A COB Ol PROGR AH Wrong PPe at tribute Re-input. 
FILE used <see table> 

NOT AN MPL PROGRAM Wrong PPB at tribute Re-input. 
FIL£ used <see table> 

CODE FIL£ - BAD FILE Attempted to !llOdify None. 
TYPE a code file w i ch was 

not of type CODE. 

COO( FILE IN USE The spccif 1eo code Wait until the task 
tit. e is in use. using code file sees 

to end of job. 

CANNOT OPEN THAT Attempted to modify None. 
CODE FILE a code file which was 

not available for 
some reason. 

NUMBER TOO BIG Attempted to assign None. 
a value greater than 
65535. 

HUST HAYE 0 < KEY Attempted to assign a None. 
LENG TH < 29 KEY LENGTH value out 

of range. 
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file attribute 
n a111e 

HFIO 
FID 
REEL 
DEVICE 
RECORD 
B UfFER 
FILESIZE 
NO.BUFFERS 
CYCLE 
FORMS 
SET.UPDATE 
NO.LABEL 
CONDITIONAL 
SINGLEAREA 
GEN.CHECK 
NO.REW! NO 

REVERSE.CHECK 
CLOSEMOOE 
CRUNCH 
MERGE 
0 THER USE 
HY USE 
EX TENO 
ACCESSMOOE 
GEN.NO 
LAST.ACCESS 

SAYE 
FILE.DEFAULT 

NON.STANDARD 
O.MflO 

o .. r 10 

RO UGH.TABLE 

KEY .LENGTH 

KEY.OFFSET 
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Table 4-2. File Attributes Acce•"ble by Modify 

a ll o wab le va l u es 

1-7 alphanumeric characters 
1-12 alphanumeric characters 
3 decimal digits in range 000-999 
one of the mne•onics given in Table 4-4 
1-5 decimal digits in range o-65535 
1-5 decimal digits in range 0-65535 
1-7 decimal cigits in range o-1048560 
1-2 decimal digits in range 1-16 
2 decimal digits in range 00-99 
QN,. OFF 
ON,. Off' 
c",. err 
CJ ti,. Off 
Cf\,. OFF 
Qfl, OFF 
0 ~, Off 

ON• OFF 
LOCK,. PURGE, REMOVE• RELEASE,. HALF.CLOSE 
oN, arr 
Of\,. Off 
FR££,. LOCK.ACCESS,. LOCKED or SHARED 
If\PUT, UUTPUJ, IO 
O"' Off 
SEQUENTIAl, STREAM• RANDOM 
1-s decimal digits in range o-65535 
5 decimal digits in Julian date format, 
YYDDD 
1•3 decimal digits in range 0-999 
fYPEl thru TVPE29 Csee MPl Reference 
t4 anu al > 
ON, OFF 
1-1 alphanumeric characters <indexed 
files only> 
1-12 alphanumeric characters <indexed 
files only) 
1·5 decimal digits in range o-65535 
<indexed files only> 
1·2 decimal digits in range 1-28 
<indexed files only> 
1-s decimal digits in range o-&5535 
<indexed fites only> 
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PPB attribute 
name 

INTERP.PACK 
INTERP.NAP4E 
CLASS 
EOJ.SUPPRESS 
DATA.STACK 

CONTROL.STACK 
CU RR ENC Y • S Y H B Ol 

mnemonics 

PR 
KP 
KO 
KB 
SP 
LP 
CR 
CP 
CRP 
CR80 
CP80 
CRP80 
CR96 
CP96 

4-86 

CRP96 
PTR 
PTP 
MT 
MT9 
cs 
~T9IN 
C SIN 
oc 
OM 

Table 4-3. PPB Attributes Aa:elliWe by Modify 

allowable values 

1-7 alphanu1eric characters 
1-12 alp·hanumer ic characters 
A• B• C 
ON, OFF 
1-s decimal digits in range o-65535 
<MPL/Bll programs only> 
1-s decimal digits in range o-65535 
one character CCCBOLJRfG programs 
only> 

Table 4-4. Mnemonic:I for Dmc:e Attribute for Modify 

11eaning 

any printer 
keyboard printer 
keyboard display 
keyboard any output 
serial printer 
line printer 
any card reader 
any card punch 
any card reader/punch 
80-column card reader 
80-cotumn card punch 
so-column card reader/punch 
96-column card reader 
96-cotumn card punch 
96-cotumn card reader/punch 
paper tape reader 
paper tape punch 
magnetic tape reel or cassette 
magnetic tape reel 
magnetic tape cassette 
magnetic tape reel without write permit 
magnetic tape cassette without write permit 
any disk 
Any mini-disk 



PB (List Printer Backup files) 

This utility allows the operator to list printer backup files. The utility has two formats. 

Format 1 

:t I NNNNN 
disk-name 'if PBNo~NNN SAVE \V I COPIES number \Jt I ON device-type 

Format 2 

disk-name/= \lt I COPIES number \Y I ON device type 

The options can be entered in any order. 

The printer backup files have the identity of "PB" as the first two characters of their name and file type 
value "AO" (see the MCP manual for file types). 

To print a printer backup file PBOOOll from the system disk: 

PB 11 
PB PBOOOll 

If the option SA VE is used then the backup file will be retained after printing. If the option 1s not used 
then the file is removed from the disk after printing. 

The option COPIES followed by a number specifies the number of copies to be printed, between 1 and 99. 
The default value of 'number' is 1. 

The option ON allows the operator to specify the type of printer that will be used to print the file. If used, 
this option will override the device type specified when the file was created. 

Examples: 

To list a printer backup file PBOOlOO from a disk PRDISK on serial printer and save after printing: 

PB PRDISK/PBOOlOO SA VE ON SP 

To list 5 copies of a backup file PBOOlOl and remove after printing: 

PB 101 COPIES 5 

To list 2 copies of all the printer backup files from a disk ARDISK and remove after printing: 

PB ARDISK/= COPIES 2 

Output Format: 

The first page of the output listing will contain a banner type heading. The heading will contain Time, Date, 
Program-name, which created printer backup file, and backup file name taken from the first record of printer 
backup file. 

If the special forms fit is set, a field in the File Parameter Block (see MCP manual) which is set 
programmatically, then the heading is not printed for that file. 

If the special forms ,bit is set, then the utility will display a message and wait on accept: 

SPECIAL FORMS REQUIRED FOR printer backup file-name CREA TED BY program name 
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The operator should enter "Y" or "N" to the ACPT message to print or not to print the file. 

After printing the file requiring special forms, a message is displayed to inform the operator to reset forms: 
REMOVE SPECIAL FORMS 

and the utility will wait on accept. The response should be 

AX mix number OK 

At the end of the special forms job, the printer is closed with a lock. 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

INVALID FILE The file specified to 
FORMAT IN be printed by the 
fHe-na11te utility is not a 

printer backup file. 

ABNORMAL The PB f He number found 
JERMINATION at the beginning of each 
FOR f ile-na•e data record does not 

match the PB file number 
found in the i dent i f i ca ti on 
record of the PB file 
< f i rs t record). 
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SUGGESTED ACTION 

None. 

None. 



r5 

PD (Print Disk Directory) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This utility allows the operator to verify the presence on disk of a particular file or a group of files. 

Format: 

PD disk-name I 
W file-name or 

group-name 

Examples: 

To find out if a particular file is on disk: 

PD PR210 

PD PR2/PR020 

To find out if a group of files is on disk: 

PD PR2/PRO= 

PD PR3= 

To find out if several different files or groups are on disk: 

PD PR3= . PR2= 

PD GL2GLO = , GL2/GL30 = , GL250 

To inquire about all files on disk: , 1 
~ IJ~ ~·~: ~· v't~~ 
PD PR2/= 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

ON l !NE program- file found on disk 
name if single file r eQ· 

uested. 

group-name ON disk- Group of files found 
name CONTAINS: on disk 

NOT ON l INE Fi le not found on 
program-name disk 

NO f ILES FOUND IN Group not found on 
THE FAMILY "group- disk· 
name" 
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SUGGESTED ACT ION 

None. 

None. 

Check input <re-input 
if necessary>• 
Check for correct 
disk. 

Cheek input <re-input 
if necessary>• 
Check for correct 
disk. 



MESSAGE POSSlBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

ENO PD Successful fnd of None. 
Job. 

"file-name" REQUIRES Remainder of specif- ~UPP l Y a pp ro pr i ate 

OVERFLOW DISK "disk 1ed f i t e resides on c is k • 
name" another disk. PD 

cannot complete until 
appropriate disk is 
supplied· 

Note: See "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional aid. 
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PL (Print Log Files): 

This utility allows the operator to list the contents of log-files present during any one particular session. 

Format: 

PL file-name 

SYSTEM or S 
ERROR or E 

FROM date 

TO date 

ENTRY number 
MIX number 
INPUT 
OUTPUT 

time \lt 
time \lt 

The option "SYSTEM" (or "S") is specified to list only system messages from the Jog-file. 

The option "ERROR" (or "E") is specified to list only error messages. 

The option "FROM MM/DD/YY HH/MM/SS" is used to list the logged message from the specified date and 
time. If time is not specified, then 00/00/00 is assumed. MM= month, DD= day, YY =year, HH =hour, 
MM = minute, SS = second. 

The option "TO MM/DD/YY HH/MM/SS" is used to list the messages up to that date and time. If time 
is not specified, then 00/00/00 is assumed. 

If the option "ENTRY" is used, the utility will print starting from the record number specified by the 
operator. 

The "MIX number" option is used to print all messages related to specified mix (number(s)). 

The "INPUT" and "OUTPUT" option allows the operator to print either input or output messages. 

Certain "defaults" are as follows: 

SYSTEM and ERROR messages; 

INPUT and OUTPUT messages; 

FROM 00/00/00 00:00:00; 

TO last date and time in Jog; 

ENTRY 1. 

All entries are displayed irrespective of their mix numbers. Any of these defaults can be reset at run time. 
If no real-time clock was available when the file was created, then no check will be made on the "time" portion 
of the operator input, and "N/ A" will be printed under the "TIME" heading on the report. 

Entries with multiple records will only have the record number and record contents displayed; all other col
umns will be blank since the contents of these records will all be of the same type, and created at the same 
time. 

Only entries which conform with either the defaults, or operator input specifications will be displayed, all oth
ers will be ignored. 

The range of values for ENTRY and MIX numbers are 1-65535 and 1-254 respectively. Checks at run-time 
are made on the values entered and messages issued if they are in error. 
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Examples: 

To print the contents of the log-file called SYS-LOG-HOLD: 

PL SYS-LOG-HOLD 

To print the error messages logged in the log-file called SYS-LOG-01: 
PL SYS-LOG-01 ERROR 

To print entries in SYS-LOG-HOLD file from record 100, related to mix number 12 from January 1, 1979 
until latest date: 

PL SYS-LOG-HOLD ENTRY 100 MIX 12 FROM 01/01/79 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

NO FILE NA ME IN *<file-name> option Cheek contents of 
PARAM.fI1-E was us ed. The vtility "Starfite" <use 
file-name failed to find a l I ST> and recreate 

file-name within the if necessary; re-
first s, 80-bYte input. 
records of the file, 
"file-name". 

NO FILE NAME FO UNO One of the options Re-enter• with f i le-name 
IN PARAMETERS is specified first. firs t. 

ILLEGAL OPT I ON The option specified Ch ec I< input a rd 
text• was not recognised. re-enter. 

ILLEGAL VALUE "number" after either Check input and 
number. ENTRY or MIX is not re-enter. 

within the allowable 
range of numbers• 

ILLEGAL NUMBER OF *<filename> option was Cheek contents of 
REC OROS IN FILE used. "filename" f i le "Star file" Cu se 
filename has more than 5, Be- l I ST) and recreate 

byte records· if necessary. 

ILLEGAL PAR A METER Input after a special Cheek input and 
text entry is incorrect• re-enter. 

or inappropriate, 
that i s, "PHRY 
number". If "number" 
was not recognizable, 
this would produce 
the errorl. 

NO TIME SPECIFICATION Input after either Cheek input and 
AFTEf1 time option "TO" or "f ROM" is re-enter. 

j ncorr ec t or inapp-
ropriate-
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NO text NU~BER 
GIVEN 

option OPTION 
ALREADY SET 

ILLEGAL TIME 
SPECIFICATIO~ 

time specification 

UNABLE TO OPEN 
FILE 

NO ENTRIES F~OM 

ENTRY NUMBER 
number 

filename IS NOT 
A LOG FILE 

ILLEGAL FILE 
NAME fitena'lle 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

A nu11ber after a 
special entry <that 
is, after MIX> was 
expected but not 
found>. 

One part of the 
operator input 
message contradicts 
the other <that is• 
"INPUT" and "OUTPUT" 
specified simultan
eously>. 

"time specification" 
format incorrect 
<that is. "time" 
was typed before 
"date" if both are 
used· 

Pl unable to use a 
required file. <EX: 
in use by some other 
program>. 

"ENTRY" option was 
used and nothing 
eQ~ivalent to spec
ified "nu~ber" was 
found in file. 
Note: This option will 
start the processing 
at the first value it 
finds which is the 
sawe as that given. 
If the "match" fails• 
this message displayed· 

Specified file is not 
of "log-file" format· 

"filenamen does not 
conform to standard 
CMS format Cthat is. 
disk name might te 
too long>. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Checlc input and 
re-enter. 

Check input and 
re-erter. 

Check input anc 
re-enter. 

Verify <with PD> 
that file is on disk; 
if file is on correct 
cisk• ~ait until progra 
using file goes to 
E 0 J an c th en retry 
Pl. 

Check input ar.d 
re-enter. 

Cteck input ard re-enter 
if necessary. 

Clleck input arc 
re-enter if necessay. 
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MESSAGE 

NO ENTRIES FOUND 
WITHIN PARAMETERS 

PARITY ERROR IN 
READ or FILE 
filename 

UTitITY LIMIT REACHED 

UNRECOGNISED DEVICE 
IN ERROR ENTRY 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

During processin~· 
End of File is 
reached and no en
tries have been ~r

inted. 

<Record number at 
which error occurr
ed prints immediate• 
Ly after message). 
Program encountered 
error on trying to 
read specified file. 
WARNING: 
Prograro normally att
empts to continue 
processing. However• 
if ENTRY option has 
been used and error 
occurs while proc
essing this commsnd1 
the results might not 
be those renuested. 

This is displayed if, 
when analysing 
maintenance entry, 
certain information 
is longer than the 
utility can handle. 

This is displayed if, 
when analysing the 
error descriptor, no 
device can be found 
in the Hardware 
Configuration table 
which corresponds to 
this device type -
hence no error counts 
can be updated from 
this information. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input and 
re-enter if necessary. 

None. 

None. 



RM (Remove Files from Disk) 

(a function of SYS-SUPERUTL) 

This utility allows the removal of individual files and groups of files from disk. The disk areas associated with 
those files are returned to the available table. 

If the utility detects that a keyfile is to be removed and the <BOTH> option has been specified, then it 
will remove both the keyfile and the associated data file if both are on disk. If <BOTH> is not specified then 
only the keyfile will be removed. 

Format: 

RM disk-name I 

Examples: 

To remove a single file: 

RM AR300 

RM PR1/PR300 

To remove a group of files: 

RM AR= 

RM INDISK2/IN3= 

file-name or 
group-name 

To remove several different groups and/or individual files: 

RM IC230, IN076, INDISK1/IN2= 

To remove a keyfile and associated data file: 

RM PR200K <BOTH> 

\ll 
<BOTH> 

A request for the removal of a system file will cause the utility to output the following: 

file-name IS A SYSTEM FILE ,..- ,, 

AX "mix number" /RM ACPT 

Then, to remove a system fil~: 

AX mix-number/RM file-name OK (mix-number is the mix number of RM). 

If the operator 'types any other sequence the system file will not be remove~. 

Example: 
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RM NDL= 

NDL.INTERP IS A SYSTEM FILE 

12/RM ACPT 

AX 12/RM NDL.INTERP OK 
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Output messages: 

HES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT I QN 

"filename" REMOVED file was removed. t\one. 

"filename .. NOT REM- Soecified file Ch ec I< input Cr e- input 
OVEO NOT FOUND was not re1roved. i t necessary); 

Check for correct 
cisk. 

"filename" NOT Specified f i le was ~a i t unt it f i l € is no 
REMOVED - IN USE not removed because longer in use,. then 

i t is currently re-input• 
being used bY the 
system· 

"filename" NOT Specified tile was If file is to be 
REMOVED - SYSTEM not removed bee au se re ir.o 'II ed,. tyo e 
FILE it is a "system ti le" ., A X ir i r number/RM 

Cf or example,. MC Pr f ite·nc;me OK"• 
an i nt e rp re t er,. etc l. If file is not to be 

removed,. t yo e AX 
nix/RM NO 

INDEXED PAIR Keyfile and associat- None. 
"file name" "file- ed data f i le were 
name" REMOVED removed. 

INDEXED PAIR Keyfile and associat· Check input ere-input 
"filename" ec data f1 le were not if necessary) 
."filename" NOT removed· This message or 
REMOVED is followed by the Check for correct 

reason. cisk. 

INDEXED PAIR Specified keyfi le and Wait un ti l f i l es are 
"filename" data fit e were not no lcnfer in use,. then 
"filename" NOT re111oved because at re-irput. 
REMOVED - IN least one is current-
USE lY be;ng used by the 

systero. 
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SQ (Squash Disk) 

When a disk unit is used extensively with a high degree of file activity involving creation and removal of files 
then it is possible for the available space on the disk to become so fragmented that it is increasingly difficult 
to find enough space in one single area to satisfy requests for disk space. This results in a degradation of system 
throughput with an increasing incidence of "NO USER DISK" failures and extra time needed to search through 
available areas. This situation is known as "checkerboarding" of the disk. In the extreme case each area of 
disk in use is separated by an available area, as shown in the diagram below: 

data area # 1 

available 

data area # 2 

available 

data area # 3 

available 

The SQ utility is designed to eliminate checkerboarding of disk, either for the whole disk or part of the disk. 
This process is called "squashing" disk and is accomplished by moving each data area in turn to the first avail
able area at a lower address. If an entire disk is squashed then all available areas are merged into one area 
at high-address end of the disk, as in the next diagram: 

data area # 1 

data area # 2 

data area # 3 

available 

The options available within the SQ utility are: 

Squash of a complete disk. 

All data areas are moved to successively lower addresses until only one available area is left (as in diagram 
above). 

Partial squash 

Only data areas within a default section of the disk are moved to lower addresses within the section. 

Fast squash 

The aim of a fast squash is to create an available area of disk of a requested size. Only those data areas 
are moved which will allow an available area of a sufficient size to be created. 

Economic squash 

In this case, data areas are only moved if the gain in terms of available space justifies the time spent in move
ment of the data area. As an example, consider the following case: 
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data area # 1 

available # 1 

data area # 2 

available # 2 

where data area #1 is 100 units, data area #2 is 200 units and both available areas are 1 unit each. If available 
areas are merged the available area gained would be 2 units. However, to acquire these 2 units, the 200 units 
of data area# 2 would have to be moved. Therefore an "economic squash" would not move data area #2. 
In general terms, an economic squash will ignore small available areas that are interspersed in large data 
areas. However, in some cases an economic squash will have the same effects as a full squash. 

With all options of SQ a further option is available to print a map of the entire disk in disk-address order 
both before and after squashing action. 

Input is as follows: 

Format: 

SQ disk-name 

VERIFY 
ALL 
FAST number 

FROM { 
BEGIN 
start-address 

END 
end-address } 

LIST 

note: the number is in the range 1 to 65535; the start-address and end-address are 6-digit hexadecimal disk 
addresses, for example, OOOAB3, 01A375. 

Examples: 

To perform an economic squash of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 

To check the integrity of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 VERIFY 

To perform a full squash of disk PR2 and list the disk map: 

SQ PR2 ALL LIST 

To move data areas to provide one available area of 1000 sectors on disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 FAST 1000 

To perform a partial squash on sectors 0 through 512 of disk PR2: 

SQ PR2 FROM BEGIN TO 000200 
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To perform a partial squash on sectors 512 through 4096 of disk PR2: 

AO PR2 FROM 000200 to 001000 

To perform a partial squash on sectors 4096 to the last addressable sector of disk PR2: 
SQ PR2 FROM 001000 TO END 

Before performing any function which involves physically moving data areas, the integrity of the disk is 
checked. Integrity checking involves analyzing disk assignment to verify that the entire area of the disk is de
scribed in the file directories and available table, checking the directories themselves and attempting to resolve 
anomalies (for example, missing areas or overlapping areas). Only after the integrity is verified are areas of 
disk physically moved. 

Certain areas of disk will not be moved in any circumstance. These are areas of disk currently marked as 
in use, and any system log files. In addition, SQ can only be run in a suitable mix, as defined by the MCP 
to safeguard the integrity of the disk. No user program can be run with SQ. During execution of SQ the MCP 
will reject any attempt to execute any utility or user program. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

LARGEST AVAILABLE 
AREA IS number 
SECTORS. TOTAL 
AVAILABLE IS number 
SECTORS IN number 
AREACs>. ***SQ 
COMPLETED*** 

NON-FILE DIRECTORY 
FULL - "PARTIAL" 
SQUASH REQUIRED 

SQ IN VAL IO • NO 
INITIATING MESSAGE 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Given on successful 
completion of SQ. 

Display during ver
ification phase if 
there are no free 
entries when att• 
empting to add en
tries to the avail
able tabte if miss
ing areas are detec
ted. 

Self-explanatory 

~UGGESTEO ACTION 

l\one. 

Run SQ with VERIFY 
LIST options. Examine 
t ti e c i s k m a p to d i s co v e r 
a section of the disk 
that can be squashed 
to create free entries 
in the available table 
Example: 
The pattern 

Fi le Area 
Available 
File Area 
Available 

if squashed will create 
one free entry in the 
evailable table. In 
general the # of free 
entries to be created 
equals the # of missing 
are as that are not co n -
tiguous with any avai t
able area. 

Re-input• 
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JIESIAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

SQ INVALID - INVALIO Pack-id spec if i ed Re-input. 
PACK-IO is longer than 7 

characters. 

SQ INVALID - Self-explanatory Re-input. 
INVALID SYNTAX 

SQ I NVAL IO - INTEGER The maxi mum # of Re-input. 
MUST NOT 8£ GREATER sectors requested 
THAN 65535 for the FAST option 

is 65535. 

SQ INVALID - INVALID No address or an Re-inpt.t. 
ADD RESS i nvaU d address C for 

example. 004G15> was 
specified for the 
FROM or TO address 

' with partial squash. 

*** BAO SECTOR ANO Area marked in ~Q Ccnnot resolve t hi s. 
file-name OVERLAP - available table as Inte~rity of file is 
NO WAY TO SEPARATE "bad" overlaps with suspect. Remove the f i le 
THEM. SA VE AND/OR area allocated to a ft er copying it to 
PURGE ANO AT LEAST f i le· another disk tor exam-
RETURN SQ VERIFY ination i f necessary 

and rur SQ VERIFY. 

*** f; le-name ANO Area allocated to file The two areas cannot 
file•name OVERLAP - overlaps with area be sep.:rated. Copy 
THERE IS NO WAY TO allocated to another each file individually 
SEPARATE THEt'. file. to a rather disk for 
SAVE ONE OR BOTH• later examination if 
PURGE At.JO AT LEAST required• remove th em 
RERUN SQ VERIFY toth, rerun SC VERIFY 

SQ ABORTED - ReQues t was made with None. 
REQUESTED AREA FAST option for an 
AL READY EXISTS avai table area which 

already exists. 

*** SQ ABORTED - Disk label is probably Oisk If us t be assumec 
INVALID 01 SK All OC. corrupted. useless and should be 
UNIT = 0 re-initial izec. 

*** 0 I REC T 0 RY f ID Name of file in fit e f nter "CH <FILE-IO> 
NEQ HEADER F I O fOR directory name list TO <FILE-IO> to correct 
FILE file-name. does not match disk the anomaly (this 
CORRECT USING CH file header. The rewrites the disk file 
AND RE STA.RT SQ fite-name displayed header>. 

i s that in the name 
ti st. 
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.... 9' 

SQ INYALIO -
SPECIFIED DISK NOT 
AVA ILA BL E 

*** SQ ABORTEO 
NOTHING TO SQUASH 
IN THAT AREA 

SQ ABORTED • NO WA) 
TO GET REQUIRED 
AREA 

*** MEMORY INCONS-
1 ST ENCY OR SOME 
OTHER IRRECOVERABLE 
PROBLE~S - RERUN SQ 

*** ADDRESS ~ISMATCH 
- SAVE ANO REINITIATE 
THE DISK 

*** IRRECOVERABLE 
ERROR ON OISK - SAVE 
AND/OR REINITIALIZE 

*** TOO MANY FILES 
OPEN AND/OR BAO AREAS 

- NO WAY TO SQUASH 
THE 01 SK 
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NllllaE CWI 

Self·e~planatory. 

A partial sq~ash was 
requested and SQ 
found nothing to do 
in that section. 

Area size specified 
in the FAST option 
cannot be obtained 
either because it 
is targer than the 
total available 
space or because 
certain areas cannot 
be moved to release 
available space. 
for example: 

Area # 1 100 units 
Available # 1 1000 

unHs 
Area # 2 100 units 

Available t 1 cannot 
be used if areas # 1 
and # 2 are in-use or 
system log files 
because areas # 1 and 
# 2 cannot then be 
moved. 

Internal work-tables 
in memory <used by SC) 
are corrupt ed. 

Some addresses in disk 
directory are probably 
corrupted. 

Disk is corrupt .• 

Self-explanatary. 

flake disk present and 
rerun SQ; check input. 

None. 

Attempt to remove 
unwanted user files: 
r e·i npt;t SQ. 

Reruf'\ SQ VE~IFY. If 
or ob l e 11 p e rs i st s /1 

request technical 
assistance. 

lry to dump or copy 
files from the disk. 
Disk must be reinit· 
ializea before re-use. 

Try to dump or copy 
files from the disk. 
Disk must be reinit· 
iaUzed before re-use. 

Save required files from 
disk11 then reinitialize 
the cisk. 
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~SSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

*** DI SK INTEGRITY SQ has detected anc Scrutinise di sk •aP• 
SUSPECT - USAGE MAP resolved an overlap request technical 
OF THE DISK WILL DE situation; but disk assistance. 
PRINTED <IF LIST IS remains suspect. 
NOT SET> 

- ----

*** AREAS STILL A FAST squash has SQ VERIFY wi l l return 
MISSING - RERUN detected th at are as miss in£ areas to the 
SQ VERIFY of disk are not avai latte table. 

accounted for. 

*** LA ST SQ System crash occurr- Remove suspect file. 
EXECUTION WAS AB NOR- ed while file are as 
MALLY TERMINATED WHEN was being moved. 
HOV ING FILE - f i le-
name.INTEGRITY Of FILE 
SUSPECT. EXECUTION 
CONTINUES 

*** SQ ABORTED - I /0 Hard error on disk I f address ; s outside 
ERROR AT DISK ADORE SS persists a ft er 10 directory are a• remove 
~NNNNNN:.;J retries. offerding are a with 

)10 utility. 

*** l/O ERROR ON Hard disk error None. 
file-name FILE encountered. File 
SKIPPED - E XECUT ION i s not moved. 
CONTINUES. 

*** WRITE ERROR IN Hard error encount- ~vai lab le are a is left 
NEW LOCATION WHEN er ed when moving f i le as availale and s ho ul d 
HOVING FILE ft REA. area to available te XD-ed aft er squash 
DISK ADO RESS - area. EOJ. 
~NNNNNN~. THIS 
ARE A SK I PP EO -
UECUT HJN CONTINUING 

NOTE 
Error messages marked with "• .. " indicate that a hardware or system software er
ror has occurred or that the disk itself is suspect. If these persist, request technical 
assistance. 

General Guidelines 

If the information contained on a disk is important always ensure that backup exists before attempting to 
squash it. 

Always run "SQ VERIFY" before running an actual squash. This will give an indication of the state of the 
disk. 

Do not allow disks to become too fragmented before squashing them. A full squash can be a lengthy process 
and can be avoided by running "SQ VERIFY" on a regular basis and running partial squash when the disk 
starts checker-boarding. 

"SQ VERIFY" is a means of checking the integrity of any disk and if run on a regular basis may help pin
point sooner rather than later any degradation in hardware performance or system software bugs. For disks that 
are in constant use "SQ VERIFY" should be run immediately after the first clear start of the day. This can 
help prevent catastrophic losses of information. 
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SVCOPV (Copy Library Tapes) 

This utility allows the operator to copy, compare and merge library tapes and cassettes (tapes created by 
DUMP/UNLOAD utilities). 

Format: 

CPY - number - file-equate 
or 

CMP - number - file-equate 
or 

SYSCO PY CCM - number - file-equate 
or 

MRG file-equate 
or 

TEACH 

Where number is in the range 1 to 7 and the default value is 1. 

file-equate is defined as one or more of the following entries: 

FI default-name NAME actual-name 

The default-names for input tape is "IN" and for output tapes "TAPE.1" through "TAPE.7'', except in MRG 
function where the input tape names are "SYSTEM" and "UPDATE" and the output tape name is "OUT". 
All output tapes are locked after job termination. 

The copy function, CPY, allows for one input tape to be copied to up to seven output tapes. 

Examples: 

To copy one input tape labelled "IN" to two output tapes, labelled "T APE.1'' and "TAPE.2": 

SYCOPY CPY 2 

To copy one input tape labelled "FRED" to one output tape, labelled "FRED.OUT": 

SYCOPY CPY FI IN NAME FRED FI TAPE.1 NAME FRED.OUT 

The compare function, CPM, allows for one iriput tape to be compared to up to seven input tapes. 

Examples: 

To compare one tape named "IN" with three tapes named "TAPE.1'', "TAPE.2" and "TAPE.3": 

SYCOPY CPM 3 

To compare one tape named "FRED" with one tape named "TAPE.1": 

SYCOPY CPMlFI IN NAME FRED 

The copy and compare function, CCM, allows the copying of one input tape to up to seven output tapes 
and then the comparison of the same input tape with the output tapes. 

Examples: 

To copy one input tape named "IN" to three output tapes named "T APE.1", "T APE.2", "T APE.3" and 
then to compare "IN" with "TAPE.l", "TAPE.2" and "TAPE.3": 

SYCOPY CCM 3 

The merge function, MRG, allows two input tapes to be merged to one output tape. If there are duplicate 
files on the input tapes then the version on the second tape (default name UPDATE) will be copied to the 
output tape. 
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Examples: 

To merge two input tapes named "SYSTEM" and "UPDATE" and output one tape named "OUT": 

SYCOPY MRG 

To merge two input tapes labelled "A" and "UPDATE" to one output tape named "B": 
SYCOPY MRG FI SYSTEM NAME A FI OUT NAME B 

The TEACH function allows the operator to list the syntax of the utility on a printer. 

Example: 

SYCOPY TEACH 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SlJGGE:SfED A'CT I ON 

number f A PE CS> successful copy none 
COP IE 0 function 

number TA PE CS> success tul compare none 
COMPARED function 

number TAPE CS> successful copy and n:>ne 
COPIED AND compare function 
COMPARED 

2 TAPE CS> MERGED success tu l merge ne>ne 
function 

INVALID SYNTAX - The initiating message Check input and 
SY COPY ABORTED contains some invalid re•enter it 

specification,. for necessary 
example: invalid or 
mis-spelled option; 
number following M~G; 
file equate to an 
invalid f He-name; 
mis-spelled file-
equate cl a use 

COMPARISON ERROR ON The com pare function Re-run the SY COPY 
tape-name - TAPES failed,. possibly due function with good 
Nor IDENTICAL - to a hard ware mat- tap es and drive 
SY COPY ABORTED function 

RE CORD SIZE DIFFERENT The record size of Check input tape 

ON tape-name the tape specified and r e·r un SY COPY 
differs from the i f necessary 
record s i ze of the 
input tape 

WAITING tape-name/ Specified tape j s Mount the correct 
fILEOOO <or fIOOOOO> not available,. or tape or investigate 
AT NO f ILE tape drive cannot tape drive for 

read tape correctly errors 
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TAPELR (List Library Tape Directory) 

This utility allows the operator to print detailed information about the library tape files. Output will appear 
either on the line printer or the console printer. · 

Tapes about which information is required are identified by "library-tape-name". More than one tape name 
may be requested during a single run of T APELR. 

format: 

TAPE LR library-tape-name 

Examples: 

To print detailed information about the files on a tape called PRT APE: 

TAPELR PRTAPE 

To print detailed information about the files on tapes called PRTAPE and ICTAPE: 

TAPELR PRTAPE ICTAPE 

Output format: 

Eight columns of information will appear for each library tape indicated. The column headings, the format 
of the "values" these columns contain, and the significance of these "values" is as follows: 

HE AO ING VALUE -------- -----
FIL[ NAME 12 character 
ACTUAL SIZE 7 digits 
MAXIMUM SIZE 7 digits 

REC ORO SIZE 5 digits 
RECS/BLOCK 5 digits 
CREA TED 5 digits 

ACCESSED 5 digits 

FILE TYPE 8 c t1 ar a c t er s 

Note: FILE TYPE will be one of the following: 

DATA - normal data file 

CODE - object program file 

KEY - key file 

SIGNIFICANCE 

Fite name 
Number of recorcs in this file 
Maximum #of records this file 
may contain. 
# of characters in each recorc 
# of records in each block 
Date file was createc CJulian 
Y Y DO 0 > 
Date file kas last accessed 
by a program CJul;an Y~OOD> 
See Note below 

SYSTEM - system file (for example, MCP,interpreters) 

SRCELANG - source language file 
SRCELIBR - source library file 
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Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

library-tape-name 
NOT A RECOGNIZED 
DUMP TAPE 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

This tape was not 
created by either 
OUHP or UNLOAD 
functions of LO 
utility. It is 
ignored bY the 
TAPELR utility. 

SUGGESTED ACT ION 

None. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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TAPEPD (Print Name of a Library Tape) 

This utility allows the operator to print the names of files found on a library-tape. More than one tap}:) name 
may be requested during a single run of T APEPD. · 

Format: 

T APEPO lbary-tape-name 
/ 

Examples: 

To print the names of files found on a tape called PRT APE: 

TAPEPD PRTAPE 

To print the names of the files found on tapes called PRTAPE, ICTJ}PE, and GLTAPE: 

TAPEPD PRTAPE ICTAPE GLTAPE 

Output format: 
i 

For each tape requested, the following information is display~d: 

MT library-tape-name DUMPED ON day of week DD/month YY contains: 

This message precedes the names of files found on each.tape. The list itself contains 3 files per line. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IBLE , .CA USES SUGGESTED 

library-tape-name This ta,;6e was not ~one. 

NOT A RECOGNIZED creat~tl by either 
OUMP TAPE the DUMP or UNL 0 AD 

func,t ion of LO 
utinty. It is 
ig{lored bY the 
T A';PE PD utility. 

ENO TAPEPO /End of job 11es sage. None. 
/ 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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TL (Transfer Log Files) 

If logging is enabled following any warmstart, a number of "log-files" are in use. The purpose of these files 
is to maintain a record of all input/output messages that appear on the SPO within this given period of time. 

In order to produce easy access to all the files, they are consolidated into one large file. This is done through 
the use of the TL utility. 

Format: 

TL disk-name I file-name RECOVER 

"File-name" is the name the user wishes the consolidated file to be called. 

In order to permit a correct consolidation, there may be NO other programs running at the time when TL 
is initiated. 

The utility will determine the number of files to be consolidated and also the size of the consolidated file. 
It will then transfer each "ready-to-transfer" , closing the consolidated file after each log-file has been trans
ferred, until it reaches the file which was in an "active "' state at time of execution of TL. 

If the "RECOVER" option has been specified, then the utility will enter the "active" log file when it reaches 
it and it is not in use, and transfer all entries up to the latest. If the "active" file is in use then the utility 
displays "ILLEGAL USE OF RECOVER PARAMETER, ACTIVE FILE NOT CONSOLIDATED", and will 
consolidate only the "ready-to-transfer" files. 

If the "RECOVER" option has not been specified, consolidation will end when the "active" file is reached. 

All log-files transferred will be left in a "transferred" state. 

Examples: 

To transfer all "ready-to-transfer" SYS-LOG files to LOGHOLD: 
TL LOGHOLD 

To transfer all "ready-to-transfer" SYS-LOG files to LOGHOLD on the disk called ARDISKl: 

TL ARDISKl/LOGHOLD 

0 u!l?_ut messa_g_es: 
MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

Ill EGAL FILENAME Spec if i ed file- Check input and 
file-name name contains too re-input. 

many characters• 
UNABLE TO OPEN Utility cannot Cheek with KA on 
TRANSFER FILE "create" a con- available space: use 
fi te·name solidated f i le RM i f r.ecess a ry and 

with the name re•i nput. Check drive 
r eQues ted Cf or tredia. 
exa1tple,. no dist< 
space. no dis tc 
aedia>. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

FILE file-na•e The utility was Uf'!able Correct the file-
NOT FOUND to find the specified name and re-in i:: u t. 

file-name 

FILE file-name The speclfieo f He is Wait until the task 
IN USE in use. using the specifed 

file goes to end of 
job. 

NO LOG FILES FOUND This is cisolayed if None. 
FOR CON SOLID A TI ON the utility. on 

at te111ot ing t 0 c et er-
mine the nu"'ber and 
sizes of log files 
to te transferre<i• 
was unable to find 
any w it h a f i le-id of 
the form "SYS-LOG-
N l\" 

ILLEGAL USE or The utility is None. 
RECOVER PARAMETER - executed with RECOVER 
AC TI YE fl LE NOT option. The active 
CON SO l I DA TED file can only be 

consolidated at 
warmstart. 

INVALID CHARACTER Some invalid character Correct the i ni:: ut 
IN IDENTIFIER input has been typed in the and re-input. 

input • 

TRANSFER COMPLETED Successful termination None. 
of the utility. 

NO READY-TO-TRANSFER l\o log-files in either None. 
FILES FOUND an "act iv e" or "ready-

to - tr ans f er " state 
were found. No consol-
idation will occur. 

NO ACTIVE LOG No f i le in the "act- None 
FILE FOUND ive" st ate was f OU nd. 

TRANSFER COMPLETED JL successful Enc of None. 
Job. 

PARITY ERROR IN READ Read or write parity None 
or FILE f He-name errors found for 

or specified files .• The 
PAR I TY ERROR ON WRITE record number at 
TO FILE f il e-n a11e wh 1 ch error occurr-

ed will be displayed. 
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MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

If utility continues 
processing, then the 
message "CONTINUING 
PROCESS" will display. 
a th er w i s e Tl will go 
to End of Job and 
leave part ialty con-
sol id at e c f i l e1 de-
pending on where 
error occurred. 

NO FILE NAME FOUND The "RECOVER• option Correct the inJ:Ut 
IN PARA HETER S was used and a tile and re-enter. 

name was not given. 

CON TI NUE PROCESS This tnessage followed None. 
the parity err or 
message if utility 
able to continue 
process. 
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UNLOAD (Unload Files from Disk to Library Tape} 

This function, a part of the utility LD, allows the operator to copy files from disk to a library tape. The 
files will be deleted from the disk after they have been copied to the tape. 

Format: 

D UNLOAD TO library-tape-name FROM disk-name 

file-name or 
group-name <BOTH> 

If the <BOTH> option is used immediately after a request to dump a keyfile, the associated data file will 
atso be dumped, provided it resides on disk. 

Examples: 

To dump all files from disk beginning with the letters, "PR" to a tape called PRTAPE; and then remove 
them from disk: 

UNLOAD TO PRTAPE PR= 

To dump the keyfile called AR200K and its data file from a disk called APBU to a tape called ARTAPE, 
removing them from disk after dumping: 

UNLOAD TO APTAPE FROM APBU AP200K <BOTH> 

To dump from the system disk files called AP020, AP030, and APTASK to a tape called APTAPE; removing 
them from disk after dumping: 

LD UNLOAD TO ARTAPE AP020 AP030 APTASK 

Since "UNLOAD" is a part of the utility LD, "LD" is actually what will appear in a mix message. To discon
tinue the UNLOAD function, DS mix-number/LD must be used. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

NO f ILES IN THE Spec if i ed group Check inpuH re-input 
f AM ll Y group-name was not found on if necessary. 
ON D I SK -di s k • n am e th is disk. Check for correct 
f OR UNLOAD disk. 

NO FILE file•name Specified file was Cheek input and re-input 
ON DISK dislc:-name not found on this if necessary. 
FOR UNLOAD di sic.• Check for correct 

disk. 

file•na11e NOT Specified file Wait until the file 
DUMPED - IN OUTPUT can not be dumped is not in use and then 
USE OUMP AB A NOONED as it h in use. re-er.ter the UNL OAO - TAPE BEING If "ABANOONEO" message message for all files. 
PURGED is given, tape i s 

purged and UNLOAD 
goes to EOJ. 

·-
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MEISAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

file·n.a•e NOT OUHP£0 Specified file was None. - HAS BEEN REMOVED. removed between 
DUMP ABANDONED - the start of UNL OAO TAPE BEi NG PURGED anc the time when 

it was to be dump eel 
to tape. f" il e cannot 
be dumped. Tape is 
purged an UNUlAO 
goes to EOJ. 

file·name NOT DUMPED Contents of specified Cheek in put and - HAS BEEN Jll TE RED> file were changed re-enter i f n ece ss ary. 
OUMP ABANOONO - between the start 
TAPE BEING PURGED. of UNLOAD and the 

time lfhen i t was 
to be dumped to 
tape. r i le cannot 
be dumoed. 

file-name LOAO/OUMF End of file has been 
DISCREPANCY reached before 

expected· Implies 
erroneous Disk File 
Header. 

file-name NOT DUMPED <BOTH> option was If specif i e.j data fH e - DAT A FILE NOT ON specified,. but data cu mp is required,. s UPP l y 
LINE f i le was not found 1.;tilit~ with backup 

on disk. copy of f i le if exists. 

DUPLICATE file-name More than one re cues t None. 
ALREJIDY BEING DUMPED was made to UNL OA 0 

same f i l.e. 

file-name RE~OVED UNLOAD success fut; None· 
original file on disk 
was remnved. 

file•name OUMPEO UNLO AO successful. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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UPDATE (Disk File Update) 

·This utility allows the operator to construct new disk files from existing files. "CREATE" and "AMEND" 
use many similar features. 

UPDATE disk-name I In•·••~ J { ~} i _w _numbe-r --

1 { FILESIZE number } \!t 
TO new-file-name CRUNCH 

Format: 

The existing file must be a source or data file. Attributes such as Record Size will be ta,ken from this file 
and used for the "new" file. 

Input may be specified as "A" (alphanumeric) or "N" (hexadecimal). (see CREATE utility for details). 

The "number" option may be used to set "tab" positions for character input. (see CREA TE utility for de
tails). 

The maximum number of records likely to be written to the new file may be specified using the FILESIZE 
option. If no total number of records is specified, the number will be taken from the old file. 

The CRUNCH option allows the operator to specify that the new file should occupy the minimum area of 
disk, but never be extended. • 

The utility operates in three modes: "Record Modify" (PK2), 'Record Select" (PK3) or "Record Insert" 
(PK4). 

PK 1 PK2 PK 3 PK4 PK5 PK6 

write 
last & modify select insert delete EGJ 
get 
next 

PKl is used to write the last record processed to the new file and then select and print the next logical record 
from the old file. The printout will show the record number in the old file of the selected record, together with 
the next record number to be written to the new file. 

PK5 is used to delete the last record printed . by selecting and printing the next logical record from the old 
file without writing the last record to the new file. The printout will show the record numbers in the old file 
of the selected record, together with the next record number to be written to the new file. 

If PK3 is used, the required record is identifieq by logical record numbers using this format 

RECORD number 
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The "number" cannot be less than the last record obtained from the old file, or greater than the number 
of records in the file. During the process of locating the required record, all records from and including the 
last record processed, up to the one immediately prior to the selected record, will be copied from the existing 
file to the new file. When found the selected record will be printed, with its record number in th old file fol
lowed by the record number that the next record written to the new file will take. "Record Modify" (PK2) 
or "Record Insert" (PK4) may then be selected. Note that a record inserted by Record Insert mode will be 
positioned after the selected record in the new file. Selecting Record "O" allows records to be inserted before 
Record 1 of the old file. 

PK2 is used to make alterations to existing records. This PK operates as PK2 in the CREATE utility (see 
CREATE for details). 

PK4 allows the operator to insert additional records in the new file after the last selected record of the old 
file. Input may be made in accordance with the specified tab stops. The utility prints the record number in the 
old file of the last record taken from the old file, and the record number in the new file, of the next record 
to be output, prior to accepting keyboard input. When all insertions have been made at a particular point in 
the file, an available PK may be pressed to select the next mode or terminate the utility. NOTE: to insert a 
record at the beginning of the new file, Record "O" should be selected in Record Select Mode, prior to Selecting 
Record Insert Mode. 

Examples: 

To update a source file called "APFILE" of record size 40 bytes into a file called "APFILE2". 

UPDATE APFILE 5 10 15 20 TO APFILE2 

The utility will illuminate PKl and PK6. By pressing PKl, next sequental record will be selected and printed. 

As the utility is already in the Record Select Mode, by typing a record number, the specified record number 
and its contents are printed. 

4 4 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST 

Note that the first "4" is the sequence number in the old "APPLE" and the second "4" is the sequence num
ber in the "APFILE2" file. 

At this point the following PKs are available for selection: 

PKl - select next sequential record and print 

PK2 - modify the selected record 

PK4 - insert new record after selected record (that is, "4") 

PK5 - delete the last selected record by selecting next record 

PK6 - terminate the utility 

To replace characters within a selected record, press PK2 and type the replacement 

D:ZZZZ: OCKl 

resulting in 

4 4 ABCDZZZZIJKLMNOPQRST 

To insert characters within a selected record, type 

Z:XXXXXX: OCK2 

resulting in 

4 4 ABCDZ:XXXXXXZZZOPQRST 
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To insert a record after record 7 of the existing file, press PK3 (Rycord Select Mode) and type a record num-
~- I 

7 OCKl I 
Note: At this point the record selection number given canµfu be less than the last selected record, for exam-

ple, records from 1 through 3 cannot be selected). / 
/ 

Press PK4 (Record Insert Mode) and utility will pril)('' last selected record number on left and next record 
number after that and allows operator to key in recQfd to be inserted. 

7 8 AAAAAA // 

The record inserted will have a sequence numbi:;f of "8" in the file "APFILE" and will contain "AAAAAA". 

II Output messages: 
I 

Refer to the section on the "CREATE"/tf'tility for output messages. 
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WL (What Log file) 

This utility allows the operator to determine the number of log files present and their status. 

Format: 

WL 

The utility displays the following information: 
FILE STATE 

ACTIVE 
READY-TO-TRANSFER 
TRANSFERRED 
NEXT-ACTIVE 
NOT USED 

SYS-LOG-

nn 
nn nn etc 
nn nn etc 
nn (nn) 
nn nn etc 

where nn represents values between 01 and 16. 

When the ACTIVE file becomes full, the MCP executes the WL utility and hence the operator is informed 
of the states of log files. The user can then decide whether or not to execute TL so as to preserve the log 
files before any overwriting of log files occurs. 

Output messages: 

MESSAGE 

NO SYS-LOG-NN 
jfILES FOUND 
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POSSIBLE CAUSE 

Logging has not been 
initiated 

SUGGC::STED ACTION 

Request technical 
assist a nee if logging 
1s required Crefer to 
appropriate section 
of the SOG> 



XD (Delete Bad Disk Sectors) 

This utility allows the disk directory to be marked such that selected portions of the disk will not be used. 
The utility will normally be used after recurrent errors of the message 

DK. .. ERROR 

where the dots indicate further information. Refer to section 7, MCP output messages, for the following num-
bered messages: . 

2 PARITY ERROR 

3 TIMEOUT ERROR 

4 ADDRESS ERROR 

45 PARITY ERROR (fatal to program) 

46 TIMEOUT ERROR (fatal to program) 

47 ADDRESS ERROR (fatal to program) 

The further information will indicate the disk address at which the failure occurred 
' 

The utility is initiated as follows: 

Format: 

XO disk"llame. ldcbess<langth 

The disk-name is the disk-id of the disk from which sectors are to be deleted. The area to be deleted is given 
in hexadecimal by the starting address and length. 

Example: 

To delete sixty-four sectors starting from hex 395F from disk PR2B: 

XD PR2B 3.95F 40 ~ · 
~ 94.,,Ji.u~~ Lvt '2 ,..,,n<e . .-~ut.f{. 

Warnings: 

NOTE 
The specified sectors must not be in use as part of a file. The area must be made 
available by first removing any file if necessary. 

Once sectors are deleted via XD from a disk, they can be restored to use only by a disk initialization. Do 
not therefore XD a larger area than required. 

As XD alters the disk directory, do not run any other programs with it. 

Do not execute XD from the same disk as the one from which sectors are to be deleted: for example, it 
is recommended that XD is always executed from the system disk and always deletes sectors from a user disk. 

Output messages· 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG ES TEO ACT ION 

atength4l SECTORS Su cc es s ful ternii rat ion None. 
FROM aaddressa of xo. 
DELETED 

DISK disk-name Specified disk i s not Cheek input: make disk 
FOR XO NOT AVAILABLE avai table· ready. 
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ONlY atengtha 
SEC TORS CAN BE 
DETECTED 

AVAILABLE TABLE FULL 
- ENTRY aaddress~ 

Qllength~ LOST 

SE.Cf ORS FOR XO 
NOT AVAILABLE 

CANNOT DELETE SECTORS 
'FROM aaddressa 

ADDRESS ~address~ 
BEYOND END Of DISK 
dislc-na•e 

Only the given length 
can be XD-ed because 
the amount soecified 
is greater than the 
available space at 
that point. 

No entries left in 
av a i l ab l e s p ac e 
t abt e for XO to 
complete properly. 

Requested sectors 
are allocated to a 
file,. rissing,. 
or previously 
XD-ed. 

Only the part of the 
area specified for 
deletion is available. 
The utility will 
remove the available 
area only. 

IUGGUTED ACTION 

Use the KA utHity Yo 
d et e r 111 i n e if any f i le s 
can be removed to 
increase the available 
space surrounding 
the bad area. 

The cisk may still be 
used, but a KA will 
indicate some sectors 
..,tdch cannot be access
edi these may only be 
retrieved by initial
izin~ the disk. 

Refer to a KA list· 
ing to determine 
~hich file,. if any,. 
can t:e RH-ed to 
make the sectors 
available. 

None 

The sector address None 
specified is greater 
than the address of the 
last phrsical sector on 
the disk. 

Note: Refer to "Common Utility Output Messages" for additional messages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SECTION 5 
THE SORT/MERGE 

This section describes the capabilities of the SORT facility. There are two modules: the sort itself, known 
as the "sort intrinsic" (file-name SORTINTRINS), and an interface to this intrinsic which allows the user to 
specify particular sorts and merges. The latter module is sometimes called "the sort", but is more properly called 
the "sort language processor" (file name SORT). The sort intrinsic is implementation-dependent, as it uses spe~ 
cific hardware features where possible (although output messages are standardized), while the sort language pro
cessor is a CMS common item. 

This section first describes the user interface to the sort, and then covers the various facilities in some detail. 

The interface to the sort from COBOL programs is described in the COBOL language reference manual. 

GENERAL FEATURES 

The following capabilities are provided : 

The records within a file may be sorted on a series of specified keys, each key ascending or descending, using 
a regular sort or an in-place· sort. 
A tagfjle (suitable for use as an ADDROUT file in RPG or for limited access in COBOL) may be created 
fromalile using a series of keys, each ascending or descending. 
A 15@¥ file (suitable for full indexed access) may be created using a specified unsigned key (ascending only), 
with an optional check for duplicate keys. 

A number of files may be merged using a series of keys, each ascending or descending. 
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INVOKING THE SORT 

The sort is executed by entering the name SORT preceded by disk-name if not on the system disk, and fol
lowed by the sort language specifications or an asterisk plus "star-file" name. The "star-file" contains the sort
language statements, and may reside on card, cassette, or disk. The star-file name may be omitted: in which 
case the sort statements must be on a system disk file named SORTSPEC. 

Examples: 

To invoke the sort using a star-file named SRTLANG on the system disk: 

SORT*RTLANG 

. To execute the sort from disk PB~using a star-file SORTSPEC on the same disk: 

PB4/SORT'tPB4/SORTSPEC 

{:{ 
Note that the star-file must have a record size of not more than 90 bytes. If the sort specification is given 

in the initiating message it cannot be longer than 255 characters. If the sort statement is zipped from a user 
program it cannot be longer th;m 716 characters. If it is not po~sible to specify a complex sort or merge within 
these limitations, a star-file should be used. 

For a one-part star-file name of 7 characters or less, the file will be searched for first on cards, then on cas
sette, then on the system disk. For a two-part name the file will be searched for on a user disk. For a one
part name of more than 7 characters, the file will be searched for on the system disk. 

If the required file is not found, the sort displays 

FILE filename UNAVAILABLE 

FIX AND REPLY "OK" ELSE <NULL> 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

There are two alternative responses: 

!llake the file present and enter OK to the ACCEPT, to resume execution, or 

enter a null response (terminator on!y) to t~e ACC~T, to cause EOJ. 

If the specification statements are provided in the initating message, control characters such as carriage return 
and line feed are treated as space characters. 

A star-file on cassette must be created by the COPY utility, not the LD utility. 

A star-file on disk must be of type data or source, and should not be in use by other programs. 

Input statements may be printed on the printer, unless inhibited by a user option (see later), or if provided 
in the initiating message. 
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THE SORT LANGUAGE 

The specification for a sort consists of three statements: 

(he FILE statement 

the KEY statement 

the USER-OPTION statement 

There must be one file statement, one key statement, and, optionally, one or more user-option statements, 
in any particular sort invocation. All keyw_Q!_<;iJ_aL~!~~~!::'.~<!: that is, they can only be used in the place specified 
below and cannot be used for other purposes such as filename. 

The File Statement 

This consists of two parts; the first describes the input file(s) and the second describes the output file. Multiple 
input files are used only for the merge, which is specified as a user-option (see later). A sort must have only 
~~~~Y~!lil_t?.i~~-~~Kt?~~1!1-~Y.E_<.t_Y.~--~p_Js>.,1~!g2!!!.Ji!~: ·------~--------------~- . 

Format: 

{ FILE } 
· .. FILES .. 

IN mfid I 

OUT 

SJ FtlE: 

DISK 

'lt {to TAPE 
fid 

8t~~ETTE 

mfid I tid 

PURGE 

} I 
KEYFILE 
TAGFILE 

CARD 
TAPE 
C~SSETTE 
DISK 
PRINTER 

Rules for the file statement are as follows: 

\lt 

\l; 
PURGE record-size 

record-size 

records 
per-block 

records 
per-block 

iv 

The medium for the specified input file(s) and output file is indicated by the keyword DISK, CARD, etc. 
When the medium is DISK, the absence of a disk-name (mfid) indicates the system disk. CARD refers to 80-
column card only. TAPE refers to magnetic tape only. CASSETTE refers to magnetic tape cassette only. DISK 
refers to any kind of disk-device. The input f~~- fo.E._~-~-~~--ke_t!i!~~~E~'..~!i~f!_p:i_~!--~~--';1!1:_~~~-~:. 

~ ·~"1'::,'~;';'",..;~--
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The record size and records-per-block values are numeric values. When the input medium is DISK, the record 
size and records-per-block may be omitted. For a merge specification, input disk file descriptions with record 
size specifications may be interspersed with descriptions without such specifications. 

If the records-per-block is omitted and record size is given, a blocking factor of 1 is assumed. 

!!u1JL.£'l§~L(ex£~lJ1:.12...in9.~~---§.2!:tJ1_.L1!£~!_1!J:l.~ .... 2!!!P~tJ.i1~L!!1u§_!J1 __ a~t? ... t.h~.£l~~-!~-~£E~--~~t?.~ · 

The values of record size and records-per-block may be omitted for output files. For a sort, the values as
sumed are those of the input file. For a merge, the values assumed are those of the first specified input file. 

I For a keyfile creation sort, the output specification enclosed in parentheses must be the single word KEY
ElLE, __ Tbi;:_ ou.tput will be aR_disk..Jllld.Xk.C_Q_LQ.JJ,Ud_hlock __ size~I~ .. UQL!!S~Ldeiinable. 

r-·-p~;-;-t;giii~-creation sort, the output specification enclosed in parentheses must be the single word TAG
[_."f'.!!=.g:, __ :!:hs-9_l1_IB~-~ w.ill__h~..disJLitU!;Lrni,;md ... and .... blo.ck .siz.e~ ... ar,.e ... no.L.u.ser.. . ..i:le.fiuahle, 

The Key Statement 

This statement defines the record key(s) that are used for the sort or merge. 

A number of keys may be specified, each key description being enclosed in parentheses. The first key will 
be the major key and additional keys will be minor keys of decreasing significance. 

Format: 

KEY location length 

ALPHA 
UA 
NUMERIC 
UN 
SA 
SN 
SSA 

The "location" is a numeric value specifying the position of the key relative to the start of the record, in 
4-bit units. The first 4-bit unit has a location of 1. The key location is given by the position of the left-hand 
4-bit unit in the key (which, depending on the key format), may be a character or a sign. The key should start 
on a byte boundary unless a record sort with a numeric key is performed. 

The "length" is a numeric value specifying the key length, in 4-bit units. This must include the. sign, for signed 
keys. 

The keywords ASCENDING and DESCENDING determine the order of collation. These keywords may be 
abbreviated to A and D respectively. If omitted, the default is ASCENDING. 

The format of the key is specified by one of the following keywords: 

S-4 

ALPHA or UA - unsigned 8-ljt" alphanumeric 

NUMERIC or UN - unsigned 4-t~_ttenumeric 
SA - signed 8-bit alphanumeric 
SN - signed 4-bit numeric 

SSA - 8-bit alphanumeric with separate sign 



The default is ALPHA. 

For a signed key, the position of the sign is specified by one of the following keywords 

R - right-hand (least significant) end of key 

L - left-hand (most significant) end of key 

The default in L. 

For a description of key types and sign zone interpretation, see later under "KEYS". 

The User-Option Statement 

These statements have three functions: 

to specify which function is required 

to tailor a sort or merge to the particular machine configuration (memory, printer availability, etc). 
to add comments 

The user-option statements are optional; if more than one are used they may appear in any order relative 
to each other or to the file and key statements. 

Format: 

{ INDEX } 
INPLAC& 
MERGE 

SYNTAX 
NOPRINT 
NODISPLAY 

{ 
NODUPLICATES } 
DUPLICATES 

COMMENT comments 
FI LESI ZE number-of-records 
MEMORY memory-size 
WQ_B K QJ_~JL-91 s k :CJ~.!!.1.!... 

The type of sort is given by one of the keywords INDEX, INPLACE, or MERGE. If one of these does 
not appear, a regular full record sort is assumed. Th~...k~nYQ!Q lliQJ~:)C§P~~!i!fiJ!!t::.£f~<:11i_Q!1 .. 2L.~~lft::Y!il.t:: 9r . 
tM!ile _,_Q~P~J:lgjggQQ_Jh~_Q!!!lll!1JiJ~A-~1~itsjl)~_~flLJL§t1!!~m~nt). The keyword INPLA CE speciJj§s a fullJ:..ecqgl_ 
~Q!L!!§i!!K_~_}:I!iQima,L~!l:lQ.l!.1112L.9!1ik.. _\YQ!l<: §pa.£~. The keyword ~§g_Q~_§p_e,_ciJi_e,_s_ -~ .rne.rn~ g!,§_e,x_e,i:~Lilll?Y,:t. fil~s. 

l~te-th;t- if the INPLACE option is specified on a system that has not implemented the inplace sort, then 
\~2-~Al!!~El~!l record sort will be performed. 

The keyword SYNTAX specifies that a check on the correctness of the sort statements is to be made without 
the sort actually being performed. 
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The keyword NOPRINT stops the listing of the sort statements on the printer. If used, this keyword should 
be. the ~irst ~ntry. If the statements are. input via the SPO they are not printed and so this keyword is not re
qmred m this case. The NOPRINT option also affects the printing of error and warning messages (see later). 

The keyword NODISPLA Y controls the display of messages on the SPO during the sort. This option can 
be used both in initiating messages and from file-oriented statements. It suppresses startup and termination mes
sages. It does not affect the display of error and warning messages. Error and warning free sorts and merges 
will show no SPO activity if this option is used. 

{l The keyword NODUPLICATES specifies that duplicate keys are not allowed in a keyfile creation. The key
word DUPLICATES specifies that duplicate keys are. allowed in a keyfile creation. Both options are valid only 
when creating a keyfile. If neither is specified, the defaylt is NODUPLICA TES. 

) 
The keyword COMMENT introduces comment text. The end of the comment text is either the end of the 

input or the end of a record if the input comes from a starfile. Comments may appear between user-option 
statements and between file descriptions and key descriptions. 

The keyword FILESIZE provides the following capabilities: 

specification of,.sort disk work space where the input file is not on disk (this use is not required if the input 
is from dis'k). 

specification of maximum size of the output file if on disk. 

allowance for future expansion of the output disk file where the sort/merge will not by default create a large 
enough file. 

r. This keyword should be followed by a number giving the specified maximum number of records. For non
isk output files, the value is used for optimization purposes. If not used, default values are assumed where 
ecessary. This option is not applicable to the inplace sort or to keyfile or tagfile creations. 

The keyword MEMORY specifies the amount of non-overlayable work area to be used by the sort. This op
tion is not applicable to the merge or to the inplace sort. If this is not enough for a successful ~ort, then this 
option is overridden. The 1J1emory size is in J>_ytes; fo.r example, MEMORY 1024_. 

The keyword WORKDISK enables the regular sort to utilize disk space in an efficient manner. It is not appli
cable to the merge or inplace sort. When the work-disk is specified, the sort locates up to half the work space 
on that disk, with the rest on the system disk. If this option is not used, but the input or output file is resident 
on a user disk, the work space is shared between that disk and the system disk. In all other cases the work 
space is located entirely on the system disk. The named disk may be any type of disk applicable to the system 
in use. 

Examples 

To sort the system disk file INP .FILE using the key starting at character 5 of length 3 characters, creating 
a system disk file OUT.FILE: 

SORT FILE IN !NP.FILE (DISK) OUT OUT.FILE (DISK) 

KEY (9 6) 

To create a keyfile OUTKEY.FILE on disk PR2 from a data file INP.FILEl on disk PR2, using a 5-byte 
key starting at the first byte: 

5-6 

SORT FILE IN PR2/INP.FILE1 (DISK) 

OUT PR2/0UTKEY.FILE (KEYFILE) 

KEY (1 10) 

INDEX 

COMMENT DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED 



To merge the three system disk files FILEl, FILE2 and FILE3 into an output file MERGE.OUT: 

2015228 

SORT 

FILE IN FILEl (DISK) FILE2 (DISK) FILE3 (DISK) 

OUT MERGE.OUT (DISK) 

KEY (5 10) 

MERGE 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The five functions of the sort are described here: 

Regular record sort. 

Inplace record sort. 

Keyfile creation. 

Tagfile creation. 

File merge. 

Regular Record Sort 

All the records contained within the specified input file are ordered using one or more keys. Deleted records 
(see later) are not included in the output file. See later for details of the keys. Refer to figure 5-1 for an example 
of a regular record sort, where the key is starting in byte 3 and is 5 characters long, and the sort is in ascending 
order. The X's refer to any other characters. 

The input file must be wholly contained on one hardware type, although it may be a multi-reel or dual-disk 
file. No other programs may write to this file during the execution of the sort. 

The sort uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The amount is calculated according to the input file 
and key sizes. The amount may be specified as a user option, in which case the specified amount is used. unless 
it is less than enough for a successful sort. In the latter case the specified value will be overridden. 

The sort uses disk wo:r:,k. spa~~.?.-?_L~£~~l?~l~~ill~.~-9L!h£_~ecified inpttt fil~. For the location of 
the work disk space, refer to the WORKDISK user option (see earlier). This work space is returned to the 
system at end-of-job. 

lnplace Record Sort 

This is th£,_same as the regular record sort2 except that the records are sorted within the itiJm! file. No new 
output file is created. The time taken is substantially greater than a.~ular sort1 for the same input specifica
tions. If deleted recOi"ds are present in the file before the sort, they are removed: hence the number of records 
in the file may decrease after it has been ordered. 

f( .1:11~ inplace sort uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The size of this area cannot be specified at 
/~mtrnt1on. 

The input file must be on disk. No other programs may access this file during execution of the inplace sort. 
The output file must be the same as the file specified for input. 

If a particular system does not implement an in-place sort, a rngular sort will b~ .P-~!:!9~r!.!!~~~ead. 

~~e inplace sort u_ses disk work space, of (0.2 to 0.3 times j the size of the input file. When the input file is 
res1 ent on a user disk, up to one-half of the work space is located on that disk otherwise all k · 
located on the system disk. This work space is returned to the system at end-of-job. wor space ts 
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Keyfile Creation 
{.1._9-··-...--· r /~' -· <-=.:~-:~ 

A new file (the "keyfile") will be created containing 011e record for each record of the input file (the "data 
file"). The keyfile is sorted in order of the spedfieoYe-ys, arid each keyfife-iecord-con.taiiis the key and a pointer 
to the corresponding record in the data file. Any deleted records in the data file are not referenced in the key
file. Note that the records in the data file are not re-ordered and deleted records in the data file are not re
moved. Refer to figure 5-2 for an example of a keyfile creation, where the key is starting in byte 3 and is 5 
characters long, and the sort is in ascending order. The X's refer to any other character. 

Duplicate keys are not allowed unless specified (see the user-option statements DUPLICATES and NODUP
LICATES). If they occur, then the record number is displayed on the SPO for each such occurrence, and the 
sort will continue but the output keyfile will be purged at end-of-job. 

The keyfile creation uses disk~o_rk__~'!<;:~_,_ 9LJ:!P_~Q_~_,__'.?_!ifll~§_Jh~.-sg_t?_ _Qf J~I!lPQ1.:?J.Ylil~--£r:ea!.~_cLb_y __ 1h~-~Q!:1 
in this case. This file is large enough to contain one record with the key value and record number for each 
record in the input file. For the location of the work disk space, refer to the WORKDISK user option (see 
earlier). This work space is returned to the system at end-of-job. 

Certain key values are not allowed during a keyfile creation. Th~J<_t':}'.!!Hl_~L!12L~2!l~!~L2L.<:t!LRifl.?!Y .. ~t)I()~~~
o! __ Q!.ll.~L'!QL£9!1!!!i!LC:!~J)_y1sLlY.bQS.C. .. Yal.ue..fa_h_ex .. EE._If such a key is encountered, the record number is dis
played on the SPO, and the sort will continue but t_h~_Qy_t_m!!J~_~yf!Lt;_yyj_l1.!12L!:~C;!L.!hi~!.~.<,::,9,J:SU!L.t!t~--.Q'!1'!Ji!t), 

Tagfile Creation 

~ tagfi~_£!~a t!on i_!;_~i'.l}i!~ .. 12-'! .. ~i!t::. crea ~!Q112 __ ~2'.<'.~.£Ull_~t__!li_t::_()_U_!Pl!t _fiJ~_<'.2f.l!!l!l1~.<?nly t11~--!~~()!£~()in t~.r:~1 
and nQLl!I!Y.k~.Y&l!~§.,, The tagfile records, however, are ordered in key value order, as specified by the sort. 
Any deleted records are not referenced in the tagfile. Refer to figure 5-3 for an example of a tagfile creation, 
corresponding to the keyfile creation in figure 5-2. 

A tagfile is a null keyfile. It is suitable for use as an ADDROUT file in RPG, and for limited indexed access 
in COBOL (the tagfile is read sequentially). 

Disk space requirements are the same as for keyfile creation. 

Merge 

The _!!!_~!:K~ .. .!!!~!g(!_~_l,!~tg_t~_igpt1!Ji!e..~Lll~!11g__()'!~_gr:_JE_()_re_ ~p~cifie,_cLl.<eys, producing one output file. Deleted 
records in the input files are not included in the output file. If there are duplicate keys values, the order in 
which they are placed in the output file is given by the order in which the input files are specified. 

Each input file must be wholly contained on one h::t.!:.cl.~_ai:~_!Yf><;, although it may J:JLLil}.llHi:r~~LQ!~Qit'!!: 
~£!!~.: No other programs may write to these files during the execution of the merge. 

Each in~.!.Jil_e. __ I!l_ll~_t_!!_a._y_~~~(! __ s~_I_l}_e.__!~_<::()!g _ __sj_?:~~<:!_JJ:t~-Y~r:'!~ p_o_l)i_ti9!! .. ai:!~Lle.Qg~_l?: .... !2!..~~chJ~~~ Each file 
must be already correctly ordered on the specified keys. If this is not the case, the merge will terminate prema
turely after displaying a message on the SPO. 

Refer to figure 5-4 for an example of a merge of two files, with a key starting at byte 3 which is 5 characters 
long. The X's and Y's refer to any character. 

The merge uses non-overlayable memory during execution. The size of this area cannot be specified at initia
tion: it will be approximately equal to the sum of the block sizes of the input files and the output file. 
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Details Of Sort Keys 

A "key" is the field within each record that is used for sorting or merging. If several distinct field within 
a record are specified, then each field is a separate key. The relative order of importance of the keys is deter
mined by the order in which they are specified. Figure 5-5 illustrates this with a two-key sort, using the KEY 
statement. 

KEY (5 6 ALPHA) (15 2 DESCENDING ALPHA) 

The X's indicate any character. In this example the three-byte field is the major key, sorted in ascending 
order: the one-byte key is a minor key sorted in descending order within the order of the major key. 

For a keyfile creation, only one key may be used. Th!§J<e.Y~.!I!J!~!l2.~LlL!!Et?c.iml!!!l.9Lf8.1Jy!e.sJgI1g~ 111\!.§_t l::!e. __ 
a whole number of bytes in length, and must start on a byte boundary. 

The available key types are discussed here, under the keyword specified in the KEY statement (see earlier): 

ALPHA (or UA) 

UnsignesL§.-biL11~p_l;i_'.;lJ!!!!!l~I!£J!~JQ,_£Q!!1lJ!:lJ!1K . .Q!Q!J:t.~J:Y.~S-~!L£h1l!1l£!~XLNote that this may consist of the 
8-bit ASCII digits "O" to "9" but still be termed alphanumeric. This key type is the default. 

NUMERIC (or UN) 

SA 

Si,gne.Q_J~J>.iL11J12.h~mYm£ric.Jj_e.LcL.Each byte is an ordinary ASCII character (including the digits 0-9), except 
that either the first or the last character indicates the sign. W_h~theLt~§~e..Jir~LQU!!§.Lf!::rnrnctqjs 
~~.<:i!i~~L~Y .. !h~~-~y}Vo.~<!J·'~{lef !L'?.E.}~_(r,!g~_U: .. I!!~ .~-~f::t~!t_J§_h .. (!i!:~! .. <::E~J:.~~~!:i.J~!:l.~.i-~g_sig,nJ.'.. The convention 
for coding the sign character is given in Table 5-1. These characters are termed "overpunched signs" by anal-
ogy with historical punched card systems. 

SN 

§!,gned 4-bi!__g_u~~!iE.E~19..:. Each 4-bit unit is a binary-coded decimal digit, 0000 to 1001 (0 to 9), ~f':~§~! 
either the first or the last 4-bit u.nit indi.cates the sign. Whether the sign is the first or last 4-bit unit is specified 
by the keyworcC'(IfeftL()f'Jt'Iligli"t). The ··aaaulf IS L (first 4-bit unit); leading sign . The convention for 
coding the sign is given in Table 5-2. 

SSA 

8-.2!!_~!1:>.h~E!!!E!~Fi<::.!!~!~ \Vit~ .s~P!:lEli.!e s,ig1.1..:. Each byte is an ordinary ASCII character (including the .digi~s 
O to 9), with the sign given by an ASCII character in either the first or last character. Whether the sign 1s 
given by the first or last character is specified by the keyword L (le!!l__9!:_~Jri~~!2· The default is L (first 
character); leading sign . The convention for coding the sign character is given m Table 5-3. 

The position of a sign within a signed key (left or right) must be the same throughout all occurrences of the 
key. Signed keys are ordered so that negative values come before zero and positive values 

8-bit keys may start on 4-bit unit boundaries, unless the separate sign type (SSA) is used, or the key is to 
be used in keyfile or tagfile creation. 

Deleted Records 

,A de~eted record is denot~d by every _byte _in ~he record (including the key) containing the value hex FF. 
The action ta.k~n by the vanous sort options is discussed earlier. Deleted records may be physically removed 
by the FS utility. 
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Output Messages 

Output messages cover warnings and errors. Messages are generated by both the sort intrinsic and the sort 
language processor. The intrinsic messages are numbered by event numbers in the same way as MCP output 
messages (see section ). The sort language processor messages are numbered in a similar way. 

Messages can be divided by number as follows: 

0-99 

Sort language processor messages, displayed on the printer. Such messages appearing in the list below that 
are followed by a series of dots ( ... ) should be read with the phrase NEAR COL XXX (with XXX replaced 
by an appropriate column number) in place of the dots. 

0-34 

Warnings, where corrective action is attempted. 

35-39 

Warnings, where no corrective action is attempted. 

40-59 

Errors in syntax (that is, the format of the sort statements is incorrect). 

60-99 

Errors in semantics (that is, an inconsistency has been detected in the statements, such as a key position 
greater than the record size). 

170-200 

Sort intrinsic messages, displayed on the SPO. 

Certain messages may be suppressed by the NOPRINT and NODISPLA Y keywords in the sort statements. 

The NOPRINT option suppresses listing of the sort statements on the printer by the sort language processor. 
If this option is set, a maximum of five errors and four warning messages are directed to the SPO, with only 
the error or warning number being given (no explanatory text). The NOPRRNT option has no affect on sort
intrinsic-generated messages. 

The NODISPLA Y option suppresses display on the SPO of start-up and termination messages by the sort 
intrinsic. Messages in the list below that are marked with an asterisk (•) are those that are suppressed when 
this option is set. Note that it is not possible to suppress individual messages; every applicable message is sup
pressed if the option is set. The NODISPLA Y option has no affect on sort language processor messages: 

Number 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
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Message 

EXPECTED SLASH NOT FOUND~ "/" INSERTED ••• 
EXTRA "FILE IN"••• 
MERGE INTRINSIC IGNORES <WORK-DISK OPTION> 
OVERLE~GTH PART OF <LABEL NAME> IGNOREC ••• 
INPLACE INTRINSIC IGNORES <WORK-DISK OPTION> 
EXPECTED BRACKET NOT FOUND, "<" INSERTED ••• 
<DUPLICATE OPTION> VALID IN INDE )-KE 'FILE SORT ONLY 
EXPECTED BRACKET NOT FOUND• ">" INSERTED ••• 
ILLEGAL TO DELETE INPUT FILE• <PURGE OPT> IGNORED 
OUTPUT BUFFER SIZE TOO BIG~ <BLCCK FACTOR> REDUCED ••• 
<USER OPTION> ALREADY INVOKED• LATEST USE ••• 
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Number 

11 
12 
1 3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
35 
36 
37 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
50 
51 
52 
53 
. 54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
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Message 

MERGE <SORT TYPE OPTION> NOT SPECIFIED 
OVERLENGTH PART OF <DISK NAME> IGNORED 
MISSING "FILE IN" ••• 
INDEX <SORT TYPE OPTION> NOT SPECIFIED 
EXTRA •KEY" ••• 
<FILE SIZE OPT> VALID FOR MERGE/REGULAR SORT ONLY 
MISSSNG "KEY" ••• 
INPLACE INTRINSIC IGNORES <MEMOR' OPTION> 
cM•FILE/OP IO> IGNORED ON NON-MAENETIC MEDIA FILE 
NUMBER TOO BIG~ MAXIMUM VALUE ALLOWABLE ASSUMED 
not used 
<SIGN POSITION> GIVEN FOR UNSIGNED KEY ••• 
FIRST UNIT NUMBERED C RATHER THAN 1 ••• 
<FILE SIZE OPT> IGNORED SINCE OUT OF RANGE 
MERGE INTRINSIC IGNORES <MEMORY GPTICN> 
<BLOCK FACTOR> Of 0 NOT ALLOWED~ 1 ASSUMED 
IN- ANO OUT-FILE RECORD SIZES MADE EGUAL 
<BLOCK FACTOR> TOO LARGE, MAXIMU~ ASSUMED •• • 
INPLACE SORT ~UST HAVE IDENTICAL IN- AND OUT-FILES 
IDENTICAL IN/OUT - FILES WILL PRODUCE DUPLICATE FILE 
NOT NECESSARY TO PURGE CARD FILE ••• 
ALPHANUMERIC KEY DOES NOT START ON B1TE BOUNDARY 
<KEY STATEMENT> ALREADY PROCESSEC, NCW ••• 
<DIGIT STRING> EXPECTED ••• 
<CHARACTER STRRNG> EXPECTED ••• 
<SEPARATOR STRING> EXPECTED ••• 
<RCRO-BLCK PAIR> MUST BE GIVEN FOR NON-DISK IN-FILE ••• 
NO <FILE.STATEMENT> SPECIFIED 
ILLEGAL WORO ••• 
<LETTER STRING> EXPECTED ••• 
MISSING <LABLE NAME> ••• 
UNSUPPORTED <IN/OUT MEDIA> ••• 
UNSUPPORTED <SORT TYPE OPTION> ••• 
PART Of <FILE STATEMENT> MISSING, NOW 
NO <KEY STATEMENT> SPECIFIED 
<FILE STATEMENT> ALREADY PROCESSEO, NOW ••• 
FINAL STATEMENT INCOMPLETE ••• 
TOO MANY KEY SPECIFICATICNS ••• 
TOO MANY FILE SPECIFICATIONS ••• 
INPUT FILES RECORD SIZES NOT IDENTICAL 
<RECORD SIZE> OUT OF RANGE ••• 
EXIRA DIGITS IN OVERLENGTH STRING IGNO~ED ••• 
KEY LENGTH OUT OF RANGE ••• 
MIN LENGTH Of SN KEY IS TWO 4•8IT UNITS ••• 
BUFFER SIZE TOO LARGE ••• 
DUPLICATE <IN-FILE PARAHS>, LATEST !~STANCE ••• 
BUFFER SIZE TOO BIG FOR <IN/OUT MEDIA> ••• 
ONLY ONE IN-FILE LEGAL FROM MULTIPLE TAPE ••• 
MERGE INSTRINSIC NEEDS AT LEAST 2 INFUT FILES 
INDEX PARAH MUST BE "0UT ••• <KEYF1l£/TAGFIL£>" 
KEY OVER-RUNS RECORD BOUNDARY 
ILLEGAL TO OVERWRITE INPUT FILE WITH T~G/KEY FILE 



Number 

75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175• 
176• 
177• 
178 
179 
180 
181* 
182 
18 3• 
184 

185 

186 
187 
188 
189• 

193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 

Message 

ALPHANUMERIC KEY LENGTH NOT EVEN NUMBER OF 4-BITS 
<MECIA> MUST RE DISK FOR IN-PL~CE SORT 
IN- AND OUT-FILE RECORD SIZES MUST BE IDENTICAL 
INOEX-KEYFILE KEY LENGTH NQT EVE~ NU~BER OF 4-BITS 
ONLY ONE KEY LEGAL IN INDEX-KE YF ILE SORT 
INOEX-KEYFILE SORT KEY TOO LCNG 
INDEX-KEYFILE SORT KEY MUST BE fl••• A UA/UN>fl 
ONLY INDEX SORT CAN SPECIFY "KEYFILE/TAGFILE" 
INCEX-KEYFILE SORT KEY MLST START ON BHE BOUNDARY 
MIN LENGTH OF SSA KEY IS FOUFi 14•BIT UNITS ••• 
SSA KEY MUST START ON BYTE BOU~OARY ••• 
CUR~ENT SUM Of KEY LENGTHS OUT OF RA~GE ••• 
DUPLICATE RECORD <record numter> 
ILLEGAL INDEX KEY IN RECCRC <record nuRber> 
RECORDS LOST I GAINED BY SURT-"IERGE 
<number> DUPLICATE RECORDS 
<number> RECORDS CONTAINING INVALID INDEX KEYS 
<nuwber> DELETED RECORDS 
<number> RECORDS MERGED 
<number> FILES MERGED 
SORT-MERGf OUTPUT FILE NOT CREATED 
SORT-MERGE ABNORMAL EOJ 
SORT-MERGE SOFTWARE ERRO~ 

<number> RECORDS REFERENCED BY KEYFILEITAGFILE 
NO INITIATING MESSAGE 
<number> RECORDS SORTED 
FILE ERROR <<number>> NEAR RECORD <record number> ON 
<file name> 
UNORDERED MERGE INPUT FILE <file name> NEAR 

REC OF D <re co r d numb er > 
TOO ~ANY RECORDS FOR SORT-MERGE 
DUPLICATE RECORDS-KEYFI~E NOT BUILT 
INITIATING MESSAGE INVALID 
SORT-MERGE VER X•Y•Z INITIATED FROM <nix number>/ 

<program name> 
INPUT RECORD SIZES UNEQUAL - BAO FILE <filename> 
IN/OUT RECORD SIZES BAO - OUTPUT SIZE CHANGED 
BAO RECORD/BLOCK SIZE FOR OUTPUT DEVICE 
KEY OVER-RUNS RECORD END 
CANNOT SPLIT INDEX FILE 
<nu~ber> PARITY BLOCKS 
INDEX INPUT FILE NOT TYPE DATA 

Message 184 represents differing file errors depending upon the value of <number>. Defined meanings are 
as follows: 
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1 - EOF on output file 7 - output file error 

2 - parity on input file 

3 - EOF on sort workfile 

4 - parity on output file 

5 - sort workfile error 

6 - input file error 

8 - parity on sort workfile 

9 - parity on input file (block ignored) 
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record 
number 

--------- ----- -------- - -----
)( x 1 0 5 2 0 x )( )( 1 x x 0 1 0 0 3 x x )( 

--------- ----- --- ---- -- -----
)( x 1 0 0 3 5 x )( )( 2 x x 0 2 1 4 7 x x )( 

--------- ----- --------- -----
x )( 0 1 0 0 3 x x )( 3 x x 1 0 0 3 5 x x x 

--------- ----- --------- -----
x x 6 9 7 1 2 x x )( 4 x x 1 0 0 3 6 x x x 

--------- ----- --------- -----
)( x 6 9 8 4 3 x x )( 5 )( x 1 0 5 2 0 x x )( 

--------- ----- ------- -- -----
x x 1 0 0 3 6 x )( x 6 x x 3 2 4 0 c )( x )( 

--------- ----- ------- -- -----
x x 3 2 4 0 0 x x )( 7 )( x 6 9 7 1 2 x )( )( 

--------- ----- -------- - ---- -
x )( 0 2 1 4 7 )( )( )( 8 )( )( 6 9 8 ft 3 )( x )( 

--------- ----- --------- -----
data f i le data file 

"input output 

Figure 5-1. Regular Record Sort 

record 
number 

--------- ----- ------ ---
x x 1 0 5 2 0 )( x )( 1 0 3 c 1 0 0 3 

--------- ----- -- -- -- ---
x x 1 0 0 3 5 )( )( x 2 0 8 0 2 1 4 7 

--------- ----- ---------x x 0 1 0 0 3 x )( )( 3 c 2 1 0 0 3 5 

--------- ----· ------ ---
x x 6 9 7 1 2 x )( x 4 0 6 1 0 0 3 6 

-------·-- ----- ·--------
x x 6 9 8 4 3 x )( )I 5 0 1 1 0 5 2 0 

--------- ----- ------- --
x x 1 0 0 3 6 x x )( 6 0 7 3 2 4 0 0 

--------- ----- ------ ---
x x 3 2 4 0 0 x x )( 7 0 4 6 9 7 1 2 

--------- ----- ------- --
x x 0 2 1 4 7 x x )( 8 0 5 6 9 8 4 3 

--------- ----- ------- --
data f i le keyfi le 

input output 

Figure 5-2. Keyfile Creation 
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record 
number 

--------- -----
x x 1 0 5 2 0 x x )( 1 c 3 

--------- -----
x x 0 1 0 0 3 x x )( 3 c 8 

--------- -----
x x 6 9 7 1 2 x x )( 4 c 2 

--------- -----
x x 6 9 8 4 3 x x )( 5 c 1 --------- -----
x x 1 0 0 3 6 x x )( 6 c 7 

--------- -----
x x 3 2 4 0 0 x x )( 7 0 4 

--------- -----
x x 0 2 1 4 7 x x x 8 c 5 

--------- --- --
data file tagfi le 

input output 

Figure 5-3. Tagfile Creation 
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x x 0 1 0 0 3 x x ~ 

x x 0 2 1 4 7 x x x 

XX10035XXX 

XX10036XXX 

x x 1 0 5 2 0 x x x x x 0 1 0 0 3 x x x 

x x 3 2 4 0 0 x x x XX02147XXX 

XX69712XXX y y 0 8 7 2 6 y y y 

x x 6 9 8 4 3 x x x XX10035XXX 

---------- -----
x x 1 0 0 3 6 x x x 

YY10038YYY --- ---- -- -----
x x 1 0 5 2 0 x x x 

YY2C001YYY 

y y 0 8 7 2 6 y y y x x 3 2 4 0 c x x x 

y y 1 0 0 3 8 y y y YY421687YY 

y y 2 0 0 0 1 y y y y y 4 9 1 3 7 y y y 

y y 4 2 1 6 8 y y y XX69712XXX 

YY49137YYY x x 6 9 8 4 3 x x x 

input files output file 

Figure 5-4. File Merge 
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----- --- --
x x 3 6 4 ':< )( 5 x x x x 0 2 0 x ')( 7 x x ----- - --- --- -- --- -
x x 1 0 2 x x 4 x x x x 1 c 2 x x 4 x x ----- - --- ----- - ---
x x 9 7 3 x )( 3 x )( x x 1 0 2 x )( 0 x x ----- - --- --- --- -- -- - -
x x 0 2 0 )( x 7 x x x x 3 6 4 x x B x x ----- - --- ----- --- -
x x 1 0 2 x x 0 x x x x 3 6 4 x x 5 x x ----- - --- ----- --- -
x x 3 6 4 x x 8 x x x x 5 2 7 x x 9 x x ----- - --- --- -- --- -
x x 5 2 7 x x 9 x x x x 6 3 0 x )( 0 x x ----- - --- ----- --- -
x x 5 3 0 x x 0 x x x x 9 7 3 x x 3 x x 

----- - --- --- -- - ---
data fit e data file 

input output 

Figure 5-5. Multiple Key Sort 

Table 5-1. Sign Convention For Signed 8-Bit Alphanumeric Fields 

Ke Y Value Hex Code A SC I I Ch a r act er 

-c 2D -
-o 70 ., 

+O 30 0 
+o 78 --1 4A J 
-2 48 K 
-3 4C l 
•4 40 M 
-5 4[ N 
-6 4f 0 
-7 SC ? 
-e 51 Q 

-9 52 R 
+ 1 31 1 
+2 32 2 
+3 33 3 
+4 34 4 
+S 35 5 
+6 36 6 
+7 37 7 
+8 38 3 
+9 39 9 

Note: any other hex code in the sign ch a r act er is jnterpreted as 
positive,. with the key value given by the binary value of the 
right-hand 4 bits of the character. 
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Table 5-2. Sign Convention For Signed 4-Bit Numeric Fields 

Key value Binary Code CBCD character> 

----·--~--------------------~--------~-----negative 
positive 

0101 CS> 
0011 (3) 

-------------------------------------------Note: any value other than 0101 CS> is 
interpreted as positive. 

Table S-3. Sip Conw.ntion for Separate Sip Chsacter with ~it Alphanumeric Fie1dl 

KeY value 

negative 
positive 

ASCII character <~ex value> 

"-" (20) 
"+" ( 28) 

---------------------------------------------------Note: any character other than "•" is interpreted 
as positive. 



SECTION 6 
COMPILATION FACILITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Compilation of programs written in CMS COBOL, RPG and MPL can be performed with the CO (compile) 
utility. CO is a normal utility program residing on disk. It is used to co-ordinate the various parts of the CMS 
COBOL, RPG and MPL compilers. Each compiler consists of several object code files (called "passes") and 
produces a number of workfiles to pass information between each pass. The CO utility allows initial input to 
be made to the compiler by specifying such things as input and output file names. 

Additionally, CO allows multiple executions of each compiler by storing compiler workfile information in a 
master file called CO.MASTER on the system disk. The compiler passes have access to the information in this 
disk file. Information in this file also allows the CO utility to perform restarts if the system halts during a compi
latin. This restart facility eliminates the need to rerun a compilation from pass one if one or more passes have 
already completed successfully. 

CO uses some standard names for input and output files, which can be changed by the inital CO message. 
The basic CO operation is given in Figure 6-1. 

Initial input to CO is either from the initiating SPO message or through macro (star) files or through a disk 
file called ~~QJ~IABI!lf'.~ ()}~ __ th~_sy_~!.~!!!_<:!i§.!':· CO generates the CO.MASTER file used to co-ordinate the 
compiler p_asses. There is an option to produce a CO listing. Information provided to CO enables the user to 
describe the following: 
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input patch file 

input source file 

output source file 

output object program 

output compilation listing 

compiler workfiles 
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INITIATING MESSAGE 

CO.MASTER 

co 
STAR FILES 

(DISK) 
t----_.::::,J"""?I UTILITY 

""' 

CO.STARTUP 
(DISK) 

1]\ 

1-------~--71 (DISK) 
/ 

ZIP 

\~ 

~ll. 
./ 

co 
LISTING 

(PRINTER) COMPILER ~ 

PATCHFILE 
(DISK) 

SOURCE IN 
(DISK) 

I 

SOURCEOUT '"-
(DISK) 

PASSES 

I\ I 1\ 

OBJECT 
PROGRAM 

(DISK) 

Figure 6-1. Operation Of CO Utility 

CO provides the ability to set "dollar options" for the compilation. 

CO operates in two basic ways 

to initiate and control a single compilation. 

to interrogate compilation status, and restart or clear an aborted compilation. 

6-Z 

l 
l 

l 
...:::::. COMPILER / 

WORKFILES 
(DISK) 

COMPILATION 
LISTING 

(PRINTER) 

_______ _/ 

I-

t-



TO INITIATE A SINGLE COMPILATION 

Format: 

\It \V 
object-program name disk-name I compiler-name CO disk-name I 

compiler-option 
w '11 I ~ I \lt '111 PRINT file-statement MESSAGE text 

This initial input can be entered on the SPO when executing CO. CO can also be started with no additional 
information from the SPO: in this case the information is either on a card file or on a disk file called "CO.STA
RTUP" on the system disk. Selected parts of the input can be provided as star files see later in this section. 
All disk files used for inputting information to CO can be 80 byte card-image records created by CMS CANOE 
or CREATE, with all information in the first 8 records and the first 72 characters of each record. 

Semi-colons may separate any clauses after the compiler-option, for readability. 

The object-program-name is optional. If not specified, it will be created on the system disk with a name as 
follows: 

"COBOBJECT" - for COBOL compilations 

"RPGOBJECT" - for RPG compilations 

"MPLOBJECT" - for MPL compilations 

The name of the disk for the generated object program may also be specified. If not specified, the system 
disk is assumed. 

The compiler-name may be one of the following: 

COBOL - the COBOL compiler 

RPG - the RPG compiler 

MPL - the MPL compiler 

RPGXREF - the separate RPG cross-reference program 

--,""-OPTLIST - the separate COBOL/RPG optimizer 

If the optional disk-name is given before the compiler-name, then the compiler may be executed from a user 
disk so long as all passes are on the specified disk. If no disk name is given then the compiler must be on 
the system. 

The compiler-option may be one of the following: 

SYNTAX (abbreviation SY) 

LIBRARY (abbreviation LI) 

GO (alternative SA VE) 

With a "compile for s ntax", no object program is generated. For COBOL and RPG, COBSVERTER is 
not execute ; or , t e comp1 at1on stops at t e en o pass 3. 
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With a "com ile to library", an executable object rogram is created if there are no syntax errors, and saved 
on disk with the o ject-name as spec1 ie m t e CO statement. compile to library is the default compiler-
option. 

A "compile and go" is the same as a compile to library, with the additional feature that the object program 
is executed. The CO utility goes to EOJ after zipping the object program. 

If the PRINT option is specified, an edited listing of the startuE message is output, along with a list of settings 
for all the file parameters which are modifiable through CO. A list of default dollar card settings for the compil
ation is output along with any dollar options entered via the CO message. This object listing also contams a 
log of all error messages displayed. 

The file statements allow names and other attributes to be set for the compiler input and output files. The 
general form of these statements are given here, but not all attributes may be set for all files these will be dis
cussed in turn. 

Format: 

PATCHFILE 
SOURCEIN 
SOURCEOUT 
WORKFILE 
PRINTOUT 

The meaning of the file attributes are as follows: 

NAME 

NAME disk-name I file-name 
MFID disk-name 
F ID file-name 
DEVICE hardware-type 
RECORD number 
BLOCK number 
RECORDS.BLOCK number 
FILESIZE number 
FILE.SIZE number 

This specifies the CMS file name plus disk name and may be of the form MFID/FID. 

MFID 

This specifies the disk name of the given file. The default is the system disk. The MFID must be a maximum 
of 7 characters. 

FID 

This specifies the file name of the given file. The default is the system disk. The FID must be a maximum 
of 12 characters. 

(Note: FID and MFID may be used together, or NAME may be used instead of the MFID/FID combination). 

DEVICE 

This specifies the type of peripheral of the input or output file. The default for the PRINTOUT file is line 
printer. The default for all other files is any disk. The device is specified by a 2-character mnemonic as fol
lows: 
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FILESIZE 

card readers: 
any card reader 
any multi•function unit 
80-column reader 
ec·cotumn reader/punch 
96-column reader 
96•column reader/punch 

AR 
AM 
R8 
M8 
R9 
M9 

card punches: 
any card punch 
any multi-function unit 
ec·column punch 
eo·cotumn reader/punch 
96-column punch 
96-column reader/punch 

CP 
AM 
PR 
M8 
P9 
M9 

tapes and cassettes CNRZ or PE> 
any tape AT 
write-disabled reel MT 
write•disabted cassette CT 

Caltenatvies: CS, CASSETTE> 
Note: if a write•disablec device is specified 
for an output file,. CO will sut:sti tute a 
write·enableo device in the specification• and 
issue warning ••• 

printers: 

disks: 

any printer 
serial printer <console> 
line printer 

any disk,. default catridge 
Calternatives: oc. 

Burroughs Super Mini 
Fi><ed disk 
pack 

AP 
SP(l1} 

LP(A) 

OK 
OISIO 

OM 
or 
OP 

This attribute specifies the maximum number of records in the output file. If used with PATCHFILE, the 
number specifies the total number of source lines to be compiled, including dollar cards and "COPY state
ments" in the case of COBOL compilation. The number may be followed by the letter K to denote thousands. 
For example, the statement 

FI SOURCEOUT FILESIZE 4 K 

specifies a filesize of 4000 records. A space must separate the "K" from the number. 

An alternative spelling of the keyword is "FILE.SIZE". 

The files are as follows: 

PATCH FILE 

This is the primary source input file, and contains dollar records and source records which may optionally 
be merged with a secondary input file' to produce aii output source file. Attributes which may be set, and 
their default values are: 
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NAME 
MFIO 
f IO 
DEVICE 
fllESIZE 

PATCHFILE 
system disk (0000000> 
PA TCHF ILE 
OK 
0 
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SOURCEIN 

This is the optional secondary input file. Attributes which may be set, and their default values, are: 

SOURCEOUT 

NA P'E 
Mf ID 
f ID 
DEVICE 

SOURCE IN 
syst~m disk <OOOOOOOJ 
SOURCE IN 
OK 

This is the optional source output file produced by merging PATCHFILE and SOURCEIN. Attributes which 
may be set, and their default values, are: 

WORKFILE 

NAMI:: 
MFIO 
f IO 
DEVICE 
f ItESIZE 
RECORD 
RECORDS.BLOCK 
BLOCK 

SOURCE OUT 
system disk COOOOOOO> 
SOURCE OUT 
OK 
4 K 
eo 
9 
720 for disks 
240 for cassettes 
2000 for magnetic tapes 

This refers to the intermediate workfiles produced by the compiler during the compilation. The only attribute 
that can be specified, and its default, is: 

MfIO system disk <OOOOO~Cl 

PRINTOUT 

This refers to the listings produced by the various compiler passes during the compilation. The only attribute 
that can be specified, and its default, is: 

DEVICE LP 

The MESSAGE statement 

The reserved word MESSAGE indicates the startof the list of dollar options for that compile. The text con
sists of a list of one or more dollar cards, taken from the list given below, separated by spaces. 

For example, for an MPL compilation the following would be valid: 

MESSAGE $LIST $XMAP $SEGMENT FR20 
Use of this feature is not valid for COBOL compilations. 

Examples: 

To compile the COBOL source program AR678S, and create the object program AR678, both on the system 
disk: 

CO AR678 COBOL LI FI PATCHFILE FID AR678S 
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To merge the RPG patch file RQ20P with the source file RQ20S, and create a new source RQ20SN and 
object RQ20NEW, all on disk RDEV: 

CO RDEV RQ20NEW RPG LI; FI PATCHFILE NAME RDEV/RQ20P; 

FI SOURCEIN NAME RDEV/RQ20S; FI SOURCEOUT NAME 

RDEV/RQ20SN; MESSAGE $MERGE 

To compile the MPL source program MTEST.S from the disk USRl to produce object MTEST on disk 
USRl, with CO listing, and compiler listing on the console: 

CO USRl MTEST MPL LI; FI PATCHFILE NAME USRl/MTEST.S; 

PRINT; FI PRINTOUT DEVICE SPA; MESSAGE $LIST 
+ei&'I !'!! m · 1 r· n~ 

To compile source P ATCHFILE with COBOL and create object COBOBJECT on the system disk: 

CO COBOL 

To patch COBOL source CSSOO (found on tape) with cardfile CRDPATCH and produce an object program 
CNEW on disk Fl, putting compiler workfiles on disk FSCRATCH: 

CO FI/CNEW COBOL LI; 

FI PATCHFILE FID CRDPATCH DEVICE AR; 

FI SOURCEIN FID CSSOO DEVICE AT; 

FI WORKFILE MFID FSCRATCH; 
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USE OF MACRO CALLS 

All or part of the initiating message to CO may be provided as data in disk files. This is indicated by an 
asterisk (star) in the message. 

Following the asterisk must be a valid file name, including the disk-name if not on the system disk. Wben 
the initiating message is scanned, the contents of a star-file are included in the scan. At the end of the star
file contents, scanning continues with the primary message. The complete initiating message, or individual 
clauses, may be included in the star-files. The message format for CO has been repeated below with an asterisk 
where a star-file may be used: 

Format: 

disk-name I object-program name disk-name I compiler-name 

compiler-option 
\lt • P t-1 -* -fi-le-s-ta-tem-e-nt--\lt1 • I 

MESSAGE text 

Example: 

Consider four star-files, with names and contents as follows: 

name contents -------
filEl AA RPG GO 
f IlE2 PATCHFilE NAf-'E BB 
f ILE 3 DEVICE AR 
fILE4 SOURCEOUT FIO 

Then the following two initiating messages to CO are valid: 
CO •FILE1 PRINT •FILE2 DEVICE AR 

CO •FILE1 PRINT •FILE2 •FILE4 

cc 

but the following two messages are invalid, because the contents of FILE3 is wrong, as it starts in tl)e middle 
of a file-statement: 

CO • FILE1 PRINT •FILE2 •FILE3 
CO •FILEl PRINT PATCHFILE NAME BB •FILE3 
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COMPILER DOLLAR OPTIONS 

In the following list, (D) indicates the options which are set by default. This notation is also used in the output 
listing from CO, to distinguish default settings from deliberate dollar card settings. 

For COBOL, no dollar options may be set. or reset by CO. For a fuller description of the available RPG 
and MPL options, consult the relevent compiler manual. 

RPG 

$ LIST co) s NL I ST 
$ SEQ s NSE Q 
$ XMAP $ N Xfol AP 
s SUPR s NSUPR 
s LOGIC $ NLOGIC 
$ MERGE $ NME RGE 
s SEVERE (0) $ NSEVERE 
$ MAP t NMAP 
s NAMES $ NNAMES 
$ NEW $ NNEW 

Any RPG dollar options specified in the startup message for CO will override any occurrences of that option 
appearing in either the PATCHFILE or SOURCEIN input files. 

MPL 

$ LIST $ CODE 
$ NOLIST $ NEW TAPE 
s LI STE $ FORMAT 
$ LISTP $ SEGMENT file-name 
$ SEGUENCE t SEGSIZE integer 
$ XM AP 
$ NOWAf;NlNG 

Any MPL dollar options specified through CO are used only as initial settings, and may be overridden by 
dollar cards appearing in either of the source input files. 
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TO INTERROGATE THE STATUS OF COMPILATIONS 

CO may be used to determine the status of any compilations. This is done by interrogating the CO.MASTER 
file. The message is: 

CO MX 

This function may be used at any time, provided that the mix is not already full. It yields information in 
the following form: 

co MIX-NUMBER 
COMPILER NAME 
CURRENT COMPILER PASS 
PROGRAM NAME 
WORKfILE CHARACTER 

n 
compiler-name 
compiler pass name 
object-file-name 
"A" 

(where "A" is a character used by CO in the meaning of workfiles so that different compilations can precede 
with separate workfiles). In addition to the above information, if a compilation is either awaiting Restart or 
Clear (see later), or has been Restarted but has not yet gone to end-of-job, the following will be displayed: 

(THIS CO IS IN RESTART MODE) 

Note fhat the "CO MX" function will give information about all current compilations marked in the 
CO.MASTER file, even if they were prematurely stopped by a system failure. This is different from the MCP 
"MX" intrinsic, which will only give the jobs currently in the multiprogramming mix. 
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TO RESTART AN ABORTED COMPILATION 

This function may be used to restart a compilation which has been terminated prematurely due to a system 
failure such as a clear start or ZIP failure. The message is: 

Format: 

CO RESTART mix-number line-number 

If only one compilation was being done, then the simple message 

CO RESTART 

is sufficient. The compilation is resumed at the beginning of the pass in which the failure occurred. If more 
than one compilation was being done, the mix-number must be supplied, which is the mix-number of the 
particular CO that was running at the time of failure. This number is determined either from the SPO log, or 
the CO MX facility. 

If the failure occurred during the printing phase of a COBOL compilation (pass COBOL7), then this pass 
can be restarted at a specified line-number. The line number mu.st be in the range 000000 to 065535. For exam
ple, the message 

CO RESTART 2 010000 

will cause the CO )£ith mix-number 2 to be restarted, which will cause COBQ,b.7 to start printing at line 
010000. 

Once a REST ART has been initiated, no new compilations can be started until the restarted compilation has 
gone to normal EOJ. If that is not possible, for instance because a file is not present, then the restarted job 
should be CLEARed (see later) to allow other compilations to be initiated. 

Other CO versions executing are undisturbed by a RESTART operation. 

When a restarted job terminates, whether naturally or as a result of a CLEAR (see later), the message 

"REST ART COMPLETED" 

is displayed on the SPO. If a new CO, having the same mix-number as the one that failed, is started up 
before the failed CO can be restarted or cleared, then the block of information in CO.MASTER for the failed 
CO is lost and that compilation cannot be restarted. In this case the followwng message is displayed: 
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"CO MIX-NUMBER n CANNOT NOW BE RESTARTED 

COMPILATION BLOCK RE-USED". 
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TO CLEAR AN ABORTED COMPILATION 

If a clear start or other failure has occurred, and it is decided not to Restart compilations, then on or all 
of the compilations may be cleared. References to one or all of the compilations are deleted from the 
CO.MASTER file, and workfiles belonging to the compilation are removed unless the compiler requested that 
they be saved. The message is: 

Format: 

I i mix-number 
CO CLEAR [ ALL } 

Providing a mix-number clears only the compilation whose controlling CO had the specified mix-number. The 
keyword ALL clears all compilations known to CO. If only one compilation was being done, then the simple 
message 

CO CLEAR 

is sufficient. 

Other CO versions executing are undisturbed by a CLEAR operation. 

Any CO can be CLEARed at any time whether or not a restart is in operation or pending. 

Example of aborted compilation: 

Assume that a system failure occurred while doing a COBOL compilation. The controlling CO had a mix
number of 6 and the compiler was in the OPTLIST pass. Assume also that, since the failure, an RPG 
compilation had been initiated. 

The message 

CO MX 

may result in the following information: 

CO flIX NUMBEfi 
COMP ILER NAME 
CURRENT COMPILER PASS 
WORKFILE CHARACTER 

CO MIX NUMBER 
COMPILER NAME 
CURRENT COMPILER PASS 
WORKFFLE CHARACTER 

<THIS CO IS IN 

Then to restart the COBOL compilation, enter 
CO RESTART 6 

4 
RPG 
RPGPHASEl 
0 

6 
COBOL 
OP TL IS T 
c 

RESTART HOOE> 

to cause the compilation to start at the beginmng of OPTLIST. If the COBOL compilation is not required 
to be restarted, then enter 

CO CLEAR 6 

Note that in both cases the RPG compilatiOn is unaffected. 
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ZIP FAILURES 

If a zip failure occurs, or a particular compiler pass is DS'ed or DP'ed, CO displays one of the messages 
in table 6-1 indicating the reason for the failure, then takes one .of the following two actions: 

If no Restart is in operation or pending. 

One of the following messages is displayed: 

'CO SHOULD BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED". 

'CO MIX-NUMBER n MUST BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED". 

The CO utility is forced into "Restart mode" which prevents any new COs or any other RESTARTS 
being performed until the CO in question has been either restarted and completed, or cleared. 

If a Restart is in operation or pending. 

One of the following messages is displayed: 

"CO SHOULD BE RESTARTED OR CLEARED" 

"CO MIX-NUMBER SHOULD BE RESTARTED WHEN 
EXISTING RESTART COMPLETE". 

The CO utility is not forced into "Restart mode" in this case. It is required to RESTART the job as 
soon as possible after the existing restart is complete. 

Table~ 1, Zip FaDure Me~ 

ZIP FAILURE DUE TO PROGRAM FILE NOT FOLNO FOR proqram•nall'e 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO INTERPRETER FILE NOT FOLNC FOR program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO .MEMORV FOR program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO NO USER DISK FOR program•name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO MIX FULL FOR prograll'•name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO USER COUNT ERROR progran•rame 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO DUPLICATE PACK program-name 
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ZI~ FAILURE DUE TO INVALID LO~O RE,UEST program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO MCS ALREADY PRESENT program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO DISK ERROR program•name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO CODE f IlE ERROR program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO ILLEGAL DATA RE,UEST program-name 
ZIP FAILURE DUE TO REASON UNKNOWN program-name 
COMPILER PASS OS•ed program•na1e 
COMPILER PASS OP'ed program-name 
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RESERVED WORDS 

All keywords used in initiating messages to CO are reserved words; that is, they cannot be used for file names 
or other user-defined parts of the initiating message. A complete list of the reserved words is given in table 
6-2. 
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HPl 
COBOL 
RPG 
RPGlCREf 
OPTLIST 
SAVE 
GO 
SYNTAX 
SY 
LIBRARY 
LI 
PRINT 
MESSAGE 
FILE 
FI 
PA TC HF ILE 
SOURCE IN 

Table 6-2. CO .Reaenied Words 

SOURCEOUT 
WORKFILE 
PRINTOUT 
NA~E 
MFIO 
F IO 
DEVICE 
FILE.SIZE 
FILESIZE 
RECORD 
BLOCK 
RECORDS.BLOCK 
MX 
RESTART 
CLEAR 
ALL 



ERROR MESSAGES 

The printout file for CO may contain error messages from the CO utility itself. These are listed in table 6-
3, and are largely self-explanatory. 

Tlble.6.-3. lrror Me .. 1 from CO 

ERROR 
NO ERROR MESSAGE 

1 first word in Initiating Message is not a valic dis~ or file 
name. 

2 Invalid object program name or compiler rame specified· 
3 Warning - Compiler Pack Id· truncatea to 7 characters. 
4 No compiler specified. 
5 Warning - Program Pack Id. truncated to 7 char~cters• 
6 Warning - Program Id. truncated to 12 characters. 
7 Reserved Wore not found when expected· 
8 fl/FILE not followed hy one of PATCHFILE• SOLRCEIN• 

SOURCEOUT. WORKFILE• PRINTOUT. 
9 Reserved Wore used out of context· 

10 Warning - Compiler Option already mocifiec - previous 
mod· ignored. 

11 Warning - Print Option specified more than orce. 
12 Record size * Blocking factor > 65535, Block size set equal 

to Record size. 
13 MESSAGE not used bY COBOL - Message Text ignored. 
14 Warning - Message Text already processed - this 

Message Text ignored. 
15 This dollar option may not be Set/Reset via the 

Compile Utility. 
16 SSEG~ENT file-name parameter not a valid file name. 
17 CO.MASTER no longer on disk - job terminted. 
18 Warning - $SEGMENT Pack-id truncatea to 7 characters. 
19 Warning - !SEGMENT program-name truncated to 12 characters. 
20 $SEGSIZE parameter not numeric. 
21 Modification not valid for SOURCEIN - modification ignored. 
22 Warning - MESSAGE contains no vatic dollar cards. 
23 Warning - !card not valio for this compiler. 
24 Warning - Invalid $card in Message Text• 
25 Warning - PATCHfILE modifications already dore - these 

mods ignored-
26 Warning - PATCHfILE modifications incomplete. 
27 Modificatior not valid for PATCHFILE - mocification 

ignored. 
28 Warning - No PATCHfllE modifications. 
29 MfID/FIO modification already done for this file -

irod ignored. 
30 Pack name/File name in NAME specification invalid. 
31 Pack name in NAME specification truncated to 7 

characters • 
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32 r;te name in NAME specification truncatec to 12 
characters. 

33 Pack name in MfIO clause invalid. 
34 Pack name in MFIO clause truncated to 7 characters. 
35 file name in fIO clause invalid. 
36 File name in FIO clause truncated to 12 characters. 
37 RECORD size of zero specifiec - ~od ignored - cefault 

used· 
38 DEVICE modification already done for this file - this 

modification ignored· 
39 Specified Device Type invalid - default device type used. 
40 fILESIZE alreadY modified for this file - this mod ignored. 
41 FILESIZE parameter not numeric. 
42 BLOCK size already modified - this ~od. ignored. 
43 RECORDS.BLOCK/BLOCK parameter not nuaeric. 
44 RECORD para~ete~ not numeric. 
45 SOURCEIN modification already done - these mods ignored. 
46 Warning - SOURCEIN modification incomplete• 
47 No SOURCEIN modifications. 
48 SOURCEOUT modifications already done - these mods ignored· 
49 Warning - SOURCEOUT modifications incomplete. 
SO Warning - No SOURCEOUT modifications. 
51 Specified RESTART mix•number not numeric. 
52 Specified mix-number out of range. 
53 Cannot initiate another RESTART •previous RESTART incomplete. 
54 No co with specified mix-number available for RESTART. 
55 Null Initiating Message - no file CO.STARTUP - job terrinated. 
56 Nested Macro C&ll found. 
57 Invalid file name in Macro Call. 
58 Pack name in Macro Call truncated to 7 characters· 
59 File name in Macro Call truncated to 12 characters. 
60 Record size for card device> 96, RECORD and BlOCK size 

set to 96. 
61 file CO.STARTUP empty - No Initiating Message - job 

terminated. 
62 Cannot run CO on this system, SYSTEM STATUS Communicate 

not supported. 
63 CO.MASTER not found • job terminated. 
64 Coapiler n~t zipped - errors in Initiating Message. 
65 Specified CLEAR mix-number not nu~eric· 
66 Specified CLEAR mix-number out of range. 
67 No CO•s to RESTART/CLEAR • job terminated• 
68 No co with specified mix-number available for Clearing. 
69 SYSTEM STATUS Communicate failure• job terminated. 
70 WORKFILE modification already done • this mod ignored· 
71 WORKf ILE not followed bY MFID • mod ignored. 
72 Specified RESTART line·number for listing not numeric. 
73 Specified Restart Line·nmber > 65535 - Line-number 

set to o. 
74 RESTART mix•number not specified. 
75 No parameter specifi~d for CLEAR function. 
76 Line•number parameter only valid for COBOL • ignored• 
77 Illegal character encountered in Initiating Message. 
78 Cannot continue compilation - Compilation Blo~k 



79 
80 
81 

82 
83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 
90 
91 

92 

93 
94 
95 
96 

97 

98 

99 

l 100 
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initialized· 
Non-input Device specified for PATCHFILE - mod. ignored. 
Non-input Device specifid for SOURCEIN - moo. ignored. 
Macro file not found - <file-name> 
Non-output Device specified for SOURCEOUT - soc ignored. 
BLOC~ size for SOURCEOUT is not a multiple of the 
RECORD size. 
Specified BLOCK size for Tape Device too large - default 
value used. 
Specified RECORO size for Tape Device too large - default 
used. 
80 col card device RECORD size > 80• RECCRD anc BLOCK 
size set to 80. 
96 col card device RECORD size > 96, RECORD anc BLOCK 
size set to S6. 
Warning - PRINTOUT modification already done - this 
~od ignored· 
Device specified for PRINTOUT not Printer Type - ignored. 
PRINTOUT not fotlowed bY DEVICE - mod. i£nored. 
BLOCK size or Blocking-factor of zero specifiec - default 
used. 
SOURCEOUT fILESIZE specified as zero - mod. ignored - default 
used. 
Specified PATCHFILE FILESIZE > 65535 - default value used. 
Specified SOURCEOUT filesize > 65535 - default value used. 
Specified RECO~O size > 65535 - defaLlt \alue used. 
Specified BLOCK size or Btocking•factor > 65535 - default 
YSed. 
When compiling HPL on Cumbernauld Support System• level 
number required. 
It 80 Cot. card output device used• record truncation will 
occur. 
RECORD size already modified - this •od. ignored. 
Hacro file present but e•pty - <file-na•e> J 
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RESTARTING EXECUTING CO VERSIONS 

Note that CO does not prevent restarting or clearing a currently-executing compilation. However, when the 
original version of the compiler pass, that was executing when the REST ART was done, terminates and returns 
to CO, CO will recognize that the block of information in the CO.MASTER file has been overwritten. The 
message 

"CANNOT CONTINUE COMPILATION-COMPILATION 

BLOCK INITIALIZED" 

is displayed and the job is terminated. This may result in problems such as the occurrence of duplicate files. 
If an executing compilation is CLEARed, there is an added complication that any workfiles for that compilation 
are removed. 

Restarting or clearing any currently-executing compilation is therefore not advised. 
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SECTION 7 
NUMBERED SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

OUTPUT MESSAGES 

INTRODUCTION 

The CMS software maintains a table of output messages used by the MCP, the interpreters, and other items 
like the SORT intrinsic. Each of these messages is given a number called the "event number". The event num
ber is always displayed, enclosed in brackets, as part of the message. 

This section lists each message in event number order. 
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EVENTS# 1-9 

Software Information 

These are information indicating error conditions. If any action is required, other message(s) will follow imme 
diately. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> file-name peripheral function message ERROR WHILE IN verb 
status. 

The peripheral is given by the mnemonic for example, DK for disk. The function is INPUT or OUTPUT. 
The message is given in the table below. The verb is OPEN, CLOSE, READ, WRITE, etc. The status gives 
additional information such as the disk address for disk failures. 

Examples: 

12/PD < 46> MYDISK/SYSMEM DM OUTPUT TIMEOUT ERROR 
• • • WHILE IN OPEN 0033 

10/MYPROG < 2> F&203D DM READ PARITY ERROR 
• • • WHILE IN READ 14A5 

EVENT 

1 

2 

3 

4 

7-2 

MESSAGE 

TAPE FORMAT 

PARITY 
<STATUS> 

TIMEOUT 
<ST .HUS> 

ADDRESS 
<STATUS> 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Endinq label on Lab
el led tape is missing 
or invalid· 

Hard parity error 
found on this 
device· 

For tape device, no 
data was found for 
quite a distance on 
tape <exact length 
depends upon unit>; 
For disb cylinder 
specified could 
not be used. 

Sector could not be 
found on disk (cyl
inder was found>· 
Either software has 
indicated an invalid 
sector or sector 
address on disk is 
corrupt. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

None. Program has 
indicated it can 
handle the error 
itself. 

None. Program has indic
ated it can handle 
the error itself. 
<STA.TU S > shows disk s e
c tor address for disk 
errors. 

None. Program has 
indicated it can 
handle the error 
itself. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
cylinder ad1ress for 
cisk errors. 

None. Program has 
indicated it can handle 
the error itself. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
sector address for 
disk errors. 



EVENT llESIM;E f'OISIBLE CA..a SUGGESTED ACTION 

5 REW I NO Problem encount• Retry the pro gr am. 
ered on tape re-
wind. 

6 DESCRIPTOR Identifies I/O error None. Program has 
th at i s not PARITY,. indicated it can 
TIMEOUT,, ADDRESS or handle the error 
REWIND. itself. 

7 NON-f ILE It i s possible for Run SQ utility and 
FULL ON au entries in avail• then retry the program. 
MF IO able table <non-tile 

directory> to be in 
use. If a f i le then 
releases its disk 
space i t may not be 
possible to enter i t 
in the non-file 
directory. Disk is 
checkerboarded. 

8 DEVI CE LOCKED A non disk device None. 
i s Cl OS ed with l 0 ck. 

9 DEVICE NOT An attempt is made to None. 
PURGED close purge a wr 1 t e 

disable magnetic tape 
drive. 
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EVENTS# 10-19 

Software Suspensions 

When a program that is running encounters a condition that prevents it from continuing, MCP will suspend 
the program and inform the operator as to the reason for the suspension. When the condition is cleared, MCP 
will normally allow program to continue running. If program does not continue automatically then the operator 
should issue a "GO" command (see "GO" intrinsic) to the program. 

Message formats: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> WAITING file-name device message 

Examples: 

EVENT 

10 

11 

12 

1-4 

10/LIST <17> WAITING UNLAB LISTPRT AP NO FILE 
10/COPY <17> WAITING TL REEL 001 AT NO FILE 
02/NGD03 <12> WAITING FILE 255 NO USER DISK 
05/MPL.SEG <10> WAITING CARDFL DF NO FILE 

MESSAGE 

NO fILE 

DUPLICATE 
f ILE 

NO USER 
DISK 

(cont'd) 

POSS IBLE CAUSES 

Disk or tape file 
this program needs 
to use cannot be 
found. 

While attempting 
to place a certain 
file on disk, program 
has discovered a file 
with the same name 
already exists on 
disk. Program haltsr 
as 2 files with same 
name cannot reside on 
one disk· 

There is no more 
avai table space 
on disk; or space 
av ai lab le is 
insufficient to 
hold file this 
program is attempt
ing to write; or 
disk is "checker
bo ar ded". 

SUGGESTED ACT ION 

Chee I< for correct 
disk or tape; 
5 u po l y program w i th 
backup copy of file 
reQuested? 

Prograr will continue 
when file is supplied. 

No rm a ll y r em o v e w i t h 
RM the existing file 
from disk. Pro gr am 
will continue. If 
in doubt r ef e r t o 
program instruct-
; ons. 

W it h KA,. a na l yz e 
amount of available 
space remaining. 
If disk- is filled 
remove with RM any 
unnecessary files 
and program will 
continue; 
or 



!EVENT 

13 

14 

15 

16 

2015228 

MESSAGE 

NO USER DISK (cont'd) 

DIRECTORY 
FULL 

DEVI CE 
NOT AVAILABLE 

FORMS 
REQUIRE~ 

GENERATION 
NUMBER 
MISMATCH 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

When the disk was 
initialized the disk 
directory was canst• 
ructed to contain a 
fixed number of file 
names. The directory 
has now reached its 
capacity· 

Output device that 
program needs in order 
to.continue processing 
is either unavailable 
or not ready. 

Program is waiting 
for operator to insert 
corr e ct f o r ms i n to the 
outout device before 
i t w i l l c on t i n u e pr o -
cessing. 

While opening an old 
indexed file, a dis
crepancy has been 
found between the 
generation number 
fields of the keyf ile 
and t he d at a f i l e. 
Th e op er at i n g s y st em 
will cancel the 
suspension when the 
discrepancy no longer 
exists. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

I f d i s k i s f i l l e d and 
a dual·oack file is 
desired,. assign 
different disk to this 
program <see AO 
intrinsic>; or 
if disk is checker• 
boarced use SQ ut· 
ility to consolidate 
disk space,. then re• 
execute proqram that 
encountered susoension. 

Remove with RM any 
unnecessary files and 
proqran: will continue; 
or OS the suspended 
prograir. Replace disk 
with another disk 
having sufficient dir
ectory space• and re-
e xec lite the program. 

RY required device; 
or assign program 
to alternate device 
Csee AO intrinsic>. 

Insert correct forms 
into output device. 
T h en u s e " A 0 " i n t r i ns i c 
t o a s s i g n de v i c e t o 
program <see AO intri n-' 
sic>. 
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!EVENT 

17 

18 

19 

7-6 

MlllAGE 

NO FI LE 

D UPLI CA TE 
FILE 

FILE IN USE 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Prqgr am needs a 
device that is either 
unavailable. busy. ' 
or not ready. 

2 or more disks 
<or tap es> h av i ng 
the same names have 
been found on-line. 
Only one disk <or 
t ape> of a g iv en 
name may be on-line 
at a ti me. 

The specified file 
cannot be opened 
because it has already 
been opened by the 
maximum number of 
users allowed for the 
desired move i.e. 
input /out put • 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

RY required device; 
or allow program 
currently using the 
device to go to End 
of Job and suspended 
progn 111 will t tien aut
o ma t i c :1 t l y b e ab l e to 
use device; 

Check for correct 
disk or tape. 
Replace Cor relabel> 
one of the duplicates. 

W3lt until the 
file is not in use. 



EVENTS # 20-40 

INVALID REQUEST ON CLASS A OR B COMMUNICATE TO MCP 

These messages normally indicate program errors. Program in error should be DS'ed or DP'ed (see DS and 
DP intrinsics), if necessary. Then operator should attempt to run the program again. If the same error is encoun
tered, request technical assistance. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> CANNOT verb text parameter 

EVENT 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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MESSAGE 

(NULL> 

NOT FIB 

FILE LOST 

ATTRIBUTE 
MISMATCH 

BA) SEQUENCE 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Illegal verb. 

Byte 1 of Priority A 
or B communicate sh
ould contain Data Seg
ment Table Index of a 
File Inforl'l'ation 
Block· Oata Segment 
Table does not contain 
File Information Block. 

lhe medium which 
contained the file 
has been illegally 
physically removed 
when it was st ill 
required (e.g. half 
close). 

Each class A 
com mun i cat e is £.tl.~~
ag a.Lo.st the f i Les 
attributes. Attribute 
in ct u des such th i n.g~s 
as device, my use,. 
access mo de efc:· This ,n·essage-, ndTCat es 
failure on this check 

e.·.9· .... r .. e a.don an outp~;· f i l e ,. · s t a r t o n a n o n-
dW f fTe; wr 1t e en a · 
.cTo-secrT1,t e etc. 

Pr i or it y A err or 
may be noted when 
OPE NEC II 0 with 
Sequential A.ccess 
1. REW R If E was not 
i mm e di at et y pre-
c e de d by success
ful RE AD. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

None 
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.VENT 

25 

26 

27 

29 

30 

31 

32 

7-8 

MESSAGE 

BA) WORK 
AREA 

ILLEGAL KEY 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

2. OVERWRITE was 
immediately prec
eded by OPEN or 
ST A RT com mu n i cat e. 
3. CVERWRIJE or 
REWRITE was preced
ed by conditional 
READ which failed. 

Work Ar ea Segment 
specified with in 
Fi le Inf or mat ion 
Block cannot be 
used, because it 
either indicates FIB 
segment or it is Read 
Only segment - yet 
communicate requests 
d at a tr ans fer to 
t h at s eg me nt • 

l(ey requested on 
Priority A comm
unicate for a disk 
was equal to zero. 

**NON-RESIDENT CC~tl.J f..ICATE HANDLER** 

DEVICE NOT 
ON SYSTEM 

0 UAL PACK 
MISMATCH 

A LR EA DY OPEN 

A LR:: A DY 
CLOSED 

iJA) ADlfERB 

There is no device 
of t11e requirec 
kind on the system. 

The two parts of ·a 
du a l o a ck f i l e h av e 
been found to be 
in consistent. 

Com11unicate requested 
an CPEN on a lr ea dy 
op en e c f i le. 

Communicate requested 
a CL CSE of a lr ea dy 
closed f He. 

Adverb to OPEN was 
d et ermined t o be 
i l l eg a l f or a n y 
use of tile follow
ing: 
1. MYUS£ equalto"o• 

SUGGESTED ACTION 



EVENT 

33 
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MESSAGE 

BAJ BLOCK OR 
R Er; ORD S I Z£ 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

2. t'YUSf. incompat it> le 
~ith cevice Cfcr exam· 
ple. I/O for LP>. 
3. Access iroce Random 
for non-disk device. 
4. Access "ode riot 
eQ u a l t o S e o u e nt i a l 
or ~an dom. 

"e co r c an Cl or 8 l c ck 
S i z e be en d et er m i n e d 
to be i ncompat ib le 
or illegal for any 
of following reasons: 
1. E!uffer or Record 
length equal tc zero 
for new disk or tape 
f il es. 
2. Fecord lergth ex
ceeds physical Block 
s iz e. 
3. Euffer length not 
an integer multiple of 
Recor d le ng t h • 
4 • F P E! or D f" H t> u f f er 
length not 1'1ultiple of 
180 if old file is 
opened with specified 
Buffer length ether 
than zero. 
5. OF H Buff er length 
not multiple of fPB 
Buffer length if cld 
file is opened with 
specified Buffer 
length. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 
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34 

35 

36 

37 

36 

39 

40 

7-10 

BAO FILE 
SIZE 

BAO NUMBER 
OF BUFFERS 

BAD DEVICE 

BAO FILE 
TYPE 

PROTECTION 
ERROR 

BAO FILE
NA"1E 

BAO l<EYSIZE 

POlllBLE CAUSES 

Maximum file size 
exceeds 1046560 or 
65535 if single area 
Fite. 

Number of buffers 
specified exceeds 
16. 

oevice requested 
not supported by 
CMS. Device code 
is illegal· 

1. An OPEN has been 
requested on "SYSMEM" 
file bY unprivileged 
user program. 
2. Unprivileged user 
program requested a 
CLOSE with Lock or 
Purge of file with 
SYSMEM VMfILE or 
firmware File Ty~e· 

Privileged user 
attempted to CLOSE 
with Lock or Purge 
a VMFILE or Firm
ware file white the 
file was still in 
use. 

OPEN or CLOSE has 
detected an illegal 
special character 
imbedded in file
name• 

During OPEN of a new 
index file, HCP has 
discovered in File 
Parameter Block CFPB> 
a keY l•ngth of zero 
or one that exceeds 
28 bytes. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 



EVENTS # 41-49 

Fatal Device Errors 

These messages indicate fatal hardware errors. The program encountering the error should be DS'ed or DP'ed 
(see DS and DP intrinsics) if necessary. Then the operator should attempt to run program again. If the same 
error is encountered the media (disks, tapes, etc) involved should not be used further until field engineering 
has been notified and media has been checked. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> file-name peripheral function message ERROR WHILE IN verb sta
tus 

The format of these messages is the same as the format for event numbers 1-9. 

EVENT 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 
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~ESSA GE 

tJAJ LEVEL 
NUMBER 

OISJ( LOCKED 

E NJ OF TA PE 

TAPE FORMAT 

PARITY 
<STATUS> 

TI ME our 
<SUTUS> 

POSS IBLE CALJSES 

T h e i n: p l e m e rit a t i o ri 
number in a keyfi le 
I( F F B is great er 
than trt is 
implement at ion. 

Disk write err er 
occurrec at file 
close time. This 
could be either 
while writing la st 
blod, or uocat ing 
Uisk File Header 
or av a i lab l e tao l e. 

LJ n exp e ct e d end of 
tape en count er ed. 

Encing label or 
labelled tape is 
m i s s i ng o r i n v a l i d • 

Hard priority error 
discovered on device. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
s e ct o r a d dr es s f o r 
d i s k er r or s. 

For tape device, no 
data was found for 
quite a cistance 
on tape <exact length 
depends upon unit); 
For disk, cy lir.der 
s p e c if i e d co u l c n ct 
be found. 
< S T AT US > sh ow s d i sk. 
cy l ind er a d dress for 
d i s k er r or s. 

SUGGESTED AC HON 
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•v£MT .aAGl PClllBLE. CAUlll SUGGllTID ACT'ON 
47 ADDRESS Sector could not be 

<Sf ATUS> found on disk Ccyl• 
;nder was found>. 
E; th er Software 
has indicated invalid 
sec tor or sector 
address or dhk is 
corrupt. 
<STATUS> shows disk 
sector address for 
disk errors· 

48 REW I NO Problems encount-
ere1 on rewinding 
a tape. 

49 DESCRIPTOR Identifies I/O error 
that is not PARITY, 
AOOREss, or REP4INO. 
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EVENTS # 50-69 

Load Failures 

These messages indicate that the MCP failed to begin the processing of a particular program for some reason. 
Operator should correct the condition that caused the load failure and then try running the program again. 

Message format: 

(EVENT#) LOAD FAILURE message 

Examples: 

(53) LOAD FAILURE NO USER DISK 

(51) LOAD FAILURE PROGRAM NOT FOUND 

EVENT 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 
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MESSAGE 

DI SK NOT 
FOUND 

PROGRAM NOT 
fOUNO 

FULL MIX 

NO USER 
OIS K 

I NT E RP RE TE R 
NOT FOUND 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Specified disk is 
not on-line or 
readY· 

Specified f;le 
was not found 
on disk. 

system cannot accept 
any additional prog
rams of this Priority 
Class at the moment; 
or program presently 
running will not 
permit any other pro· 
grams to enter the mix. 

There is not enough 
room on disk for 
this program's 
Virtual Memory file. 
< V MF ILE>. 

For B 90: 

C OB 0 l I NT or B I l I N TE RP 
were not found on sys
tem disk or have be
c~me corrupted. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

C h ec k for co r rec t 
disk; 
RY disk if not ready 

Check input and re-input 
if necessary; 
Check for correct disk. 

Allow one program to 
come to End of Job 
CEOJ>. Then begin 
required program again; 
or OS unwanted prog
ramCs ),. if applicable. 
T hen beg i n r e qui red 
program again. 

Remove with RM any 
unnecessary files; 

Supply,. with COPY, the 
missing interpreters 
from backup medium; 
Replace ... with COPY,. 
the corrupted inter-
P r et e rs fr om b ac k up 
medium; 
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IEYINT MEIMCIE POlllK.Ec:Mml IUGGUTED ACTION 

INTERP~R NOT For B Boo: 
FOUND (cont'd) 

HCP may be corrupted; Replace, with COPY, 
program operator is corrupted MCP fr om 
attempting to run backup medium; 
may be corrupted. Replace, with copy, 

corrupted program 
with backup medium; 

55 USER COUNT Too many programs Wait until one or 
ERROR are trying to use more pro gr a'lls goes 

a f i le. limit is to ECJ. Then try 
seven. again. 

56 CODE FILE Data file name was Cheek input and re-
ERROR mistaken for program enter. 

name, and an attempt 
was made to run the 
f i le instead of a 

_/ 
program. 

57 INV Al IO LOAD Typing error• Cheek input and 
REQUEST <Ex: too many char- re-enter. 

acters in program 
name>. 

58 INSUFFICIENT There is not enough Request technical 
MEMORY room in memory Cto assistance. 

hold this proram's 
Task Control Block 
and Program Control 
Block>. 

59 MC S ALREADY Only one MCS may be None. 
PRESENT in the mix. 

60 i> UPLl C~ TE 2 or more disks with Re-name one of the 
PACK the same name are dis ks with RL; check 

currenttY on-line, for correct disk. 
and this system does 
not permit this. 

&1 NULL HI)( Specified program Wait until al l 
REQUIRED may be run only programs go to EOJ 

if no other programs before running this 
are in the mix e.g. SQ program. 
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EVENT 

62 

E3 

64 

65 

66 
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MESSAGE 

I LL~GAL DATA 
C OHM LOAD 
REQUEST 

OIS!( ERROR 

UTILITY BUSY 

I NS UF FI Cl E l'iT 
REA) STORE: 

0 UAL ALPHA BET 
NOT SUPPORTED 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

An NOL task can be 
lo aced only as pa rt 
of the data co111m 
loading s equ enc e. Any 
other attempt t 0 l cad 
an NOL task is failed. 

There 11 as been an 
irr ecov er able di sl< 
err or wh i t e attempting 
to load a pr og ram. 

The op er at or has tried 
to in it iat e a super-
utility functicn 
w h i le another i s i n 
the mix. 

The prograll' rur 
st r u ct u re cannot be 
cons t r u ct e c i r t h e 
amount of 1r.e1Jory 
spec if i e d in th e r ea l 
store f ielc of the 
EX command. 

The program recuires 
i n t er or et er a rd M C P 
tacit it ies t c support 
oual alpiabet er 
reverse escapement 
and the current system 
does not. 

SUGGEST E 0 ACT ION 

rh it un ti l the 
fir st f unc ti on 
ends. 
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EVENTS # 70-99 

System Errors 

These messages indicate system errors. The program encountering the error should be DS'ed or DP'ed (see 
DS and DP intrinsics) if necessary. Then the operator should attempt to run the program again. If the same 
error is encountered, technical assistance should be requested. 

Message format: 

mix number/progi:am-name <EVENT#> SLICE# message 

EVENT MESSAGE POSS IBLE CA USES SUGGESTED ACTION 

70 SEGMENT OUT Segment number ex-
OF RANGE ceeds number of 

segments declared 
in the program. 

71 SEGMENT SIZE Off set and Length 
ERROR value exceeds 

declared size of 
segment. 

I 

72 STACK OVERFLOW Amount of Control Use MODIFY utility to 
Stack reQuested dur· increase control stack 
ing a run has exceed- size of program, and 
·ed d ec tared Stack rerun program. 
Size· 

73 STACK Designated code 
UNDERFLOW has attempted to 

retrieve more 
information from 
Control Stack than 
is present• 

74 I NSUF Fl CI E ~r The program has 
REAL STORE attempted to exceed 

the memory size 
specified at toad 
time in the real-
store field._ 

75 PROG RAH r cc The program has 
LARGE at t empt e d t o exceed 

the phys i ca l me 110 r y 
size. 

e·o 8AJ KEY The offset of key 
POSI JI ON posit ion is •ore 

th an r ecor c size. 
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EVENTS # 100-169 

Program Errors 

These messages indicate program errors. The program in error should be DP'ed (see DP intrinsics) if necessary. 
The source program, object program, dumpfile produced by DP, and any data files used by this program 
should be saved. The operator should try to run the program again. If the same error is encountered, request 
technical assistance, and supply all relevant data saved to the technician. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT> SOURCE REFERENCING program segment# segment address pro
gram counter address message 

Examples: 

03/MYPROG < 121 > 0 SEGMENT OADDRESS 
• • • 15 SUBSTRING ERROR 

04/PROGB < 140> 2639 SEGMENT 18 ADDRESS .... 436 CODE FILE ERROR 

EVENT HES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

*ALL I NT ERP RE TE RS* . . 
100 COMMUNICATE MCP returned Ql80Ql in 

ERROR Byte O of fetch Mess-
aqe on a communicate. 

101 COMMUNICATE MCP returned an End 
EOF ERROR of File indication 

in Fetch message 
C:il20 20 00~) and the 
user has not specif-
ied any action if EDF 
occurs. 

102 COMMUNICATE HCP returned 1/0 error 
110 ERROR indication in fetch 

mess aq e (QI 20 30 00~) 
and the user has not 
specified anY action 
to take i f error occurs• 

103 SEGMENT NUMBER Interpreter detected 
ERROR an invalid code on 

data segment number• 

104 WRITE ERROR Interpreter has detect• 
ed attempt to WRITE 
into a Read-Only 
Segment or literal. 
Code f i le has become 
corrupt or an error 
ex is ts in co11piler 

-· or interpreter. 

2015228 

SUGGESTED ACTION 
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·105 

•••91 

SEGMENT 
BOUNDARY 
VIOLATION 

POlll8LE CAUIEI 

Int~~p~eter• in cal• 
culating an address, 
has discovered th~t 
the ad dress of the 
data or code is out 
of range. Code file 
has become corrupt 
or an error exists 
in compiler or 
interpreter. 

**INTERPRETER for MPLII** 

110 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 
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INVALID OP 

DESCRIPTOR 
ACCESS CODE 

SEGMENT SIZE 
!:RROR 

ADDRESS ERROR 

MESSAGE 
REFERENCE 
ERROR 

STRING STORA GE 
ERROR 

REMAP ERROR 

Code file has become 
corruot or error exists 
in MPLII compiler or 
interpreter. 

Program tried to store 
the fetch value to a 
non-character field, or 
to convert to a non
char acter field• or 
to store to a self
relative descriptor, 
or an error in the 
SETNAME procedure, or 
a decimal add error. 

Segment length is 
too long or is ~et 

while segment is 
in core. 

SETNAME extent error; 
identifier has become 
out of scope 

Message reference 
field not divisible 
by 4, or illegal 
access to message 
reference space. 

Illegal dest1nat• 
ion in store string 
instruction. 

Program tried to remap 
a bit descriptor. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 



EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

121 SUBSTRING At te111pt made to sub-
ERROR string into non-char-

act er area. 

122 INDEX ERROR Program tried to 
index a self-relative 
descriptor• or to bit 
index a self-relat;ve 
descriptor. 

12 3 EXIT ERROR Local data returned 
from a function. 

124 CPA ERROR Error in communicate 
parameter area: for 
example,. mess age ref-
erenced exoected,. or 
size of character 
field at least 3 
bytes expected. 

125 DIVIDE ERROR Divide by zero 
attempted. 

126 ZIP ERROR Error returned after 
ZIP <not used on B~O> 

127 BIT OESCRIP· Bit field overlaps 
TOR ERROR more than one byte 

boundary. 

128 FP8 ERROR Error in file Para-
meter block encount· 
ered - subfield of a 
non·r.P.B. segment 
r equ est ed. 

129 CONTROL STACK Control Stack over-
ERROR flow or underflow• 

130 DATA STACK Illegal descriptor 
ERROR encountered. 

131 DECLARATION Size of character 
MODE ERROR field greater th an 

255. 

132 DATA STRUCTURE Insufficient roolfl for 
ERROR structure nesting or 

size of c t't ar act er 
field greater th an 255. 
or insufficient roo" 
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EVENT 

140 

"141 

142 

14 3 

144 

145 

146 

7-20 

MESSAGE 

DATA ITiRUCTURE 
ERROR (cont'd) 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

for array bound eval
uation, or non-char
acter descriptor enc
ountered when charact
er descriptor expect• 
ed. 

**INTERPRETER for COBOL and RPG•tr 

--------------------~---------J--
I NALi D S-OP 
C Ol> E 

I Nl/ALID CCPX -
Ci RE ATER T HA N 
SIZE OF COP 
TABLE 

A L P-t A NU ME RI C 
FIE_ 0 TY PE fl OT 
8 -H I T U NS I G t.E D 

I NI/ ' L I D E 0 I T 
MICRO OPERATOR 

I NLI NE E D IT 
MASK NOT 
CORRECTLY 
TERHI NA TE 0 

£ XAMl NE SOURCE 
FIELD ERRCR 

Inv a l i a S -op-Cc de. 
Co d e f i l e is co r r u pt 
or error ex i st s in 
CCBCL/RPG compiler 
or int er pr et e r • 

Inv a l i d COPX - g r eat e r 
than size of COP table. 
Code file corrupt er 
error in COBOL/RPG com
piler or int er pr et er. 

Alphanumeric field 
type riot a-bit un
signed. Code file 
corrupt or errcr 
in COBOL/RPG ccm-
P i l er or int er pr et er. 

. Inv al i d ED IT 111 i c r o 
Cp er at or.. Code f i l e 
corrupt or error in 
c 0 E CL IR p G c 0 II p i l e r 
COECL/RPG co1piler 
or interpret er. 

Int ine EOif MASK 
not correctly ter-
111 int ed. Co c e f i le 
corrupt or errcr in 
CCB(L/RPG COIPiler 
or interpreter. 

EXAMINE source field 
error. Code file 
corrupt or error in 
COBOL/RPG.compiler 
or interpret er. 

£ XAMI NE 
PARA HETER 
NOT 8-BI T 
UNSIGNED, 
CHARACTER 

EX AH I ~E par a 11et er 
FIELD field not a-bit 

unsigned character. 
ONE Code file corrupt or 

error in COBOL/RPG 
co 11p i l er or int er
pr et er. 

SUGGESTEDAC.'IlON 

Same as event 14! 

Sa me a s e "Ven t 1 4 ! 

S3me 35 event 14! 

Re-run program from 
:u ck up copy. I f still 
i n error,. request 
technical assistance. 

S3 me a s event 14 ! 

Same as e~ent 143 

Same 35 event 14! 



EVENT 

147 

t4e 

149 

150 

MESSAGE 

E XA MI NE 
CONTROL BYTE 
ERROR 

COMP1'RE FCfi 
CLASS -CL A SS 
A NJ F I E L 0 T Y PE 
INCOMPATIELE 

SUBSCRI PTE C CR 
l NL)!::: XE D 
SUBSCRIPT CR 
I NOE X 

I ND EXE DI 
S UB SC RI PT E D 
VARIABLE IS 
I NJ EXE DI 
SUBSCRIPTED 
BY MORE T HA f\ 
3 VARIABLES 

1s1 ri:.:rcH 
C OMMU NI CATE 
RE SP 0 NS E F IE L D 
NOT OF LENGTH 
3 d'fTES 

1 5 2 I NV A l I D E X A M I NE 
SPEC I FI CAT I IJl'l 

160 

lEl 

2015228 

PER: ORM STA CK 
OVERFLOW 

NON-POS If I VE 
O\fERFL OW 

POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

EXAMINE control t>yte S:nne a event 14~ 
error. Code file ccrr-
upt or error ir. COBOL/ 
RPG compiler or i rt er-
pr et er. 

C IJ M PA RE f or Cl A 5 s-
CL AS 5 and f IE L D t y p e 
in comp at ib le. Code 
file corrupt er error 
in COEOL/RPG compiler 
or interpreter. 

Coce file ccrrupt or 
error in COBCL/RPG 
co mp i l er or int er p-
r et er • 

The array has ll'Ore 
th an th r e e sub s c r i pt s 
or in cex es. 

In d i cat es t o o ll'a n y 
PERFORMS without a 
r et urn for the 
Perform Stack spec-
if ieo at compile 
time <if not spec
ified then the de
fault value was used). 
If tfl is cid r.ot 
result from a prc9ram
m i n g er r or P t h e 
P er f or m ~ t a cit sh c u l d 
be increased. 

Subs er ipt s must r> e 
posit iv e. 

S:ime :is event 14~ 

T he s i z e o f t he per fo r m 
stack may be increased 
lY the MJOIFY Ltility, 
using the CJllHOL.ST4CK 
opt i o n to c h an ge t he 
PPB <see sec ti on 4). 
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EVENT MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

162 ARRAY BOU NC Subscripts outside 
VI OLA ll ON upper bou nc cf 

OCCURS Clause. 

164 TRANSLATION 
SOURCE ERRCR 

166 INVALID SIGN 
C 0[) E 

167 I /0 ERROR Inv a l i d r ea di w r it e 
to a f i le. 

168 SORT OR MERGE An error It as been 
ERROR en count er ed in 

S CRT or MERGE. 

169 ZIP F' Al LU RE Z i p t o an ot h er 
task has fail ed. 
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EVENTS # 170-199 

SORT Exception Events 

Any of these output messages may be displayed while SORT and SORTINTRINS are running. For reporting 
SORT errors: all SORT errors should be accompanied by either the Sort Spec or the COBOL program that 
requested SORTINTRINS, as well as the input file(s). Since SORTINTRINS is a machine-dependent program, 
the method of getting a dump may vary. To get a program dump on the B 80: rerun the program with "GT" 
on. This will cause SORTINTRINS to dump its run structure on the console printer. 

Message format: 

mix number/program-name <EVENT#> message 

EVENT 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

2015228 

MESSAGE 

DUPLICATE 
RECORD record 
number 

ILLEGAL INOE X 
KEY IN RECORD 
record number 

RECORDS LOST 
OR GAINED BY 
SORT-MERGf 

number 
OlJPL ICA TE 
RE CORO S 

number RECOROS 
CONTAINING 
INVALID INOEX 
KEYS 

numb er 
RECORDS 
DELETED 

POSS 18LE CAUSES 

Only for Keyfile 
creation. Another 
record in file has 
same key as this 
record. 

Only for keYfile 
creation. Either 
the ~ey field is 
all binary 0 or 
has one or more bytes 
with hex FF. This 
record will not be 
referenced from the 
keyf ile· 

Probably indicates an 
error in SORTINTRINS. 

Normal message tells 
the opertor the total 
number of records 
that have duplicates. 
<See Event 170>. 

Normal message tells 
operator total number 
of records with in
valid index keys. <See 
Event 171 for further 
information>. 

Records with hex FF 
in every byte position 
will be deleted bY 
SORT. Inf~rms operator 
how many records were 
deleted. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

If duplicates are 
desired~ specify 
"DUPLICATES" in 
input• 

None. 

See introductory 
paragraph concerning 
errors. 

f\one. 

None. 

None. 
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EVENT 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

162 

183 
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MESSAGE 

nu•ber 
RECOR OS 
HER GEO 

number f ILES 
MERGED 

SORT-MERGE 
OUTPUT fILE 
NOT CREATED 

SORT-MERGE 
ABNORMAL 
EOJ 

SORT-MERGE 
SOFTWARE 
ERROR 

num her 
REC OROS 
REFERENCED 
BY KEYFILE· 
TAGF ILE 

NO INITIAT
ING ~ESSAGE 

number 
RECORDS 
SOR TEO 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

Normal •essage for 
MERGE only. Tells op
erator total number 
of records merged 
from all files. 

Normal message for 
MERGE only• Tells 
total number of files 
merged· Should be 
same as number of 
files requested in 
the Sort Specs. 

SORTINTRINS was OS'ed; 
may indicate corrupt 
SORT or SORTINTRINS 
programs. 

Early termina~ion due 
to errors. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

None. 

None. 

See introductory 
p a r a gr ap h co n c er n i n g 
SORT errors. 

Error in SORTINTRINS See introductory 
paragraph concern
ing SORT errors. 

Only for keyfile- None. 
tagf ile creation. 
Tells number of ent-
ries of keyfile/ 
tagfi le. 

SORT INTRINSIC requir- None. 
es a properly coded 
Initiating Message. 
This should be prop· 
erly formatted by 
SORT or Sorts within 
programming languages 
such as COBOL. Probab• 
ly indicates an att• 
empt to execute SORT 
INTRINS directly. 

Normal message tells 
number of record~ 
sorted by the SORT 
~tili~Y~ SORT succ
essful· 

None. 



EVENT 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

2015223· 

MESSAGE 

FILE ERROR 
<number> ON 
SORT-MERGE 
FILE file
name 

UNORDERED 
MERGE INPUT 
MERGE FILE 
file-name 

TOO MANY REC
ORDS FOR SORT-
MERGE 

DUPLICATE 
RECORDS -
KEYFILE NOT 
BUILT 

INIT MESSAGE 
INV Al IO 

SORT-MERGE 
INITIATED 
FROM mix 
number/prog
ram-name 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

The <number> means: 
1. EOF on output Fi le 
2. PARITY on Input 
Fi le 
3. EOF on Sort Wor~
f ile 
4. Bad Disk Address 
5. SORT workfile Error 
6. Input File Error 
7. Outout file Error 
Except for 2~ this 
probably indicates 
error in SORTINTRINS. 

Fi Les to be merged 
were found not to be 
increasing/decreasing 
key value. Either the 
file is incorrect or 
the key position has 
been incorrectly spe· 
cified. 

Machine-dependent 
l i mi tat ion. 

Was not specified 
and duplicates exist. 
The keyfile will not 
be built and this 
message will be 
displayed. 

Initiating message 
to the SORTIN~RINS 
is not in proper 
format. This could 
possibly be caused 
by a fault in the 
program that zipped 
the SORTINTRINS. 

Informs the operator 
wh;ch program used 
the SORT intrinsic· 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

See introductory 
paragraph concern
ing SOH errors. 

SORT files for order. 
Then retry. 

See introductory 
p ar a gr a p h co n c er n i n g 
SORT errors. 

Specify DUPLICATES 
in input. 

See introductory 
paragraph concerning 
SORT errors. 

None. 
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SECTION 8 
B 90 DEPENDENT SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

INTRODUCTION 

This section covers those items in the CMS software which are operationally different on the B 90 series from 
other CMS implementations. These differences are mainly a result of the different hardware features involved. 
The software covered includes: 

Powering the B 90 on and off. 

The B 90 CMS disk "bootstrap" feature. 

Stand-slone utilities, operating without MCP control. 
Loading the MCP. 

Particular features of the B 90 MCP. 

Taking memory (system) dumps 

Utilities released only for B 90 systems. 

B 90 system errors and symptoms. 

POWER ON 

Ensure no disks or cassettes are in the system (failure to do this may result in subsequent media corruption). 

Turn the system power on. It is then under the control of ROM which performs a mini-test of critical machin~ 
components to verify it is capable of starting. The successful completion of this test is verified by the PK lights 
lighting and then turning off sequentially, with PKl and PK2 remaining lit. 

PKl permits the loading of a cassette into the system. Some examples pf cassettes to load would be (1) 
AE 500 firmware to cause the B 90 to perform as an AE 500, or (2) ACSYS SL5 emulator firmware cassettes 
to cause the B 90 to process Series L cassette programs on disk. B 90 cassette loads are not used in CMS. 

PK2 permits the loading of information from a disk into the. system. Some examples of disks to load would 
be (1) ACSYS (SL5 emulator) firmware disks, or (2) CMS disks to cause the B 90 to load CMS firmware. 

Load the CMS disk in any available disk drive. 

A mini-disk is considered loaded immediately the drive. unit door is closed, and the blue indicator is lit (disk 
properly inserted and up to speed). For MCP control the disk must be write-enabled (red indicator lit). 

For cartridge disk, wait about 20 seconds for the cartridge to come up to speed (you hear a click as the heads 
access the disk). Ideally they should be run initially for a few minutes before use to achieve correct running 
temperature. For MCP .control the disk must be write-enabled. 

For fixed disk, wait until the 'READY' half of the "BUSY/READY" button is on. 

Depress PK2 to enter CMS Bootstrap Mode (see below). The various states, including Initial State and Boot
strap Mode, are shown in figure 8-1. 

Possible errors in power-on sequence are given below, System Load Errors. 
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POWER ON, OR 
DEPRESS LOAD ENABLE BUTTON 

INITIAL STATE 

PK1 l PK2 

\V 

ACTIVATE 
CASSETTE 
BOOTSTRAP 

......_-~-:jJI ACTIVATE DISK 
' BOOTSTRAP 

IN ROM 
(NOT USED 

BY CMS) 

AC SYS 
DISK 

SEE L._ PRESENT 
ACSYS '-. 
DOCUMENTATION 

IN ROM 

\V 

CMS 
DISK 

PRESENT 

PO SYSTEM 

DISK CMS BOOTSTRAP MODE 

OR 

FATAL 

ERRORS 

MCP 
WARMSTART 

PK3 PK4 

\V 
MEMORY 

DUMP 
TO 

CASSETTE 

PK5 

\ll 
MEMORY 

DUMP 
TO 

DISK 

L 
~ 

l PKG 

ws 
FUNCTION 

\II 

LOAD 

STAND-ALONE 

UTILITIES 
(SAU) 

Figure 8-1. B 90 Coldstart and Warmstart 
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CMS BOOTSTRAP MODE 

From the Initial State, depression of PK2 initiates a ROM load routine which searches through all present 
disks until it finds the bootstrap code. 

Successful load of CMS bootstrap: PK3 through PK6 will be lit, to provide the following facilities: 

Note: 

PK3 - warmstart MCPX 

PK4 - dump contents of memory to cassette. 

PKS - dump contents of memory to disk. 

PK6 - enter stand-alone utilities (SAU). 

The search for a bootstrap code proceeds as follows: 

bottom drive of highest-channel disk unit 

top drive of highest-channel disk unit 

bottom drive of lowest-channel disk unit 

top drive of lowest-channel disk unit 

and stops at the first bootstrap, whether a CMS bootstrap or ACSYS bootstrap. For example, if there is one 
cabinet with two cartridges, DKA and DKB, then DKB will be searched first. If there is more than one disk 
cabinet, you can find the channel address from the field engineer: 

A Note on Forcing System Initialization 

When the system hangs (that is, it is not performing any functions or responding to any input from an 
operator, but has not returned to th~ initial state), it is necessary to force the system to initialize. 

This is done by depressing the Load Enable button in the main cabinet. Never switch the cabinet off, or un
load disks or cassettes in use, as this can cause media corruption of various kinds. 

If the correct procedure is followed, then although disk or cassette files may be only partially created or up
dated, the system when recovered should be still able to access the media. 
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STAND ALONE UTILITIES 

The SAU process has the necessary functions to prepare a disk for use on the B 90. This process is used 
to initially transfer system software (MCP, interpreters, compilers and utilities) to a new disk at a new installa
tion, or to install a new level of MCP at an existing installation. It is also used to condition new disks (IN 
Initialize) or recondition (RF reformat) existing disks for copying on the B 90. 

The SAU functions are brought into memory from disk and operate independent of the MCP. 

Loading Stand-Alone Utilities 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system is in the initial state, depress PK2 to get to 
CMS Bootstrap State (PKs 3 through 6 lit). 

Depress PK6. System will search disk (from which bootstrap was loaded) for a file called SAU. 

If this disk does not contain SAU, then any disks (containing bootstrap files) located on a lower channel will 
also be searched. For each disk you must depress PK6 until search is complete. 

(For failures in search see below System Load Errors). 

Verify by a printed message that the SAU has been loaded into memory from disk. 

STAND-ALONE UTILITY 

VERSION n.nn.nn 

REQUEST "HELP" FOR FUNCTION SUMMARY 

FUNCTION 

Functions Available 
initialize a disk: IN 

reformat a disk to the initial state: RF disk-name 

load files to disk from cassette: LD disk-name FROM cassette-name 

copy files from disk to disk: COPY disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name 

remove disk files: RM disk-name/file-name 

list the disk files and their sizes: LS disk-name/file-name 

relabel a disk: RL disk-name 

list status of drives: OL 

warmstart the MCP: WS 

initialize a disk for MTR use: FE (field engineers' use) 

terminate stand-alone utility execution: PO 

change file-name on disk: CH disk-name/file-name TO disk-name/file-name 

clean BSM disk drive read/write heads: CLEAN 

compare files on disks: COMPARE disk-name/file-name WITH disk-name/file-name 

print disk directories: PDX 

duplicate BSMII: DISCOPY drive TO drive 

When the Stand-Alone Utilities are running, only the ON light is lit. Each of the utilities is initiated by a 
command on the Alpha Keyboard. Only one utility may run at a time and keyboard input is valid only when 
no utility is running. Keyboard input entered while a utility is running will be lost except for the first four char
acters. The reset key will clear all keyboard input since the last OCK key, and any OCK key will terminate 
keyboard input. 
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Common SAU Output Messages 

~ESSA GE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED AC HON 

FUNCTION ABORTEO Hardware err or. If this 11e ssa ge i s 
preceded by another 
111essa ge then foll ow 
that message .. else 
notify field eng-
i neer. 

Dxy DEV ICE ERROR Specifiec drive was Rea d y d r i ve; or 
DEVICE INOPERABLE accidentally «a de notify field engineer. 

Not Ready; or er iv e 
unit malfunct ior.. 

Dxy DEVICE ERROR Or ive unit ma l f unc- N of it y field engineer. 
Off CYLINDER t ion. 

Dxy :>EV ICE ERROR C isk in specified Ensure t l1a t the Write 
W!I I TE I NHI Bl fE 0 er iv e has it s write Loe ko ut Hole CB SHO > 

to ck out inc i cat or i s covered .. or for 
set. cartridge - the Write 

Loe k out />lug i s fl us h 
with surface of 
c3 rt ridge. 

D xy l>EVICE ERROR Or iv e unit malfunct- Notify field engineer. 
SEEK TI HE OUT ion 

Oxy DEVICE ERROR Or iv e unit ma l f unct- Notify field engineer. 
CON TR OLLER PROBLEM t ion 

FUNCTION Prompt to request Op- Enter next function .. 
er at or to ert er next or • H Elf>" to display 
desired funct icn. ti st of functions. 

Note: 

x identifies type of disk 

(M = BSMD, F = FIXED, K = CARTRIDGE, 5 = BSMDII) 
y identifies unit 

(A, B, C, etc.) 

Disk 1/0 Errors during SAU 

These errors are identified by the messages: 

0/P ERROR, I/P ERROR, <unit> DIRECTORY I/0 
ERROR, <unit> DEVICE ERROR 

which may be encountered while running the Stand Alone Utilities. 

Disk I/0 errors indicate a failure to read from (I/P error) or write (0/P error) disk. Such problems should 
not be allowed to persist on a disk which is to be used to store important information, especially where the 
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disk is to be used as a systems disk. Therefore an explanation or fix is required before the drive and disk can 
be considered acceptable for live use. Even if the Stand Alone Utility continues to run satisfactorily, there may 
be some form of disk corruption. After any of these errors, the media involved should be checked for any cor
ruption which might cause future system problems (for example, the CHECK.DISK, KA, or DA utilities under 
MCP control). 

A Note On Dual Pack Files 

A "dual pack file" is a file which resides on two separate disks or logically identified disks (for example, 
DFA and DFB). 

A dual pack file consists of: 

A disk file header on each of the two disks. 

At least one and at most sixteen file areas, each of which may be allocated on either disk. 

Both parts have the same file name. 

Under MCP control, the file may be opened only if both parts are present. 

Each file header contains a reference (the pack-id) to the other disk. 

Therefore if for any reason one part of the dual pack file is lost, or if the pack-id of one of the disk volumes 
is changed, the file will be inaccessible under MCP control. · 

Therefore caution must be exercised when using SAU to initialize, reformat, or relabel any disk containing 
part of a dual pack file. Dual pack files may be located with the LS function. 

In addition to the file-name and area occupied, the LS function will give, for each dual pack file, and overflow 
pack-id and the total overflow area. 

If one part of a dual pack file is lost for any reason, the SAU RM function may be used to remove the 
remaining part. 

The terms "master file" and "overflow file" are sometimes used to distinguish the two parts of a dual pack 
file, however it should be borne in mind that either part of the file may be regarded as the master file. In 
this section the term "master" file is used to indicate the part of the file mentioned in a COPY or RM com
mand. 
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CH (Change disk file name) 

This function allows the operator to change the name of disk files. 

Format: 

Ne-name 
CH disk-name/ or TO disk-name/ or 

file-name 

group-name group-name 

Examples: 

To change a file AR030 on a disk ARDISK to PR030X: 

CH ARDISK/AR030 TO ARDISK/PR030X 

To change a group of files starting with GL on a disk GLDISK to a group starting with AP: 

CH GLDISK/GL= TO GLDISK/AP= 

Output Messages: 

ME SSA GE POSSIBL( CAUSE SUGGC:SEO ACTION 

file-name CHANGED function successful none 
ro file-name 

file-name NOT CHANGED f; le-name or group- Check 1nput and 
ILLEGAL FILE-IO name contains an re-enter 

illegal character 

file-:name NOi CHANGED rh e re sul ting file- Check the group-name 
O/P LENGTH OVERFLOW name i s longer th an and re-input 

12 characters 
(possibly during a 
group change> 

file-name NOT CHANGED When changing a group Correct the group-
O/P LENGTH UN 0£ Rf LOW name to a smaller name a1d re-input 

group name,, the -jf necessary; or 
resulting f i le has enter another CH 
no characters Cfor tor the f i le not 
example, changing changed 
f= to = when a f i le 
called "F" j s present> 

DUPL I CAT£ FILE An attempt was made Correct the input 
file-name to chan·Je a f i le to and re-enter 

the name of an 
already-existing 
f i le 

file-name NOT FOUND - The tile i s a dual- Investigate why the 
file-name NOT CHAN GEO pack fl le and the other ;:>art of the f i le 
INCD-MPL£TE !WAL PACK overflow pack is ) s missing 
FILE mounted but the t 1 le 

j s not ore sent 
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MESSl\GE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGE STEO ACT Ill N 

PA CK disk-name Nt.l T The file is a dual Make the overflow 
ON LI NE - f i l. e- name pack f i le but the pack present and 
NOT CHANGED - overflow pac l< is n:>t re-input 
INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK present 
FILE 

file-name NOT CHANGED An attempt was made Correct the in put 
DU?L I CAT£ FILE ON to change the nan e () f arld re-enter 
OVERFLOW PACK a dual-pack f i le to 

the na111e ot a file 
already present on 
the overflow pack 
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CLEAN {Clean BSM Drive Read/Write Heads) 

The read/write heads of the one megabyte mini drive are cleaned by this function. This cannot be used on 
. any other type of drive. Each head is cleaned in turn by the Burroughs head cleaning diskette. 

The procedure the system follows to clean one head is as follows: 

Load head onto cleaning surface. 

Sequentially access the disk from the outermost track to the innermost. 

Sweep heads from the outer to the inner-track and back, ten times. 

Unload head. 

The current postion of the head on the disk is visually displayed by illuminated PK lights. 

Example: 

CLEAN 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

DRIVE Pro111pt requesting Pt ace cleaning disk 
operator to insert into proper drive. 
cleaning disk into Make certain disk i s 
proper drive. write inhibited <write 

inhibit ho le is covered 
and is positioned at top 
corner of di s k). 

LOAD WRITE INHIBIT Ell Cleaning disk was Enter "OK" pl us OCKl 
CLEA NIN~ DISK AND inserted into to start cleaning 
TRANSMIT "OK" TO drive. procedure; or press 
CONTINUE OCKl to ter11inate the 

function. 

HEAD 1 CLEANED. Head 1 has been Turn disk UP side down 
FL IP WRITE INHIBITED cleaned. <write inhibit hole 
CLEANING DISK ANO to bottom> so th at 
TRANSMIT "OK" TO cleaning surf ace faces 
CONTINUE. other sidei then enter 

"OK" and press OC!<'.1 to 
begin cleaning f unc t· 
ions. 

HEAD 0 CLEANED Both heads have Re mo v e c l e an i n g disk 
END CLEAN been cleaned. f unc- and store. 

ti on ends. 

-
Any attempt to clean head 0 before head 1 will result in the "LOAD/FLIPDISK" message bemg prompted. 
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WARNING 
Any attempt to use a write-enabled disk or any disk other than the cleaning disk 
during execution of this function will result in serious damage to the disk drive. 
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COMPARE (Compare two disk files) 

This function allows the operator to compare files present on disk. 

Format: 

tn.nline fllt.name 
COMPARE ~/ C)J' WITH dWc-n1me/ . or 

groupname groupn1ine 

Examples: 

To compare a file PR200 on disk PRDISK with another file PR200 on disk USER: 

COMP ARE PRDISK/PR200 WITH USER/PR200 

To compare a group of files starting with IN on the disk INDISK with group of files starting with XY on 
the disk XYZ: 

COMPARE INDISK/IN= WITH XYZ/XY= 

Before the files are compared a check is made that the file sizes _and number of areas are consistent. If any 
conflicts are found here, the function will be terminated. 

Output Messages: 

HES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGG:: ST ED ACT I ON 

fite-na111e NOT FOUND Self-explanatory Check input 

FILE SIZE CONFLICTS - One file contains nane 
ENO COM PA RE more records than the 

other 

CONFICTIONS IN NUM 13ER The number of areas none 
Of" AREAS - END assigned to the t WO 

COMPARE f i l es are different 

disk-na~e/file-name successful file nan e 
COMPARED WITH comparison 
disk-name/fi Le-name -
NO C ONfL ICTS FOUND 

disk-name/ f i le-name fhe compare was Check SPO and error 
COHPA RED WITH unsuccessful logs for any errors 
disk-name/file - during copying of 
CONFLICTS FOUND either file; re-copy 

f i l eC s > from back up 
disks and re-run the 
COMP~RE function 

PACK disk-name NOT Comoarison of dual Make the overflow 
ON LI NE - f i le-name pack file was required pack present and 
NOT COMPARED - and the oveflow pack re-input COMPARE 
INCOMPLETE DUAL was not on Line function 
PACK FILE 
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'4ESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUG GE S TEO AC HON 

file-name NOT fOUNO Comoari son of dual Investigate why the 
file-name NOT COMPARED pack f i le was required file was not present 
INCOMPLETE DUAL and the overflow pack O!'l the overt low pack 
PACK flLE was present but aid not 

contain the required 
file 

END C OHPA RE end-of-job of th i s none 
S. A. U function 
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COPY (Copy files disk to disk) 

This function allows the operator to copy files from one disk to another. Overflow files will not be copied. 

Format: 

file-name 
COPY disk-name/ or 

file-name 
TO disk-name/ or 

group-name group-name 

Examples: 

To copy a single file: 

COPY PR1/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200 

To, copy a group of files: 

COPY PRl/PR= TO P.RBU/PR= 

To copy all files on one disk to another: 

COPY PRl/= TO PRBU/= 

To copy a file and change its name: 

COPY PR1/PR200 TO PRBU/PR200B 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES 

DUPLICATE FILE NAME - Syste• detected a file 
name on disk identical 
to that vhich the op· 
erator is attempting 
to copy. No two files 
with the saMe name 

file•name TOO LARGE 

NAME LIST FULL 

, (cont'd) 
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may reside on a disk· 
Therefore specified 
file was not copied. 

Insufficient avail• 
able space on dest• 
ination disk for the 
specified file to 
be copied. 

When this disk was 
initialized• the disk 
directorY was const· 
ructed to contain a 
fixed nu•ber of file 
names. The directory 
has now reached its 
capacity. 

SUGGESTED ACT ION 

Normally• remove 
t h e e x is t i nq f i l e 
with RM; reattempt 
the C 0 f Y. Che ck input 
for correct spec
ification of file 
names. 

U s e a d i ff er e n t d i s k • 
or first remove some 
files using the RM 
function. 

The COPY function ends 
automatically. If 
possible• remove with 
RM a n y u n wan t e d f i l e< s > 
to make room in the d is k 
directory. Then re
attempt to COPY the file 
which encountered the 
error; 



MESSAGE POSS ISLE CAUSES SUGG£ STED AC TIO~ 

Reph ce the disk with a 
di s k that has sufficient 
room in t lie di s k di rec-
tor y. 

pxy ll IR EC TORY A read or writ E error 1. Cha n ge t t.e position of 
I /0 ERROR was e n co u nt er e c ti.hi le the disks and re tr Y• 

the system w a s at t e m pt - 2. For a group copy, som! 
ing t 0 access the di r- files may be recovered 
ectory of the specif i- using single file copy. 
ed disk • The directory If these attempts f ai l 
st r u ct ur e of the in put then type of e:rror 
<source> c isk say t> e sh odd Je analyzed w i th 
corrupt ed. DA ut i l i t y and disk 

re· i n i ti al i zed be fore 
re· use. 

pn DISK IS NOT Oest inat ion disk For ca rt ridges: as-
WRITE PERMIT. <disk to wh i ch certain that wri te 

system is copy i rg Loe k cut plug i 5 
is wr it e i nh ib it ed. flush with outer 

sur h ce o f car tr i d ge; 
For tlS'1D: a sc er ta in 
that the write l oc ko ut 
hole is covered; 
Retry the CJ-I Y. 

fit e -n a111e NOT F OU NC Specif iec f i le-name Check input - re-enter 
is not on c i sk • i f neces~ary; 

Check for correct 
di sk. 

IP AC K di s k -n a1 e NOT Specified cisk is Check inp1:t - re-enter 
io~ LINE not on-line to the i f necessary; 

comput er. Check for correct 
disk. 

I~VALii> REQUEST Typing err or. Check input and re-
enter. 

END COPY Copy successful < EO J l; None i f copy success fut; 
Specif iec grouf; name Check i np u t - re-enter 
to be copied is not if necessary; 
on disk. Check for correct di s k. 

file -n a1e COPIED CCPY successful NJN E 

CANNOT AllOCA TE Insuf f i c i ent av a i L- Using KA u ti l i t y, 
A~EAS FOR - file- able space on c i sk a na l y ze di sk a-. ail-

na•e to wh ich operator is a:> le space. 
at t empt i ng t c copy 
th is f i le. 
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HES SAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

fi L ! -n a1e NOT f he result i ng file· Correct t t>e group 
CHANGED - O/P name is long er than name and re-input. 
LENG TH OVERFLOW 12 char act er s. 

file-name NOT The resulting Carree t the group 
CHANGED - O/P f i le-ram e has no name and re-input 
LENG TH UNDE Rf LOW characters. if necessary. 

{) /P ERROR - file- Error en court ered All ow C[)PY to continue 
n a111e w h i le sy st em was att· copying any remaining 

empt i r.g to write f i le s. Then reattempt 
spec if i e c f i le t 0 copying the f i Le in 
disk. ~hi ch the ) /> error 

occurred. 

I /P ERROR - file - Sy st em en count ere d Allow CLl ~ y to continue. 
n a1e err ors in the f i le Then use back- up copy 

from wl'I i c" it was of the specified file 
r ead i ng .• and re-attempt the 

Crl?'Y; s wi tc h t te disks 
to the oppos1 te drives. 

fHe-na11e NOT COP IE O: Specif iec f i le- ra ft!e Check input and re-enter 
ILLEGAL FILE-IO cont a ins an illegal i f necessary. 

char a ct er Ct hat i 5, 

I ? ), therefore f i le 
will not be copied. 
Legal ch ara ct er s a re 
0-9, A-z, . Cd ct ),. 
- C dash ). 

fi Le -n a111e C OPIE o: 0 is k -t 0 - d is k ccpy i s 
ILLEGAL FILE-ID being made a 11d this 

w ar n i ng is given that 
the new f il e is copied 
but w it h an irvalid 
f He-name. 

Dual Pack Files 

The copy function cannot create a dual pack file, however a complete dual pack file may be copied to a single 
disk. 

The master file will be copied first. COPY will then look for a matching overflow file on the overflow pack. 
If a matching overflow file is found it will be copied and the function will terminate with the message: 

file-name COPIED FROM disk-name-1 AND disk-name-2 

If the overflow pack is not on line or the overflow file is not found or an overflow file is found which does 
not match the master file, the function will print the following message, and wait for operator input: 
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disk-name-file-name IS AN INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK FILE 

A MATCHING OVERFLOW FILE ON disk-name-2 IS NOT PRESENT. 

PLEASE TAKE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS: 



A. SUPPLY THE CORRECT OVERFLOW PACK AND 

TYPE "A" TO TRY AGAIN. 

B. TYPE "B" TO SKIP THIS FILE. 

At this stage the master file pack may be removed if necessary. 

The operator should either power on the correct overflow pack and type "A" followed by OCKl or type 
"B" followed by OCKl. 

If the "A" option is selected the function will repeat its search for the overflow file as above and either ter
minate normally or repeat the prompt to the operator. 

If option "B" is selected the output file will be purged and the function will terminate with the message: 

file-name NOT COPIED, PART OF A DUAL PACK FILE 
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WARNING 
If a level of SAU earlier than 3.00 is used to copy a dual pack file or a family con
taining a dual pack file, the output disk is liable to be seriously corrupted and to 
require re-initializing. 
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DISCOPV (Duplicate a BSMll Disk) 

This function allows the operator to copy the contents of a Burroughs Super Minidisk II (BSMDII) to another 
BSMDII. 

Format: 

DISCOPY DSX TO DSX 

where X = A, B, etc. 

All information is copied from one BSMII to another, that is, disk label, bootstrap, directories and data. Thus 
a complete disk can be duplicated for backup purposes without initialization. The a,utomatic relocation of bad 
sectors allows the duplicated directories to remain valid since all information on the duplicated disk will have 
the same logical, if not physical, address as that on the master disk. 

Output Messages: 

HE SSA GE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGEsr:::o ACT I ON 

jENO UIS COPY ena of function none 

NON tiSMII DISK Either of the disks This funct1on can only 
SPECIFIED specified i s not a be performed on BS MI I 

tlSMII disk disks: use COPY for 
other kinds of d1sk, 
including BS M (urn> 
disk 

PACK r his i s a prompt for Enter up to seven 
the operator to g i ve characters 
the seven-character 
di sk-nam.a 0 f the 
input disk 

drive-mnemonic PURGEU An input error has Investigate cause of 
occurred during the err or on the input 
copy. The outout disk.- th en re-run 
di s k i s p ur qed by the lHSCOPY function: 
overwriting track the our g e d out put 
zero with "null" disk :nay be re-used. 
characters. 

~UNCTION AB01H£D - An I/O error has Use the LS function 
drive-mnemonic occurred on the outout to determine which 
NOT P UR G£ I) drive during the CODY• files are successfully 

and the copy i s coo ied to the ouput 
stooped. disk: these may be 

recovered. Ot hen.; ise 
re-run the DIS COPY 
function using a 
different output disk. 

dr iv e-mnemon 1 c COPIED function successful none 
TO dr iv e-mnemoni c 
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FE (Initialize MTR Disk) 

A virgin or a formatted disk is initialized to CMS format with suitable sectors reserved for MTR test routines. 
(These sectors will be denoted as BAD sectors on a KA map of the disk). The surface is checked by writing 
and reading test patterns to each sector. Bad sectors and the MTR tracks are made unavailable. A disk label 
is written and the file directory is created with a single, SYSMEM, entry. Sectors 1 through 31 are loaded from 
a file called "CMSBOOTxxxxx" which can be contained by any on-line disk or by any cassette labelled 
"SYSB90" which has "CMSBOOTxxxxx" as its first file. 

The "xxxxx" characters are ignored by the utility; only the seven leading characters are compared when the 
on-line disks are searched (that is, the file specifications searched for is equivalent to CMSBOOT=). 

In the case of fixed disk, the CMS bootstrap will be loaded from CMSBOOTxxxxx. All other disks initialized 
by FE will extract the MTR bootstrap. 

The MTR tracks will not be included in the number of bad sectors, but if the disk is reformatted (see RF), 
the total number of sectors removed from the available table will be referred to as BAD. 

Example: 

FE 

Output Messages: 

ESSA GE PCSS I BL£ CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION 

PRIVE Pr 011pt allowing entry Enter 0 rive 
of dr iv e where disk <ex: OKA• 0 M iJ • etc> 
to be initialized is 
lo cat ed. 

µATE Pr 011pt all cw i ng entry Enter date 
of in it ia l izat ion < for1u t ~M/Dl> /YY> 
date. 

fl LES Pro 11pt al lowing Enter ma xi mua n u11 ber 
entry of max imu111 of fi Les this disk will 
number of f i l es contain <less than 
tor th is disk. Z~OS>. 

SE~ I Al Pr 011pt allowing Enter serial number 
entry of disk serial <& numerals>. 
number. 

If' ACK Prompt allow i rg Enter di s k·name 
entry of disk ram e. <up to 7 le gal charac t· 

er s > 
legal characters in:: l uda 
0-9, ~- z. • <doth - < da sh>. 

·-·-- " 

OWNER Pr 0111pt all owing ert ry Ent er va Lid in form-
of us er- c ef i n e d in- a ti on <up to 14 
format ion. characters>. 
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MESSAGE 

RESTRICTED 

BOJTSTRAP VERSIO~ 
n.nn.nn USE:) END 
FE 

NO llF BAO 
SECTORS nu11ber 

TR ACK 0 BAD 

SY Sil 90 NOT PRE SE NT 
LOAD CMS BOOJSTRAP 
AN I} HI T OC K 1 T 0 
CON TI NUE 

BAD MTR TRACK 

CY l xx x B Al> 
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POSS I Bl E CAUSES 

Prompt requiring res
ponse of "N" at this 
t ime. 

FE <£OJ) 

Disk was successfully 
1nit ialized. If anv 

t:ac sect ors were dete
ct ec the number is 
dis pt aye c. 

S e ct or < s > i n T r a ck 
O ar e b a c a n c ca ri n ct 
te used. fE will Erid, 
as a CMS d i sk ir u st 
contain reserved 
inf or mat ion iri Track 
O <ex: warn:sta rt 
bootstrap). 

Sy st em fa Hee to find 
a bootstrap file from 
either disk or cass
ette 

Any MTf' track contains 
a bad sect or. 

In cases where certain 
cylinders are used for 
MR purposes but not 
removed frcm the 
av ail ab t e tab le di s
cov ery of a baa sec-
t or w il t t er ad nat e the 
f unct ion. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Enter "II". 

None. 

~one. 

Se l ec t a not he r di s k 
to i>e initialized 
i.it h FE. 

load another drive with 
a disk containing 
C)o!SBJOT or load a 
ci ssette 1o1i th name 
SYS890 containing 
C" SBJ J T. 
Then press JCKl. System 
"'ill re-atte!llpt search 
for C "f SBJ IJ T. 

Se l ec t a n o t he r d i s k 
to be in i ti at i zed 
J y FE. 



IN (Initialize a Disk) 

The MCP (Master Control Program) requires that any disk to be used on the system have a valid CMS disk 
label, disk directory, and available area table. In addition, each sector of the disk must be initialized with its 
address. 

The IN function performs this disk initialization. It will check the recording surface of each disk by writing 
and reading test patterns to each sector of the disk. Any "bad sectors" (unusable or unreadable) will be re
moved from the disk's available area table, and the number of bad sectors will be displayed to allow badly worn 
disks to be discarded. · 

The function will also write a disk label containing information supplied by the operator to the appropriate 
prompts, below, and create a disk directory of the appropriate size required for the number of files specified, 
plus a single, SYSMEM, entry~ Sectors 1 through 31 of the disk are loaded from a file "CMSBOOTxxxxx" 
which may be located on any on-line disk or on any cassette labelled "SYSB90" which has "CMSBOOTxxxxx" 
as its first file. Before loading can take place, the correct identification string must be found in sector one of 
this file, namely, B90DISKINITV AOF. The disks are searched in descending order, cartridge disks first, then 
a further scan of Burroughs Super Mini Disks. 

Since all fixed disks must be suitable for MTR purposes, the functions IN and FE are identical in this 
particular case. The relevent MTR tracks will be checked and/or removed and the CMS bootstrap is written. 

Example: 

IN 

Output Messages: 

~ESSAGE 

~~ OF BAO SECTORS 
tiuaber 

~Oil TS TR AP VE RSI ON 
t'•nn.nn USE) ENO 
~N 

SYSB90 NOT PRESENT 
~0-0 CMS BOOTSTRAP 
,.ILE AND HIT OCK 1 
TO CONTINUE. 
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P CS S IBL E C AU S ES 

Disk was successfully 
in it i al iz ed. If a n y 
bad s e ct or s w Er e d et -
ected the nu•ber 
found is displayed. 

I., successful CEOJ> 

System failec to 
f in d boot st rap f i le 
on disk or cas sett e. 

S UG G £ S TED AC TI () N 

None. 

None. 

load anotlier drive 
i..ith a disk containing 
C'4 SBJJ T or lo ad ato 
cassete with name 
SYSB90 containing 
C'4SBlflT as its first 
f; le. rh en depress 
ca s sett e.. then press 
OCKl. Syste• 1o1itl re· 
attempt search for 
C'4SBlOT. 
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lilfSSAGE PCS SI eL E CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

TRACK 0 BAD Sect or< s > in r rack 0 Select another disk 
are bad anc can not t 0 I:> e initialized. 
be us ec. IN wit l t er-

111 in at e, as a CMS disk 
must cont a i 11 reserved 
inf or mat ion in track 
0 <ex : warm st a rt 
boot st rap>. 

DRIVE Prompt allowing Ent er drive Ce JC! 

entry of dr iv e in UKB., OK Ar etc. > 
w h i ch c isk t c be 
initializec i s 
lo cat e c. 

DA TE Prompt allowirg Enter dct te C format 
entry of in it ia l i z- M11/DD/YY for m on t h1 
at ion d at e. d'lyrye1ri e. g. C1/23/7S) 

FILES Fro mpt a l low i ng e rt ry Enter numb er of files 
of maxi ll'U m ru mb er of di s k w i l l contain 
f i l es for th is disk. <less than 2805>. 

SERIAL Pr 0111p t allow1ng entry Ent er serial number 
of disk ser i al ( f> nu111erats>. 
number. 

PACK Prompt allowing entry £ nt er di s k- name 
of c i sk na II' e. Cup to r c har ac te rs> • 

0 WN ER Fr ompt allow1rg Enter :1 n y val id 
entry of user-cefined information 
inf or mat ion. <up t 0 14 characters). 

RES T!HC TEO Pro .,,pt r equ ir i r:g Ent er .. ~ ... 
response ot "N" at 
th is t i me. 
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LO (Load Disk) 

This function allows the operator to load all files from a dump tape to a disk. A dump tape is one produced 
by the DUMP or UNLOAD functions of the utility "LD" (which run under MCP control). Each sector of data 
written to disk is verified. The SAU LD function cannot create a dual pack file. 

Format: 

LD disk-name FROM library-tape-name 

Example: 

LD ARDISK2 FROM ARTAPE 

Output Messages: 

HES SAGE POSSIBLE CA USES SUGG ES TE 0 ACT ION 

file·na111e LOADED Displayed for each None. 
file loaded and 
verified. 

LOAD REEL nu•ber OUlllP tape is a reel Supply next reel. 
from a multi-reel 
du111p and the next 
r ee t is required. 

END LO LO < EOJ> None. 

NOT DUMP TAPE Specified tape i s Supply correctly 
not a correctly formatted dump 
formatted du11p tape. tape; re-initiate 
Function ENOS. LO. 

11ulti-fi le-name Specified ta Pe is Install and read Y 
NOT PRESENT. LOAO not ;nstatled and tape; re-initiate 
CASSETTE ANO HIT ready; run ct ion ends. LOi or press OCK 1 
OCK 1 OR HIT ANY KEY to retry searctt for 
THEN OCKl TO TER· 111ulti•reel name 
HI t.IA TE. tape; or press any 

key plus OCI( 1 to ter-
11 i na t e LO. 

U NR EC OV E RAB L E Error was encounter- Ready cassette drive 
CAS·SETTE ERROR ed while system was unit: re-initiate 

at t e mp t i n g to read LO· 
cassette. Normally 
caused by accidentally 
open;ng cassette drive 
unit. function ends. 
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MESSAGE 

PACK disk-na•e 
NOT fOUNO 

O/P 01 SK NOT 
WRITE PERMIT 

DUPLICATE fILE 
NAME - f ile-na111e 

CANNOT ALLOCATE 
AREAS fOR -
file-name. 

O/P ERROR -
file-name 

AREA SIZES Too 
SMALL fO R -
file-name. 
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PCS S I l3L E C AU SES 

Specified disk is not 
ready; specified disk 
is not on-line to cow
puter. 

Oisk to which files 
are to be loaded 
is write protected· 
function ends· 

file of specified 
name already exists 
on destination disk. 
A disk may not contain 
2 files with the sa1e 
name. LO continues 
loading other fi Les,. 
ignoring any duplic
ates. 

No appropriately 
s i zed av ai lab le 
area on the dest
ination disk for 
specified file· 

Otsk write error 
encountered while 
sYstem was loading 
soec i fi ed file. 

Insufficient avail
able area on disk 
for specified 
multi-area file. 

No space remaining 
in disk directory 
for another file 
name• Function ends. 

SUGGESTED ACTIJN 

Re ad y the di s k; 
Check for correct 
disk. 

Ensure that write 
lockout hole is 
covered (for BSMD>,. 
for cartridge - ensure 
write lockout plug is 
flush with surface of 
oisk cartridge; 
re-initiate LO. 

Re mo v e C w i th RPO the 
existing file from 
disk,. then re-inHiate 
LO. 

If specified file 
is desired,. rePlace 
this disk with a 
cisk having more 
available area. Then 
re-inHiate LO. 

Place disk in opposite 
drive and re-initiate 
LO. 

If specified fHe is 
desired" replace thj~ 
disk with a disk having 
more available area. 
Then re-initiate 
LO· 

Use another disk,. or 
remove u nw anted f i l es 
with the RM function. 



LS (List File Sizes) 

This function allows the operator to print name and sizes in sectors of files on a specified disk. For dual pack 
files, both portions of the files and their sizes are printed. 

Format: 

Example: 

To list file sizes of all the files on the disk ARDISK2 
LS ARDISK2/= 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSS IRLE CAUSES 

PACK disk-na•e NOT Spectfied disk is 
ON LINE not on line to the 

co•puter. 

ENO LS LS successful <EOJ> 

·DXY DIRECTORY I/O A read or write error 
ERROR was encountered while 

the sYste• was atte-
•Ptinq to access the 
directory of the 
specified disk. 
The directory struc• 
ture of the disk Illa Y 
be corrupted. 

2015228 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Check input - re-enter 
if necessary; 
Check for correct disk. 

None. 
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OL (Print Status of Drives) 

This function allows the operator to print the status of all cassette and disk drives. 

Example: 

OL 

Output Messages: 

HE SSA GE POSS I Bl E CAlJ SES SUGG£ STED ACTION 

DID OL OL successful ( £0 J); None. 

disk drive disk - Specif iec Cisk j s None. 
n a•e resident in spec if i ed 

dr iv e. 

disk drive NOT Th ere is no <l i sk in If 11pplicable - set 
RE ADV this er iv ei the ·di sic disk to run; or alto w 

in t It e <ir iv e has rct disk to attain proper 
been set t 0 rur; fh e speedi make certain 
disk in the drive has disk has a proper 
not come up to proper • taJel". 
speecH system coe s 
not r ecog n iz E c i sk. 

disk drive NOT CMS - Cisk in th is drive O i sk tllUS t be i ni ti ati zed 
STAll40ARD co es r.ot have a \oil t h I~ to create valid 

valid CMS label. CMS laJel. 

cassette drive There is nc cassette Cheek for proper 
N!l T ~EADY in tb is Cr iv E; ca ss- loading of cassette 

et t e has net been in dr i ve. 
loadec into cir iv e 
property; 

cassette drive Cass et t e in specified Use >G to ere ate 
UN LAB EL LED drive does not have a valid cassette label. 

vat.i<l label. 

cassette drive Cass et t e in th is drive None. 
11 ul ti - f i l e -11 a11 e has the specified 
file-na111e name. 

~ 

disk-drive The door of the disk Close the door. 
TEMPORARILY dr iv e 11 as been op en ed. 
NOT AVAILABLE 

MTR cassettes do no{ have labels corresponding to the correct CMS format and thus will appear "UNLA
BELLED". 
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POX (Print Disk Directories) 

This function allows the operator to print the disk directories, disk label and any sector in hexadecimal. 

Format: 

PDX 

The function operates in interactive mode. The operator is prompted to supply the input. 

Output Messages: 

~ES SA GE POSSIBLE CAUSE SUGGESTED ACTION 

PRIVE Thi s i s a prompt Enter the device 
to the op er a tor mnemonic of the disk 

to be re ad; for 
example,. OKA 

IS DIRECTORY This i s a prompt Enter "'( .. if a complete 
REQUIRE 0 <Y OR N> to the operator d'irectory print j s 

required ... otherwise 
enter "'"'J"' 

jsE CT OR <4 dtaracter The operator i s E1t er the 4-character 
hex value or null> prompted to provide hex Se Ct Of' address 

the hex address of a followed by 0 CK 11 or 
sector to be dis- just 0 c !( 1 to terminate 
played. This prompt the function 
i s repeated until 
a null response 
c ju st an OCK key> 
j s given. 

COMPLETE <Y OR N> The operator i s Ent er "'Y" or "N" as 
prompted to state appropriate 
if printing of all 
sectors in the disk 
directory j s required 
or only the fir st 
sector of each entry 

...:.;;. ..;.;;_ 

LA BEL CORRUPT The check-string none: use backup copy 
" SL 9 I N T ER N l" in sector () f disk for normal use 
zero has not been found 

END POX end of PD X function enter c:Jsired s.A.u 
function 
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PO (Power Off) 

This function allows the operator to terminate the execution of the Stand-Alone Utilities. 

Example: 

PO 

The utility displays the message 

* * * END STAND ALONE UTILITY * * * 

and causes the B 90 to return to the initial state (PKl and PK2 lit, refer to figure 11·1). 
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RF (Reformat Disk) 

This function provides all the capabilities of IN (initialize), except the disk recording surf(lc;e test. A CMS 
label and a CMS disk directory are written to the disk. Any information previously contained on the disk will 
be lost. The disk label will contain information supplied by the operator's responses to the appropriate prompts, 
below, and the directory will be of the minimum size required for the number of files specified. The original 
contents of the disk label will be displayed to record the change and to assist re-input of the same data when 
required. The bootstrap is written back to track "O" in the same manner as for IN. 

Format: 

RF disk-name 

Example: 

RF ARDISK2 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE PCSS I El E CAU s rs SUGGE STEO ACTION 

DA TE Pro "'Pt all owing e rt r y Enter date <format 
of RF date. 1'04/DD/YY> 

FILES Pr: o mpt allowir:g Enter number of fit es 
entry of max i 111 urn di sic: will contain 
number of f i l € s Cle SS than 28C':). 
cisk will contain. 

SCH AL Prompt allowing Enter serial n t;m ber 
entry of di sit <& numerals>. 
s er i al numb er. 

PACK Prompt allowing Enter di s k- name 
entry of disk cup to 7 char ac te rs> • 
name. 

OWNER Pr 0111pt all owing Ent er any valid in-
entry of us er- for ma ti on cup to 14 
def in ed inf or mat i en. characters>. 

RES TR IC TEO Prompt, reQuiring Enter "If ... 

a res pons e of "fl.I" 
at t t'I is t ; me. 

BOO TS TRAP ·VERSION Rf 
n.nn.nn USE) End of Job <EOJ> None. 
["40 Rf 

PACK disk-rlaae NOT Specifiec disk.- name Check input ere-input 

ON LI NE is not on-line to j f necessary>i Check 
computer. for correct disk). 
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11E SSA GE 

D x y D IR EC TORY 
·I /O ERROR 

SYSB 90 NOT PRESENT. 
LO AD C HS B 0 0 TS f RA P 
A~l) HIT OCKl TO 
CON Tl NUE. 
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PCSSteLE CAUSfS 

A read or writ e 
error was encou
ntered while syst ell' 
was att espt ing to 
access directory 
of th is disk. Dir
e ct or y of t h i s 
disk may be corrupt
ed. 

System failed to 
find a boot strap 
file from either 
disk or cassette. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Switch disk to alter
nate drive and re
initiate Rf; or 

load another drive 
1with disk containins 
C '4 SB l J T, or l o ad a 
caissette with na•e 
SYSB90 containing 
C'4SBlJT as its first 
file. Then press 
lCKl. System will 
re·atte!lllpt search for 
C~SBJJT. 



RL {Relabel a disk) 

This function allows the operator to change a disk's name without affecting the remaining contents of the 
disk. 

Format: 

RL disk-name 

Example: 

RL AP2 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGF POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT IO"I 

ENO RL Rl success fut CEOJ>. None. 

PACK Pro111pt to request Enter new disk name 
op er at or to enter Cup to 7 l eq al 
the new disk name. characters>. 

PACK disk-name Specified disk i s Check input - re-enter 
NOT ON LINE not on line to the if necessary; 

computer. Check for correct 
cisk. 

Oxy DIRECTORY A read or write error 
1/0 ERROR was encountered while 

the system was attem-
pting to access the 
directory of the 
specified disk· The 
directory structure 
of the disk may be 
corrupted. 

Warning: 

If RL is used on a disk containing part of a dual pack file, that file will be inaccessible under MCP control. 

There an,~ two ways to prevent this from occurring: 

Remove the file before relabelling the disk, or 

Copy the entire file to a single pack file before relabelling. 

There are two ways to resolve the problem if it does occur: 

Use Stand-Alone Utility (RM) to remove the file, or 

Use Stand-Alone Utility (RL) to relabel the disk to its original name. 
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RM (Remove Disk Files) 

This function allows the operator to remove files from disk. 

Format: 

flt.name 
RM clsk-name/ or 

groupname 

Examples: 

To remove a single file: 

RM PR1/PR200 

To remove a group of files: 
RM PRl/PR= 

To remove all files from disk: 

RM PRl/= 

Unlike the RM utility that runs under MCP control, the Stand-Alone RM will remove system software 
(MCPX, COBOLINTX, BILINTERPX, etc.) without a warning message, the same as it removes other pro
grams. 

Output Messages: 

_} 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT I0!-4 

fi te·na11e RH success fut. None. 
REMOVED 

.. 

PACK disk-na•e Specified disk is Cheek in put - re-enter 
NOT ON LINE not on-line to the if necessary; 

computer. Check for correct dh k· 

f i te•name NOT Specified fi te•na111e Check input - re-enter 
.· fOUND is not on disk. if necessary; 

Cheek for correct disk. 

ENO RH RM successful CE OJ>; None i f RM successful. 
Spec if i e_d group name Check input - re-enter 
to be removed is not if necessary. 
on disk· Check for correct disk. 

Dual Pack Files 

If a file to be removed has an overflow area or another disk volume: 

- if both parts of the file are available, both are removed and the following message is printed: 
file-name REMOVED FROM disk-name-1 AND disk-name-2 

- if the overflow file is not found for any reason or if a file is found with the same file-id but which does 
not match the master file, then the following message is printed: 
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disk-name/file-name IS AN INCOMPLETE DUAL PACK FILE 

A MATCHING OVERFLOW FILE ON disk-name-2 

IS NOT PRESENT. PLEASE TAKE ONE OF THE 

FOLLOWING ACTIONS: 

A) SUPPLY THE CORRECT OVERFLOW PACK 

AND TYPE "A" TO TRY AGAIN 

B) TYPE "B" TO SKIP THIS FILE 

C) TYPE "C" TO REMOVE THE INCOMPLETE FILE 

If option "A" is selected then either the complete file will be removed or the above prompt will be repeated. 

If option "B" is selected then the following message is printed: 

file-name NOT REMOVED, PART OF DUAL PACK FILE 

If option "C" is selected then the following message is printed: 

file-name REMOVED ONLY FROM disk-name-1 
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WS (Warm Start) 

This function causes a "branch" to the warmstart routine stored in the Read Only Memory (ROM) of the 
machine. It will cause the CMS operating system (file-name MCPX) to be loaded from disk into memory. 

Operating Procedure: 

Type "WS" then press OCKl. Wa:it for PKs 3, 4, 5, and 6 to be illuminated. 

Press PK3. 

Enter today's date in the format: 

MM/DD/YY 

when prompted to do so. 

For further information, refer to the section headed "Loading the MCP". 
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LOADING THE MCP 

(This process is also called the "warms tart procedure"). 

The B 90 MCP code file is named "MCPX". 

From the CMS Bootstrap Mode (PK3 to PK6 lit), depress PK3. 

The bootstrap will search for a disk file called "MCPX". The search for the MCP procedes as follows: 

bottom drive of highest-channel disk unit 

top drive of highest-channel disk unit 

bottom drive of lowest-channel disk unit 

top drive of lowest-channel disk unit 

For failures in the search, see below, System Load Errors. 

If the MCP search is successful, the MCP is loaded to memory and MCP initialization takes place. The activity 
during this process can be distinguished on the D-lights. 

The initial part of the MCP is loaded (D2 light flickers). 

The console printer is initialized (if one exists). 

A VR (Automatic Volume Recognition, see below) is performed on all peripherals (02 flickering with 04 and 
D7 on). 

For mini-disks, you will hear the disk start to click. 

For cartridge disks, A VR procedures are very quick. 

The system will print on the SPO (console or self-scan, according to data in the SYSCONFIG file) an MCP 
version message, followed by a list of on-line peripherals that are powered up. 

NOTE 
The version of the MCP is identified by mark/level/patch numbers. For example, 
version 3.02.27 is mark 3, level 3.02, patch 3.02.27. A new software release is de
noted by a higher level number (for example, 3.03). Within a release, higher patch 
numbers indicate improved versions of that level. For example, the application of 
two patches to 3.02.27 will create an MCP version 3.02.29 (see PATCHMAKER 
for details of how to patch MCP files). 

The system will request the date. Depress the Ready Request button and verify that the ON, READY and 
ALPHA lights are lit. 

Enter the date as requested, followed by OCKl. (Leading zeros are optional). The system prints a date mes
sage. 

The MCP automatically loads the program SYS-SUPERUTL (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and D7 on). 

If logging is specified in the SYSCONFIG file, the message 

"COMMENCING LOG FILE CONSOLIDATION" 

is given, and the TL utility is loaded (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and D7 on) and executed (D2 flickering with D4 
and D6 on). At end of TL execution, the message 

"TRANSFER COMPLETED" 
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"COMMENCING LOG FILE REALLOCATION" 

"LOGGING IS INITIATED ON MM/DD/YY" 

is given, and SYS-SUPERUTL creates new log files (D2, D3, D4 and D5 on). 

Optionally, (depending on SYSCONFIG), a user program is loaded and executed (D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and 
D7 on). 

The warmstart is complete and the MCP enters idle state (see below). 

It is advisable not to enter system commands until the complete warmstart procedure is over, otherwise con
fusion can result. Also, such input is not entered in the system log. 

Example: 

B-90 DCMCP VERSION 03.02u32 79313 
DFA FA/ 0 FILES OPEN 
DFB FBI SYS DISK 0 FILES OPEN 

ENTER DATE AS MM/DD/YY 
0:1./0:1./UO 

01 JAN 80 80001 l"UE 
COMMENCING LOG FILE CONSDLIDAl"ION 
TRANSFER COMPLETED 
COMMENCING LOG FILE REALLOCATION 
LOGGING IS INITIATED ON 01/01/80 <MCP VER 

uunSION 03.02.32) 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, later. 
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BASIC OPERATION UNDER MCP CONTROL 

D-Lights 

During MCP execution D-lights Dl to D8 give an indication of system activity, as follows: 

01 02 03 04 05 06 

mix number of 
currently executing 
task, value 0 to 15 
(04 = 8, 05 = 4, 
06 = 2, 07 = 1). 

see Mix Number 

07 

If on, or flickering, some input or output activity to disk, cassette, 
printer or other peripheral is being performed. 

08 

If the lights D4 to D7 are all off, this indicates system activity not related to a particular program. For exam
ple, AVR procedures result in D2, D4 and D7 being lit. 

If the lights D4 to D7 are all on (value 15), this indicates processing of an input request or loading of a 
program. 

MCP States 

After warmstart is complete, the MCP is either idle or executing a task. The idle state is identifiable by the 
absence of activity on the D-lights. In this state, three distinct patterns can be encountered: 

D2, D3 only lit: 

Dl, D3, D4, D5 only lit: 

Dl, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 only lit: 

The last activity was a program gone to EOJ. 

The last activity was a SYS-SUPERUTL function (IR, 
LB, LF, PD, RM, KX, or CH). 

The last activity was a system intrinsic. 

. 
· When the MCP is executing a task, the mix number is evident in D-lights D4 to D7 (see Mix Numbers). 

At any time when the system is idle, it is valid to terminate the MCP by a PO of the system disk (see PO 
intrinsic). 

Mix Numbers 

The following table indicates the mix numbers for B 90 activities: 
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mix-number task D 4-o 7 lights 

--------- ------------- -
0 * system activity none 
1-a us er programs various 
9 * AVR 04" 07 
10"11 utility proqrams various 
12 + SYS-SUPERUTL 04, 05 
13 MCS 04, os, 07 
14 * NOL 04, 05" 06 
15 * program loader/input 

requests 04, 05" 06" 07 

*these tasks are not shown in the response to the ~X intrinsic. 

+ SYS-SUPERUTL is not shown in the response to the "IX intrinsic 
unless a particular function is being performed: in t~is case" 
the ~X response Shows the name of the function, for example, 

12/RM , or 12/P~ 

Normal user programs or compilers are allocated the next available mix numbers in the range of 1-8. Utilities 
are allocated the lowest available mix number from 10 or 11. 

Automatic Volume Recognition (AVR) 

This procedure is carried out if any new media is loaded onto the system. If the procedure fails, the device 
is made not ready. The procedure varies for different media. 

For fixed disk, disk cartridge, Burroughs Super Mini (BSM) disk, Burroughs Super Mini II disk, and ICMD, 
A VR will attempt to read the label. 

For cassette, A VR will search for a CMS label or scratch label, otherwise the cassette is treated as unlabelled. 

In all cases, if transient errors are suspected, Ready the peripheral (see RY intrinsics) re-initiate the A VR 
process. 

Console Keyboard Under MCP Control 

Under MCP control, the console keyboard may be used to enter system commands to the MCP, or solicited 
data to a program. Commands to the MCP may only be entered when the READY light is lit. Data to a pro
gram may only be entered on the alpha keyboard if the ALPHA light, but not the READY light, is lit. Input 
is terminated by an OCK key, or a PK key only if the corresponding PK light is lit. It can be seen that the 
keyboard can exist in one of three states; inactive, system enabled, or program enabled. 

Since an understanding of the operation and behaviour of the keyboard and its indicators is essential, some 
important points are noted here. 

If a disabled key is pressed at any time, or too much data is entered at once, then an error bell will ring 
and the ERROR indicator will light, this error condition must be reset before any further keyboard input can 
be made. 

The RESET key has two basic functions, resetting the error condition explained above, or clearing the infor
mation keyed since an OCK or PK key was last pressed. This key is necessarily enabled whenever any alpha 
or numeric key is enabled. 

When some incomplete information has been keyed either to the MCP or a program then it is necessary to 
terminate some information to this destination before entry to the other destination can be allowed. For exam
ple, once the ready light is lit an OCK key must be pressed to terminate input to the MCP before any input 
can be keyed to a waiting program. This restriction stands even if the reset key is used. 
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If the keyboard is enabled for input then the D-lights are not lit. 

In order to enable keyboard input to the MCP the ready enablej<._eLlllUSt be pressed. This key will be ignored 
ifJhe SCL/LOADER routine of the MCP is currently executing a system command or loacring-·a-·p·ro-gr.am.Tt54; 
Q?~_Q§2J22JH1~nd_~a·-~~tL£L.up_t()JQ, . .§~£().!l_Q§_}H(lY l;>~_.n_~£~§§<gy befQre, '1flY"~ey1Jg(lrcijnp_ut ... can be .made: 
Similarly if the MCP is very busy when a request for input is made there may be a delay of one or two seconds 
before. the-· keyboard \Viff.beeome ·.enabled for input: -x· niaxirn'iiffi'"oftwo"-cfiaraders cail'&e enfel"e<I"in'tfiis"fime; 
or_a.ke'yboard' error co1idfriori will arise. .--·· " 

If the system is being used with the self-scan screen operating as a SPO device as well as a console file, then 
the ready enable key has an additional function. This key must be depressed in order to prompt the MCP to 
display either the complete screenful of messages on the screen, or the last message on the bottom line of the 
screen (scrolling the other information up one line). When the screen is being used as a console file, the screen 
will display information from the program using it until the ready enable key is depressed. 

If the screen is displaying SPO information, depression of an OCK will return the display to the console file 
information. 

Interrupting the MCP 

It is possible to interrupt the MCP while it is running, this will inform the MCP that some action must be 
taken. The ability to interrupt the MCP is a good indication that the system is running satisfactorily. The only 
conditions where it may prove impossible to cause an interrupt is when the MCP is processing a system com
mand or loading a program. Typical interrupts and the consequent processing include: 

Press READY ENABLE button. This will cause the MCP to enable the keyboard for input. 

Opening or closing the serial printer cover will cause the MCP to prevent or allow output to the printer ac
cordingly. 

Loading a disk or cassette will cause the MCP to read the label and perform the AYR procedure. 
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MEMORY DUMP TO CASSETTE 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system had clear-started, depress PK2 to get to the 
CMS Bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Depress PK4. The numeric light will be lit. 

Insert a write-enabled cassette in any cassette drive unit, and wait until fully rewound. 

Depress the numeric key (1 to 4) corresponding to the drive unit containing the cassette (CTA=l etc.). 

The contents of RAM will be written to the cassette. During the dump, an indication of the memory address 
being dumped is displayed on the PK lights. At the end of the dump, PK17 to PK24 lights are lit. The cassette 
will be labelled "MEMDUMP/MEMORY". The system will return to the bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Remove the cassette, clearly mark it with the date and time, and submit it with details of the fault to your 
support personnel. 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, below. 
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MEMORY DUMP TO DISK 

The system must be in the CMS Bootstrap state. If the system had clear-started, depress PK2 to get to the 
CMS Bootstrap state (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

Depress PK5. The system will search the disk (from which the bootstrap was loaded) for a file called MEM
DUMP. 

The utility GEN.DUMPFL may be used to create a suitable file on the system disk. This must have 
been done before a dump to disk is attempted. It is recommended that for minidisk-based systems a 
spare minidisk is kept with a MEMDUMP file on, and this disk is the only disk loaded when the mem
ory dump to disk is taken. This will avoid any possible confusion between MEMDUMP files on differ
ent disks. 

The contents of RAM will be written to the MEMDUMP file. At the end of the dump, the CMS Bootstrap 
state will be entered (PK3 to PK6 lit). 

For possible errors, see System Load Errors, below. 

2015228 

NOTE 
Valid memory dumps will be produced only if the pertinent error condition was the 
last event on the system. Invalid memory dumps will occur if the machine main 
cabinet has just been switched on, or the error condition did not occur under MCP 
control, or PKl was depressed while in initial state (PKl and 2 lit). 
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SYSTEM LOAD ERRORS 

The following table of errors cover all symptoms found during start-up of the B 90, warmstart, memory dump 
to disk or cassette, or entry to Stand-alone utilities. 

SYMPTOM 

Sequential lighting 
and extinguishing of 
lights does not occur 
on entry to Initial 
State <for example, 
depressing Load Enable 
button>· 

From Initial State, 
PK2 is ignored 

Depression of PK2 
causes numeric 
light to be lit· 

Depression of PK2 
causes keyboard 
lights plus ERROR 
light1. to be lit: 

<a> 01 through 08 
lit 

Cb> one 0 light 
not l i ti plus 
PK l i gh ts Lit 

All keyboard 
indicators flash 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

MTR switch in 
wr on g po s i t i on • 

Keyboard locked in 
ftshi ft" 11ode • 

PKl was depressed 
by mistake <this 
clears memory>. 

No bootstrap found 
Cdisk not initial
ized correctly>. 
Oisk media or drive 
fault• 

Me11ory parity 

SUGGEST E 0 AC T ION 

Set ~TR switch to 
"normal"'. neoress 
Load Enable button. 

O e press sh if t k e y. 
Depress PK2. 

Depress Load Enable. 
De or ess PK2. 

Check on disk used. 
Reload with correct 
disk. Pr es s Lo ad 
En ab le. Pr es s PK 2. 
See below for diagnosis. 
Note 0 and PK U ghts. 
Ch ec k that di s k i s 
not at fault by using 
d i s k i n an o th er d r i ve • 
Po we r cf f fa u l t y di sic ~ 

replace with backup 
co p y • R e qu es t t e c h -
nical assistance. 

Depress Load Enable• 
depress PKl Cto clear 
memory), then depress 
Load Enaole again' 
and retry. Request 
technical assistance 
if not successful. 



MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUG GE S TEO ACTION 

war •start st ops Console printer Cheek forms transport 
with 02 l i t. not ready. cloed· Check printer 

cover down. Check 
levers in correct pos -
it ion. If system do es 
not continue,, depress 
Ready then 1JCKl. -

Print head does Console printer Open and close cover. 
not initialize at faulty. Repeat war ms tart. 
start of warms tart• Request tectt n ica l 

assistance. 

Memory dU111P to PIG was de pr es s ed Memory dump cannot 
cassette: S yste111 instead of PK 4. now be taken. Allow 
warmstarts warms tart to complete. 

Memory dump to Wrong cassette Correct fault in 
cassette: keyboard drive has been cassette. Depress 
ERROR light is l i t selected,, cassette Reset. Enter correct 
when nu111eric keY is not write- numeric key. 
dePressed· enabled,, or tape is 

rewinding. 

He111ory dump to Cassette is .insert• Correctly insert 
cassette: ERROR ed backwards. cassette. oeo res s Res et. 
light is l i t Enter correct nu mer k 
after 10 seconds. key. 

Memory dump to Irrecoverable tape Allow cassette to 
cassette: ERROR error,, or accidental rewind,, or replace 
light i s lit opening of c asset te c ass et t e. De pr es s 
dur i nq dump. drive unit. Res et. Ent er numeric 

key. 

He111ory dump to No MEMO UMP file found Load a disk with a 
d; s k: Depression on disk. MEMOIJf'F f i le and 
of PK5 causes one depress PK2 then PKS . 
D light plus to retry the dump. 
ERROR,, to be l i t • 

Me111ory dump to Mf MOUMP f i le on disk Load disk wi th larger 
disk: ERROR ;s too s 111all to hold f'E ~I) l.MP f i le; depress 
light is l i t memory contents for PK2 then PK5 to retry 
during dUmP this machine. the dump. 

Memory dump to Pl<:3 was depressed f'emory dump cannot 
disk: system warm- instead of PKS. now be taken. Al low 
starts warms tart to complete. 
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SYMPTOM POSS IBL £ CAUSES SUGGESTED ACTION , 

Entry to s.A.u: SAU could not be Note 0 and PK lights. 
O epress; on Of PK~ loaded fro• d; s k: Remove disb replace 
causes one 0 light• disk error• with backup copy. 
plus ERROR• to be Press ·Load Enable• PK 2 
lit. and FK5. See below for 

diagnosis. 

Entry to s.A.u: Console printer Cheek forms transport 
load stops with all not ready. closed. Cheek printer 
keyboard lights tit. cover down• Cheek levers 

in correct position. 
Utility should continue • 

. . . .. 
D1agnos1s of Disk Errors at System Load Time 

The disk load routines may fail for two distinct reasons, both indicated by the D lights. 

If all D lights Dl to D8 are lit, then the required information (bootstrap, SAU, MEMDUMP) was not on 
disk. 

If not all D lights are lit, then information found on disk was not reliable due to disk or disk drive errors. 

If all D lights Dl to D8 are lit except one, then the failure occurred during bootstrap load and the exting
uished D light indicates the disk unit at fault. 

If only one D light is lit, then the failure occurred during other disk activity (MCP load, SAU load, memory 
dump to disk), and the illuminated D light indicates the faulty disk unit. 

In addition, the PK lights indicate the nature of the fault. 

Make a note of each D light and PK light setting and take action as in the tables above. The meanings are 
as follows: 
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01 channel O 
02 channel l ---
06 channel 1 

Pt<t off = top drive; on = bottom 
PK2 off = .seek com pl et e 
PK3 off = end of cyl ind.er 
PK4 off = search complete 
PK5 off = 11o·re det ai ls in PK 9 to 
PK6 on = operational 
PK7 off = seek inco111plete 
PK8 on = good status 
PK9 on = equal 
PK 10 on = on cylinder 
PIHi off = illegal seek 
PK 12 on = write inhibit 
PK13 off = sec tor not found 
PK 14 off = LRC error (parity> 

drive 

Pt06 

PK15 off = illegal c oa111and sequence 
PK16 off = device error 



C PK 9 to PK 1 G ar e s i g n if i cant on l y i f PK 5 i s of f > • 

PK17 - PK24 indicate nu•ber of attempted retries before 
error is declared. 
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ERRORS UNDER MCP CONTROL 

The following table of errors covers many symptoms found while using the B 90 under normal control of 
the MCPX, with suggested causes and actions to take. 

SYMPTOM 

Uni dent i f i ab l e 
problem 

little happening, 
with 02 on• 03 off 
most of time 

PK lights 17 to 24 
fl as hi n g w i th •o F " 
pattern <on1on1off,. 
on .. onion .. on ion> 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

HCP file corrupted 

System thrashing; 
too many jobs or 
too large jobs in 
mi x. 

Extended memory 
not correctly 
used. 

hardware disk 1/C 
error during 
MCP task 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Use backup copy of 
HCP 

If console not in 
use .. set GT ON. 

If l i g tit pattern 
above PK17 to PK20 is : 

on .. on, off .. on .. then 
thrashing is confirmed : 
o l i g ti t s 4 t o 7 i n di -

cat e mix n Uill b er of 
executing task. Try ent
ering ~X to clear 
co nd i t i on : i f not 
sucessful .. take memory 
dump and do clear start 
: recuest technical 
assistance. 

Run CO~FIGURER and 
warmstart H necess
ary. 

Take memory dump: 
reQuest technical 
assistance to analyze 
memory dump to find 
disk address for use 
in f i xi n g the di s k. 
To help find the fault .. 
warms tart and run the 
KA utility on the 
system disk before 
executing any programs. 
<See KA .. section 4). If 
shows any "AREAS 
ASSIGNED TWICE" the 
disk directory may be 
bad· 00 NOT USf THIS 
DISK until recovery 
operations have been 
completed. 



SYHPfOM 

PK lights 17 to 24 
flashing with "AC" 
pattern <on.off.on• 
off,on.on•off•offl 
or "AO" pattern <on 
off,on.off,on.on. 
off, on> 

non-zero retry 
count on PO of 
syste111 disk 

Logging not taking 
place 

PD• RM function 
not available 
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see below: 

hardware disk 1/0 
error during HCP 
disk directory 
operation. 

logical error in 
disk directory 
due to previous 
fault. 

Deteriorating disk 
Performance. 

Improper care of 
removable disks: 
possibly failure to 
re•initialize disks 
after long use 

SYS-SUPERUTL not 
on systems dislc· 

TL not on systems 
disk 

logging not spec
ified in SYSCOhfIG 
f i le. 

No S YS-SUPE RUTL 

SYS-SUPERUTL alreadY 
performing one of 
its functions Cswe 
discussion in 
sect ion 4 >. 

S UG GE STE D AC rt il N 

< Tak e recover y act i on 
as for "OF" messages 
above: 00 NOT USE THE 
DISK until recovery 
action is completed.> 

Re q u es t tech n i ca l 
assistance to fix 
the disk. 

Rerun using backup 
cisk : analyze corr
upted disk using S. A. U. 
POX function and report. 

Ignore if 10 or 20 
during nor m::t l 
running in one day. 
Call field P.ngineer 
if greater rate 
than usual rate for the 
site. 

All freQuently used 
removable disks should 
be cleaned and 
re-initialized 
regularly <for example• 
on a monthly basis>. 

Load SYS-SUPERUTL 
to systems disk· 

load Tl to systems 
aisk 

Rerun CONFliURER 
and warmst art. 

Load SYS-SUPERUTL 
t o s y s t e ms d i s k • 

C h ec k w i th ~ X i f S Y s
S lJPE RUT L is performing 
a function (m;K-number 
12 gives the name of 
the function>: wa;t 
then re-enter command. 
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HE SSA GE 

Cannot run data 
comm 

Degraded performance 

fSystem not active: 
programs in mix 
but O·light pattern 
does not change; 
keyboard input (for 
exa111ple,. MX> is 

.Possible· 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

No NOLSYS file on 
system disk 

SUGGESTED A: TION 

L o ad N Ol SYS f i le 
Cyou may need to 
run an NOL compi l
at ion. 

NOLSYS file does not load correct NOLSYS 
correspond to actual file; or recompile 
network on machine. NOL program. 

NOL.INTERP not pres· 
ent on system disk. 

No MCS proqram 

lack of memory due 
to incorrect use 
of Extended memory~ 
wrong SYSCONfIG 
file on system disk. 

Lack of memory due 
to memory fault at 
warms tart ti me. 

Program s·wapped 
out waiting on 
me1110 ry. 

Make sure the correct 
interoreter (for example 
fHCROPOL > is named 
NOL. INTERP and located 
on the system disk. 

Ensure that the correct 
~CS is executing as we l l 
as any user data comm 
progra•· 

R u n C 0 NF I G UR E R,. 
repeat after warm
s tart. 

Call field engineer. 

Enter <mix> GO to 
resume program ex
ecution; if symptom 
persists, program is 
too large f~r avail
able memor Y• 



,..ESSA GE 

Syste111 not active : 
proqrams in mix but 
O-light pattern does 
not change; keyboard 
input Cfor example, 
MX> causes error 
bell to rinq 

S y s t em i n i t i a l i z es 
CPKl and PKZ lit> 

PK ligh~s 17 to Z4 
flashing <pattern 
other than above> 

All keyboard 
lights flash 
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PCS S I Bl E CAUSES 

Console file input 
in process. 

System printer is 
jammed. 

Peripheral <possibly 
line printer> hang 

HCP software error 

CorruPted HCP 
code file. 

Unexpected hardware 
error• 

Unknown MCP error. 

HCP has detected 
an error con di t
i on from which it 
can not recover. 

Memory parity 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

C om p l et e i no u t us i n g 
an OCK key. 

Ooen ar.d close Printer 
c,over to initialize 
print head. Repeat if 
not successful first 
time. If still not 
successful, perform 
a warmstart. 

Enter CL com m and • I f no t 
successful, make per
ipheral ready or not 
ready; switch if off or 
on; insert and unload 
spare cassette in cass
ette drive. If this 
fails, take memory dump, 
re po r t f au l t , an d war "' -
start. 
Note: never load or 
unload disk media, or 
cassette media which 
are in use, until 
system has returned to 
to initial state. 

Take n:emory dump, report 
fault, and warmstart. 

Take ~emory dump, 
re po r t er r or , re run 
on backup dis'k. 

Take memory dump, 
report error, re
warmstart. 

Take memory dump, 
report error .. attempt 
to rerun. If still not 
successful, request 
technical assistance. 

Refer to section 
on HCP diagnostic 
messaqes tor further 
details. 

Initialize system .. and 
rerun. If still faulty• 
call field engineer. 
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MESSAGE 

Proqra• load taking 
long time : keyboard 
disabled and 0 
lights 4 to 7 
flashing. 

Hissing sound fro11 
disk drive• 

Non-functional 
disk drive. 

1/0 errors fro• 
disk. ' 
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POSS! au:: CAUSES 

P rogra11 loaded 
t~rashing due to 
tack of available 
memory; too many 
or too Large pro• 
gr a 11 s i n 111 i x .. 

Oisk drive heads 
are damaged· 

Hardware fault on 
drive. 

Non-function disk 
drive. 

Crashed disk head. 

Physical damaged 
disk media. 

Disk media has 
bad areas. 

SUGGESTED ACTION 

Try keyboard input. If 
this failsr initialize 
system and retry. 

Stop work. qemove the 
aisk fro11 the damaged 
drive. TH IS 0 I SK IS 
PROBABLY DAMAGED, DO 
NOT LOAD ANY OTHER 
DISK INTO THE DRIVE. 
Call field engineer. 

load a good disk on 
crive <EXCEPT If" DRIVE 
HEADS ~AVE CRASHED>r run 
LS utility. If this 
produces errors .. the 
d r i v e i s f au l t y : c a l l 
f i e l Cl e n g i ne e r • 

See above. 

See above. 

Re pl ace w i th new 
disk media. 

Run CHECK.DISK to report 
o n p a r i t y er r ors • R un 
K A t o g i v e 1 i s k d i r ec t -
or y an a L ys is : If this 
shows AREA MISSING or 
AREA ASSIGNED TWICEr 
send the KA plus recent 
SPO message log to 
f i e l d e n g i ni:t e r • R u n 0 A 
to give further analysis 
of disk. 

Use backup Jisk for 
system files. Re-
c o v e r an y o t h er f i l es 
by attempting to 
COPY them one-by-one 
fro m t he c or r 11 pt d i s k 
to a good disk. 



B 90 DEPENDENT UTILITIES 

The following pages describe those system utilities which run under MCP control but which are relevent only 
to the B 90 CMS software. 
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CONFIGURER (Configure B 90 Software System) 

This utility sets up data in a disk file called "SYSCONFIG" to determine how the B 90 is to be used. The 
SYSCONFIG file must be present on the system disk if any of the software options are to be used, other than 
the defaults given later. The data in this file is examined at warmstart time. Therefore any options specified 
~II onJ.L1'~,-~ft~£~i~~--~~t~~!~~~~~~t···~~~-· _ -

To execute, enter 

CONFIGURER 

The utility runs in an interactive mode, using the console as input. 

"SPO LOGGING REQUIRED Y OR N". Enter "Y" if a log of SPO messages is to be kept on disk. This 
will normally be required if the SPO messages are sent to the self-scan display where there is no hard-copy. 
If no SPO logging is required, enter "N". 

"ENTER NUMBER OF LOG FILES". Enter a number between 3 and 16. At warmstart this number of 
files will be created on the system disk to hold the logs. The names of the files are "SYS-LOG-01" to "SYS
LOG-nn" where "n" is the number entered. The minimum is 3 files. 

"ENTER LOG FILE SIZE IN SECTORS". Enter a number which will be the size of each of the log files, 
between 32 and 16383. The minimum log file size is 32 sectors. Therefore the minimum disk space for log files 
is ~ J)_ sectors. 

"INFORMATION FOR WARM ST ART: ENTER ID OF FILE TO BE ZIPPED". If it is not desired to 
execute a program at the beginning of each warmstart, enter the name of the program code file (including disk
id if not on the system disk) to be executed. If no program is to be run, make a null input (just OCKl). 

"ENTER STARTUP MESSAGE". Enter up to 80 characters, terminated by OCKl, as a warmstart message. 
This message will be displayed at the beginning of each warmstart. If no message is required, just depress 
OCKl. 

"ENTER POWER OFF MESSAGE". Enter up to 80 characters, terminated by OCKl, as a message to be 
displayed. when the system disk is powered off. If no message is required, just depress OCKl. 

"SPO OPTION SSA OR SPA". Enter "SSA" if it is desired to display SPO messages on the self-scan display. 
This will free the console printer to be used entirely by programs with console files. The self-scan can also be 
used by programs. When the self-scan is used both programmatically and as a SPO, the SPO messages are dis
played when the ready enable key and OCKl are depressed. 

Enter "SPA" if it is desired to write SPO messages to the serial printer. This is especially useful if the console 
printer is equipped with more than one tractor, in which case only the bottom left-hand tractor will be used 
by the MCP for SPO messages, and other tractors can be used exclusively by programs with console files. 

"JOB COMPLETED". This is displayed when the utility terminates. 

Defaults: 

If the SYSCONFIG file is not present on the system disk, the following options are assumed: 

SPO logging is enabled. 

The number of log files is 3. 

The size of each log file is 32 sectors. 

No message is displayed at startup. 

The SPO option is SP A. 
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Output Messages: 

HES SAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

ILLEGAL NUM0ER A number outside Wait for r ePe at, then 
or LOG FILES the ranqe 3- 16 enter correct value. 

was entered. 

ILLEGAL FILE A number outs; de Iii a it for repeat, 
SIZE the range 32-1&383 prompt, then enter 

was entered. correct value. 

ILLEGAL - A file-name enter- Wait for repeat 
ed does not have pro111pt, then enter 
the correct format. correct va l1Je. 

INVALID CHARACTER IN Typinq mistake Check input and re-enter 
IOENTIFI ER identifier when oromptad· 

**I NVAL I 0 SELECTION - Option has been spec· Wait for repeat pro mp ti' 
RETRY** if i ed which is not then enter correct 

one Of all owed values. information. 

PARITY ERR!JR ON Parity error occur- Investigate cause 
WRITE TO FILE red while writing of disk error. Use 
file-name. ERROR information to different di s k. 
AT RECORD NUMB ER the SYSCONFI G f i le. Repeat execution of 
number. Utility terminates. program. 
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DUMPANAL YSE (Analyze B 90 Program Dump Files) 

When a program is DP'ed (see DP intrinsic) a file on the system disk is created with a name DMFILnn where 
nn is the mix number of the program dumped. This utility provides an analysis of this file, for use by technical 
analysts, printed on the line printer. 

[... If the dumped program was written in MPL (used BILINTERPX) only the d~umJ?.:tiJ.e i.L~~g~~g for a full 
analysis. If the dumped program was written in COBOL or RPG (used COBOLINTX), a fuller analysis can 

J . be provide~ ... bµ~~siQ'.ipg,~tJ:i~ .. J1,[Qi![i!J!L.fQQ~ •. E!~w1!§ ~~ll; 

Format: 

DUMPANAL YSE disk-name I dump-file-name disk-name I program-name 

~.2!~~.tl.!~U~-~2~al!!~=-1.!!:!!~! .. £~.lhe,~~-~~~Ji~£g~-~at c2!!1~~~ and placed in the code file. This 
is normally the same as the disk file name but the file name could have been changed by the CH utility. if 
the wrong program name (or none at all) is given for a COBOL or RPG program, then the dump analysis 
will be incomplete (no COP table data can be analyzed). 

Examples: 

To analyze the dump file of an MPL program DP'ed when it was mix number 1: 
DUMP ANALYSE DMFILOl 

To analyze a dump file (which had been copied to a new file DPFILE on disk PRB) caused by DP'ing the 
COBOL program AR678: 

DUMP ANALYSE PRB/DPFILE AR678 

To analyze the dump file created by DP'ing the RPG program RS202P. The program was at mix number 
3 and the code file resides on disk RTB: 

DUMPANALYSE DMFIL03 RTB/RS202P 

completion of the printed analysis, the dump file is removed from disk. To preserve a copy of the dump 
make a backup copy (using the COPY program) before executing the DUMPANALYSE program. 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 

••WARNING** BIL Program name has None. 
DUMP fl, SEC ONO been specHied for 
PARAMETER IN a dump file from an 
!NIT.HESS IGNORED HPL pro gr a 111. 

PACK IO TOO Oisk•name exceeds Cheek input and 
LONG disk-na111e 7 c h ar act er s • Util- re-enter. 

itv terminates. 
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MESS-. GE FOSS I EL E CAUSES SUGGE S TEO AC T 13 N 

FILE 10 TOO Fi te·name exceeds Cheek input and 
LONG file-name 12 charactes. re-enter. 

Utility terminates. 

INVALID CH AR AC TERS File-name or program Check input and 
IN FILE fite·name name m i s -s p el l e d • re-enter. 

Utility terminates. 

fi le-na111e NOT oump file or program Cheek input and 
FOUND f i le c ann<»t be found. re-enter. Or make 

Utility terminates. file present by 
loading program 
or dump f i le from 
backup COPY• 

I NT E RPRE TER VERSION OUlllP file is corr- Use backup co PY of 
NOT SUPPORTED opted; Error in co11 • dump f He; retain 
i nterpreter·name piler creating prog- program code file 

ram f i le· and request tech· 
n ical assistance. 
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GEN.DUMPFL (Create Empty B 90 Memory Dump File) 

Before the contents of memory can be dum~ed to dis~.L~n -~1!1£~Y disk file called MEMDUMP must be cre-
1\ted." This file must be large enough to take t e conteiitsoraITllieiiii~_i[§ffOftne ~ysfem on which...,..the d~ 
is being taken. 

Format: 

GEN.DUMPFL number ON disk-name AS file-name 

Examples: 

To create an empty file called MEMDUMP on the system disk for a B 90 with 80K bytes _of ~2E}'_: 
__ GEN.DUMPFL 80 __ 

To create an empty file called MEMORY.DUMP on disk PRB for a 1_28K B 90: 

GEN'.DUM_R~. 128 ON PRB AS MEMORY.DUMP 

Note that this file-name must be changed to "MEMDUMP" before a successful memory dump can be taken. 
Any existing file of the same name will be removed when the new file is created by this utility. 

Output Messages: 

MESSAGE POSSIBLE CAUSES SUGG ES TEO ACT ION 

SPACE RESERVED Successful EOJ None. 

SIZE TOO SHALL "number" i s less Re-input• 
than 64. 

SIZE TOO LARGE "number" is greater Re-input. 
th an 11264. 

DISK NAME TOO Disk name is greater Re-input• 
.LARGE th an 1 characters. 

F Il.,E NAME TOO file name is greater Re-input. 
LONG th an 12 char act er s. 
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GT (General Trace) 

[ . The general trace command is an MCP intrinsic which displays various diagnostic information either on the 
system console or on the line printer. The general format is: 

·Format: 

GT 

ON 
OFF 
printer-peripheral 
diagnostic-class 
disk-peripheral 

switch-value 

To turn the trace printing on, with printing on the console (SPA) enter 

GT ON 

To direct the diagnostic printing to a line printer, specify the printer peripheral. For example 

GT LPA 

Note that the trace must also be turned ON in this case. The trace will be interleaved with any program 
printout. 

To turn the trace off, enter 

GT OFF 

To display the cumulative number of retries performed on a disk unit since the last warmstart, specify the 
desired peripheral. For example, 

GT DMA 

The general B 90 machine code trace is implemented as follows: 

Each- trace point is identified by a diagnostic class and a diagnostic value. The class is one of 16, identified 
by a hex digit (0-F). This identifies the system function being performed, as follows: 
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0 
1 
2 
3-1 
8 
9 
A 
8 
c 
I) 

f. 
f 

0 o en I c l o s e f i l e n a n d l i rg r c ut i n e s 
Ind ex e o f i le hand l i ng 
A cc ep t Id i s p lay rout f1 es 
Intrinsic functions <fer example• SORTI"ITRINS> 
Automatic volume reccgrition <AVR> routines 
BAILIFF Ctask nandling MCP routine> 
Disk space allocat e/cealtccate routines 
Interpreters CBILINTERPX• COBOLINfX,. NOL.INTERPX> 
MCF communicate handler <~CH> 
V ir tu al memory C 'VM > rout ires 
f ask control rout in es <fer example" BU LIFF> 
1/0 master interrupt hardler <HIP> 
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The diagnostic value is a hex number (0-F) giving a measure of depth of trace required (0 is least significant, 
F is critical). 

The GT command allows the storage of a switch-value for each diagnostic class. If the trace has been initiated 
via the GT ON command, then each time a trace point is encountered in the machine code, a diagnostic printout 
will occur if the switch-value for that class of trace is lower than or equal to the diagnostic value of that trace 
point. For example, if a particular trace point had a diagnostic value of C, then a trace point would occur if 
the switch-value for the appropriate class was in the range 0-C inclusive. If the switch-value set by the GT com
mand was D, E or F, no trace print would occur. 

The default values set at warmstart are: 

trace option OFF 

diagnostic print directed to SP A 

all switch-values set to F. 

Therefore the only trace prints that will normally occur are the critical ones (diagnostic value F). 

Note that if the trace option is ON the PK lights display the current trace point, whether or not the printing 
takes place, as follows: 

PK 
17 

PK 
18 

PK 
19 

diagnostic-class 
in binary 

(0000-1111) 

PK 
20 

PK 
21 

PK 
22 

PK 
23 

diagnostic value 
in binary 

(0000 - 1111) 

PK 
24 

For example, a trace point with class 0 (binary 1101) and severity 7 (binary 0111) will cause PK lights 17, 
18, 20, 22, 23 and 24 to be lit. 

The switch-value entered in the GT command must contain two hex digits: 

first digit - switch-value for register diagnostics 

second digit - switch-value for memory diagnostics 

If no options are specified for the GT command, then the current switch-values for each of the 16 diagnostic 
classes is displayed. 

Examples: 

To find the retry count for OMA and OKA: 

GT QMA 
OMA 0 RETRlfS 

GT OKA 
GT OKA NOT ON SYSTEM 
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To set the switch-values to CC for interpreters, then interrogate all switch-values, then turn on printing to 
LPA: 

GT 
GT 

B cc 

DIAG SWITCHES ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 
••••• ff ff CC ff ff ff Ff 
GT LPA 
GT ON 

Note that only the disk.-peripheral option and the GT command with no further options result in an immediate 
response to the operator. 

Format of diagnostic printout: 

The format of a register diagnostic message is given here, where each X represents a single hexadecimal digit. 
The hex string is printed on one line. 

register : AD BO B1FL J K L 

xx xx xx xx xx xx xx xx xx xx 

register M1 M2 WR x y MXA MXB UMRX AD,ESCT 

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xx xx xx xx xx xx 

The diagnostic class and value are given by the AD register (first 2 digits, repeated in first pair of last four 
digits). For example, a DF diagnostic with Ml = 1111 would look like: 

Of xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
1111 xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx L)f xx 

where x indicates any hexadecimal digit. 

When GT is switched on, system fatal errors (which would normally result in a set of PK lights 17 to 24 
flashing) are reported as a diagnostic printed message followed by initialization to the Initial state. A memory 
dump should normally be taken to find more information. When GT is switched off, the pattern of PK lights 
17 to 24 that are set flashing on a system fatal error correspond to the value of the AD register. 
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ND (New Density) 

This intrinsic allows the operator to define the print density on suitable console printers. 

Format: 

peripheral density 

The density field 1s a single character which specifies the density as follows: 

A. The number of characters 

B. The second highest number of characters per inch. 

and so on. 

1. The greatest number of lines per inch available on the printer. 

2. The second highest number of lines per inch. 

and so on. 

Examples: 

ND SPA I 

ND SPA B 

When the number of characters per inch changes, the operating system will adjust the values of page width 
and offset (previously set by an FD command or by default) so that any subsequent output is restricted to the 
part of the platten available with the previous density. The page height will be adjusted when the number of 
lines per inch changes. 

The new density, together with the adjusted values of page height or page width and offset, are recorded 
in the system configuration (SYSCONFIG) file and are remembered across system shutdown and warmstart. 

At warmstart, if any inconsistency is found between the system configuration file information and the 
capability of the current printer, then the system configuration file information is ignored and default values 
are used. The system configuration file is unaltered. 

The densities available on different printers are as follows: 

PERIPHERAL DENSITY 

120 cps console printer 15 characters per inch 

IO characters per inch 

90 cps console printer 15 characters per inch 

10 characters per inch 

8 lines per inch 

6 lines per inch 
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VALUE 

A 

B 

A 

B 

l 

2 



Output Messages: 

MESSAGE ?OSSI8LE CAUSf SUliGESTED ACTION 

input INVALID <1 H he spec i f i ed Cl> enter correct 
density value e><ceeds inplJt 
the n umber of options 
available on the 
configured console 
( 2 >the printer i s C2hait un t i l program 
i n use has closed th a console 

fit e 
(3>the mnemonic i s cDrrect the 1nput 
1ncorrect and re-enter 

input NOf ON S YSf EM The spec1 tied Correct the input 
per; p he rat doe:> and re-enter 
not ex 1st 
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PATCHMAKER (Patch B 90 Machine-Code Object Program Files) 

This utility reads a file of patches from disk or cassette or from console keyboard input and patches a ma
chine-coded system software item. Stringent conditions are enforced to make the patch, including the necessity 
to apply each patch in the correct order. All previous patches must be applied before making the next patch. 

Note: it is essential that an unused copy of all micro-coded software items is retained for patching. It is not 
possible to patch a B 90 MCP that has been used in normal B 90 operation. This is because certain MCP tables 
included in the code file are modified during operation. This modification would cause the check digit calcula
tions in PATCHMAKER to fail. The Stand-Alone Utility (SAU) COPY function may be used to create unused 
copies of all system software for patching purposes, and also to create backup copies of patched software. Files 
pn the system disk cannot be patched: they must reside on a user disk. --

To execute, enter 

PATCHMAKER 

. The utility runs in an interactive mode. 

The utility displays on the SPO: "IS PATCH FILE TO BE ENTERED FORM CONSOLE" 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

If the operator enters 

AX mix~number YES 

then the console file will be opened. Any other response causes the utility to ask, via displays on the SPO, 
if the file containing patches is on a cassette: if the response is "YES" a tape file named "PATCHES" is re
quired, and any other response requires a disk file on the system disk named "PATCHES". 

If a console file is opened the utility displays 

~
"?DAT A PATCHES 

SIGNIFY WHETHER PATCH FILE IS TO BE 

OUTPUT ON CASSETTE OR DISK" 

The operator may en_ter, via an ACCEPT, either "CASSETTE" or "DISK". Patches entered subsequently 
on the keyboard will be written to the specified medium. 

The utility displays 

"ENTER PATCHES NOW" 

The patches must be entered via the keyboard from the hard-copy provided. The characters and terminating 
keys must be entered exactly as supplied, although spaces are not significant and may be entered as found con
venient. The utility will ask for resubmission of lines which are obviously incorrect. 

If correct, the m~~~_ge 
"PATCHES HAVE BEEN ENTERED CORRECTLY 

"?END PATCHES" 

is given. 

When the correct patch has been entered, the utility displays on the SPO 

"IS PATCHING NOW REQUIRED" 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 
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If the operator enters anything other than 

AX mix-number YES 

then the utility will go to normal EOJ. If the operator ~nters "YES", then patching will be carried out. 

The utility displays 

"ENTER DISK IDENTITY OF FILES TO BE PATCHED". 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

The operator must enter the disk name of the disk on which reside all the software files to be patched. This 
must not be the system disk. 

The utility displays 

"FILE file-name BEING PATCHED, 

TO BE SAVED AS " 

and waits on an ACCEPT. 

The file-name is the name of the file to be patched, which is generated from the patch itself. Jhis_ fiJ_~ __ Il11!~J 
~!es~!.1:!~~-!-~~-~~~?£~!~~L~2!!.~~E:. The operator must enter the new name for the file after it has been 
patched. The patched file will be retained only if the patching is successful. 

Checksums are computed and verified before and after patching. If the utility goes to EOJ without displaying 
any error messages then the patching has been successful. 

Output Messages: 

HES SAGE POSS IBLE CAUSES SUGGESTED ACT ION 
-, __ , .... 

ERROR IN PA TC HES KeYboard input Cheek keyboa,rd input 
ENTERED - RUN has been •ade with hard-cop v~ re-
A 8 0 RtE'll in error. execute utility. 

PATCHES TO file- Successful patch- Make backup copy of 
na11e-1 SUCCESSFULLY ing run. ti le•name-2 C unused 
ACCOHPLISHD ANO pate hed f i le> for future 
SAVED IN file- patching. 
na111e·2 

INITIAL CHECK SUH Wrong software Re-execute utility wi th 
DISCREPANCY f i le has been correct input f i le. 

submitted tor 
patching. 

Other error mess- Wrong input filei Request technical 
ages other serious so ft- assistance. 

ware errors. 

Note: the device kind of the utility's console file may be modified via the MODIFY utility to one of KB, 
KD or KP if required. The internal name of the console file is THREADS. 
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PMB90 (Analyze B 90 Memory Dumps) 

ti This utility is an interactive program which produces a formatted print of the contents of a memory dump 
tape or disk file produced by the memory dump feature of the B 90 bootstrap ROM. The tape must be labelled 
"MEMDUMP/MEMORY" or the disk file must be named MEMDUMP on the system disk unless otherwise 
specified to PMB90. 

The utility requires the following files on the system disk: 

PMB90 - object code file 

PMBHELP - data file of prompt messages 

PMBERROR - data file of error messages 

PMBM.xxxxx - data file for information on MCP xxxxx 

PMBO.xxxxx - data file for more information on MCP xxxxx 

The x values vary with each release: the files provided with each release must be used with that release, other
wise incorrect analysis may be made. 

Starting the Utility 

The utility can be executed with a number of options in the initial message. The format is as follows: 

Format: 

PMB90 

AX 
SET.SCREEEN number number 
MEMORY hex- number 
LIST 
GET file-name 
ON disk-name 

The meaning of these options is as follows: 

AX 

The program will use the SPO via DISPLAYS and ACCEPTS to communicate with the operator. If this op
tion is not specified the console will be used for communication. 

SET.SCREEN 

This option sets the screen page and line sizes from the numbers specified. These must be set if the DISPLAY 
option is used (see later). The input medium is the console keyboard but echoing of input is on the self-scan 
screen. 

MEMORY --::> 

If this option is specified, the program will read only the first part of the memory dump, up to the byte given 
by the hexadecimal number. Note that use of this option could cause the program to fail on certain print options 
if the analysis requires a part of the dumped memory that has been excluded. 
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LIST 

This option will list the contents of the unanalyzed memory dump during the initial reading of the dump by 
the program. The list is in groups of 4096. (4K) bytes. 

This option can be used to specify the name of the memory dump disk file. If not used, the file "MEM
DUMP" on the system disk is opened. If this file is not present, a cassette labelled "MEMDUMP/MEMORY" 
will be opened. 

ON 

This option can be used to specify the disk on which resides the memory dump file, if not the system disk. 

Using the Utility 

The analysis takes place in an interactive manner. All the available options and instructions on how to use 
them are provided in response to the input "HELP". Further details on a particular option are provided in 
response to the input "HELP option". A knowledge of the MCP is required in order to diagnose the reason 
for any particular memory dump. 

The complete dump options are given here in "railroad diagram" format, with further details later. 

PRINT < print-option > 

DISPLAY 

CHECK <check-option> 

AS< fid > ON < mfid> 

PATCH < page-option > <address> t 
'--~~~~~~~ NEXT ~~~~~~~~~---

< hex-addr> 

END 

BYE 

PRINT 

This option specifies that output from the following list of <print-option>s is to be printed on the console. 

DISPLAY 

This option specifies that output from the following list of <print-option>s is to be displayed on the self
scan screen. In this case the SET.SCREEN parameter should have been used in the initial message. 

CHECK 

The two <check-option>s are MEMORY.LINKS and ALL.MEMORY. The MEMORY.LINKS option gives 
a print of all memory links from the initial pointer (PTRX) until the end of the chain or an inconsistency is 
reached. 
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SAVE 

This option enables a copy of the dump (patched if required) to be made on the specified disk with the specified file-name. 

PATCH 

This option enables invalid areas of memory to be patched in the dump, to enable PMB80 to continue its analysis. 

The <page-option> may only be ONE. The <address> is four hex digits, and the <hex-addr> may be from 
to 16 hex digits. 

END, BYE 

These alternative options cause PMB80 to go to normal EOJ. 

The format of <print-option> is as follows: 

EMORY ---~ ALL.M 
~-~GLOB 

~-~C.TAB 

AL 
LE 

--- ESCT 
~-~ DIAG NOSTICS 
1----;;J. TASK .TABLE 

MEMO 

--- MEMO ___ ,..<page 

GWA 
SCL ..._ ___ ,..SAT 

RY.MAP 
RY.LINKS 
option> VMWA 

..._ __ ..,MIX 

i----~ OL 

----'""DATA .COMM.AREA 

PHT J 
T <device option > 

E _I 
c <slice option> 

]' 
SLIC 

TAS K f 
1-- < task-name> 
1-- < mix-number, 0-15 > 

'--- CURRENT 

HEX < page option> 
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c DATA.SEGMENTS 

=i-- < wa option> 

<start address> --

~ 

l 
~ 

I 
J ~ 

-

, < le1.gth > -



ALL.MEMORY 

This option creates an analysis of fixed MCP data areas, configuration table and task table if present, all pe
ripheral handler tables, memory links and analysis of all locked slices in memory plus all overlayable code and 
data segments present in memory at the time of the dump. 

GLOBAL 

This option creates an analysis of the fixed MCP data areas only 

C.TABLE 

This option gives a print of the configuration table if it was in memory at the time when the dump was taken. 

ESCT 

This option gives a print of the mix table (execution scan priority table). 

DIAGNOSTICS 

This option gives a print of the MCP's diagnostic buffer area. 

TASK.TABLE 

This option gives further analysis of the mix, if the overlayable task table was present in memory at the time 
when the dump was taken. 

MEMORY.MAP 

This option provides an analysis of the layout of memory. 

MEMORY.LINKS 

This option analyzes the layout of the overlayable area of memory. 

VMWA 

This option gives a print of the virtual memory work area only. 

GWA 

This option gives a print of the Global work area only. 

SCL 

This option prints the keyboard buffer only. 

SAT 

This option gives a print of the Slice Address Table only. 

MIX 

This option gives a selective analysis of parts of the dump relating to the tasks running at the time of the 
dump. 

OL 

This option provides a selective analysis of peripheral configuration information. 
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DATA.COMM.AREA 

This option prints the areas of memory relating to data communications. 

PHT 

This option gives a print of selected Peripheral Handler Tables. If the <device-option>s are absent, then all 
peripherals attached to the system at the time of the memory dump are analyzed. Allowable values for <device
option> are: 

SLICE 

CX - Channel Expander 

LP - Line Printers 

SP - Serial (console) Printer 

CT - Cassettes 

DK - Cartridge Disks 

DF - Fixed Disks 
DM - BSM Disks 

KB - Keyboard 

SS - Self-Scan 

ADC - Asynchronous Data Comm Controllers 

SDC - Synchronous Data Comm Controllers 

DI - ICMDs 

SDI - BSMII Disks 

This option provides selective printing of locked slices of memory or of data segments. The <slice-option> 
may be either a "slice number" in the range 0-45 or one of the following names: 

DISKDDR 

LPDDR 

PANDDR 

KBDDR 

CASSDDR 

SEND DR 

CONSOLE 

INXS 

SCREEN SN 

SUSN 

INITIALIZE 

ADCDDR 

SDCDDR 

OPEN CLOSE 

DCCH 

SPO 

CONBUFSN 

SCLBUFSN 
ICMDDDR 

OCOMSN 

DIAGSN 
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TASK 

This option prints the contents of a Task Control Block (TCB). 

The <task-name> may be one of 

NOL 

MCS 

BAILIFF 

SCL 

LOADER 

The <wa-option> may be one of 

MPLII 

BIL 

COBOL 

RPG 

SORT 

NOL 

HEX 

This option provides a print (or display) in hexadecimal and byte format of selected parts of memory. The 
<start address> is a four-hex-digit number and the <length> is also specified as a four-hex digit number. 

Example: 

To obtain a complete memory dump print on the console printer: 

PMB90 (OCK) 

PRINT ALL.MEMORY (OCK) 

To obtain a dump of the data comm buffers, plus the data comm controller device-dependent routines, plus 
the MCS and NOL task tables: 

Note: 

PMB90 (OCK) 

PRINT DATA.COMM.AREA (OCK) 

PRINT PHT ADC SOC (OCK) 

PRINT TASK MCS NOL (OCK) 

When submitting memory dumps for analysis, it is helpful if some preliminary analysis has already been per
formed. The following option is recommended: 

PMB90 

PRINT MIX OL MEMORY.MAP MEMORY.LINKS GLOBAL PHT TASK CURRENT 

Always provide the MEMDUMP file on magnetic media even if this preliminary analysis has been performed. 
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POWER OFF 

Logically power off all user disks (see PO command if under MCP control, or SAU PO command if under 
SAU control). 

Logically power off the system disk (see PO command if under MCP control). Wait until the system returns 
to the initial state, that is PKl and PK2 are lit. 

If the PO command cannot be used, due to some system error, then the system should be halted by pressing 
the Load Enable button, causing the system to return to the initial state with PKl and PK2 lit. 

Remove all removable disk media. 

A mini disk can be removed immediately the unit door is opened. 

A disk cartridge can be removed only when the red stop light is lit, assuming that the drive is func
tioning correctly. 

Power off the disk units (failure to remove disk media before this, may result in subsequent media corrup
tion). 

Remove all cassettes from the system. 

Power off the main cabinet (this must be the LAST action after all peripherals have been switched off). 

Note on disk removal: 

There are only two situations when it is valid to remove a disk: 

where the MCP is not running and the disk is not in use. 

where the MCP is running, but the disk is a user disk which is logically powered off after using the 
PO command: note that the PO command does not cause a disk to become logically powered off if 
it is in use, but the PO will be completed only after all activity on the disk is complete. 

Note on power failures: 

If the main cabinet is switched off accidentally (for example, by power failure), remove all disks and cassettes 
before it is switched back on. 
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SECTION 10 
81800/81900-DEPENDENT 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

TO BE PROVIDED 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPLETE RAILROAD DIAGRAMS 

This appendix gives the railroad diagrams for all the CMS-common intrinsics and utilities, including SORT and CO, in 
alphabetical order. These diagrams give the complete input message formats, for ease of reference. 

For details of the meaning of these messages, refer to the text. 

In the following diagrams the <ex-option >is defined as : 

EX 11 <disk-id> I 

and <file-name> is defined as : 

<disk-id> I <file-id> > 
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AD intrinsic 

AD 

ADD utility 

r= I < prog-name > l 
<mix> _ _.L_i-----------~-_.. __ < peripheral > > 

LD \JI * <file-name> ---i 
--~------------------ Aoo--- <load-spec> ---->• 

F <ox-opt;on> 

<load-spec> is defined as: 

TO <disk-id> -----. 

FROM <tape-id> 

A-2 

< 1;1,-;d > }__...._<_s_o_T_H_>_..a.__._~ 

<group-name> 



AMEND utility 

*<file-name> 

[<ox-option> 3t [ 
__ ..___ _________ ...__AMEND <file-name> 

A <tab> 

N 

AX intrinsic 

c I< prng-n•m• > =1 I 
--- AX -- <mix> _ _. ____________ __,._ _ _,_..___ <text> 

CH utility 

CH -[{-
* <file-name> 

~ > 
<ch-spec> 

<ch-spec> is defined as : 

--[ 

<group-name > 

<file-name> 

TO -<group-namey 

r~DATA?2 
__ L1-------~-.a-- TO --<file-name>. 
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CL intrinsic 

-CL 

CHECKADUMP utility 

<printer peripheral> 

<tape peripheral> 

<self-scan peripheral> 

< ICMD peripheral> 

* <file-name> 

[<ex-option>=;]; 

_ ......._ _________ ....__.CHECKADUMP-.&.-- <tape-id> L WITH± _ 

CHECK.DISK utility 

c <ex-option> 3 
CHECK.DISK <disk-id> 
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CO utility 

cex-option~ 

co --T-- 0 - < CO-spec-1 > - 0 -- < CO-spec-2 > 

EST ART 

MX 

<mix> 

<mix> 

CLEAR-[__ 
ALL 

< CO-spec-1 > ia defined as : 

<disk-id> I 

< CO- spec- 2 > is defined as : 

<compiler-option> 

PRINT 

<message-statement> 

FILE 

Fl 

Gindicates the allowed posiions for macro cells 

2015228 

<disk-id>/ 

< patchfile-statement> 

< sourcein-statement > 

< sourceout-statement> 

< workfi.le-statement > 

< printout-statement> 

<line-number> 

Ml< compiler-name>~ 
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CO utility (Continued) 

The <compiler name> is defined as: 

RPG 

RPGXREF 

--------+------- COBOL----------

MPL -----
..._ _____ OPTLIST ___ __. 

The< compiler-option> is defined as : 

The< message-statement> is defined as : 

SYNTAX 

SY------1 

LI 

LIBRARY ----+-----·--7 
SAVE 

GO 

-------MESSAGE-< message-text>---->~ 

< patchfile-statement > is defined as : 

-- PATCHFILE ---t 

NAME< file-name> 

MFID - <disk-id> 

FID - - <file-id>- - - -----

DEVICE - <hardware> 

Fl LESIZE - <integer> 



CO utility (Continued) 

< sourcein-statement> is defined as : 

- SOURCEIN _..___. 

< sourceout-statement > is defined as : 

--SOURCEOUT---~ 

NAME - <file-name> 

MFID - <disk-id> 

FID - <file-id> 

DEVICE - <hardware> 

NAME - <file-name> 

MFID - <disk-id> 

FID - <file-id> 

DEVICE - <hardware> 

Fl LESIZE - <integer> 

RECORD - <integer> 

RECORDS.BLOCK - <integer> 

BLOCK - < inte:,ier > 

< workfile-statement > is defined as : 

-WORKFILE --MFID--<disk-id>-

< printout-statement> is defined as : 

-PRINTOUT--- DEVICE - <hardware>-
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COMPARE utility 

[ <ex-option > "\k 
COMPARE <comp-spec> ----------+--~ 

*_[ <disk-id>/ ~<file··id> 

<comp-spec> is defined as : 

-{ 
< mfid-spec-1 >-WITH - < mfid-spec-2 > 

<gid-spec-1 >-WITH - < gid-spec-2> 

< mfid-spec> is defined as : 

---- <mfid>- /--W....a..-<file-id> 

< gid-spec> is defined as : 
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CRD 

MTP 

PRT 

DSK ....L--i...<nr> 



COPY utility 

* < file-name> 

r <ex-option> -, 

_.._L ______ ~__.-copy_......_...\._IL ..... 
<group-copy> 

'--- <s·file> - TO - <d-file> 

<group-copy> is defined as : 

< group-name-1 > 

F<KEY>=i - -
<BOTH> . 

TO - <group-name-2>~ 

< s-file > is defined as : 

CRD 

MTP 

PTP 

<BOTH> 

<KEY> < r-spec> 

RECORD ~------- <nr> 

BLOCK ------ <nb> 

TAPE.MARKS <nt> 

NO.LABEL 
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COPY utility (Continued) 

< d-file > is defined as : 

<file-name > 

< r-spec> is defined as : 

< record-key> 

<number> 

RECORD 

BLOCK 

----<nr 

---,-<nb 

Fl LESIZE 

SINGLEAREA 

CRUNCH 

EXTENDING 

< r-count> 

CRD 

MTP 

PTP 

--<:_nf> 

- < record-key> 



CP utility 

[ 
<ex-option> 

) 
CP 

[ 
<compute-string> 

<compute-string> is defined as: 

<integer> --~ + 

* 

I 

M 

CREATE utility 

[ <ex-option> -w 1·- <~;:b~ l, 
CREATE _l_<f-spec>--&----..__ _____ ...;73IJo. 

< f-spec· > is defined as : 

ECORD-<nr 

_ES BLOCK--<nb 

A FILESIZE <nf 

<file-name> N _...___.....__.__.:RUNCH __ ...._ __ _ 

A 

N 

EXTENDING - <file-name> 
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DA utility 

READ 

DISPLAY 

END 

DCL 

DFH 

A-12 

[ 
<ex-option > 

] 
---ONLY 

DA 

___ @ __ _ 

--- <sector>----

'---- -< record> ___ _. 

NEXT 

ALL 

NEXT''-----------------1 

~---- OF <file-id> 

TEMPORARY.'-----------·--t 

'----------....... -- <sector> 

@ 

> 
> 



DA utility (Continued) 

AVAi L.TABLE ~~~-....~~-------~ALL~------~--,..-~---~~ 

NAME.LIST 

2015228 

1----------AVAI LAB LE 

1------------------BAD 

r-----------------1 NVALID 

<sector> 

--®'<· 

NAMES 

OF <file-id> 

TEMPORARY 

L@ _1' 
<sector> 

~ 
7 
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DC intrinsic 

----DC <text> > 

DD utility 

FUNCTION - STORE 

< dd-spec > is defined as : 

[ <ex-option >"\I; 
------------__,DD-STORE -<dckpec>~ 

___ t--.[ <f-spec>}TO{ «-'""'}·~> 
< g-spec > < g-spec 

< f-spec> is defined as : 

< g-spec> is defined as : 

FUNCTION - RESTORE 

< ddr·spec > js defined as : 

-----'""--<<disk-id> -/ ik_ <file-id> > 

<disk-id> -/i_<group-id~ 

r=<ex-option ~ 

----'L------~-----DD-RESTORE-<ddr-sp11c>~ 

__ ___,~._/----1..-< f-spec} TO {< 1-•P''>} '-'----)--.;;~ 
...._< g~spec < g-spec > 

The< f-spec> and < g-spec> are defined the same way as in STORE FUNCTION. 



DP intrinsic 

- DP- <mixno.> - I -<program-id> > 

OS intrinsic 

-os--- <mix> - I --<program-id>~ 

DT intrinsic 

r= <date> ~ c <time> -w 
----DT --L~----------~--.._--"-----------------)>~ 
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DUMP utility 

F <ex-option> J 
- LD-----__ __. ______________ w __ DUMP 

* <file-name> 

-- <du mp-spec> > 
<dump-spec> is defined as : 

---FROM <disk-id> <file-id> 

TO< tape-id> --'--------t 
<group-id> 

EX intrinsic 

EX L < program-id> 
[ <real-store> J <text> > 
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FD intrinsic 

FD --SPA-~- < height> , <width> , <offset> > 

FL utittty 

* <file-name>·-----

<ex-option> <file-name> 

FL 

<group-name> 

FS utility 

l <ex-option> I 
_ __._L--------~----FS - <file-name> 

<file-name'> ---w 
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GO intrinsic 

ICMD utility 

I I <prog-id> 2 
--- GO -- <mix> -.L.---------~-.....lll:_.._>~ 

<ex-option> 

ICMD < ICMD-option> --->~ 

< ICMD-option> is defined as: 

LR <disk-id> 

PG <disk-id> 
Fl LESIZE -<number 

COPY - <file-name> - ICMD - TO - <file-name> -i..----------t 

COPY - <file-name> - TO - <file-name> - ICMD --"----------

< file-name> for th is utility is defined as : 

<disk-id> I <file-id> 
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IR utility 

- IR - <number> > 

KA utility 

* < file-name> 

r <ex-option> I <file-name> 

_ __._L ________ >V ...... _ KA -------i 

KX utility 

KX L 
or 

KX 

2015228 

<disk-id> 

NEXT 

R 

END 

\VI 

< group-name> 

<disk-id> I 

<number> 
} 

DSKAVL 

> 
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LB utility 

-LB-

LO utility 

See ADD, DUMP, LOAD, and UNLOAD 

LF utility 

--LF-
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LIST utility 

<ex-option> 

LIST 

< f-spec > is defined as : 

* <file-name> 

< f-spec> 

A 

N 

MTP 

PTP 

< r-spec> 

,__ ___ _.__CRD---"'-----------t 

<file-name> -...s.-+----------------------t--.£.--~ 

< r-spec> is defined as: 

<record-key> 

2015228 

RECORD -----<rs> 

BLOCK < bs> 

TAPE.MARKS - < nt> 

NO.LABEL---------' 

~----<KEY>----------' 

<integer> 

< r-count> 

< record-key> 
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LOAD utility 

LD \LI * <file-name> 

---'~---------------...._-LOAD -- <load-spec> 

F < ox-opt;oo> 

<load-spec> is defined as : 

LR utility 

TO <disk-id> 

FROM <tape-id> 

<file-id> 

<group-id> 

_ _.L.._ ___ <_e_x_-o_p_t_io_n_> __ J __ LR -[ * <file-name> 

<LR-spec> 

< LR-spec> is defined as : 

> 

BOTH> 

<file-name> -----<A>----

<ASCENDING> 
<group-name> 

<disk-id> I 

<integer> 
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MODI FY utility 

* <file-id> 

EN 

< m-spec> 

< m-spec> is defined as: 

CODE.FILE-<file-name> -- { 
FILE-<inf>-.-<f•poo>-,Ji--->~ 

' PPB ~ < ppb-spec > --''~-~ 
< f-spec > is defined as : 

-f ... ___ <_f-il-e--a-tt-ri_b_u-te > <-a-t-tr-ib_u_t_e--v-al_u_e_> __ y_ 
- PRINT.FPB 

< ppb-spec > is defined as : 

< ppb·•ttcibuto > < •tt"buto·"'"' > l--7 
-f ... ________ PRINT.PPB---------' 
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MX intrinsic 

OL intrinsic 

PD utility 

A-24 

r <peripheral> 2 
~-OL---~~~~~~~~~--~-:>~ 

-PD-{ 
<group-name> 

<file-name> 



PG . intrinsic 

--pG- < tape or cassette peripheral> 

PL utility 

2015228. 

c <ex-option> ---w PL £ 
<PL-spec> is defined as : 

---I 

SYST EM 

s 
ERRO 

E 

R 

- <date> 

TO 

ENTR 
-

y--

MIX 

INPU 

OUTPUT 

T 

--

<date> 

<number> 

<number> 

<PL-spec> 

I <time> 

I <time> 

> 

> 

~ 
........ 
/ 

\V 
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PO intrinsic 

-- PO -- <peripheral> 

PR intrinsic 

-PR-- < mix no.> I -< program-id> 

RM utility 

* < file-name> 

<file-name> <BOTH> 

-- RM-_.___.___, 

<group-name> 

RY intrinsic 

RY---- <peripheral> > 
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SF intrinsic 

SF - <mixno.>-/L 

SORT utility 

< program-name> 

<disk-id> 

<disk-id> I <file-id> 

<file-id> 

L <ex-option>-w {* l <file-name> --------------SORT 
<sort-merge-spec> 

<sort-merge-spec> is defined as : 

<file-statement> is defined as : 

-[FILE}- IN_L 
FILES 

< I-file-spec> is defined as : 

URG 

<file-statement> 

<key-statement> 

<user-option-statement> 

<I-file-spec> OUT -< 0-file-spec> 

> 

<file-name>< DISK~ rPURGE-:1- < block-size> 
CARD L ~ ::::ETTE ....,_,__ ___ ___ <record-size> 
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SORT utility (Continued) 

< 0-file-spec> is defined as: 

DISK----. 

CARD,----t <record-size> <block-size> 
r---+-- TAPE ----t-__....._ ______ _.__.... _______ ...._-. 

<file-name>-<: 

CASSETTE 

PRINTER 

i----- KEYFI LE 
...._ __ TAGFILE 

<key-statement> is defined as : 

ASCENDING 
A 

KEY - <- < loc> - < len> --'--+--DESCENDING -+----"-+-

D -----...i 

<user-option-statement> is defined as : 

r--INDEX 

IN PLACE 

i...-...MERGE 

NODUPLICATES 

DUPLICATES 

SYNTAX 
\ lt NOPRINT 

NODISPLAY 

COMMENT - <comments> 

Fl LESIZE - <number of records> 

MEMORY - <memory size':::... 

WORKDISK - <disk-name> 

A-28 

ALPHA 

UA 

NUMERIC R 

UN 

SA L 

SN 

SSA 

>~ 

~ 
-;?" 



SO utility 

[ <ex-option> 

SQ - <disk-id> 
_L 

<SQ-spec> LIST 

<SO-spec> is defined as : 
VERIFY~--------------~----~----------. 

ALL --------------------------------
-----t-AST - <number> 

ST intrinsic 

SV intrinsic 

2015228 

-{
BEGIN 

<start address> 

]-TO -{
<end address> 

END ------~ 
FROM 

[ I <prog-name> W 
---ST --- <mix>-_....----------~---

-- SV -- <peripheral> --

> 
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TAPELR utility 

T APEPD utility 

TL utility 

l <ex-option> ~ 
---'-------------TAPE LR -- <tape-id> 

<ex-option > 

TAPEPD -<tape-id> 

> 

> 

[ < ex-option>J TL ......-------. 1 r---1 -----.\V 
-- <disk-id> I ~ <file-name> RECOVER > 
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UNLOAD utility 

E 
< ex-option > 

<dump-spec> is defined as : 

UPDATE utility 

[ 

FROM <disk-id> 

TO <tape-id> 

<ex-option > 

< i·file > is defined as : 

UNLOAD ---

* <file-name > 

<dump-spec> _ __.W--...,>• 
LD \ll 

<file-id> <BOTH> 

<group-id> 

UPDATE--c-

• <fllo-n•""> y 
< i-file > TO < o-file > 

---<fll•-n•m•> [: J £ <tab>=i 

> 
< o·file > is defined as : 

J ~11 FILESIZE·---<fs>"] 

--...,<file·name)i---.Z....--+---------------,-1--',__->_, 

----CRUNCH 

XO utility 

l <ex-option> ~ 

_....._----------XD -<disk-id> - <address> - <length> > 
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APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLES OF PRINTED UTILITY OUTPUT 

This appendix provides sample output from some of the CMS-common utilities described in section 4. 

SPO and console input messages are underlined. Some utilities use SPO display messages for output. Output print listings use 
a printer if one is available, or (for a B 80 or B 800) a console file. Print files can be either labelled or unlabelled : if a file is 
labelled, the name _is printed following 

?DATA 

at the beginning of the listing, and 

?END 

at the end of the listing (for example, refer to the PL output listing). In this appendix, print files are shown boxed in : other 
output is on the SPO. 

The meaning of the input messages are given in section 4. The utilities are given here in alphabetical order. 

2015228 8-1 



NO DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN DUMP TAPE ART 
••• APE AND DISK SYSTEM 

CHECK .. DISK MYDit>t< 

10/CHECK .. DISK < 2>MYDISK/SYSMEM 
••• PARITY ERROR WHILE IN READ 227F. 

ERROR NOTIFIED ON READING SECTOR 

10/CHECK.DISK < 2>MYDISK/SYSMEM 
••• PARITY ERROR WHILE IN READ 227F. 

ERROR NOTIFIED ON READING SECTOR 

10/CHECK.DISK < 2>MYDISK/SYSMEM 
..... PARITY EHFlOR WHILE IN READ <:~(·~7F 

ERROR NOTIFIED ON READING SECTOR 

DM READ 

~54B9 

Ni REAI) 

~s !5 ~=s {:·:1 

DM READ 

c·· c·· 1:·· ··~· 
~) • .. ) .. ),.! 

CHECK.DISK ON MYDISK COMPLETED - ERRORS 
.... NOTIFIED 



IV 00'1PARE FRED WilH MYDISK/FRED 
t;: FRED WITH MYDISK/FRED COMPARED - 1 ERRQRS 
IV 
IV 
00 

DIFFERENCE DETECTED AT BYTE @002F@ 

FRED RECORD 2 IS: 
000001! 5448 4953 2049 5320 4120 4455 4D4D 5920 4649 4C45 2043 5245 4154 4544 2054 4F20"THIS IS A DUMMY FILE CREATED TO 11 

00020@ 4445 4D4F 4E53 5452 4154 4520 484F 5778 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020"DEMONSTRATE HOWx " 
000401! 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 • II 11 

MYDISK/FRED RECORD 2 IS: 
00000@ 5448 4953 2049 5320 4120 4455 4D4D 5920 4649 4C45 2043 5245 4154 4544 2054 4F20"THIS IS A DUMMY FILE CREATED TO 11 

00020@ 4445 4D4F 4E53 5452 4154 4520 484F 5720 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020"DEMONSTRATE HOW H 

00040@ 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 II II 



f M MYDISK 
~ BOJ DA VERSION C3.01.01l 

?DATA CONS 

£. 
00 .. 

CARTRIDGE IDENTIFIER MYDISK SERIAL NUMBER 000009 
OWNERS IDENTIFICATION TIO 

INITIALIZATION DATE 79150 INITIALIZATION SYSTEM BDS 
PACK CODE 0 ACCESS CODE 
RESTRICTED CARTRIDGE HO INTEGRITY FLAG 0 
BAD SECTOR COUNT 000000 ACTUAL ERROR COUNT 000000 

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS BB/@0058@ UNIT OF ALLOCATION <SECTORS> 1/@01@ 
NUMBER OF TRACKS/CYLINDER 21@02@ NUMBER OF SECTORS/TRACK 32/@20@ 

NAME LIST ADDRESS 38/@0026@ NAME LIST LENGTH 5/@05@ 
AVAILABLE TABLE ADDRESS 32/@0020@ AVAILABLE TABLE LENGTH 6/@06@ 
ADDRESS OF FIRST DFH 43/@0028@ KAXIHUH NUMBER OF FILES 51/@0033@ 

£. 



N DA (continued): 
0 ..... 
VI 
N 
N 
00 

IfH CF FRED 
SECTOR: 44/@002C@ FILE IDENTIFIER FRED FILE TYPE @01@ = SOURCE LANGUAGE 

£. 

CREATION DATE 
GENERATION NUMBER 
FLAGS 

RECORD SIZE 
RECORDS/BLOCK 
MAX FILE SIZE 

HAX AREAS IN USE 
REC IN LAST AREA 

79150 
0/@0000@ 

BIT 0 = 0 

80/@0050@ 
1/@0001@ 

54/@0036@ 

1/@01@ 
4/@0004@ 

LAST ACCESS DATE 79150 
IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL NUMBER 0/@00@ 

BIT 2 = 0 

SECTORS/BLOCK 
SAVE FACTOR -

1/@0001@ 
<???> 

OVERFLOW PACK-ID ??????? 
SPARE BYTES IN LAST RECORD 0/@0000@ 

USER COUNTS: TOTAL USERS - <O> BITS 0-2 
OUTPUT USERS - CO> BIT 4 
LOCK ACCESS USERS - <O> BITS 5-7 

AREA BIT HAP 
1 2 

1 1 0 = ALLOCATED HERE 
2-16 0 0 = NOT ALLOCATED 

AREA START 
ADDRESS 

94/@005E@ 

AREA SIZE NUMBER OF RECORDS 
IN AREA 

54/@0036@ 4/@0004@ 



f DA (continued): 

°' 
I:fH N:XT 

SECTOR: 45/@002D@ FILE IDENTIFIER AHEND FILE TYPE @10@ = S-CODE 

£. 

CREATION DATE 
GENERATION NUHBER 
FLAGS 

RECORD SIZE 
RECORDS/BLOCK 
HAX FILE SIZE 

HAX AREAS IN USE 
REC IN LAST AREA 

70107 
0/@0000@ 

BIT O = 0 

180/@00B4@ 
1/@0001@ 

36/@0024@ 

1/@01@ 
36/@0024@ 

LAST ACCESS DATE 79150 
IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL NUMBER 0/@00@ 

BIT 2 = 0 

SECTORS/BLOCK 
SAVE FACTOR -

1/@0001@ 
<???) 

OVERFLOW PACK-ID ??????? 
SPARE BYTES IN LAST RECORD 0/@0000@ 

USER COUNTS: TOTAL USERS - <O> BITS 0-2 
OUTPUT USERS - (0) BIT 4 
LOCK ACCESS USERS - CO> BITS 5-7 

AREA BIT HAP 
1 2 

1 1 0 = ALLOCATED HERE 
2-16 0 0 = NOT ALLOCATED 

AVAIL. TAEl.E AVAILAEl.E 

AREA START 
ADDRESS 

148/@0094@ 

AREA SIZE NUMBER OF RECORDS 
IN AREA 

36/@0024@ 36/@0024@ 

AVAILABLE TABLE ADDRESS: 32/@0020@ LENGTH: 6/@0006@ 

~:.CTOR STATUS LENGTH START ea <+u 
32/@0020@ 1 AVAIL 1038/@040E@ 198/@00C6@ 1236/@04D4\! 

2 AVAIL 213/@00DS@ 1913/@0779@ 2126/@084[@ 
3 AVAIL 259/@0103@ 1336/@0538@ 1595/@0638@ 
4 AVAIL 354/@0162@ 2216/@0BAB@ 2570/@0AOA@ 

37/@0025@ 29 AVAIL 3016/@0BCB@ 2616/@0A38@ 5632/@1600@ 



N 
0 .... 
Vo 
N 
N 
00 

to 
I 

-...! 

DA (continued) : 

£ 

wn:..L.IST l'W£S 
~E LIST ~l>DRESS: 

!:ECTOR 
38/@0026@ 

39/@0027@ 

40/@0028@ 

1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
8 
9 

10 
1 
6 

38/@0026~ 

STATUS 
SYSHEH 
FRED 
AHEND 
XD 
COBOL4 
COBOL! 
COBOL5 
COBOL3 
COBOL? 
COBOL 

LENGTH: 5/@0005@ 

INDEX N~H ADDRESS 
00 43/@0028@ 
01 44/@002C@ 
02 45/@002D@ 
03 46/@002E@ 
OE 57/@0039@ 
12 61/@0031)@ 
13 62/@003E@ 
14 63/@003F@ 
16 65/@0041@ 
18 70/@0046@ 

CHARACTER: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E F 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E F 
SECTOR:l.038/@040E@ O/@OO@: 0251 ooac 7150 4851 008D 8A4B 3738 5100 81)51 ooac 4837 2F84 7189 5F84 7188 6FOC 

Q P K Q K 7 8 Q Q K 7 I _ 
32/@020@: 2E40 OCB4 OD2E 400C 840D 9188 OCOD OC51 008D 6102 D04F OC42 0251 ooac 994C OC77 

• @ • @ Q 0 B Q l 
64/@040@: 0551 OOSD SA4B 84F2 5F84 F36F OC84 F65F 84F7 6FOC OD84 FA5F 84FB 6FOC OD77 7484 

Q K - - -
96/@060@: F65F 84F7 6FOC 771D 5100 8C71 501F 7763 AC77 0671 56E2 0802 0251 008C 5100 8D71 

- Q p ? v Q Q 
128/@080@: 5058 4837 4E84 FA5F 84FB 6FOC 771D 5100 BC71 601F 773D AC77 0671 57E2 0802 0251 

P[K7N _ Q '? = W Q 
1.60/@0AO@: OOBC 5100 BD71 6058 4837 2851 ooac 7150 1F77 2051 

Q [ K 7 ( Q P ? Q 
£. 



f DA (continued) : 
00 

Rf:M i'f.Xf 
0-lttRACTER: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A 8 C D E F 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A 8 C D E F 

Sf~CTOR:l.039/@040F@ 0/@000@: oosc 7160 6F77 0871 62E2 0802 0237 1071 3CE2 0802 0251 ooac 5100 8D71 6058 4818 
7 < Q Q [ K 

32/@020@: 2E40 OC84 OD2E 400C 840D 9188 OCOD OC51 008D 6102 D04F OC42 0251 008C 994C OC77 
. @ . @ Q 0 B Q L 

64/@040@: 0551 008D 8A48 84F2 5F84 F36F OC84 F65F 84F7 6FOC OD84 FA5F 84FB 6FOC OD77 7484 
Q K - - -

96/@060@: F65F 84F7 6FOC 771D 5100 BC71 501F 7763 AC77 0671 56E2 0802 0251 ooac 5100 8D71 
- Q p ? v Q Q 

l.28/@0BO@: 5058 4837 4E84 FA5F 84FB 6FOC 771D 5100 8C71 601F 773D AC77 0671 57E2 0802 0251 
P[ K7 N _ Q ··? = W Q 

1.60/@0AO@: OOBC 5100 8D71 6058 4837 2851 008C 7150 1F77 2051 
Q C K 7 C Q P ? Q 

£ 

EOJ DA 



N 
0 ....... 
Vl 
N 
N 
00 

txi 
I 
\0 

f..IJ) 30 MAY 79 USAGE MAP OF MINI DISK MYDISK SERIAL NO. 000009 OWNER TIO PAGE 1. 
INITIALISED 79150 ON BDS FOR MAXIMUM BF 51 FILES ALLOCATION UNIT 1 ERROR COUNT 000000 BAD SECTOR COUNT 000000 

0:l CYLINDERS 2 TRACKS PER CYLINDER 32 SECTORS PER TRACK 
rilEA ADDRESS AREA LENGTH STATUS FILE NAME 

9<1· @0000SE@ 
1336 @000538@ 
1.522 @OOOSF2@ 
2216 @0008A81'! 
~;t'>20 @OOOA3C@ 

l<A MYDISK/=: 

1142 @000476@ AVAILABLE 
56 @000038@ AVAILABLE 
73 @000049@ AVAILABLE 

354 @000162@ AVAILABLE 
3012 @OOOBC4@ AVAILABLE 

t.E.D 30 HAY 79 USAGE HAP OF MINI DISK MYDISK SERIAL NO. 000009 OWNER TIO PAGE 1. 
INITIALISED 79150 ON BDS FOR MAXIMUM OF 51 FILES ALLOCATION UNIT 1 ERROR COUNT 000000 BAD SECTOR COUNT 000000 

f.£ CYLINDERS 2 TRACKS PER CYLINDER 32 SECTORS PER TRACK 
rilEA ADDRESS AREA LENGTH \ STATUS FILE NAME 
-·---------- I ------ -------------------- ,,, 

l 0 @000000@ 32 @000020@ ASSIGNED *RESERVED 
!32 @000020@ 6 @000006@ ASSIGNED *AVAIL.TABLE 
iJB @000026@ 5~@000005@ ASSIGNED *FILE DIREC. 

/ 43 @00002B@ 11~; :~~~~!~--{~~~~~E. - ___ ~f]LEJ!U!DRS \ 
.,._J 

,__. ?li:-@oooo5E:~ · 
1236 @0004D4@ 100 @000064@ ASSIGNED COBOL4 
1336 @000538@ 56 @000038@ AVAILABLE 
1392 @000570@ 130 @000082@ ASSIGNED COBOL2 
1522 @0005F2@ 73 @000049@ AVAILABLE 
1595 @000638@ 128 @000080@ ASSIGNED COBOL1 
1723 @0006BB@ 91 @000058@ ASSIGNED COBOL5 
1H14 @000716@ 99 @000063@ ASSIGNED COBOL3 
1913 @000779@ 213 @OOOODS@ ASSIGNED COBOL6 
21.26 @00084E@ 90 @00005A@ ASSIGNED COBOL7 
2'~16 @0008A8@ 354 @000162@ AVAILABLE 
~)70 @OOOAOA@ 46 @00002E@ ASSIGNED COBOL 
2616 @OOOA38@ 4 @000004@ ASSIGNED FRED 
2620 @OOOA3C@ 3012 @OOOBC4@ AVAILABLE. 



f LIST MYDISKlrnfl) -0 

REC.NO. FILE MYDISK/FRED ON DSK 

1 HELLO READER 

?. THIS IS A DUHHY FILE CREATED TO 
OC:HONSTRATE HOW 

3 SOME OF THE CHS UTILITIES WORK. 

4 THAHKYOU. 

LIST MYDISKIFRED A 

REC.NO. FILE MYDISK/FRED ON DSK 

1 HELLO READER 

REC/BLK SIZES BO/ BO WED 30 HAY 79 PAGE 

4B454C4C4F205245414445522020202020202020202020202020202020202020 
2020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020 
20~2020202020202020202020202020 
544B495320495320412044554D4D592046494C45204352454154454420544F20 
44454D4F4E535452415445204B4F572020202020202020202020202020202020 
20202020202020202020202020202020 
534F4D45204F462054484520434D53205554494C495449455320574F524B2E20 
2020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020 
20202020202020202020202020202020 
202020202020202020202020544B414E4B594F552E2020202020202020202020 
2020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020202020 
20202020202020202020202020202020 

REC/BLK SIZES BO/ BO WED 30 HAY 79 PAGE 

2 THIS IS A DUMHY FILE CREATED TO DEMONSTRATE HOW 
3 SOHE OF THE CMS UTILITIES WORK. 
4 THANKYOU. 

1. 

1. 



N 
0 ...... 
VI 
N 
N 
00 

f ...... 
...... 

LR MYDISK/= ·(/f> 

tED 30 KAY 79 DIRECTORY OF KINI DISK MYDISK SERIAL NO. 000009 OWNER TIO 
INITIALISED 79150 ON BDS FOR MAXIMUM OF 51 FILES ALLOCATION UNIT 1 ERROR COUNT 000000 

tit CYLINDERS 2 TRACKS PER CYLINDER 32 SECTORS PER TRACK 
FILE NAME ACTUAL MAXIMUM RECORD RECS/ CREATED FILE NO. AREA 

SHE SIZE SIZE BLOCK ACCESSED TYPE AREAS ADDRESSES 

-llflESERVED 32 32 180 32 79150 79150 SYSTEM 1 0 @000000@ 
·Xl'WAIL. TABLE 6 6 180 32 79150 79150 SYSTEM 1 32 @000020@ 
*FILE DIREC. 5 5 180 32 79150 79150 SYSTEM 1 38 @000026@ 
*FILE HEADRS 51 51 180 32 79150 79150 SYSTEM 1 43 @000028@ 

---·-·-·---~~'"'"-~4-• '"''-•-"•· 
TffD 36 36 180 1 78107 79150 CODE 780226 1 1~8@000094@ 

aJBOL 46 46 180 1 79139 79150 CODE 790519 1 2570 @OOOAOA@ 
aJBOLl 128 128 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780915 1 1595 @000638@ 
OOBOL3 99 99 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780525 1 1814 @000716@ 
al80L4 lOO 100 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780822 1 1236 @0004D4@ 
al80L5 91 91 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780830 1 1723 @0006BB@ 
aJBOL7 90 90 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780915 1 2126 @OOOB4E@ 
FflED 4 54 BO 1 79150 79150 SRCELANG 1 94 @00005[@ 
XI) 14 14 180' 1 78107 79150 CODE 780226 1 184 @000088@ 

~ 

PAGE 1. 
BAD SECTOR COUNT 000000 

AREA OVERFLOW 
SIZES. DISK 

E~booo2~~ 
61·@000006@ ! 
5\@000005@ ! 

:@000033w 
36@000024@ 
46 @00002E@ 

128 @000080@ 
99 @000063@ 

100 @000064@ 
91 @000058@ 
90 @00005A@ 
54 @000036@ 
14 @OOOOOE@ 



f LR MYDISK/=: 100 -IV 

ltl~D 30 KAY 79 DIRECTORY OF KINI DISK KYDISK SERIAL NO. 000009 OWNER TIO PAGE 1. 
INITIALISED 79150 ON BDS FOR HAXIKUK OF 51 FILES ALLOCATION UNIT 1 ERROR COUNT 000000 BAD SECTOR COUNT 000000 

Ell CYLINDERS 2 TRACKS PER CYLINDER 32 SECTORS PER TRACK 
FILE NAME ACTUAL KAXIKUK RECORD RECS/ CREATED FILE NO. AREA AREA OVERFLOW 

SIZE SIZE SIZE BLOCK ACCESSED TYPE AREAS ADDRESSES SIZES DISK 

maou 128 120 180 1 78339 79150 CODE 780915 1 

MEA 
~>DRESSES 

AVAILABLE AREAS 

198 @OOOOC6@ 
3:·~16 @000BA8@ 

AREA 
SIZES 

1038 @00040E@ 
354 @000162@ 

TOTAL AVAILABLE SPACE ON DISK 

MEA 
MDRESSES 

lEHPORARY AREAS 

AREA 
SIZES 

TOTAL SPACE ON DISK IN TEMPORARY USE 

AREA 
ADDRESSES 

1913 @000779@ 
2616 @OOOA3B@ 

AREA 
SIZES 

213 @OOOOD5@ 
3016 @OOOBCB@ 

4880 @001310@ 

AREA 
ADDRESSES 

AREA 
SIZES 

0 @000000@ 

1595 @000638@ 

AREA 
ADDRESSES 

1336 @000538@ 

AREA 
ADDRESSES 

128 @000090@ 

AREA 
SIZES 

259 @000103@ 

AREA 
SIZES 



N 
0 -Vl 
N 
N 
00 

c:; 
I -w 

i""iClDJFY 

?DATA CON 

CMS UTILITY~ MODIFY [VERSION 3.01.0lJ 

UBE Pl<:!. FDR HELP 
CODE .. F IL..F? (PKl depressed) 
PK :I. ::::HELP PK{.l::::MODIFY PPB PK3"::MODIFY FPB PKt.1.::::CODE. F J LE Pl<~):::: PRINT FP B/PPB P t<6::::TEHMI Nf)TE 
CODE.FILE? MYT1 I~::;1</COHUl...:t. 

rn::t...ECT FUNCTION (PK2 depressed) 
PPB ATTR l BUTF FD .... 1. ~:;1 ... IPPRE:S~:; 0 (OFF) NFl,J t,)Al ... UF m·,! 
PPB ATTRIElUT[ (PK5 depressed) 

PPB OF CODE.FILE MYD:t:St< /COBCJL:I. 

IMP .. l..[ 1-JFI ..... NO 
PHObHAM NAMF 
fr··· ! .. .ti N (;i \Hi Ci F 
INTFfl.P .. PACI< 
J ~HER P. NAME: 
COMPILER NAME 
COM PI l ... E D{:i TF 
ECJ,..J. SUPPREb~::; 
CL.A~:;~:; 

INIT.ME~:;~:; 

E:JHHY PDINl 
PEil .. l..ENf:iTH 
PGT .. l..CiCf'1TlON 
DBT .. L..FNC-iTH 
DEil .l..ClCf:1TlClN 
TCB.PA LENGTH 
·r·c B. P{:i l ... DC(.1 T ION 
bTACK LFl)GTH 
CCB.PA LENGTH 
CCB .. PA 1...ncr.1TIDN 
.I.CB. PE LENGTH 

lFNB !...[~,IC.TH 

IFNB 1...0CATIDN 

PPB f.1TTRIBUTC 
..... CHEERIO 

?FND CON 

''CDBUL..:I. 
''Hil....HF'..) .. 10 

0 
II 

II 

11 0000000 11 

II BI I... INTER p II 

11 DII... 3.0 .. c! II 

11 '/BO<?t~S 11 

(PK6 depressed) 

:I 

() 

:I.BO 

() 

() 

() 

300 
1.,. 



f MODIFY CODE .. FILE MYDifiK/COBOl. .. :1. r PP Br EO,J .. GUPPREGH OFF .•. PRINT .. PPB, nm -.i:. 
* MODIFICATIONS SUCCESSFUL * 

?DATA 1...P 

CMS UTILITY: MODIFY EVERSION 3.01.01J 

CODE.FILE MYDISK/COBOl...1, PPB,EO.J.!:lUPPRES!:; OFF, PHI NT. PPB,END 

PPB OF CODE.FILE MYDISK /COBDL..1 

IMP .. LEVEi.... NO 
PROGRAM NAME 
f.)--·L.ANGLJAGE 
INTERP.PACK 
INTERP.NAME 
COMPil ... ER NAME 
COMPILE DATE 
EO.J .. BUPPRESS 
CL..ABG 
INIT.MESS 
ENTRY POINT 
P!H .. LENGTH 
PST .. LOCAT!ON 
DST .. l.ENGTH 
I>ST.l..OCATION 
TCB.PA LENGTH 
TCB .. PA LOCATION 
STACK LENGTH 
CCB.PA LENGTH 
CCB .. PA LOCATION 
TCB .. PE LENGTH 
IFNB LENGTH 
IFNB LOCATION 

''CDBDl...:L 
"BIL.REV. :1.0 

0 
II 

II 

II ()()00000 II 
"Bil...INTERP II 

"Bii... :5..0.c~ II 

() 

t,. (A) 

(\!FF(\! 
() 

,., 
~:. 

:1.no 
::~; 

BB 

250 
() 

() 

() 

300 
<,. 



N PL SYS-IJlj-fO.J) 
0 -Vl 
N 
N 
00 

?DATA LINES 

l,£)) 6 JUN 79 CHS LOG FILE PRINTOUT OF SYS-LOG-HOLD PAGE 1 

TIKE DATE HES SAGE HIX I/O ENTRY RECORD MESSAGE TEXT 
H~:HH:ss Mff/DD/YY TYPE NUMBER MESSAGE NUMBER NUMBER 

06/06/79 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 1 1 COMPARE FRED WITH HYDISK/FRED 
06/06/79 SYSTEM 10 OUTPUT 2 1 END OF FILE FRED BEFORE HYDISK/F 

2 RED - 0 ERRORS 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 3 1 COPY HYDISK/FRED TO FRED EXTEND! 

c~ HG 
06/06/79 SYSTEM 10 OUTPUT 4 1 MYDISK/FRED TO FRED BAD ATTRIBUT 

2 ES 
06/06/79 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 5 1 COPY FRED TO FRED FILESIZE 10 
06/06/79 SYSTEM 10 OUTPUT 6 1 FRED REMOVED 
06/06/79 SYSTEM 10 OUTPUT 7 1 FRED TO FRED COPIED 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 10 OUTPUT a 1 NO RECORDS FOR COPYING FROM FRED 
06106179 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 9 1 COPY HYDISK/FRED TO FRED EXTEND! 

2 HG 
06106/79 SYSTEM 11 OUTPUT 10 1 HYDISK/FRED TO FRED BAD ATTRIBUT 

2 ES 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 11 1 PO DMB 
06106/79 SYSTEM 15 OUTPUT 12 1 DMB O.K. 
06/06179 SYSTEM 9 OUTPUT 13 1 DMB E/ 0 FILES OPEN 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 15 INPUT 14 1 PD E/= 
Ol.i/06179 SYSTEM 12 OUTPUT 15 1 E CONTAINS -
OM06/79 SYSTEM 12 OUTPUT 16 1 DELINP CHSCANDE DELINP.O 
06106179 SYSTEM 12 OUTPUT 17 1 ORD.OLD.S NORD.O FACOAT 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 12 OUTPUT 18 1 NORDO NORDS CUSHAS 
OM06/79 SYSTEM 12 OUTPUT 19 1 END PD 



f -°' 
00 M'l'DISK FAST (.10()() LIST 

LARGEST AVAILABLE SPACE IS 3012 SECTORS 
TOTAL AVAILABLE SPACE IS 4637 SECTORS IN 

••• 5 AREA<S> 
*** SQ COKPLETED ***· 

LEAGE MAP OF DISK KYDISK BEFORE SQUASH 

FILE NAME AREA FILE 
NEl OPEN 

DISK ALLOCATION 
LENGTH FROM TO 

DATE : WED 30 KAY 79 

AVAILABLE TABLE 
INFORMATION 

REMARKS 

PAGE 1. I 

:=::================================================================================================== 

1H2 @00005E@ @0004D3@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
aJBOL4 1 100 @0004D4@ @000537@ 

56 @000538@ @00056F@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
aJBOL2 1 130 @000570@ @0005FH! 

73 @0005F2@ @00063A@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
aJBOL1 1 128 @000638@ @0006BA@ 
a>BOLS 1 91 @0006BB@ @000715@ 
aJ80L3 1 99 @000716@ @0007781! 
aJBOL6 1 213 @0007791! @00084Dl! 
aJBOL7 1 90 @00084E@ @0008A7@ 

354 @OOOBAB@ @OOOA09@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
aJBOL 1 46 @OOOAOA@ QOOOA37@ 

1041 @OOOA38@ @OOOE48@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
FRED 1 4 @OOOE49@ @OOOE4C@ 

1971 @OOOE4D@ @0015FFQ AVAILABLE SPACE 



N 
0 -Vl 
N 
N 
00 

SQ (continued) : 

lfiAGE HAP OF DISK HYDISK AFTER SQUASH 

FILE NAKE AREA FILE 
NB OPEN 

DISK ALLOCATION 
LENGTH FROM TO 

DATE : WED 30 HAY 79 

AVAILABLE TABLE 
INFORMATION 

REMARKS 

PAGE 1. 

:==================================================================================================== 

1H2 @00005£@ @0004D3@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
aJBOL4 1 100 @0004D4@ @000537@ 

5l1 @000538@ @00056F@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
CTIBOL2 1 130 @000570@ @0005F1@ 

73 @0005F2@ @00063A@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
CTIBOL1 1 128 @000638@ @00068A@ 
CTlBOL5 1 91 @0006BB@ @000715@ 
aJBOL3 1 99 @000716@ @000778@ 
CTlBOL6 1 213 @000779@ @00084D@ 
CTlBOL7 1 90 @00084E@ @OOOSA7@ 

~)I. @0008A8@ @OOOA09@ AVAILABLE SPACE 
CTIBOL 1 46 @OOOAOA@ @OOOA37@ 
FRED 1 4 @OOOA38@ @OOOA3B@ 

3012 @OOOA3C@ @0015FF@ AVAILABLE SPACE 



r -00 

TAPEl...H AHTAPE 

THU !·~ 1 .JUN 79 
DIRECTORY OF NRZI TAPE ARTAPE 
FILE NAME ACTUAi... MAXIMUM 

MYFIL.E 
MYFIL.EQQ 
A999 

E>IZE SIZE 

4 

90 
:1.0 
9() 

TAPE SERIAL NUMBER 00000 
DUMPED ON THU 21 JUN 79 

RECORD RECS/ CREATED 
SIZE BLOCK ACCESSED 

:I.BO :I. 79172 79 :I. 7{:~ 
so 1 79172 791.?<.~ 

:I. c~B :I. 7<1:1.~sn 79:1. 7<:1 

NRZI TAPE ARTAPE <OOOOO> DUMPED ON THU 21 
••• JUN 79 CONTAINS -

MYFILE MYFILEQQ A999 
END TAPEPI> 

PAGE 

Fil...F 
TYPE 

l<FY 
DAT(.:l 
DATA 

:I. " 



APPENDIX C 
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

ADDRESS 

A disk is divided physically into tracks and sectors, both numbered sequentially from zero upwards. These 
'numbers' are referred to as 'addresses'. The MCP uses this address scheme to quickly locate data on disk. 

ALPHANUMERIC 

Consisting only of letters of the alphabet plus the ten numeric digits; that is, not containing any other special 
characters. 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 

User program that performs day-to-day functions such as invoicing, printing, inventory reports, etc. 

ATTRIBUTE 

Characteristic or quality. 

BACK-UP 

Term used to describe the method of insuring that copies of files exist to standby as alternatives. 

BINARY-CODED DECIMAL (BCD) 

A method of coding numeric information in 4-bit units representing 0 as bits 0000, 1 as bits 0001, 2 as bits 
0010, up to 9 as bits 1001. For example, the number 1607 in BCD would take four 4-bit units (2 bytes), coded 
as 0001 0110 0000 0111. 

BOJ 

'Beginning of Job' The term used to notify the operator that a program has entered the 'mix' and has just 
started running. 

BSMD 

Abbreviation for 'Burroughs Super Mini Disk'. 

BYTE 

One alphanumeric character of data. 

·CHECKERBOARDED 

Term applied to any disk having available spaces of varying sizes scattered about the disk amongst files. The 
term can also be applied to memory in a virtual memory system where 'locked' or 'save' areas are scattered 
through the memory in such a way as to impede getting overlayable memory areas of sufficient size for optimum 
throughput. 
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CMS 

Computer Management System. A set of interrelated specifications for system software, including high-level 
language compilers, object-code formats, operator interface and data communications, which Burroughs has im
plemented on machines of different hardware characteristics. 

COMPILATION DATE 

The date on which a programmer's source code was compiled that is, the creation date of the executable 
object program. 

COMPILERS 

Group of system programs that convert instructions written by a programmer in a language such as COBOL 
or RPG into a form which can be run or interpreted by the hardware or system software. 

CONFIGURATION 

Term used to describe the arrangement of various hardware devices in a particular system. 

DATA FILE 

A set of information usually or a disk, which is used as data to be input. 

DEFAULT VALUE 

Usually a meaning that a program will assume if not instructed otherwise. 

DESTINATION 

Disk to which information is being transferred. 

DISK DIRECTORY 

List, on Track 0, of file names, locations on disk, and sizes. Similar to a table of contents. 

DISK FILE 

Set of information residing on a disk medium, collectively referred to by its name, 'file-name' and the name 
of the disk on which it resides ('disk-name'). 

DISK NAME 

Name by which a disk is known to MCP. Every disk medium has a 'label' of information written to it during 
disk initialization, and the disk name is part of the 'label'. 

DUAL-PACK FILE (MULTI-VOLUME FILE} 

A file that resides on two separate disks or logically defined disks (for example, DKA, DKB). 

EOJ 

'End of Job'. The term used to notify the operator that a program has terminated. 'Abnormal' end-of-job 
occurs when a program is terminated prematurely due to an error condition. 
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EXECUTION 

The running of a program is termed 'program execution'. The operator can execute (or start) a program by 
entering the name of the program desired (or disk-name/program if program resides on user disk). When a pro
gram is 'executed', it enters the 'mix' and is assigned a 'mix number' by the MCP. 

FAMIL V (GROUP) OF FILES 

Two or more disk files having at least the first letter of their names in common. For example, 'PR020', 
'PRFILE', and 'P ASMl' are members of a family of files that could be referred to as 'P-'. 

HARDWARE 

Term referring to all equipment on the system. Line printers and disk cabinets are examples. 

HEXADECIMAL ('HEX') 

A number system based on root 16, in contrast to common 'decimal' system based on root 10. To provide 
additional symbols, the letters A through F are used, so that counting procedes thus: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, A, B, C, D, E, F, 10, 11, 12 ... for decimal numbers 0 through 18 ... 

INTERPRETER 

A system software item used as an intermediate step in the running of a program. Instead of using a compiler 
to transform programs directly to machine instructions which can be run by the processor, a compiler may trans
form the program to an intermediate form (called 'S-code'). The S-code can be 'interpreted' by the interprete(, 
that is, translated into machine instructions that can be run by the processor. 

INTRINSIC 

A 'command' used by the operator to direct the activities of the MCP. Intrinsics are actually a part of the 
MCP and therefore will never be seen on a disk file listing or in the 'mix'. Examples of intrinsics include 'OS' 
(discontinue the processing of a program) and 'OT' (retrieve or change system date). 

KEVFILE 

File used by system as an index to a master data file. 

LABEL 

A small space of disk on tape indicating the medium's contents, name, etc. A disk label may be created during 
the initialization process, and a tape label is created when the tape is purged. 

MAIN MEMORY 

Circuit boards inside processor where program code and data in immediate use are held. 

MCP ("Master Control Program") 

Program which is the central part of the CMS software system. It handles hardware devices, communicates 
with the operator, and controls processing of programs. 

MIX 

Term applied to the mixture of programs running in a multi-programming environment. A 'mix-number' is 
a number which is assigned by the MCP ·to a program when it enters the 'mix'. A 'null' mix is when no jobs 
are runmng. 

The program's name and mix number can be used by the operator to refer to a particular program in the 
'mix'. 
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MUL Tl PROGRAMMING 

One processor working on more than one program at a time. Processing can be shared on a 'round-robbin' 
basis, and computation can be overlapped with input/output if there is more than one program 'in the mix'. 

ON-LINE 

Term used for equipment or media currently used as part of the system. 

PACK 

Synonym for 'disk' 

PERIPHERAL 

Hardware device used as input or output. Examples are line printer, disk drive unit, console keyboard. 

PURGE 

To erase when disks or tapes are 'purged', their contents are lost. 

SECTOR 

A disk is divided physically into data storage spaces called sectors, numbered sequentially from zero upwards. 
Each sector is 180 characters in length. 

SOFTWARE 

Term referring to programs and files, as distinct from the 'hardware' of the actual machine. 

SOURCE DISK 

Disk from which information is being transferred. 

SOURCE FILE 

A disk file containing statements (instructions) written by a programmer in a high-level language such as 
COBOL or RPG, before it has been transformed into a runnable program. 

STAND-ALONE PROGRAMS 

Programs that do not run under control of the MCP. In particular, functions of general use to all BSO users 
are held in a disk file called 'SAU'(Stand Alone Utilities). Examples include LS (list disk name and sizes), and 
RL (relabel a disk). Loading and execution of SAU is done with no need of the MCP. Refer to Section 8 for 
details. 

STARFILE 

A small disk file optionally used at the start of most CMS-common utilities. The information in the starfile 
is used to build up the initiating message for the utility, which could also be entered by the operator on the 
SPO. Starfiles are also called 'macro-files'. 

SYSTEM DISK 

The disk containing the copy of the MCP that is currently in use. 

Note that a user disk may also contain MCP code files, but only the disk containing the MCP that is in use 
since the last warmstart is the system disk. There can be only one system disk at any time during operation. 
System disks cannot be used as system disks on more than one CMS product (see section 2 for details). 
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SYSTEM FILE 

A disk file which is used by the system software. Special control is placed on these files to minimise the 
danger of accidental removal from the disk (see RM utility). 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE UTILITY 

A program of general use to all users, as opposed to an application program which performs a particular using 
day-to-day tasks, such as invoicing. Examples of utilities include COPY (copy files from one medium to another) 
and RM (remove files from a disk). 

USER DISK 

Any disk available to the system that is not a system disk. 

VIRTUAL MEMORY 

A software technique, implemented in the MCP, of allowing programs to execute (or several to execute to
gether) when the total program memory requirements exceeds the amount of memory physically available. Some 
of the executing program's code and data, which is not in immediate use, is stored on disk media and not in 
main memory. When the code, or data, is required, space is made for it in main memory and the information 
read back from disk. To make space in memory, it may be necessary for the MCP to re-use some memory 
which has previously been used by the program and is not required at this moment. Before re-using memory 
containing data that could have been updated, the MCP writes this segment of memory to the program's 'virtual 
memory file' on disk. 

This technique also applies to the code and data of the MCP and other system sofware. 

VOLUME 

Synonym for 'disk'. 

WRITE INHIBIT 

To prevent disk on tape media from being written to by a program. The manner in which this is accomplished 
depends upon the medium (see B80 or B800 System Operator manuals for details). 

WRITE PERMIT 

To allow any disk or tape medium to be written to by a program. The manner in which this is accomplished 
depends upon the medium (see B 80 or B 800 System Operator manuals for details). 
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APPENDIX D 
RELATED DOCUMENTATION 

The following manuals provide information concerning CMS System Software: 

Manual 

CMS ARCS Reference Manual 
CMS COBOL Reference Manual 
CMS MCP Reference Manual 
CMS RPG Reference Manual 
CMS MPLII Reference Manual 
CMS NDL Reference Manual 

Form Number 

2012713 
2007266 
2007266 
2007274 
2007563 
1090925 

CMS Data Communications Subsystem Reference Manual 1090909 
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